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1. JAERI Papers OV/1-3

1. 1 Overview of JT-60U Results toward High Integrated Performance
in Reactor-Relevant Regime

T. Fujita, JT-6OTeam

Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute, Naka Fusion Research Establishment
Naka-machi, Naka-gun, lbaraki-ken, Japan.

e-mail contact of main author: fuJitat�fusion.nakajaeri.gojp

Abstract. Recent JT-60U results toward high integrated performance are reported with emphasis on the
projection to the reactor-relevant regime. N-NB and EC power increased up to 6 2 MW and 3 MW, respectively
A high Pp H-mode plasma with full non-inductive current drive has been obtained at 1 8 MA and the fusion
triple product reached 3 x 1020 M 3keVs High beta with PN =2 7 was maintained for 74 s. NTM suppression
with EC was accomplished using a real-time feedback control system and improvement inONwas obtained A
stable existence of current hole was observed High DT-equivalent fusion gain of was maintained for 0.55 s
in a plasma with a current hole The current profile control in high bootstrap current reversed shear plasmas was
demonstrated using N-NB and LH A new operation scenario has been established in which a plasma with high
bootstrap current fraction and TBs is produced without the use of OH coil. ECCD study was undertaken in a
reactor-relevant high T, regime A new type of AE mode has been proposed and found to explain the observed
frequency chirp quite well High confinement reversed shear plasmas with T,>T, were obtained Ar exhaust with
EC heating was obtained in a high P, mode plasma. Impurity accumulation related to strong TBs in a reversed
shear plasma and degradation of ITB by ECH in a weak positive shear plasma have been found. Dedicated
measurement of ELM dynamics and SOL plasma flow advanced the physics understanding. N-NB heating in an
Ar-seed plasma extended the density region to 95% of Greenwald density with HH,2-- 9 The enhancement of
pedestal pressure was obtained with an increase of 0, in a high tangularity configuration

1. Introduction

The main purpose of JT-60U project is to establish scientific basis for ITER and demo
tokamak reactor. Our ultimate goal is to achieve and sustain high integrated performance,
namely high beta, high confinement, high bootstrap current fraction, full non-inductive
current drive and heat/particle control, in a reactor-relevant regime. We have developed weak
magnetic shear ("hig P mode") 1,2] and reversed magnetic shear 3] plasmas toward this
goal 4]. In both regimes, the internal transport barrier (ITB) 5,6] and te edge pedestal are
obtained simultaneously. As a large-sized tokamak equipped with a variety of devices for
heating, current drive and profile control, JT-60U has high ability to approach the conditions
required in reactors (ITER or demo): low values of normalized Larmor radius and
collisionality, high toroidal field, high temperature with T>-T,, small central fueling, small
ELM activities, etc. This paper reports recent JT-60U results, after the last IAEA conference
[7], with emphasis on the projection to the reactor-relevant regime.

2 Improved Machine Status

The JT-60U tokamak has a large variety of heating and current drive systems, which
consist of the conventional positive-ion-based neutral beams (P-NBs, co- and counter-
tangential and perpendicular injection), high-energy tangential negative-ion-based neutral
beams (N-NBs), LHRF, ICRF and ECRF systems. The N-NB provides, in addition to
the current drive, the electron heating through high-energy ions with small particle fueling,
and can simulate the plasma heating and/or excitation of Alfv&n instability by a particles in
reactors. The ECRF system enables us to vary the ratio of Te/T, in a wide region including the
reactor-relevant regime (Te>-Ti) by efficient on-axis electron heating.

In the N-NB system, the beam deflection and uniformity of the source plasma have been
improved. Te increased acceleration current resulted in the injection power of 62 MW with

1 
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the injection energy of 381 keV and the pulse length of 17 s. The improved beam divergence
extended the pulse length and the long pulse injection for 10 seconds has been achieved at
355 keV and 26 MW with one ion source [8]. In the I 10 GHz ECRF system, a new unit has
been installed in addition to previous three units in 2001. The antenna for this unit is
independent from the antenna for previous three units and the injection angle can be scanned
toroidally as well as poloidally. Each unit has one gyrotron whose output power is
- I MW. The torus-injected EC power is plotted as a function of pulse length in Fig.
1. The injected power reached 3 MW, twice as large as before 2000, for 27 s and the injected
energy reached IO MJ 2.8 MW for 36 s) .

The core fueling with pellets and the plasma shape control are also important for
improving the plasma performance. In the multiple pellet injector system 910], injection
from a high-field-side equatorial plane has been made possible, in addition to a high-field-
side top injection, in which efficient fueling is expected in terrns of the effect of ExB drift.
The capacity of poloidal coils for control of plasma triangularity has been expanded by
raising their maximum current from 40 kA to 48 kA and the pulse length from -5 s to -10 s
for 40 kA.

These improvements have enhanced our capability of current drive, profile control and
shape control.

3 Improved Performance in High Pp H-mode and Sustainment of High N

In the high H-mode, the full non-inductive current drive with 50% of bootstrap
current fraction at le plasma current of 1.5 MA was realized in 2000 with N-NB injection 7].
The current drive efficiency of N-NB reached 1.55xlO" Am-'W-' with increased T,(O) of 13
keV by the EC heating. High beta 2.5) and high confinement (HHy2 = 14) were also
obtained.

In 2001, extension to higher current regime of full non-inductive current drive was
pursed by utilizing the increased N-NB power and increased current in poloidal coils for
higher triangularity. As a result, the full non-inductive current drive has been achieved in a
1.8 MA high H-mode plasma shown in Fig. 2 [I 1. In this discharge, N-NB with 57 MW
and 402 keV was injected and high beta k = 24) and high confinement (HHy2 = 12) were
maintained. At t = 65 s, the bootstrap current fraction (fBs) was 50% and the NBCD+ECCD
fraction was 50%. The fusion triple product and DT-equivalent fusion gain reached 3 X 1 020

M_3keVs (nD(O = 4.2xlO" m, T,(O = 21.5 keV, TE = 0344 s) and 0.185, respectively.
Other parameters are listed in Table I. The value of fusion triple product renewed remarkably

- 2 -
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OV/1-3

the previous record under the full non-inductive
current drive, 2xl020 M-3keVs. The toroidal 5
field and the normalized Lannor radius also ON =3.05 for 
approached the reactor-relevant regime. =2.7 for -7s

The sustainable beta in high P, H-mode 3
plasmas is limited by neoclassical tearing modes dy
(NTMs) with m/n = 32 and/or 21. In the 2
discharge shown in Fig. 2 NTM was suppressed before 2000
by tailoring the pressure and current profiles so 1
that the steep gradient is not located at the mode 0
rational surface, namely q = .5 and 2 Long 0 2 4 6 a 10
sustainment of high approaching the current duration ]
diffusion time scale was undertaken in a lower FIG 3 Progress in sustainedfly.
current regime, where higher triangularity can be
maintained for longer time. The improvement of
capacity of poloidal field coils enables us to maintain 8-0.4 for 10 s at the plasma current of I
MA. In a shot E3951 1, N-2.7 was maintained for 65 s or 45TE without appearance of NTM.
To avoid the large beat load to the first wall due to the shine-tbrough power of perpendicular
Nl3s, the plasma density was kept relatively high, namely 67% of the Greenwald density, by
injecting pellets continuously. The high density may result in the moderate confinement,
HHy2-0-9. Figure 3 indicates sustained as a function of its duration. The duration of N
=2.7, which is required for the steady-state operation scenario in ITER 12], was extended
remarkably. In another shot E39706, longer sustainment 7.4 s or 60-rE) Of ON = 27 was also
achieved, though the confinement was lower due to the continuous m/n=3/2 NTM. The cause
of appearance of NTM in this discharge is attributed to slightly igher PN 3 in the initial
phase of beating. In these long-pulse discharges, the density was kept constant and no
accumulation of impurities was observed. In shorter pulse length, we can obtain higher
current for control coil and hence higher . The quasi-steady beta values (maintained for
longer than 5E) has been raised to PN = 305 by the increase of 8 to 06.

To sustain igh PN in a low collisionality (Ve') regime, suppression of NTM is required.
A system for real-time NTM detection and EC wave injection has been developed and
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=1 I GHz E041666 14 Feecbackstart (c)
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dB /dt
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FIG 4 7M suppression experiment (a) Schematic view of the system (b) Profile of electron

temperature perturbation (c) Waveforms of a typical discharge
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worked successfully. In this system, the location of island center is evaluated by using the

electron temperature perturbations 6T.) measured with electron cyclotron emission (ECE)

diagnostic as shown in Fig. 4 (b). Then the injection angle of EC wave is determined so that

the EC wave deposits its power at the island center taking into account the shape of q=3/2

surface as shown in Fig. 4 (a). Waveforms of a discharge where the NTM was suppressed by

using the system are shown in Fig. 4 (c). The 32 NTM decreased gradually and it was

completely stabilized after the start of EC injection. Even after the turn-off of EC injection,

the 32 NTM did not appear until t = 10.8 s. Te increased from 1.5 to 167, which

indicated that the energy confinement was improved by the NTM suppression.

4. Current Pofile Control in Reversed Shear Plasmas

4.1. Current Hole and High Performance Reversed Shear Plasma

We observed that an equilibrium with a nearly zero current density in te core or the

current hole" persisted stably for several seconds in a reversed shear plasma of I = 135 MA

and q95 =5.2 13] by using upgraded MSE system and equilibrium code. The q profile of

higher Ip reversed shear plasma with higher fusion performance was measured and

reconstructed in 2001. The profiles of MSE polarization angle, T T, q and j are shown in

Fig. 5. The MSE polarization angle shown in Fig. (c), which is proportional to B/Bt, is very

close to zero near the axis and the existence of current hole extended to a normalized radius

of 03-0.35 was confirmed as shown in q and j profiles in Fig. (b). The T and T. profiles are

nearly flat inside the current hole indicating poor confinement in the current hole. It is noted

that, however, the flat portions in T, and Te profiles extended beyond the current hole radii,

which cannot be explained in terms of the small poloidal field. The high temperature plasma

(T - 18 keV, T, -10 keV) in the current hole was confined by off-axis poloidal field and the

ITB. In this discharge, T, ITB and the current hole were established by EC heating in a

low Ip phase with a limiter configuration and they were maintained during the Ip ramp. The

discharge terminated in a disruptive beta collapse when qn became less than 2 Just before

the collapse we achieved the DD neutron production rate = 4.6xIO16 /S, = 16, T = 089 s,PN
H89 = 30 and QDT eq = 12 with I = 260 MA and q9 = 33 (see Table 1). Hence it was
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confirmed that the current hole was compatible with a high I, low q, high perfon-nance
plasma. In this discharge, the value of qm.�, at the time of major collapse has been decreased
from -1.85 to 1.7, and the duration of high fusion performance has been extended. As a
result, we were able to maintain the DT-equivalent fusion power gain of 0.8 for 0.55 s. The

time derivative of the plasma stored energy was small and the ratio of DT-equivalent fusion

power to the absorbed NB power reached 0. 8, which is the highest value in JT-60U.

No significant negative central current density has been observed so far. Furthermore no

current is generated with ECCD or NBCD in the center of current hole 14]. These

observations of clamping central current density at zero level suggest that the current hole is

not a result of a transient zero inductive field near the axis, but rather of some kind of self-

organized structure. Te response of current profile to various kinds of current drive, EC, NB

and OH, in a plasma with a current bole is under investigation to establish the method for

current profile control in such a discharge.

4.2. Plasma Current Start-up without Use of OH Coil

In a steady-state tokamak reactor, the plasma current is driven mainly >-70%) by the

bootstrap current and the rest is by NBCD and/or RFCD without use of OH coils [15]. Full

no-inductively driven plasmas with high bootstrap current fraction have been obtained

experimentally 16,17]. However, even in these discharges, the OH coil was used to start the

tokamak discharge and ramp up the plasma current. If the plasma start-up and Ip ramp-up, in

addition to I sustainment, are accomplished without the use of OH coil, the OH coil can be

removed from tokamak reactors and the substantial improvement in the economic

competitiveness is expected as the machine size is reduced at a higher magnetic field [I 819].

The first demonstration of plasma start-up, Ip ramp-up, and subsequent transition to a high-

perforinance advanced tokamak plasma without the use of the OH coil has been successfully

achieved in JT-60U. Waveforms of a typical discharge are shown in Fig. 6 In this discharge,

a plasma with I = 02 MA was formed at t = 22 s by a combination of EC pricionization and

induction by vertical field coils (VR and VT coils). Subsequently, Ip was ramped up by

LHCD until t = 6 s when I reached 04 MA. Finally, NB injection was started to raise the

plasma beta. The plasma stored energy was feedback controlled by using the P-NB power,

which resulted in an irregular shape in P-NB power waveform in Fig. 6 The increased Po is

expected to be effective to raise Ip through the flux provided by the increased current in

vertical field coils. The highest plasma current achieved so far in this scenario is 07 MA. The

ITB and the edge transport barrier (H-mode) were obtained with NB heating. The radius of

ITB was large and high confinement, HHy2=1.6, was obtained with = 36 and PN=1.6. The

q profile was reversed with the normalized radius Of q,.n of 0.7 and the current hole existed in
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F1 7 (a) Waveforms and (b) profiles of a reversed shear discharge in which the current

profile was controlled with LHCD and NBCD in full non-inductive current drive In (a), from

the top, LH power, plasma stored energy, P-NB power, N-NB power, surface loop voltage,

normalized raidus of ITB foot (Pf,,,d and that of q,, (pqm,,d In (b), from the top, T, and T,

profiles at t = 7 24 s, n, profiles at t-- 6 15 and 7 24 s, q profiles at t- 6 15 and 7 24 s

the center. An interesting point is that the current hole seems to be already fonned before NB

heating, namely during the LHCD phase. This may imply that the current hole will also be

forined in future reactors if this scenario is employed and that the control of current profile in

a plasma with the current hole is important.

4.3. Current Profile Control in Reversed Shear Plasmas

The active modification of current profile in a reversed shear plasma with a large

bootstrap current fraction was demonstrated by using LHCD and NBCD 20]. Waveformis of

a typical discharge are shown in Fig. 7 (a). The reversed shear q profile and the ITB were

established with P-NB heating during Ip ramp-up. Injection of N-NB and LH started at t = 61

s and 63 s, respectively. The surface loop voltage started to decrease after the injection of LH

and reached 0.2 V. The internal loop voltage evaluated with the MSE measurement was also

negative in the whole plasma volume. Tis indicates that te plasma current was entirely

driven by the non-inductive current. Te bootstrap current was estimated 62% of the plasma

current and the rest was provided by LHCD and NBCD. High confinement (HH Y = 14)

and high beta PN=2.2) was maintained at a high normalized density (ne-bar/nGw = .8) under

the full non-inductive current drive. The high confinement and high beta are supposed to be

due to the large ITB radius as shown in Fig. 7 (b) 21]. The normalized radius of qmin, Pqnun

increased from t = 66 s as shown in the bottom panel of Fig. 7 (a). This is due to the off-axis

current drive by LH and is in clear contrast to the case without LHCD where Pqrn,. continued

to shrink due to the penetration of inductive current. The radius of T, 1713 foot, pf',,, increased

as the Pqmn was expanded. From the q profiles shown in Fig. 7 (b), it is also noted that the q

values inside the ITB, p<0.5, was decreased. This is not due to the penetration of inductive

current but due to the central current drive with N-NB because the loop voltage in this region

was negative. The reduction in q in the central region is effective to improve the confinement

of high energy particles including a particles in fusion reactors. Terefore, we have

demonstrated that the q profile can be modified favorably by means of combined external

non-inductive current drive even with a high bootstrap current fraction.
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5. Internal Transport Barrier

Major issues for the application of the internal transport barrier to ITER or demo reactors
are (i) ITI3 formation condition and ITI3 control, (ii) formation of electron ITI3 to improve the
electron confinement, (iii) sustainment of ITBs, especially the ion ITB, under the reactor-
relevant conditions, with dominant electron heating and small central particle fueling, and (iv)
impurity accumulation in 1713. Recent JT-60U research on ITI3 has focused on these items.

Fon-nation of ITB in weak positive shear and reversed shear plasmas was studied by
varying the heating power systematically. The relation between the then-nal diffusivity ()o and
X,) and the radial electric field shear (E, shear) was investigated extensively 22]. It is found
that in the weak TI3 C, decreases gradually with the increase of heat flux density and the E,
shear. In positive shear plasmas, there was a threshold heating power for formation of weak
ITI3 while no threshold power was found in reversed shear plasmas. In both of positive shear
and reversed shear plasmas, the strong (box-type) ITI3 was formed with a bifurcation or a
sudden drop in as a function of time or E, shear. The critical value of E, shear for the
transition to the strong ITB was found to increase with the poloidal magnetic field.

The electron ITI3 is important to improve the energy confinement in ITER and demo
reactors in which the electron heating power is dominant and T is expected to be lower than
T.. The electron ITI3 also attracts attention recently since it is considered that the formation
mechanism of electron ITI3 is different from that of ion ITI3 23]. The improved performance
of EC heating in JT-60U enables us to investigate the formation of electron ITI3 in a wide
range of electron heating power. The electron ITI3 formation in low T, low beta plasmas was
investigated by injecting the EC wave into a low density plasma with zero or small NI3
heating power. In reversed shear plasmas, the normalized inverse scale length of T, R/LT,
increased with EC heating power and exceeded 20 with 3 MW heating. On the other hand, in
weak positive shear plasmas, R/LTe stayed constant (-10) up to 3 MW. These results indicate
that the electron ITI3 is formed with a small heating power in reversed shear plasmas but is
not formed in positive shear plasmas with the present available electron heating power. An
electron ITI3 with high Te (- 25 keV) in a wide region 30% of plasma minor radius) was
obtained with EC heating in a reversed shear plasma sustained by the LH current drive 24] It
is noted that the electron ITI3 in reversed shear plasmas was already observed in previous JT-
6OU experiments where LHRF was employed for electron heating and formation of reversed
shear 25]. When high power NI3 heating was applied to EC heated plasmas, the situation was
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different. Both in weak positive shear and reversed shear plasmas, the electron ITB was
formed at the similar location to ion ITB. This implies that the large pressure gradient or E,
shear accompanied by the ion ITB affects the fori-nation of electron ITB.

As for item (iii), sustainment of ITB in the reactor-relevant regime, effects of electron
heating on the ion ITB were mainly investigated 20]. The increased T,/T, may cause an
increase of growth rate of ion temperature gradient (ITG) mode and enhancement of ion
transport. In a reversed shear plasma with box-type ITBs, heat and particle barriers for ions
and electrons were sustained in a regime with Te >- T, The HH factor, HHy2, is plotted as a
function of TJ, in the central region in Fig. 8. High confinement with HH y2>-1.5 was
obtained even in a regime with Te>Tl in reversed shear plasmas. In E41738, HH y = 205,
which is among the highest values in JT-60U plasmas, was obtained with Te/T = 13. In this
discharge, EC heating power was 26 MW, which corresponded to 44% of total heating power.
The ITB foot and qm were located around p-0.6 and the box-type ITB with a very narrow
ITB layer (5-10 cm) was observed. The efficient heating inside the ITB shoulder with EC
may be related to the high confinement. The parameters in E41738 are listed in Table 1 On
the other hand, the decrease in T gradient and the toroidal rotation shear were often observed
when the EC wave was injected into a weak positive shear plasma with parabolic type ITBs.
In positive shear plasmas, ion ITB with Te>T� was not obtained. It is noted, however, the NB
heating power was limited below -15 MW in this experiment so as to achieve Te>T1 with
available EC power. Sustainment of ITB in a regime of Te>T1 will be attempted using higher
electron heating power, for instance injecting N-NB in addition to EC, in future.

Impurity accumulation is one of the largest issues for application of ITB to reactors.
Transport of various impurities (He, C, Ar) and bulk particles have been investigated in weak
and strong ITB plasmas 26]. It was found that diffasivities of impurities and electrons were
strongly correlated with the heat transport or in a wide range of k, I< 0/)ONC< Io. In a
plasma with a strong ITB with 0k c, heavier impurities tended to accumulate but the
peaking factor in the profile sape was smaller than the values from neoclassical prediction
for C and Ar. When EC was injected into a high mode plasma after Ar puff, the electron
density was reduced and Ar was exhausted. The profiles before and during EC injection are
shown in Fig. 9 The density ITB was almost lost during EC heating while the ion ITB was
maintained. The profile of Ar was evaluated from the profile of soft X-ray emission. The
exhaust of Ar can be explained by the reduction of inward velocity of Ar caused by reduction
of ne gradient in neoclassical transport. This indicates that it is important to control the
density gradient for the control of impurity accumulation.

ITB control through perturbation in density or temperature or magnetic field was also
attempted 27]. Reduction of density fluctuation and improvement of confinement was
observed when a pellet was injected into reversed shear plasmas 26]. The role of rational q
values in the non-local transport bifurcations inside and around the 1713, ITB event, has been
investigated 28].

6. ECCD Study

The ECRF current drive is considered a powerful tool for the local current profile control
and suppression of NTM. In JT-60U, localized current drive, consistent with the linearized
Fokker-Planck calculation 29], was confirmed with the MSE measurement 30]. In ITER or
demo reactors, ECCD in high n, and high T. plasmas is required. Furthermore, the location of
ECCD should be varied from the axis to the off-axis (p<-0.6) region. To evaluate the current
drive efficiency YCD in a high T, regime, a high T. plasma was produced with high power EC
heating up to 3 MW in a low density regime (ne-0.5xi 019M-3) . To evaluate qCD

experimentally, it is required to avoid MHD instability and sustain high T, stably. By
optimizing the target current profile and EC deposition location, a stable high T. plasma was
obtained where TO) 23 keV was maintained for 08 s. The evaluated TICE) increases with T.
but the value was lower than the linearized Fokker-Plank calculation in the high T, regime J,
-20 keV). This is considered due to the negative toroidal electric field induced by the large
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EC driven current density, jEc 3 1 ]. To evaluate TJCD precisely, a higher density plasma with
high T. is required to reduce EC. In off-axis CD, the effect of trapped electrons was found by
changing the EC deposition position in the poloidal direction as shown in Fig. 10. The
dependence on ne and T, was also investigated and a strong dependence on ne was found in
the range of (1-1.8)xlO'9 M 3 This is considered due to the enhanced coupling to increased
number of fast electrons.

7. Alfv6n Eigenmode

In the Alfv6n eigenmode (AE) study, a new model has been found consistent with the

observed frequency sweep and saturation during N-NI3 injection in reversed shear plasmas

[32]. In the discharge shown in Fig. I , the hydrogen N-NI3 of 360 keV and 4 MW was

injected into a reversed shear plasma with 13 = 37 T and Ip = 13 MA. Magnetic fluctuations

in the AE frequency range have been observed during N-NB injection. Only the n=I mode

was observed due to relatively small fast ion beta <0.2%). The frequency chirp both in

upward and downward directions was observed. The dotted lines are frequencies of the shear

AE near the zero shear region of reversed shear plasma, which is called the reversed-shear-

induced AE (RSAE). The frequency of RSAE depends strongly on the value of qn... and it can

explain the observed frequency chirp very well as shown in Fig. I . The AE frequency

saturates at t = 665-6.85 s and the amplitude was enhanced. This can be explained by the

transition of RSAE to TAE which occurs at qn. 2.5. To avoid these large amplitude TAEs,

it is suggested to operate a reversed shear plasma outside the range of this transition, for

instance 2.4<qm,<2.7. The RSAE can also explain the previously observed rapid frequency

sweeping modes with n>I in JT-60U ICRF heated reversed shear plasmas 33].

8. H-mode and ELM Study

In the H-mode pedestal regime, important points are to maintain high confinement in the

high density regime and to reduce the ELM heat load to the target plates.

In Ar-seeded H-mode plasmas, higher confinement is obtained in the high density regime

than no impurity-seeded plasmas. A higher pedestal ion temperature is obtained with a fixed

pedestal pressure in Ar-seeded plasmas where the ion density is lower, and this results in a
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higher core temperature and higher confinement though the profile stiffness 34]. The
reduction of instability growth rates with an increase of Zff may also be involved 35]. In JT-
60U a configuration with the outer strike point located on the dome-top ("dome-top
configuration") was found to enhance the confinement further 36]. With this configuration,
giant ELMs disappeared in the high density regime and the heat load due to ELMs decreased
to 1/10 compared to the low density case. In 2002, high power N-NB injection extended the
density regime to n,-bar/nGW = 095 keeping HHy2-0.9 as shown in Fig. 12. The parameters of
this discharge (E41536) are listed in Table .

It is very important to raise the pedestal pressure in order to enhance the global stability
and confinement properties. We have found that the pedestal pressure increased by a factor of

2-2.5 with total (or core) poloidal beta in high triangularity -0.45) plasmas with type I and

type 11 ELMs as shown in Fig. 13 37]. As a result, high confinement of HHy = 11 was

achieved at n/nGW = 07 in a pellet injected discharge. An increase in the pedestal pressure

was not caused by an increase of the pedestal width but by an increase of the pressure

gradient (a parameter) at the pedestal. In contrast, the pressure and the parameter at the

pedestal stayed almost constant in low plasmas. The pedestal pressure in high H-mode

plasma increases gradually in time even with constant Pp. This is considered to be due to the

change of local magnetic shear by the edge bootstrap current.

The type 11 ELM, with a small heat load onto the divertor plates, appears in a high and

high q95 region. By increasing up to 06, the type 11 ELMy regime has been expanded to a

lower q regime (95 =3.8). In this region, the type 11 ELM was maintained during pellet

injection while type I ELM appears after each pellet with a smaller -0.45) or q95.

The dynamics of density collapse due to type I ELMs was measured using a reflectometer

[3 8]. The time scale (I 00-3 50 [ts), penetration depth (I I cm or twice the pedestal width) and

a poloidally asymmetric structure of the collapse were observed. It was revealed that the ELM

heat load is mainly caff ied by the convective transport using SOL Mach probes and IRTV.

Understanding of SOL flow pattern and the driving mechanism is crucial for particle and

impurity control in divertor A new reciprocating Mach probe has been installed above the

high-field-side baffle plate and SOL measurement at tree locations (high-field-side, low-

field-side and X-point) has been made possible. The SOL flow measurements revealed the

importance of ExB drift flow 39]. As for the plasma-surface interaction, tritium retention of

the first wall materials has been studied by analyzing the carbon tiles 40,41 .
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TABLE I Parameters of typical discharges

Shot 39713 40259 37964 41738 41536
mode High , H, RS, RS, RS, Ar-seeded H,

Full CD QDTeq Full CD High HH with Dome-top,
=0.80.55s T�>T� High n,

time [s] 6.5 7.22 7.24 6.5 9.0
I [MA] 1.795 2.6 0 90 1.3 1.20
13, 4.09 4.32 2.52 3.71 2.50
P.2"' 1MW1 21.8 13.035 9.00 5 87 17.0
k [ml 3,226 3.101 3 51 3.34 3.33
a [m] 0.776 0.717 0.952 0.78 0.88
q95 4.1 3.26 6.9. 5 08 4 23
1c, 1.548 1.86 1 38 1.55 1.46
6. 0 34 0.05 0.45 0.26 0.35
Wd. MJ1 7.495 8.427 2.45 3.58 2.82
dWd�/dt [MWI -0 4.38 0.36 1 34 0.47
sui -] 3.6 4.57 0.23 0.22 0.60
4ff 3.0 3 25 3.44 3.0 3.22
n,(O) [I 09m-31 6 77 9.9 3.4 4.3 8.0
nf)(0) 110 -1 4.2 5.44 1.7 2.4 6.2
n.-bar [10"m'] -4.0 5.49 2.59 3.16 4.70
nebarhkw 0.42 0 34 0.82 0.47 0.95
T,(O) [keV] 21.5 18.07 4.0 7 36 -6
T,(O) [keVI 10.5 10.04 4.0 9.32 -4
TE [SI 0.344 0.887 0.28 0.75 0.17
H89PL 2.53 2.95 2.45 3.47 1 58
HH,2 1 22 1.55 1.39 2.05 0.89
ON 2.40 1.61 2.17 1.72 2.06
PP 1.73 1.01 2.10 1 57 1.43
PI N 1.37 1.35 0.81 0.77 1.12
fBs 0.50 - 0.62 0.56 37
fNBCDWCD 0.50 >0.38 0.12 -
Pgd/Png 0.54 0.43 0.8

9. Summary and Discussions

'Enhanced capabilities of N-NB and ECH enabled the research approaching the reactor-
relevant regime including high nT full non-inductive CD, NTM stabilization, current profile
control in reversed shear plasmas, high confinement reversed shear plasma with Te>T, and
high confinement at the high density. Achieved parameters of typical discharges are listed in
Table I. A new operation scenario has been established in which a plasma with high bootstrap
current fraction and ITBs is produced without using OH coil. Significant advance in physics
understanding on a high temperature plasma has been obtained including discovery of the
current hole, measurement of ELM dynamics and a new type of AE mode.

Studies on the ITB and the edge pedestal were intensively carried out with emphasis on
reactor-relevant conditions. Impurity accumulation related to large density gradient in strong
ITBs in a reversed shear plasma and degradation of ITB by ECH in a weak positive shear
plasma have been found. In order to decide what type of ITB and q profile are suitable in
reactors, experiments with low particle fueling condition, in addition to the dominant electron
heating, will be important.

In future, we will continue to develop discharges with higher integrated performance
with improvement of N-NB, pellet and EC. Extensive physics study will also be performed in
enhanced collaboration with other institutes.
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1 2 High Performance Tokamak Experiments
with Ferritic Steel Wall on JFT-2M

K. Tsuzuki 1), H. Kimura 1), H. Kawashima 1), M. Sato 1), K. Kamiya 1), K. Shinohara 1),
H. Ogawa, K. Hoshino 1), M. Bakhtiar 1), S. Kasai 1), K. Uehara 1), H. Sasao 1), Y. Kusarna
1), N. Isei 1), Y. Miura 1), T. Ogawa 1), M. Yamamoto 1), T. Shibata 1), K. Kikuchi ,
K. Miyachi 1), T. Ito 2, H. Ajikawa 2, S. Nomura 2, H. Tsutsu 2, R. Shimada 2, T. Ido 3,
Y. Hamada 3, N. Fukumoto 4 M. Nagata 4, T. Uyama 4, H. Niimi 5), S. Yatsu ),
N. Kayukawa 5), T, Hino 5), Y. Hirohata 5) and JFT-2M Group )

I)Naka Fusion Research Establishment, Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute
2)Tokyo Institute of Technology, 3)National Institute for Fusion Science,
4)Himeji Institute of Technology, 5)Hokkaido University
E-mail: tsuzuklk�fusion.nakajaeri.go.jp

Abstract. In the JFT-2M tokamak compatibility between plasma and the low activation ferritic steel, which is
candidate material of a fusion reactor, has been investigated step by step We have entered the 3rd stage of
Advanced Material Tokamak EXpenment (AMTEX), where the inside of vacuum vessel wall is fully covered
with ferritic steel plates (Ferritic Inside Wall, FlW) The effects of FIW have been investigated on the plasma
production, the impurity release, the operation region, and H-mode characteristics No deteriorative effect has
been observed up to now High normalized beta pasma Of PN - 3 having both internal transport harrier and the
steady H-mode edge was obtained Remarkable reduction of ripple trapped loss from 26 MW/m� (w/o ferritic
steel) to less than 0 01 MW/m2 was demonstrated due to optimization of the thickness profile of FIW. The
effect of the localized ripple was also investigated with additional ferritic plates outside the vacuum vessel. In
parallel with AMTEX, advanced and basic research for the development of high perfonnance plasma such as
evaluation of fluctuation induced particle flux and development of advanced fuelling (compact toroid injection)
are also performed on JFT-2M.

1. Introduction

A low activation ferritic steel (such as F82H [1]) is a leading candidate material for a fusion
demonstration reactor 2] because of its better properties for heat and neutron load, compared
to austenite stainless steel. In addition, application of ferromagnetic material is planed in
ITER aiming at reducing toroidal field ripple 3-5]. However, the effect of ferromagnetism
on plasma control, stability and confinement is not well understood. Vacuum properties
could also be problems because it easily rusts in the air 6]. Thus compatibility with plasma,
in view of ferromagnetic effects and vacuum properties should be investigated. In small
tokamak, HT-2, the ferritic steel, F82H, was installed inside the vacuum vessel. The
compatibility of the ferritic steel was well demonstrated for ohmic heating plasma 7 To
investigate the compatibility with higher performance plasma, the Advanced Material
Tokamak EXperiment (AMTEX) program is being performed, in the medium size tokamak
JFT-2M (R=1.31 m, a0.35 m, k1.7, 13,0<12T) [5,8-1 1. In the last IAEA Fusion Energy
Conference, results of the I" stage of AMTEX were presented, where ferritic plates (FPs)
were installed between the vacuum vessel and troidal field coils, aiming at reducing the
toroidal field ripple (similar configuration as ITER) 8,9]. In the second stage, the FPs of
thickness 7 mm were installed along the whole toroidal circumference in the low field side
above and below the horizontal ports. They covered 20% of the inside area of the vacuum
vessel. No adverse effects of ferritc steel on the plasma operation and stability was observed
at least for the non-nalized beta up to 27 911]. With these encouraging results, we have
entered the 3d stage of AMTEX The main purpose of this stage is an investigation of the
compatibility between plasma and a full covering ferritic inside wall (FIW) as a simulation of
blanket wall of the demo-reactor and 2 a demonstration of the significant reduction of the
toroidal field ripple by optimizing the thickness profile of FIW. The setup and results are
presented from Section 2 to Section 6.

- 9-
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In parallel with the AMTEX program, advanced and basic research for development of the
high performance tokamak plasma are also performed with an MSE polarimetry a heavy ion
beam probe and a compact toroid injector etc. These results are shown from Section 7 to
Section 9.

2. Design and Installation of Ferritic Steel

The ferritic inside wall (FIW) was installed along the vacuum vessel, keeping a distance of 30
mm from the inside surface of the vacuum vessel, so that the similar plasma configuration and
shape as before can be obtained. The thickness of the ferritic steel is determined to meet
bofti magnetic effect and ripple reduction. When the frequency of magnetic fuctuation
increases, the effect of the eddy current increases, and thus, the effect of ferromagnetism are
weakened 10]. The average thickness is determined to be mm so that the effect of eddy
current exceeds the ferromagnetic effect for typical frequency of tearing mode on FT-2M
(>6kHz). Furthermore, reduction of toroidal field ripple for almost 14 as large as that
without FIW was conducted by optimization of thickness profile (6mm, 8mm, and 10.5mm)
of FIW. Most of the magnetic sensors were installed on plasma side of the ferritic steel.
Part of them were installed behind FIW to investigate shielding effect of the ferritic steel.
Graphite tiles were installed on FIW keeping a distance of 50 mm. The configuration is
similar to the previous one, namely, the high-filed side was fully covered with the graphite
tiles and the divertor region and low field side were covered discretely with them. Thus,
main plasma-facing component is the graphite tiles and FIW is exposed to peripherical
plasma.
Precise 3-D magnetic field measurements inside the vacuum vessel were carried out with rails,
a vehicle, and hole elements installed inside the vacuum vessel. The magnetic field was
measured for whole toroidal angle 192 points in toroidal direction and points in poloidal
direction, 3-Dcomponent (X, Y, Z) for each points). The results are shown in Fig.2. The
experimental results are close to te calculated one. The designed value of the toroidal field
ripple has been realized. It should be noted that the toroidal periodicity of the magnetic field
is broken due to the limitation of installation area of the FIW by interferences with the
existing component such as neutral beam ports. The measurement also indicated that a shift
of te central axis of the vacuum vessel from that of the toroidal field coils is 3 mm. Since
the FIW was installed along the vacuum vessel, the shift of the vacuum vessel induces low-n
error field, which might induce locked mode 12]. However, in the case of m/n=2/1
component (13,21), which is regarded as te most dangerous mode for locked mode, induced
error field due to the sift of -3 mm is less than (Br2l/Bt=4xlO-5 ). This is much lower than
the allowable limit for a joule beating plasma (B,21/Bt=2xlO-') 12,13].

-20-
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3. Wall Condidoning

The same procedure as the second stage was applied on the FPs, namely (1) removal of
oxidelayerbymachining,(2)degreasing,and(3)350'Cbakingfor2Ohours[14]. Impurity
release was not problem in the second stage [10]. However, it took 6 months for the
installation (10days for the 2nd stage), and thus, the oxidation during air exposure might
degrade the vacuum properties. The vacuum properties of the ferritic steel, which had been
exposed to air for 2 months and slightly oxidized, were investigated in a test-stand, prior to
the tokamak experiment. It has been confirmed that the out gas rate from the ferritic steel is
sufficiently low for the FIW (I 0-' Pam'/sm') [ 1 5].

The usual procedure was applied in the initial pumping just after the installation of the FIW,
namely, baking at 120 'C for 3weeks and Taylor discharge cleaning (TDC) for 30 hours.
The obtained base pressure was 6xI 0-6 Pa, which is same as that before the installation of
FIW, as is predicted from the test-stand experiment. As for a discharge cleaning, the Taylor
discharge cleaning was performed without changing discharge 4conditions, namely, working
gas: H2, pulse length: - 10 ms, interval: 07 sec, pressure: 2x10- Pa. The partial pressure of
H20, CO and C02 clearly increased when the TDC ignited and the out gas rate is 1.5 times as
large as the case without ferritic wall. It means that the TDC is effective to remove oxygen
impurity though the feffitic wall affects the magnetic structure. The glow discharge was also
ignited and utilized to reduce hydrogen recycling.

4. Plasma Production and Impuity Release

To evaluate the effects of FIW on the plasma control, the magnetic field caused by the FIW
was calculated with the equilibrium code including the effect of ferritic steel. Figure 3
shows schematic cross-sectional view of the magnetic field. The FPs are magnetized in the
direction of poloidal field (typically, specific magnetization is 2 - 3 In a case of the
elongated plasma, direction of the magnetization of ferritic steel is opposite in diverter region.
Thus stray filed forms vertical field as shown in the figure. It weakens the vertical field by
-10%.Inaddition,thisfieldaffectsmagneticsensorslocatedonFIW. TheJFT-2Muses24
magnetic probes and flux loops for plasma control and equilibrium calculation. The
magnetic field caused by FlW is in the order of several percentage of the averaged poloidal
field at the probe position. If the separatrix (or last closed flux surface) is estimated without
considering the effect on the magnetic sensors, major radius of the separatrix is -1 cm smaller
than the real one. The vertical field fi-orn FIW can be compensated by increasing vertical
field by -10%. The shift of plasma position can also be compensated by changing the
setting value of the plasma control system.

-21 -
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As is predicted from the calculation, tokamak discharges were obtained without a marked
change in the plasma control system. Increase in vertical field by 0% compared to the
value wo FIW was observed, which is consistent with calculated results.

As a measure of impurity release during the discharge, total radiation loss is shown in Fig.
4 for limiter discharges at BT=1.3 T and lp=200 kA. The total radiation loss for initial I
month was slightly higher than the cases without FPs and partial coverage. After
experiments of I month, it was decreased by 20% of the previous level. The oxygen line
intensity measured by the visible spectroscopy became almost half of the previous level.
The metal impurity measured by a vacuum ultraviolet spectroscopy was under the detection
level. Thus, it is concluded that impurity release from the ferritic steel is not large in this
experimental condition (main plasma facing component is graphite tiles), and improvement of
the oxygen level could be attributed by the replacement of the graphite tiles.

After a series of experiment, boron coating was carried to obtain higher perfon-nance
plasma by reducing impurities in the plasma. The experiments related to plasma stability
and confinement were mainly carried out after the boron coating.

5. Investigation of Ripple Loss 161

The ripple loss was evaluated with an infrared TV system (IRTV). Fast hydrogen ions are
supplied by neutral beam injection (NBI) with its primary energy of 36 keV (CO-direction on
IP, tangentially on BT). The injection power is about 500 kW. The maximum heat flux due
to the ripple trapped loss decreased from 026 MW/M2 (w/o ferritic steel) to less than 0.01
MW/m� (with FIW) in optimized case (BT-1.3T).

As indicated in Fig.2, the toroidal field ripple is not reduced uniformly because of the
limited installation of FIW. Such situation might also occur in a demo-reactor. In addition,
large local ripple could be used for low energy beam injection and He exhaust 719]. Thus,
understanding of the behavior of fast ions with complex ripple, including the large local ripple,
is important. To investigate these effects experimentally, the ferritic steel plates outside the
vacuum vessel were used to induce strongly localized ripple. The results show that the
ripple loss depends on ripple well structure, e.g. the thickness of the ripple well. In other
words, whole structure of the magnetic filed has to be considered to analyze the ripple loss
behavior. The experimental results were almost consistent with the newly developed Fully
three Dimensional magnetic field Orbit-Following Monte-Carlo (F3D OFMC) code including
the three dimensional complex structure of the toroidal field ripple and the non-axisymmetric
first wall geometry. From the F313 OFMC calculation, the total loss of fast ions with FIW is
about 13 as large as that with only TFC.

6 Effect of the Ferritic Steel on Plasma Performance

Figure shows Hugill diagram after the FIW installation and boron coating. The density
can be increased near Greenwald density and the safety factor, q, can be decreased around 2.
It was reported that the region, where collapse due to a tearing mode occurs, exists around
q-3, n,.-IxIO'9m-' 11,20] as indicated in the figure. This region didn't change by the
ferritic steel installation, which means that the effect of FIW on tearing mode is negligible.
It should be noted that the ratio of minor radius of the resonance surface (r,) and te FIW (d)
is d/r,-1.6. The calculation code to clarify the wall effect is under development.

Growth rate of vertical instability was measured by switching off the feed-back control
during the discharge 21]. The ferritic steel makes vertical instability unstable in qualitative
manner, because the vertical shift of plasma causes unbalance of magnetization, which
enhances the shift. However, this effect is limited within a few percentages. On the other
hand, FIW acts as an additional conductive wall, which makes the instability stable.

- 22 -
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Experimental results shown in Fig. 6 The growth rate didn't change by the FIW installation
presumably due to the compensation of above effects.
In te single-null divertor configuration, H-mode was obtained with similar conditions as
before. The threshold power for the L-H transition is 42OkW at BT=1.3 T, lp=200 kA, and
n,=3XIOl' in-'. It is almost the same as the value before the FIW installation 440 kW) and
comparable to the value from scaling low - OOkW 22]. Averaged H factor (H89p) is -1.8
for ELMy H-mode, which is also comparable to the previous results.
Thus, no adverse effect of FlW on plasma confinement and stability has been observed up to
now.

7. High Beta Experiment

In parallel with the AMTEX program, the advanced and basic studies for development of high
performance plasma are performed on JFT-2M. As for the H-mode study, an attractive new
operating regime, which is named "High Recycling Steady" (HRS) H-mode, have been
discovered It was first observed with deuterium saturated boronized wall. Important
features of this mode are, (1) the steady-state H-mode edge condition at high density with
good energy confinement, 2 the complete disappearance of giant ELMs, and 3 the
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compatibility with the internal transport barrier (IT13) 23]. The HRS was observed in high
density region (ne/nGW> 04), including the low safety factor region qgs-2). The formation
of ITB was typically observed in low BT (<LIT) conditions during balance neutral beam
injection of 1.4 MW (full power). The ion temperature measured by charge exchange
recombination spectroscopy (CXRS) clearly peaked, which indicate the formation of ITB
around r/a=0.1-0.2 as shown in Fig. 7a. The q-profile also changes from monotonic one to
zero/weak shear in the plasma core region. To show the effect of the ITB, formation on
normalized beta, toroidal beta values are plotted against normalized current (I�aBT) in Fig. 7b.
The slope of the figure corresponds to normalized beta(PN). In the cases without ITI3, the
normalized beta is limited less than 25. This value is same as previous results, without FIW
and boronization. The f6 increased to 30 with the ITB as shown in box-plus in the Fig. 7b.
This increase can be attributed to the improvement of the core confinement with keeping the
steady H mode edge. The experiment was performed in the presence of FIW described above.
These results are also import as the demonstration of compatibility of such FIW with high
normalized beta plasma up to 30.

8. Estimation of Par-ticle Flux in H-mode

The estimation of fluctuation induced particle flux at L-H transition is important for
understanding of H-mode behavior. To investigate the flux, the fluctuations of the potential
and the density were measured by Heavy Ion Beam Probe (HIBP) 24]. Poloidal wave
number of the fluctuation was evaluated by taking several sample volumes located on almost
the same magnetic flux surface at the same time. Using the measured wave number 12
cm-' in L mode plasma, the radial particle flux induced by the fluctuation is evaluated. In
the frequency range up to 100 kHz, it was found that the particle flux in L mode plasma is
dominated in the frequency range of 20-6OkHz. After the L-H transition, the flux of this
frequency range almost disappeared. In H-mode phase, the Doppler-shifted fluctuation
possibly exists in the frequency range of I 0 kHz and more, but it couldn't measured mainly
due to cross talk of the amplifier.

9. Advenced Fuelling (Compact Toroid Injection)

Compact toroid (CT) injection is an advanced method of the particle fueling into the
plasma, and being investigated on JFT-2M. Prior to the injection experiment in 2002, the CT
injector was modified in 2001, aiming at improving injection efficiency, i.e., a focus corn was
replaced to straight type at the nozzle and the shape of the pre-compression region was
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modified to reduce focusing effect. In CT injection experiments into FT-2M plasma, rapid
increase of electron density within 60 gs was clearly observed as shown in Fig. 8a. This is
the first demonstration of the density increase in such a time scale. Figure 8b shows profile
of soft X-ray. The intensity of weak field side initially increased and is kept for -100 gs.
Then it propagated to the plasma center. The fuelling efficiency within the rapid phase 60
gs) was estimated to be 25% by (An,xVp1...)/(nCTXVCT)- In the case of other discharges, the
time constant of the density increase is -500gs. This time scale is much shorter than that
with only gas puff. The mechanism of density increase with different time scale has been
unclear so far.

In addition, we have a plan to inject CTs vertically into the JFT-2M tokamak by using a
curved drift tube for the improvement of CT injection efficiency. The proof-of-principle
experiments on CT transport with a curved drift tube have been successfully carried out at the
Himeji Institute of Technology 25].

Summary

The compatibility of low activation ferritic steel with plasma has been investigated in the JFT-
2M with respect to ferromagnetic effects and impurity release. The vacuum vessel was fully
covered with the ferritic steel as a simulation of blanket wall (FIW: Ferritic Inside Wall).
The base pressure with FIW was almost same as the cases without ferritic steel. Tokamak
discharge was obtained without marked change in plasma control system as is consistent with
the expectation. The radiation loss and oxygen line intensity decreased for 20% probably
due to replacement of graphite tiles. The metal line intensity measured by a vacuum
ultraviolet spectroscopy was under the detection level. As a measure of plasma stability and
confinement, the operation region, threshold power for L-H transition and H factor were
investigated, showing similar results as the case before the FIW installation. During the
study, attractive operating regime named High Recycling Steady (HRS) H-mode, have been
discovered. This mode has characteristics as follows; the steady-state H-mode edge
condition at high density with good energy confinement, the complete disappearance of Giant
ELMs , and the compatibility with internal transport barrier (ITB) 23]. The normalize beta
(PN) increased up to 3.0 wich is the highest value of JFT-2M by the combination of steady
H-mode edge and improvement of core confinement. This result is also important as a
demonstration of compatibility of ferritic steel wall with high-normalized beta plasma.
As for the ripple loss, remarkable reduction from 026 MW/M2 (w/o ferritic steel) to less than
0.01 MW/m (with FIW) was demonstrated in optimized case (BT-1.3T). To investigate the
effect of complex field produced by the ferritic steel, the ferritic steel outside the vacuum
vessel was additionally installed for inducing strongly localized ripple. The results show
that the ripple loss depend on ripple well structure, e.g. the thickness of the ripple well. The
experimental results were almost consistent with the newly developed Fully three
Dimensional magnetic field Orbit-Following Monte-Carlo (F3D OFMC) code including the
three dimensional complex structure of the toroidal field ripple and the non-axisymmetric first
wall geometry.
As for the H-mode study, the fluctuation induced particle flux was evaluated with Heavy Ion
Beam Probe (HIBP). A peak of the flux in L mode plasma is observed in the frequency
range of 20-6OkHz. After the L-H transition, the flux of this frequency range almost
disappeared.
For the development of advanced fuelling method, compact toroid injection experiments were
carried out. Rapid increase in line averaged density with time scale of 60 gs was clearly
demonstrated.
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1 3 Achievement of a High Fusion Triple Product and Steady State
Sustainment in High ELMy H-mode Discharges in JT-60U
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Abstract. This paper reports results on the progress in steady-state high-pi, ELMy H-mode discharges in JT-
6OU A fusion tple product nD(O),cET,(O) of 3 I xl011M-3 s keV under full non-inductive current dve has been
achieved at Ip=l 8 MA, which renews the record value of the fusion tple product under full non-inductive
current drive by 50% A high-beta plasma with N-2 7 has been sustained for 7 4 s (-60TE), where the duration
is determined only by the facility linut such as the capability of the poloidal field coils and the upper limit of
the injection duration of nutral beams Destabilization of neoclassical tearing modes (NTMs) has been avoided
with good reproducibility by tailoring the current and pressure profiles On the other hand, the real-time NTM
stabilization system has been developed, where the detection of the center of magnetic island and the
optimization of injection angle of electron cyclotron (EC) wave are done in real-time By the application of this
system, a 32 NTM has been completely stabilized in high beta region (Pp- 2 PN-1 5), and beta value and
confinement enhancement factor have been improved by the stabilization

1. Introduction
High Op ELMy H-mode plasma is characterized by the weak positive shear with

central safety factor above unity, which is compatible with the plasma in the standard
operational scenaric, of the international thermonuclear experimental reactor (ITER) We
have optimized the discharge scenario pursuing the steady-state plasmas with high-beta,
high-confinement and high non-inductively driven current fraction [I 6]. Since the last IAEA
conference, significant improvements have been made in facility: (a) increase in the capacity
of poloidal field coils by 20%, (b) increase in beam energy ENN13and injection power PNN13 Of

the negative-ion-based neutral beam (NNB) injection system 71, (c) increase in the number
of gyrotrons 4 units in total) and generation power (-I MW/unit) in the electron cyclotron
(EC) wave injection system [8] and (d) routine operation of the pellet injection system. From
the operational point of view, one of the key issues for obtaining the high performance
plasmas is to suppress neoclassical tearing modes (NTMs). We have adopted two approaches
for the NTM suppression: (a) avoidance of destabilization through profile optimization and
(b) stabilization by electron cyclotron current dve (ECCD) / electron cyclotron heating
(ECH). For the NTM stabilization, real-time NTM stabilization system has been developed,
which incorporates with the real-time plasma shape calculation.
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discharge. (a) stored energy and injection power oPNBs, (a) ion and electron temperatures,

(b) neutron emission rate, injection power of EC and NNB, (b) electron density and safety

(c) loop voltage, (d) internal inductance evaluated with MSE factor-

diagnostics, (e) intensity ofDa line.

2. High Fusion Triple Product under Full Non-inductive Current Drive

We have performed the optimization of high Op ELMy H-mode discharges, in which

important issues are (a) simultaneous achievement of high-beta and high-confinement with

high fraction of non-inductive driven current and (b) steady-state sustainment of the high

performance plasma I 61.

Typical waveforms of a high Pp ELMy H-mode discharge are shown in Fig. 1, where

plasma parameters are as follows: plasma current lp= 1.8 MA, toroidal field Bt=4.1 T, major

radius R=3.23 m, minor radius a=0.78 m, safety factor at the 95% flux surface q_5=4.1 and

triangularity at the separatfix =0.34. In this discharge, NNB with ENNB=402 keV and

PNNB=5.7MW was injected from 5.7s. At t--6.5s a high-performance plasma with the

following parameters was obtained: stored energy Wda=7.5MJ, H-factor H89pl,=2.5, HH-

factor HHY2=1.2, poloidal beta Pp=1.7, normalized beta ON--2.4, fusion triple product

nD(O),rETI(O)=3.lXJ020M-3-s-keV (Here, nD(O), E, T(O) are the central deuterium density,

energy confinement time, the central ion temperature, respectively.) and equivalent fusion

gain QDTeq=0.185. Figures (c) and (d) suggest that plasma current is fully non-inductively

driven. Note that in evaluating the internal inductance fi, plasma equilibria were

reconstructed by using the motional Stark effect(MSE) diagnostic. Profiles of ion

temperature T,, electron temperature Te, electron density ne and safety factor q at 65 s are

shown in Fig.2. Ion temperature was measured with charge exchange recombination

spectroscopy, and electron temperature was measured with Thomson scattering. In

evaluating the electron density, far-infrared interferometer with tangency radius of p-0.4,

tangential C02 laser interferometer and Thomson scattering are used. The central safety

factor qO is kept above unity throughout the NB phase to avoid sawtooth oscillations.
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In order to validate the full non-inductive current drive, time evolution of the

bootstrap current, bearn-driven current was simulated using the time-dependent transport

code TOPICS. The EC-driven current was evaluated using the Fokker-Planck code combined

with the ray-tracing code. As shown in Fig. 3a), plasma current is fully maintained by the

non-inductively driven current. The result of simulation is validated by comparing the stored

energy in experiment with simulation: as shown in Fig. 3(b), both agree well each other until

the appearance of a mini-collapse at t=6.5s. Slowing-down of the NNB fast ions was also

simulated with the Orbit Following Monte-Carlo (OFMC) code, which indicates that about

95% of energy and parallel momentum are transferred to the plasma in 0.8 s after the

injection, suggesting that the plasma is nearly in steady state at t6.5 s. Fractions of the NB-

driven current (fNpi) and bootstrap current (fBs) are nearly equal, which is similar to the

situation in the steady-state operation in ITER.

In order to visualize the integrated plasma performance, we have used the septangular

plot (Fig. 4, which contains (a) normalized beta, (b) HH-factor, (c) line average electron

density ff� normalized by the Greenwald density nG, (d) ratio of radiation power Prad to

absorption power Pabs, (e) fuel purity defined as the ratio of the number of deuterons to that
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of electrons, (f) fraction of bootstrap current, and (g) fraction of non-inductively driven

current fCD. In this plot, each value is normalized by that at ITER 9 In E39713,

de/nc=0.42, Prad/Pab,=0.54, fuel purity=0.6, fD=l and fBs=0.49. The values Of fCD and fBs
meet the requirement at ITER, and ON and HHy2 are close to the requirement (;�-80%).
Longer pulse duration with high density and high radiation fraction is a remaining issue.

Progress of nT under full non-inductive current drive in high Op H-mode and
reversed shear discharges in T-60U is shown in Fig. 5. The fusion triple product obtained in
E39713 exceeds the previous record (2.0xj020M-3.S-keV under full non-inductive current
drive) by as much as 50%. In figure 6 ion poloidal Larmor radius pp,,* is plotted against
electron collisionality v. In evaluating p,,* and v.*, we used volume average ri, density
weighted volume average T, and T,, poloidal field at the edge, q=2, effective ion charge
Zeff--I, inverse aspect ratio F=0.5a/R. In E39713, ve-0-017 and pp,,*=0.067, and the values
of V,*/V,*ITFR and pp"*/Pp',-�ITER are 12 and 38, respectively V,.ITER and p,*ITER are V.,

and pp,,* at [TER, respectively.). Accordingly, it indicates that the above result was obtained
near the operational region of ITER.

In this series of discharges, NTMs with m/n=3/2 and 2 1, which appear even at q0 1,
limit the sustainment of high beta values. Here, m and n are poloidal and toroidal mode
numbers, respectively. Destabilization of NTMs is avoided by optimizing the current and
pressure profiles with good reproducibility so that steep pressure gradient is not located at
the mode rational surfaces. As shown in Fig. 2 the q=1.5 surface is located near the center of
the plasma where the pressure gradient is small, which is effective in avoiding the 32 mode.
As for the 21 mode, we have attempted to decrease the value of Pp(Lq/Lp), which is one of
the measures for the onset of neoclassical tearing modes (1-,q=q/(dq/dr), Lp=p/(dp/dr); Pp is
evaluated using local parameters). In Fig. 7 pofiles of Op(Lq/Lp) in several discharges are
displayed q95=4.1-4.75). Note that high ON (-2.5) and high nT were sustained without
NTM in shot E36715, and that the 21 mode was destabilized in shot E36706. In shot
E39713, the value of Pp(Lq/Lp) at the q=2 surface Y symbol in Fig. 7 is kept as low as that
in E36715 even at higher stored energy by making the q-profile broader. Accordingly, the
profile optimization is thought to be effective in avoiding the destabilization of NTMs.

3. Steady-state Sustainment of High-beta Plasmas
Demonstration of the steady-state sustainment of high-beta plasmas is important to

investigate the phenomena which might manifest corresponding to the time scale of current
diffusion. The current diffusion time in a high Pp H-mode discharge is an order of 10 s in JT-
6OU due to its large size and high temperature. Such a long-pulse and high-O discharge has
been realized by the improvement in the poloidal coil power supply: a high triangularity
plasma with 8,-0.45 can be sustained for 10 s, which duration also corresponds to the
maximum pulse width of the neutral beams in JT-60U.

Typical waveforms of a long-pulse high-Op ELMy H-mode discharge are shown in
Fig. 8. Plasma parameters are as follows: Ip=1.0 MA, Bt= 1.8 T, q:5=3.3 8-0.45. NB Power
was gradually increased by the stored energy feedback in order to avoid the 21 mode and
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large-amplitude 32 mode, which cause serious confinement degradation. Deuterium pellets

were injected from the high-field side at 120 m/s, 10 Hz from t3 s, which contribute to

obtaining a high density plasma without significant confinement degradation. The pellet

injection also contributes to keeping core density for reducing the shine-through loss power,

which is small (5 10%) but becomes important in the long-pulse operation. Although a 32

mode started to grow at t=4.3 s (ON-2.9), normalized beta was kept almost stationary and no

continuous degradation was observed, and an ELMy H-mode plasma with ON-2.7 and

Op-1.5 was sustained for 74 s, which corresponds to -60TE. Here, the duration is determined
by the facility constraint. In E39706, total NB injection power reaches 180 MJ, but no

significant increase in the D signal and the impurity content was observed. As shown in

Fig. 9 safety factor profile is almost identical, and the central safety factor is kept above

unity during the NB phase. This fact was also confirmed by electron temperature

perturbations measured with electron cyclotron emission (ECE) diagnostics: no sawtooth is

observed, and the location of the magnetic island corresponding to the 32 mode is almost

unchanged.

Figure 10 shows the value of N against duration duration normalized by'rE in typical

high Op ELMy H-mode discharges in JT-60U. In shot E3951 I lp I MA, Bt=2 T, q95=3.6) a
high-performance plasma with ON=2.7, Pp=1.6, H89pL=1.8, HHy2=0.89, iT/nG=0.67 was

sustained for 65 s. It is obvious that the operational region has been significantly extended

by these discharges: High value Of ON, which is comparable to that in ITER, was obtained in

larger'Tduration/,rF region.
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4. Real-time NTM Stabilization
Stabilization of NTMs by EC is important to sustain high beta plasmas. In JT-60U it

was demonstrated that the 32 NTM can be completely stabilized by injecting the

fundamental 0-mode EC wave to the center of the magnetic island [101. At the same time, it

has been found that the precise adjustment of EC injection angle is indispensable in order to

achieve the complete stabilization. In case the deposition location is misaligned by only

about half of the island width (-several centimeters), the stabilization effect by EC was

significantly decreased.

When EC is used as a tool for the NTM stabilization in a future device such as [TER,

NTMs are needed to be detected and stabilized in real-time, since the optimum injection

angle changes in time. In JT-60U, we developed a real-time NTM stabilization system and

demonstrated that the center of the magnetic island can be detected from the electron

temperature perturbation profile. In 2002, extensive development has been made in the real-

time control system, where the plasma shape is first reconstructed in real-time (every 10 ms)

with the Cauchy condition surface (CCS) method [111, and the mode location is coarsely

estimated. Subsequently, fine tuning is performed by evaluating the electron temperature

perturbation profile, ulizing the fact that an M-shaped perturbation profile (see Fig. 13 is

obtained at the magnetic island and that the center of the island corresponds to the local

minimum point of the profile. In obtaining the perturbation profile, standard deviation of the

ECE heterodyne radiometer signal is evaluated. This evaluation method has the advantage

that the mode amplitude can be obtained without evaluating the mode frequency.

Typical waveforms of the NTM stabilization experiment are shown in Fig. IL

Plasma parameters of this discharge are as follows: Ip=1.5N4A, Bt=3.7T, R=33m,

a--0.78 in, 95=3.8 A 32 NTM was destabilized at ON-1.5 by the NB injection power of

-20 MW. The mode amplitude gradually decreased after 3 MW EC injection at t=7.56 s

(H89PL= 1.8, HHy2= 1.0), and the 32 mode was completely stabilized at 8.8 s. Even after the

turn-off of the EC injection at 9.5s, the 32 mode did not appear and N continued to
increase to 167. Since NB injection power was fixed, this shows confinement improvement.

In fact, H89PL and HHy2 increase to 19 and 11, respectively. At t10.8s, the 32 mode

reappeared, and N and Te decreased. Profiles of electron temperature at t--7.5 s ust before

EC), 94 s (after the stabilization), 10.7 s Oust before the mode reappearance) and 1 1.5 s are
shown in Fig. 12. It is shown that a flat region is formed at R3.65-3.7 in suggesting the

formation of magnetic island, and Te inside the mode rational surface is affected by the

NTM. An increase Of ON by the stabilization is 11% and degradation due to the NTM
reappearance is 13%. These values are comparable to the prediction of the island model

13 %) by Chang et al. 21.

Figure II (e) shows time traces of channel number of the heterodyne radiometer. The

value for Xccs corresponds to the channel number at the mode rational surface evaluated

with the CCS method, and Xmin corresponds to the location at which the perturbation level

reaches the local minimum. The value of Xccs stays at channel since the plasma position is

fixed. The real-time system functions in a way that EC angle is changed and EC is injected at
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the flux surface corresponding to Xmn. The validity of this function is confirmed by the

amplitude profile depicted in Fig. 13: the local minimum is actually located at channel 6 or 7

at t7.5 s. The island center is located at R=3.68 in at t1 Is, which indicates that the mode

rational surface has changed its location. The real-time system recognizes the change and

indicates that the island center is located at channel .

The ratio of the EC-driven current to the bootstrap current at the mode ational

surface is an important parameter as a measure of the efficiency of the stabilization.

According to the Fokker-Planck code and the ACCOME code, the maximum EC-driven

current density at the mode rational surface is comparable to the bootstrap current density

(-0.25 MA/M2), which shows that the stabilization was effectively accomplished.

Time evolution of the amplitude of electron temperature perturbations Te is shown in

Fig. 14, where Te is measured at 2 cm intervals. The brighter region corresponds to the

region with large mode amplitude. The valley' of the contour plot corresponds to the center

of the island. One can see that the center of the island is slightly meandering in time. After

the EC injection, the mode arnplitude at the high field side rapidly decreases, while it is not

the case at the low field side. This shows asymmetry in the perturbation profile. It is also

noteworthy that the amplitude at the low field side increases after the EC injection for

-100 ins. As time goes on, the mode amplitude at the low-field side decreases and at the

same time island width (-distance between the two peaks) also decreases. At t=8.4s, the

island width rapidly decreases. This behavior is consistent with the description of the

modified Rutherford equation, as shown in Fig. 15: dw/dt<<O for w50.05 (w is island

width.). It should be also noted that the increase in beta and density starts at 8.3-8.5s

(Fig. 12), which is close to the time of the quick shrink.
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5. Conclusions

In the high Pp ELMy H-mode discharges, we have obtained the following results:

• Highest fusion tple product of 3.IX1020M-3-s-keV under full non-inductive current drive

has been obtained at I= 1.8 MA, Bt=4.1 T, q95=4. 1. Values of collisionality and poloidal
Larmor radius are close to those at TER V,1/Ve,'TFRI p,,/pP',,,1TER-4). In the same

series of discharges, destabilization. of NTMs has been avoided with good reproducibility

through the optimization of current and pressure profiles.

•A high beta plasma with PN=2.7, o=1.5 has been sustained for 74s at q95=3.3. The

duration time of high beta extends to -6(TE, which is limited by the facility capability.
•Real-time NTM stabilization system, where the identification of the mode location and

the feedback control of EC injection an-le are performed in real-time, has been

developed. By using this system, a 32 NTM in high beta region (PN=1.5, Pp=1.1;
Bt=3.7T) has been completely stabilized, and beta value and H-factor have increased

spontaneously after the stabilization.
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1.4 StableExistenceofCentralCurrentHoleintheJT-60UTokamak
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Abstract. In an extreme state of a reversed magnetic shear configuration, it was found in T-60U that there is
almost no plasma current in the central region (called Current Hole) The Current Hole region extends to 401/ of
the plasma mnor radius and it exists stably for several seconds The Current Hole is formed by the growth of the
bootstrap current and it is impossible to dve current in either positive or negative direction by ECH or N-NB
inside the Current Hole In that region, there is almost no gradient of density, temperature and toroidal rotation
velocity It means that there is almost no confinement in the Current Hole and the large energy in that region is
sustained only by an internal transport barrier (ITB) The effects of the Current Hole on particle orbits and the
effects on an error field on the Current Hole are also discussed

1. Introduction

An advanced tokamak scenario by a reversed magnetic shear configuration has a hollow
current profile and shows very high confinement with an internal transport barrier (ITB) inside
the position of the minimum safety factor, qm In an extreme situation of the hollow current
profile, it was found for the first time in JT-60U [I] that there is almost no plasma current in
the central region. Though the current was believed to be necessary for tokamak plasma
equilibrium Moreover, it was observed for the first time that the Current Hole region extends
to 40% of the plasma minor radius and it exists stably for several seconds 2] The Current
Hole is formed by the growth of the bootstrap current and it is impossible to drive current in
either positive or negative direction by ECH or N-NB inside the Current Hole. In that region,
there is almost no gradient of density, temperature and toroidal rotation velocity, and ECH heat
wave travels very rapidly. It means that there is almost no confinement in the Current Hole
and the large energy in that region is sustained only by an ITB. The property of the Current
Hole plasma is studied.

2. Formation of the Current Hole and Stable Existence of the Current Hole

Figure I shows an example of the formation of the Current Hole High power neutral beams
are in .ected during plasma current ramp-up as shown in Fig. I (a). The q-profiles and current
density profiles are shown in Fig I (b) and (c), respectively The profiles of loop voltage are
shown in Fig.] (d). After increasing the neutral beam power at 5.0 sec, off-axis current
increases Since no counter current expected due to balanced NB injection in this case, the
off-axis current comes mainly from the bootstrap current The growth of the bootstrap
current makes the central loop voltage decrease, then the central current density decreases and
firially goes to nearly zero (q (0) goes up very high value) After 4 sec, even the central
loop voltage goes below negative, a negative central current is not observed The central
current is likely to be clamped zero. This special feature will be discussed in section 4 The
Current Hole is also observed in JET wth off-axis lower hybrid current drive 3] The big
difference in the observation between JET and JT-60U is the existence of MHD modes The
sawtooth like MHD modes present in the JET observation, but not present in JT-60U Figure
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2 shows the sustamment of the Current Hole. In this discharge, ECH of 075 MW was
injected into a central region during the current ramp. Though the Current Hole was also
observed in other discharges without ECH, the high central electron temperature by ECH may
be related to the formation of Current 1.5 E 20
Hole with a large radius In Fig 2 c), PNB (a) 57r 1 0Bp/Bt at five Motional Stark Effect -51- 0.5 2

0 0
polarimetry (MSE) points near the axis Z 2 1

(b) 0-LU3:are shown The values of inner three 1 0.5
0

points, p< 027, stay nearly zero from t P .....
4 see to see, which indicates that no 0.091� 0.04 (c) 0. 47
substantial current exists within p - 027 0.02 f'- -7

M 0 P-0.08during this period. In Fig. 2 (d) the _0.09 J
contour plot of current density is shown. 1

:(d) contourThe hatched region indicating the Current plot of
currentHole remains for see though its radius 0-5 dens4

shrinks slowly according to the srinkage current h
of the peak in current density and of ITB 3 4 5 6 7' 8 9 10
radius. Since the power is reduced to time [s]
about 8 MW at 68 see to avoid a collapse Fig 2. Waveforms of a discharge in which the
and when the hea&g power dropped to I Current Hole was sustained for several seconds (a)
MW leaving only one NB unit for MSE Plasma current ],) and NB power (PNB, dotted line) (b)

,8, (solid line), 8 (dotted line) and EC power (PEc,
diagnostics at 9 2 see, the ITB solid line) (c) BIBTat the MSE measurement points (d)
disappeared and the Current Hole contour plot of current density, where darker regions
disappeared. In this discharge, the have a larger current density The region of the Current

Hole is indicated by a hatched area
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Current Hole is sustained for 4 to seconds without any global MHD instabilities. This
implies that the equilibrium with the Current Hole has a good stability.

3. Confinement and Particle orbit in the Current Hole and Effect of Error Field

Figure 3 shows the temperature profiles at 4 36639, 5.4s
1 0 ... 1.2sec of the discharge shown in Fig.2. These
8profiles inside the Current Hole show nearly

flat, but steep gradients are formed outside the > 6-
Current Hole where j(r) is peaked In the case 4 T 0.6
of in ecting ECK the heat wave travels very 0.4
rapidly inside the Current Hole. These results 2 ITB 0.2
mean that there is almost no confinement in the
Current Hole and the high temperature plasma 00 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1 0
can be sustained only by the ITB. In this P
situation, it is very important to know how Fig 3 Temperatum pmfiles and curmni
large the radial excursion of particle orbit is. density pipfile at 4 s of the discharge shown
The orbits of thermal ions with keV, which is in Fig 2
equal to the central ion temperature shown in Fig. 3 are calculated and shown in Fig. 4 (a).
Here, the ion orbits are traced from the magnetic axis varying the pitch angle of the velocity.
In the Current Hole region, ions move almost vertically due to grad-B and curvature drifts and
start to move in the poloidal direction when they go out of the Current Hole and enter the
region wit a significant poloidal field. The largest radius reached by each orbit is plotted as a
function of pitch angle at the axis in Fig. 4 (b). The largest banana width is as large as 65 of
the plasma minor radius and any particle starting from the axis reaches p = 047. This implies
that the poor ion confinement is expected in the region inside p = 047. This position is almost
equal to the ITB shoulder in this plasma as shown in Fig. 3 On the other hand, the radial drift
of orbit of thermal electrons is much smaller than that of thermal ions or a few cm for the case
with O = I 0. Hence the flat portion in T. profiles cannot be understood by the orbit size if
q(O) I 00. These imply that large anomalous transport exists or O) is much larger than I 0.

0= so, 110' 90' 0,
0.7 . . . .

-0 deg
0.6

112 deg E

0.5
t !rapped18f) dc

passing. passing
hole

0.4
-1 -0.5 0 0.5 1

cose

1 M (0: pitch angle at the axis)

Fig 4 (a) Deuterium ion orbits with temperature 8keV and dfferent pitch angle at the magnetic axis
(b) Maximum radial excursion ofions with dfferent pitch angle startedfmm the magnetic axis
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We also have the case that the shoulder in T is located at p - 045 while the width of largest
banana of thermal ions is p - 025. This suggests that the location of shoulder is not directly
related to the weak poloidal field or existence of the Current Hole.

To investigate the relation between weakness of poloidal field and radial transpom a non-
axisymmetric error field was applied to plasma with the Current Hole. The radial component
of the eor field had a maximum value of 40 Gauss in the plasma region, which is
comparable to the poloidal field just outside the Current Hole. We expect that the radial
transport, if it is determined by the weak poloidal field, is affected by the applied eor field.
Figure shows the time evolution of ion temperatures at several locations. The eror field was
applied during quasi-steady phase with constant heating power. We find that the ion
temperatures were hardly affected by the error field. No large responses were either observed
in T., N V (toroidal rotation of carbon ions) and MSE polarization angle (poloidal field). It
shows that the radius of the Current Hole is not determined by the eor field.

The density fluctuation in the flat density region (different shot), which is evaluated by the
refiectometry measurement, is about one order of magnitude smaller than that at the IB
region 4]. Small density fluctuation in the flat density region suggests that nearly flat
electron temperature profile may not be the result of anomalous transpoM but may be the
resultoflargerq(O)value(q(O)>100). Sinceitisnotfoundacleareffectoftheefforfieldon
confinement, the confinement region with small Bp (outside of the Current Hole) may be
determined by the anomalous transport. Further studies are necessary to conclude these
explanations.

E41326, 5.5s16 8 E

12 (a) 6 c? is (C)
T- E II 0 , 10

8 4 v- W
Z 5

oFZ' 4 2
ne 0* C? 20 15

0 -0 (d)
0 0.2 04 06 0.8 1 1DCW

r/a is40 I... I... I... P" lo>
30 q (b) 10

cr 20 5 0
�5

0 0
0.2 04 06 0.8 1 5 5.2 5.4 5.6 5.8 6 6.2

r/a time [9]

Fig 5 Application of an error field (DC49 to the Current Hole Ip 1 4 MA, B, =3 7T q = 4 4
fiv-0 8 (a) Ion temperature and electron density profile b) Safelyfactor profile. (c) Time evolution oJ
NBpower (d) TmeevolutionoftontemperatureatseveralpointsandDCWcoileurmnt
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4. Response of the Current Drive inside the Current Hole

One of te interesting points is that no substantial negative current in the central region was
observed so far. This suggests the decrease of central current caused by the growth of off-axis
bootstrap current stops and does not go below negative when the central current becomes zero
On the other hand, in the discharge shown in Fig. 2 ECH was injected tangentially and a non-
inductive current by ECH was expected. The driven current by the injection of 0.75 W ECH
is estimated 44 kA and localized inside p = 2 according to the analysis using a ray-tracing

Fokker-Plank code This current would have generated poloidal fields of Bi)Bt - 0 010-0 014
at three MSE channels at p = 17, 27 and 37 However, as shown in Fig 2 c), these

poloidal fields are not detected during ECH. In Fig. 6 compared with the change of MSE
measured pitch angle for the case with firute current no change of the pitch angle by ECH is
observed in the Current Hole. Even the central electron temperatures are high in both cases
and around 6 keV, the constant pitch angle in the Current Hole is not explained by the delay of

current penetration. These observations in the case with finite current
show the existence of the mechanism to 1 .5 -#36884 p 14
keep nearly zero current in the central -% 1
region Recently, Huysmans et al 4)4) in the Current Hole
proposed the influence of a resistive kink L_ 0.5 #36639 p 17
MHD instability as the mechanism of the 10 0 A h
zero central current density and the -
absence of negative central current [5]. -0.5 - ECH

OleHowever, since no global MHD activity -1 1 7-73�
is observed in JT-60U, it may not explain -0.5 0 0.5 1 1.5 2
the observation in JT-60U result, or the time (sec)
expected MHD instability is too small to Fig 6 Waveforms of SE measutrd pitch angle
detect. Thick line shows the case with Curmnt Hole and thin lne

shows the case with finite current of about 0 3MAI'm 2at

5. Summary thecenter ThelimeofzeroisthestarttimeofECH

In JT-60U experiment, the Current Hole state, which is characterized with nearly zero central
toroidal current density, is found The Current Hole region extends to 40% of the plasma
minor radius and it exists stably for several seconds. The Current Hole is formed by the
growth of the bootstrap current In that region, there is almost no gradient of density,
temperature and toroidal rotation velocity. The radial excursion of ion orbit is very large and
the ion orbit is not kept inside the Current Hole. It is different from electron orbit with
q(O)=100 which is well confined within the Current Hole. Those results suggest that large
anomalous transport exists or O) is much larger than I 0. The EC crrent dive experiment
shows that it is impossible to drive current in either positive or negative direction inside the
Current Hole And it is not found the clear effect of the eror field (Br-40G). It means that
there is mechanisms to clamp the central current density nearly zero and the radius of the
Current Hole is not determined by the error field.
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Radial excursion of !on and electron orbit
• Orbitiscalculatedwithq(O)=100forionsandelectrons.
• Ion banana orbits are wide and can reach p 0.65.
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Central Current is clamed to Zero in JT-60U
• The peaked EC is not

generated in a current hole. 111"IMMIN1111JORM V1114,11-11111
As suggested by a flat Te E39055 39168
profile, it implies low radial 7 I I I I I

6 25
confinement of electron 5 6.83 s 20

momentum. q 4 q 15 .5 s

3 5.0
• Even If a uniform EC is 2 10

generated in the current 1 5

hole, it should be detected O ... ...... 0.
A A 04 0.6 0.8 1 0.4 06 0.8 1

by IVISE (green curve). [M 2] j M 2] -r___T ........
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• Absence of this current 0.6

suggests that j is clamped 1

to zero in the current hole. 0.4 -
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• Absence of the ECCD 0.2 JEC

averag
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Effect of error field in a Wasma with a current hole
Non-axisymmertic error field (Brmax-40 gauss) was applied to a

plasma with a current hole.
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• No clear effects were observed In T, T9, ne, toroidal rotation and IVISE angle.

• This supports that the position of ITB shoulder Is not determined by large
orbits of Ions or electrons In a weak poloidal field but by other mechanisms
(turbulence ?).

The radius of current hole Is not either determined by error fields.
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Summant
• In extremely reversed shear plasmas on JT-60U, jtQ is

vM small or zero (Current Holq). The current hole was
sustained stably for several seconds. The radius of
current hole extended up to 40% of plasma minor radius.

• The current hole was generated by a negatively induced
toroidal electric field through the increase of off-axis
bootstrap current.

• TheobservedT(ryqr) nr)arenearlyflatinsidethe
Current Hole. All !on orbits show that ions travel from
inside to outside of the current hole

• The radius of current hole is not either determined by
error fields.

Clear neqative or positive driven current is not observed
inside the current hole.
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1. 5 Studies of Current Profile Optimization

and Influence of Electron Heating
towards Advanced Tokamak Operation on JT-60U

S. Ide, T. Suzuki, Y. Sakamoto, H Takenaga T Fujita, N. Oyama,
A. Isayarna Y Koide Y Kamada and the JT-60 Team

Naka Fusion Research Establishment Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute
Naka-machi, Naka-gun, Ibaraki, 311-0193 Japan

e-mail contact of main author: ide(Cbnakajaeri.go jp

Abstract. Experimental results of studies towards steady state operation of an advanced tokamak on
JT-60U are presented Especially, issues that are related to a current profile and internal transport
barriers (ITBs) with emphasis on fusion relevant conditions are discussed. The major results are, 1) High
confinement improvement at high normalized density regime which is expected in the ITER steady state
operational scenario was obtained in a reversed magnetic shear (RS) plasma under full non inductive
current drive (CD). In the discharge, capability of active current profile control was demonstrated 2)
Influence of dominant electron heating on the IT13s was investigated, and it was found that in RS plasmas
the confinement improvement by the IT13s could be maintained in the dominant electron heating regime.
On the other hand, it was found in positive shear plasmas that the T, ITI3 could be degraded by dominant
electron heating

1. Introduction

Toward realization of a steady state (SS) tokamak fusion reactor, it is essential to increase
the fraction &) of the bootstrap (BS) current relative to the total plasma current (Ip) a
value & - 70% is typically required [1]. Formation of an internal transport barrier (ITB)
is one effective method of achieving a high f,. In such a plasma, the current density profile
becomes hollow due to off-axis BS current, and the magnetic shear becomes negative in
the plasma core region. The JT-60U experiments on reversed (negative) magnetic shear
(RS) plasmas have revealed that ITBs can reduce anomalous heat transport dramatically
to enable excellent confinement and fb� values, comparable to, or even better than, those
expected in future machines 2 3 On the other hand, too strong ITB may result in a
very hollow current profile, or a deeply reversed safety factor (q) profile. Recently even
a current hole has been found in an RS plasma 451 Such a hollow current profile would
not be desirable in a reactor, since the orbits of alpha particles might become too large
to allow confinement of them in the core region. Moreover collective modes might be
destabilized and degrade the alpha particle confinement. Therefore lowering central q
with such a strongly localized BS current is one of the critical issues

On the other hand, study of characteristics of ITBs under fusion plasma relevant condi-
tions especially on heating method, is also important. In a fusion plasma, main heating
source is oz particles therefore the heating power is firstly fed to electrons predominantly.
However, in many experiments high performance plasmas are obtained by using positive-
ion based neutral beam (P-NB) heating. Since the beam acceleration energy (EB) of a
P-NB is usually ranging from several tens of keV to about a hundred keV and the electron
temperature (T,) in a target plasma is in excess of a few keV, heating power is initially
absorbed by ions predominantly Thus the ion temperature (T,) tends to be higher than
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FIG. 1. Waveforms, (a) - d) ad profiles, (e - (h) of typical parameters n n RS discharge LHCD

and N-NBCD are combined to achieve fall-CD with good performance (E37.964).

T, in these experiments. It is theoretically expected that IT, >1 is a destabilizing factor

to the ion temperature gradient (ITG) micro-instabilities, which is expected to be respon-

sible to the confinement degradation. If the mode is dominant, it would affect formation

and sustainment of ITBs under dominant electron heating. Therefore, it is important to

investigate confinement improvement in such a condition.

On the JT-60U tokamak, various kinds of heating (H) and current drive (CD) systems

are installed and therefore is potentially suitable to investigate improved confinement in

electron heating dominant regime; the lower hybrid range of frequencies (LHRF) syste is

for CD (LHCD) and eating, the electron cyclotron range of frequency (ECRF) system is

for CD and direct electron heating without particle fueling and the negative-ion bsed NB

(N-NB) system is for CD and mostly electron heating because of higher EB (500 keV)

with low fueling. Utilizing these various H/CD systems, issues discussed above have been

investigated. In this paper, results of current profile modification and dominant electron

heating issues on ITB plasmas are shown.

2. Current Drive and Profile Control in a High Performance RS Plasma

Since the current profile is very important in an RS plasma, control and sustainment of

a wide but not deeply hollow current profile with good alignment to the pressure profile

are key issues There would be several aspect in view of current profile optimization in

an RS plasma; 1) confinement improvement, 2 reduction of central q 3 improvement of

MHD limits and so on. Here the experimental results on the first and the second issues

are discussed. Concerning the first issue, expansion of location (Pq-""'j) of te minimum

in the q profile (q ) by means of off-axis CD would be effective. The location of the

ITB foot location (pf,,.t) has been reported to be strongly related to the location,

and the confinement of an RS plasma can be scaled with 2 6 Considering excellent

achievement in many tokamaks 7101, LHCD should be the most appropriate to apply oil

this issue. Toward the second issue, approach would be straight forward, that is utilization

of central CD To this purpose, N-NB is a good choice. Although, CD capability in a

standard plasma has been proved III, it should be investigate in such a RS plasma, since

higher q in the central region may prevent full capability.

The plasma was operated with Ip = 09 MA, Bto = 25 T, q95 = 69, and the working gas

was deuterium 12] Waveforms of typical parameters are plotted in Fig. 
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The plasma was initiated at 3 s HH 1 5 fow (b)

with p - 04 MA. Then Ip was Wy.2)

ramped up to 0 MA in 1 s ON
A 2 7with P-NB heating to form an 1 5

: AARS configuration and ITBs as 77

per usual JT-60U RS plasma A fB8

operation 2 Up to 63 s the A
stored energy evaluated from 0 5 faw 1

the dianiagrietics measurement

(Wda) was feedback controlled FIG. 2 (a) Plot of HH98(y,2) vs normalized density. Data
by the P-NB power (PP-NB) SO obtained in this experimental series are shown by closed circle

as to obtain and keep a pre- and square. Hatched region ndicate ITER SS operational re-
go,. Triangles are other data in JT-60U full-CD experiments.

scribed value of ON. It should (b) Achieved parameter against those required n the ITER SS op-

be noted that Eb was 370 keV eratzon.

for the N-NB. After 6.3 s, only pre-programmed P-NB units were used. Injection of N-NB
and LHRF started at 61 and 63 s as shown in Fig.s 1 (a) and (b). The frequency of LHRF
was 2 GHz, and two multi-junction launchers were used for the LHRF injection and the

spectra were chosen to enhance off-axis LHCD 78,13,14]. The surface loop voltage (V,,,)

keeps decreasing and reaches - - 0.2V as shown in Fig. (b). Temporal evolutions of

Moot and are plotted in Fig. (c). As shown in the figure, P-mn starts increasing

after the LHRF injection and pf..t expands following the movement of pf",t. It should be

noted that in this discharge, the ITB foot rather locates outside the q minimum. In order

to assess non-inductive current drive, the loop voltage (Vt) profile inside the plasma was

evaluated at around 7 s from the Motional Stark Effect (MSE) measurement 15,16], and

is plotted in Fig. (e). The profile is negative. This indicates that the plasma current

is fully or even over drive by non-inductive currents. The bootstrap current fraction is

evaluated as 62% by the ACCOME code 17]. The profiles of Te, T,, ne and q are shown

in Fig. (f - (h). Owing to the expansion of pf.,,t, the temperature and density ITBs

build up at very large position.

In Fig. (d) plotted is q at p = 04 and 06. The safety factor keeps decreasing at p

0.4 and the decrease should be attributed to the central N-NBCD. On the other hand,

increase in q at p = 06, near the q location before external current drive, should be

attributed to expansion of qm,,,. As the result, the q profile (Fig. (h)) at 724 s looks

quite differently from that observed in usual P-NB heated RS plasmas. Actually the q

profile at 615 s is one of quite a common ones. In the q profile at 724 s, lowering q by N-

NBCD is quite successful at p> 03. Although the ACCOME code predicts more centrally

peaked driven current profile, q near the center looks to stay high The reason is not clear

yet. It might be attributed to a current hole 4 It remains to be an important issue

to investigate intensively, However, lowering q even outside p> 03 would help together

with the expansion of the ITB. Even if the high energy ion orbit expands due to high q

they might stay well inside very flat profile inside the ITB. It also should be noted that

decrease in q or rather flattening of the q profile is clearly highlighted because of off-axis

CD by LHRF. Central intensive CD would simply make Pq.,, shrinking to lose RS area.

It should be noted that this plasma is very interesting from a view point of performance.

The confinement improvement factors relative to ELMy H-mode scaling (HH98(y,2)) and

to L-mode scaling (H89P) [18] were - 2 2 and - 35. This good confinement was sustained

for 27 s (six times the energy confinement time (rE)). urthermore, the line averaged
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FIG. 3 Waveforms, (a) - (), and profiles, (d) - (f) of typical parameters Zn an RS ducharge wth
dominant electron heating (E41'738).

density normalized to the Greenwald density 191 reached 0.8 in this experiment. As shown

in Fig. 2 (a), this is a good advance from the past JT-60U steady state experiments. The

typical parameters achieved in the plasma is plotted against those required in the ITER

steady state operational scenario. As is shown in the figure, the achievement is quite
successful in core confinement and CD, while more efforts should be required for particle

and heat handling.

3. ITB under Dominant Electron Heating

Characteristics of ITBs under dominant electron heating have been investigated by chang-

ing a ratio of fed power to electrons (P,) to that to ions (P), or IT,, utilizing the LHRF,

the ECRF and both the P- and N-NB systems on JT-60U 20,211. Very recent iprove-

ment of the JT-60U ECRF system 16] enables us to extend the region of electron heating

experiment with higher P-NB power therefore with stronger ITBs. In the series of the

experiments shown here electron heating is done by ECRF mainly. In order to assess

high confinement at dominant electron heating regime, ECRF power is injected in ad-

dition to the positive NB power or substituting some NB power to raise the electron

heating fractional power further. However, P-NB power can not be lowered too much

since ITB becomes weakened and shrink in such cases. Although the ECRF power has

been increased, it is not enough in some cases.

3.1. ITB in a Reversed Magnetic Shear Plasma

In this subsection, results obtained iri RS plasmas are shown. Waveforms of a discharge

with high electron heating fraction are shown in Fig. 3 During the p ramp-up, P-

NB power was injected to form the RS configuration and the Te, T� and , ITBs. The

injection of ECRF, about 3 MW in the discharge, started at the I flat-top. Up to the

ECRF injection, discharge scenario is the same as usual P-NB heated RS discharge. The

P-NB power was feedback controlled in order to ahieve certain performance. After .8 s,

the NB-power was fixed. As shown in the figure, the stored energy keeps increasing. As

shown in the figure, due to the electron heating by ECRF the core T, quickly increased and

exceeded the core T. The core T rather decreased slightly due to step down of the P-NB

power. Both electron and ion temperatures look saturated before disruption. The profiles

of T, T,, n,, and q at 65 s, just before the disruption, are shown in Fig. 3 (d - (f) As

shown in the figure, strong ITBs are confirmed in the T, T, and n, profiles. In the q profile,
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the q minimum is close to two. The disruption should 2 

be attributed to that the q minimum is approaching or 0
2crossing two as usual P-NB RS discharges, but not to

the electron heating At 65 s, the HH98(y,2) factor is I 1 
evaluated as 20. The HH98(y,2) factor is evaluated in 0
the RS plasmas in this electron heating experiments. 1
The HH98(y,2) factor is compared to that obtained in 0 
usual P-NB heated RS plasmas and plotted against 05 1 1 5
a ratio TeIT in Fig. 4 Here the temperatures are T./.r,

evaluated at the center, since the profile inside the FIG 4 The HH98(,,2) factor plot-

ITB is usually very flat in high confinement RS plas- led against a ration TIT,, that taken

mas. As shown in the figure, the HH98(y,2) factor ob- in the electron heating eperiments s

tained in the electron heating experiments (shown by shown with open circles and that ob-

open circles) is comparable to that obtained in NB tamed in usual P-NB heated plasma is

heated RS plasmas (shown by ope squares). It should shown wh open squares.

be noted that in the electron heating series data are

taken with I - 13 MA, while in the P-NB cases p is mainly in 0. - 1. MA and one

1.3 MA data is included.

In the results shown above, fraction of the electron heating power is changed after the

ITBs are developed Another issue in the electron heating is to investigate influence of

the electron heating onto the ITB formation phase. Formation of T, ITB with electron

heating dominant have been widely reported. Formation of T, ITB would be of interest and

important. In order to assess T, ITB formation under dominant electron heating, ECRF

was injected from very early phase in an RS discharge. The experiment was carried out in

a hydrogen plasma with hydrogen NB. The waveforms of typical parameters are plotted

in Fig. 5. The ECRF injection starts at 34 s almost the same timing as the NB injection

starts. As shown in Fig. (c), Te stays higher than T, in the core region through out the

discharge. The T, profile at 36 s is shown in Fig. (d) and te T, ITB is found to be

formed already. The T, profiles (Fig. (e)) at 3 9 and 41 s suggest that the T, ITB is not

formed before 39 s. The q profiles at each timing are shown in Fig. (f). It should be

noted that at 5.1 s, although 8.5 MW of P-NB is injected the absorbed power is about

5.5 MW with PE - 3 MW, the ration IP, is about 09.
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FIG. 5: Waveforrns, (a) - c), and profiles, (d) - (f) of an RS discharge with dominant electron heating

from very early phase (E40735)
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FIG. 6 Waveforms, (a) (d) of typical parameters n an PS dscharge wth dominant electron heating
(E41760) Also profiles of T,, T, and Vt are shown at 7 3 7 7 and 7 in (e - (h).

The power fed to electrons by NB is not small due to faster thermal speed of hydrogen

compared to that of deuterium of the same energy It should be noted that at 5 1 s the

HH9,s(y,2) factor is evaluated as 12. These results suggest that in an RS plasma formation

and sustainment is not seriously affected under dominant electron heating. Quantitative

study is left for future issue.

3.2. ITB in a Positive Magnetic Shear Plasma

Electron heating experiments have also been carried ot on ITBs in positive shear plasmas.

Here positive shear ITB is referred to ITBs similar to those observed in high 3p discharges

in JT-60U. They are formed at positive magnetic shear region in a plasma. However, in

order to make TIT, is closer to unity PNB is limited to modest level compared to that

used in high performance high p discharges Since in high Op like discharges, T, tends

to developed more than T, Also it should be noted that the target plasma are of L-

mode edge plasmas due to lower input power and higher Bt for ECRF resonance in this

experiments. Waveforms of a typical discharge is shown in Fig 6 Injection of NB starts

at 65 s to form ITBs In the plasma q is monotonously decreasing towards the plasma

center and near unity at the center. The formation of the ITB is rather slow in the

discharge compared to that in igher performance igh p plasmas, due to limited PNB-

The 1713 seems to be formed at around 72 s. Profiles of T, and T, at 7 3 77 and 78 s

are shown in Fig. 6 (e - (g). As shown in the figure, a clear ITB structure is observed

in both the T, and T, profiles at 73 s. At 77 s, the T, ITB looks eve clearer. Due to the

electron heating by ECRF, T. is approaching to T, as shown in the waveforms and the

profiles. However at 78 s, the T, profile becomes sooth at the location (p 0.4 - 0.5)

0 .... ECRF
(a) 100 03

. .........-10 E
50LLI W 2

.20 (b)

,,, I ... 0 0
0 0 5 1 70 75 8.0

P time (s)

FIG. 7: (a) Profile of E, evaluated at 74 and 7 7 n E41760 (b) Temporal change of (dE,/dr),ff and
the mnimum scale length of the T, profile
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FIG. 8: Companson between two discharged with different ECRF power to nvestigate influence of
electron heating on the formation of the ITB (a) Lower ECRF power, - 6 M W (E41674). (b) Hgher

ECRF power, - 1 5 MW (E41696)

where clear ITB was observed at earlier timing. The scale length of the T, profile (LT,

T,/(dT/dr)) changes from about 15 cm at 77 s to 29 cm at 78 s (Fig. 7 (b)). These results
indicate that the T, ITB is lost between 77 and 78 s. It should be noted that the Te profile
also looks smoother at 78 s and the T, scale length also becomes doubled, that means the
Te ITB is lost as well. Waveforms of the toroidal rotation of carbon species (Vt) at p -
0.25 and 0.55 are plotted in Fig 6 d). The profile of Vt is shown for 73, 77 and 78 s
in Fig. 6 (h). As shown in the profile, the difference of Vt between these two location can
be representative of gradient of the Vt profile around the ITI3 location inside the bottom
of the notched Vt structure. The profile of the radial electric field Er) is determined as,
E = 1 Vp, + Vt,,Bp - Vp,,Bt, here e is an electron charge, Z, ni, p,, Vt,1 V. are charge

eZ�n�

number, density and pressure, toroidal and poloidal rotational velocities of an ion species
and BP and Bt are the poloidal and toroidal magnetic fields. The Er profiles at 74 and
7.7 s are shown in Fig. 7 (a) they have a notched structure which is more steeply notched
when the lTI3 is clearer. In the JT-60U 1713 experiments, it is found that the shear of the
Er profile is a key for formation and sustainment of the T, ITI3 22]. Level, or strength,
of the shear can be represented by a parameter (J(dEr/dr)..J + (dEr/dr),,,,nl )/2 which
is denoted as (dEIdr),ff in this paper. That roughly indicates how sharply or deeply the

Er profile is digged. Change of (dEr/dr),ff is plotted in Fig. 7 (b). As shown in the figure,

(dEldr),ff continues to decrease during ECRF injection and reached to the same level

as that without the ITI3, while LT, stays small until 77 s. The results indicate that the

ECRF injection influences te structure of E.

Influence of electron heating on the ITI3 formation was also investigated. In the experi-

ment, PEC was injected prior to the NI3 injection. Furthermore PEC was scanned with the

same PNB Te waveforms of typical quantities are shown in Fig. 8. Again I is MA.

Difference of Vt between near the bottom of the notch and p - 03 (AVt) is shown in the

figure as a measure of the gradient of the Vt profile. As shown in the figure, AVt starts

increasing at about 68 s for lower PEC case and 73 s for higher PEC cases respectively. In

the higher PEC case, slow growth of the ITI3 might have started earlier. Rapid increase
in AVt can be related to the formation of the T, ITI3. It seems that increasing PEC delays

the formation of 1713. As shown in the figure, temperature at the AVt increase is different

in both electrons and ions, higher for larger PEC However, a ratio of (Te)core t (T)corei

where (core means volume average from the plasma center to the ITI3 footis almost the

same value at the AVt increase in two discharges The ratio evaluated in E41674 at 69 s

is 060 and that taken from E41696 at 73 s is 062. This may suggest that influence of

electron heating can be related not only to the E structure, as descried above, but also
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to the ratio between electron and ion temperatures. However, due to lack of both central
heating NI3 and ECRF powers, scanned range is ot wide enough Further detailed in-
vestigation would be required for deeper understanding. Concerning the study of positive
shear ITBs, more ECRF and on-axis P-NB power would be necessary. O axis P-NB
helps to develop F, structure more, ad more ECRF power enable high Te at sch itense
ion heating regime.

4. Summary

Results of studies towards steady state operation of an advanced tokamak accompanied
by ITBs concerning fusion relevant conditions on JT-60U are shown. High confinement
improvement at high normalized density egime which is expected i tile ITER steady
state operational scenario was obtained in a reversed magnetic shear (RS) plasma uder
full non inductive CD. It was demonstrated that off-axis LHCD could extend q-,,,, ad
pf,,,t as the result. It was also indicated that n axis-N-NBCD could contribute to lower
q in the RS region, Influence of dominant electron heating on the ITI3 was investigated.
It was found that in RS plasmas the confinement improvement by te ITBs could be
maintained indifferent to the heating method. High enough HH98(y,2) factor of 20 wich
is comparable to that obtained in the dominant ion heating region, was obtained in the
dominant electron heating region. On the other hand, it was found that the T ITI3 could
be degraded by dominant electron heating in positive shear plasmas. Electron eating
would seem to influence the E, structure at the PS ITI3.
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1 6 Relationship between particle and heat transport in JT-60U plasmas
with internal transport barrier
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1) Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute, Naka Fusion Research Establishment,
Naka-machi, Naka-gun, lbaraki-ken, 311-0193, Japan
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Abstract. The relationship between particle and heat transport in an internal transport barrier (ITB) has been
systematically investigated in reversed shear (RS) and high ELMy H-mode plasmas in JT-60U. No helium and
carbon accumulation inside the ITB is observed even with ion heat transport reduced to a neoclassical level. On
the other hand, the heavy impurity argon is accumulated inside the 1713. The argon density profile estimated from
the soft x-ray profile is more peaked, by a factor of 24 in the RS plasma and of 16 in the high P, mode plasma,
than the electron density profile The helium diffusivity (DH,) and the ion thermal diffusivity (X,) are at an
anomalous level in the high P. mode plasma, where DH, and X, are higher by a factor of 5-10 than the
neoclassical value In the RS plasma, D, is reduced from the anomalous to the neoclassical level, together with
X, The carbon and argon density profiles calculated using the transport coefficients reduced to the neoclassical
level only in the ITB are more peaked than the measured profiles, even when X, is reduced to the neoclassical
level Argon exhaust from the inside of the ITB is demonstrated by applying ECH in the high Pi, mode plasma,
where both electron and argon density profiles become flatter. The reduction of the neoclassical inward velocity
for argon due to the reduction of density gradient is consistent with the experimental observation. In the RS
plasma, the density gradient is not decreased by ECH and argon is not exhausted. These results suggest the
importance of density gradient control to suppress heavy impurity accumulation.

1. Introduction

A reversed or weak positive magnetic shear plasma with internal transport barriers (1713s) is a
most prormsing operation mode for advanced steady-state operation due to its high bootstrap
current fraction and high confinement. In JT-60U, the reversed shear (RS) plasma and the
high mode plasma with weak positive shear have been optimized to provide a physics basis
for ITER and SSTR [I]. In these plasmas, further optimization for high density, high radiation
loss fraction and high fuel purity are necessary, as well as high P while keeping high
confinement. Since these issues are closely related to the particle transport, understanding of
the relationship between particle and heat transport is indispensable for the optimization.

In this paper, the relationship between particle (i.e., electron, helium, carbon and argon) and
heat transport is systematically investigated in the high mode and RS plasmas. In the high
P. mode plasma, anomalous transport is dominant. On the other hand, in the RS plasma, ion
heat transport is reduced from the anomalous to the neoclassical level. The characteristics of
particle and heat transport at the ITB are discussed in Sec. 2 In Sec. 3 the ITB controllability
is studied, followed by a summary in Sec. 4.

2. Characteristics of particle and heat transport at internal transport barrier

Typical profiles of temperatures (T,, T.), safety factor (q), and densities (n, n,,, nc and nj are
shown in Fig. I for (a) the RS plasma 1,=1.3 MA, BT=3.7 T, R-3.3 rn, a-0.8 m, c-1.5,
M. 18-0.26 and HHy2-l.6) and (b) the high ELMy H-mode plasma (P= 1.0 MA, BT=2-3.8
T, R-3.4 m, a-0.8 m, K-1.4, 80.38-0.46 and HHy2_ 1 .0). The puffed He and intrinsic C
densities are measured with CXRS. The profile of the total Ar density summed over all
ionization states is estimated using an impurity transport code, where the transport coefficient
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)RS (b) High Op mode

is determined by fitting the calculated soft cr 14
x-ray profile to the measurement 2]. The Ar 12 W. alo T,
radiation coefficient is taken from the A 8
ADAS database 3 considering the JT-60U 6 �J4
diagnostic setup. In the RS plasni 0
type profile with a strong ITB is observed in 6
n 5 no nH,�Oe(r), Te 4 i 2 0,(r) and Tft). An ITB is also
observed in nH,(r). However, nH,(r) is flatter LE 3than n I- 2e(r), which is favorable for helium ash
exhaust. The nc(r) shape is similar to that for 01, :1 ------------------
njr), suggesting no carbon accumulation ----- 3---- E041679 E041642

inside the ITB. In the RS plasma with a k b-7.9 a. -g 2 11A,
small amount of Ar puffing, the soft x-ray n.
profile becomes a peaked one. In order to fit
the calculated soft x-ray profile to the

%--o'2 0.�4 00.8 I 0.2 04 06 0.8`1measurement, a more peaked (by a factor of ria da
2.6) nA,(r) inside the ITB than njr) is Fig. I Profiles of temperatures, safetyfactor and
necessary, as shown in Fig. I (a). This result densities of electrons, He, C and Ar in (a) RS and
indicates the Ar accumulation inside the ITB. (b) high mode plasmas. In the bottom figures,
In the high Pi, mode plasma, ne(r), Tjr) and ne(r) is normalized at r1a=0 and nAr(r) is adjusted
T,(r) have a parabolic-type profile. Both to n/r) outside the IM
nH,(r) and nc(r) are flat, also suggesting no
helium and carbon accumulation. On the other hand, n,(r) is more peaked by a factor of 16
than njr), which is, however, a smaller factor than that in the RS plasma.

25 . . . . . . .Figure 2 shows (-Vn/n) as a function of (-VTIT,) for
He Cn. mode high N 10,., n,,, nc and nA, at the ITB. In the high op 20 A

plasma, (-Vn/n) and (-VT/r) are limited to small I RS

values compared with those in the RS plasma. 157 Ar
Although the error range is large due to scattering of 6, C

_�E 10 A
the measured n,,,, (-VnH�nH) has a negative value. The Cvalue of (-Vnc/nr >) is around zero, and is smaller than

0 H. bea.-Vnjn,). Due to the Ar accumulation, (-VnA/nA, is
PIAlarger than (-Vn�n, 0.). On the other hand, in the RS

plasma, (-Vn�n.) increases with (-VT/r) from the -52 3 4 6 7 9 same region as that for the high mode plasma, and -VTMIM)
it is similar to (-VT/T,). The value of (-VnH�nH,) is Fig. 2Relationship between (- Vh1n)
saturated in the range of large (-VT/T), and it is and (-VT,/ T) for n, n', nc and nA1-

smaller than (-Vn�n). When He is fuelled inside the Open and closed symbols show the
ITB using a He beam, (-VnHjnH,,) is larger than that data in the high mode and RS
with He gas-puffing. However, even with the He beam, plasmas, respectively
(-VnH�nHj is still smaller than (-Vn�n,). The value of
(-Vnc/nc) is almost the same as (-Vnjn, and (-VnA/n,) is larger than (-Vnjn,) due to the Ar
accumulation. The higher Z impurity has larger (-Vn/n) in the RS plasma.

Next, the relationship between particle and thermal diffusivities is discussed. The electron
effective diffusivity (D,"), defined considering only the diffusion term, is well correlated with
the ion thermal diffusivity Q) in both high Op mode and RS plasmas. The ratio (D,'ff/x, is
estimated to be 02-0.3 in the high P, mode plasma and 004-0.2 in the RS plasma. In order to
understand the relationship, the heat and particle fluxes are estimated based on the linear
stability analysis using the FULL code 4 in the box-type RS plasma. The FULL code
analysis indicates that a positive linear growth rate still remains at the ITB region even with
sheared ExB rotation effects. The 2D full wave code analysis 5] also shows the existence of
0.5-2% density fluctuations around the ITB based on 0-mode reflectometer measurement 6].
The FULL code estimates the ratio of particle flux to the electron heat flux JJ�q) to be
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around unity in the ITB region, and the ratio drops to a value just slightly negative outside the
ITB. Although the experimental profile of the ratio decreases much smoothly from around
unity in the ITB region to about 0 I outside the ITB, it shows a similar tendency. The ratio of
ion anomalous heat flux to electron heat flux (qa/q,) has a similar value (q,/q, =5-7) for both
experiment and calculation outside the 1713. However, in the ITB region, qa/q., for the
calculation is much smaller than that for the experiment. A possible reason for the
disagreement is that the FULL code analysis represents the linear limit with a single value of
kp based on a local theory. The non-linear effects, the effects summed over all values of kp,
and non-local effects should be investigated to understand physical mechanisms responsible
for the relationship between particle and heat transport.

The relationship between the impurity diffusivity normalized by the neoclassical value
(D/DNc) and X,/XNC in the ITB is shown in Fig. 3 The values of D and the convection velocity
(v) of He are estimated separately based on the He gas-puffing modulation experiment 7].
Since it is difficult to separate D and v for C and Ar experimentally, DC and D. are estimated
by assuming the neoclassical v (v'c) and a steady-state condition. In the RS plasma, a similar
v to the neoclassical value has been obtained for C and Ne [8 9. The impurity neoclassical
transport coefficient is calculated using NCLASS [101. The value of DH,, is estimated to be
0.5- 1.0 m'/s in the high mode plasma and 0. 1-0.5 M2/S in the RS plasma. The ratio DH�X is
in the range of 02-1.0 for both RS and high mode plasmas. The value of DHe is reduced to
the neoclassical level in the box-type RS plasma, where X is also reduced to the neoclassical
value. In the parabolic-Vcpe RS &sma and high Pp mode plasma, DH, and X, are higher by a
factor of 5-10 than H,. and X, . The value of v is consistent with the neoclassical theory
(from -0 to 1.3 m/s) in not only box-type but also parabolic-type RS plasmas. On the other
hand, an outward v is observed in the high mode plasma, while the neoclassical theory
predicts a small inward v. The outward v is consistent with the negative value of (-VnHjnH,)

shown in Fig. 2.

CNC NC -0.04 M2/s at the ITB. TheThe values of D and DA, are estimated to be in the range 001
value of v'C at the ITB is larger for Ar (-0.2 to -0.8 m/s in the high mode plasma and 2 to -
5 m/s in the RS plasma) than for C -O to 0.2 m/s in the high mode plasma and -0 to - 13
m/s in the RS plasma). The steady-state nc(r) and nAr(r) calculated using D=D'c at ITB and
D=1 m/s in the other region with VNc are more peaked than the measurements, even in the
box-type RS plasma. Although the experimental nc(r) and nAft) is not in steady state in the
box-type RS plasma, the experimental nc(r) and He C
nA,(r) is not as peaked as the neoclassical prediction RS pbarabollc v
even when time evolution is considered. In order to high 0 v a
adjust the calculated steady-state profile to the
measurement with v NC, larger DC and D, are
necessary in the ITB region. In the box-type RS
plasma, where X, is reduced to the neoclassical level,

N Nc are estimated to be 4 and 10DC/D C c and DJDA, Z
-9, respectively. The values of Dc and DA, are
estimated to be 0 I and 02 m2/s, respectively. These
values are similar to the range of DH, 0.1-0.3 m/s).
In the high mode plasma, DC and DA, are
estimated to be about 0.1 m/s. The values of
DC/Dc NC and DA/D,, NC are about 4 which is similar 10
to XXNc=5. In some high X/ NC cases in the XI y4NC

�-Cparabolic-type RS plasma, DC/Dc is estimated to Fig. 3 Relationship between DHelDHeNc

be more than 10, However, in other high X/XNc and X, 1,,Nc'Open circles show the data
cases, nc(r) can not be reproduced with VN',because in high , mode plasma Closed circles
a zero or negative gradient of nc(r) is observed ' and squares show the data in parabolic-

VNC i and box-type RS plasmas, respectively.
although inward. The anomalous v might be Dc /DCNc and DAr /DAr NC are also plotted,
dominant in this region. which are estimated by assuming vNC
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3. Control of internal transport barrier

Although the accumulation is smaller than the neoclassical prediction, the Ar accumulation
inside the ITB should be suppressed. In order to control the Ar accumulation inside the ITB,
ECH is applied. The density clamp by ECH is a common phenomenon not only in tokamaks

8 E41642 (b) E0416M
15 15 -Edh

PNB, PEC (MW) 1-3 MW
0 0 .71 7�.(1019M-3) 2: 3.5..---, ;AMff 7

Ar puff 10,1 ParriMS) 0
W (Mi), 2.5 3.5 W

Da Intensity (a.u.)0 0
TI(O), TO(O) W) 1 5 TI(O) 5 T(O

0 ... ...... Ta6 'W O)
Soft X-ray 3 cent, �r edge centerIntensity (a.u.) X

6 7 8 9 5 6 7Time (s) Time (s)
Fig. 4Wave-forms in (a) high flp mode and (b) RS plasmas with central ECH andArpuffing.

3.5but also in helical devices [ 1 1, 12]. In addition, a decrease of 3 (a)
T, in the ITB is observed in JT-60U high mode plasma [ 1 3. E 2.52Figure 4 (a) shows the time evolution of the high P, mode
plasma, where a small aount of Ar was puffed at t=6.5 s and -0.5ECH was applied inside the ITB from t=8 s. The value of C 0TJO) is increased to the same value as T,(O) during ECH. The 10
density is substantially decreased by applying ECH while 5�a. (b)
maintaining T,(O). In a similar discharge without Ar puffing, a .16
decrease of T, is observed during ECH with small change of n.. �.r4

Ar could affect the large reduction of n, during ECH. 20Although the thermal confinement is decreased from 0.2
HHy2=1.0 at t=7.95 s to 09 at t=8.45 s, the central soft x-ray 0.......... .
signal is drastically reduced by a factor of more than 2 This -0.2
observation indicates the Ar exhaust from the inside of the -0.10.6ITB. In the RS plasma with Ar puffing, ECH was also applied -0.8 V
from t=5.8 s as shown in Fig. 4 (b), where NB power was .1
decreased from t=6.0 s. The confinement is improved by 7 -(d)
applying ECH until the NB power is decreased. After the NB 5
power is stepped down, the particle fuelling becomes small, S4

A3but the density does not substantially decrease. The stored c2------------- -- -------
energy gradually decreases and HHy2 is estimated to be 16 at 00 0.2 04 0.6 0.8 1t=6.5 s. The strong ITBs in n,(r) and Tft) remain and the soft r/a
x-ray signal does not decrease even after the NB power is R3 (e)
stepped down, suggesting no Ar exhaust from the inside of the 2.5 Ch32ITB. 1.5

Figure (a) and (b) show njr) and T,(r), respectively, before 0.5
and during ECH in the high mode plasma. The n. ITB is 0 30 35 40 Ch 45 65
almost lost, while the T, IfA is kept, although the ITB Fig. Profiles of (a) n. (b) T,
position moves inward. The decrease of the density gradient (c) Vvc� (d) calculated nA, and
leads to the reduction of vNc as shown in Fig. (c). The value (e) calculated (lines) and
of DA NC during ECH is almost the same as that before ECH. measured (symbols) soft x-ray
Figure (d) shows n,(r) reproduced using a different Oc and profile be ore (open symbols
the diffusivity of D4xD, c in the ITB and D=0.5-1 m`/s in and solid line) and during
the other region. A value of nA,(O) is substantially reduced (closed symbols and dashedcompared with n. t line) ECH in the high mode'(0). These profiles are consistent with he plasma.
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soft x-ray measurements both before and during ECH as shown in Fig. (e) A possible
mechanism for the Ar exhaust is as follows. First, the density is clamped by ECH and the
density gradient becomes small. Then, Ar is exhausted due to the reduction of Oc. Also, the
Ar exhaust reduces the density. These processes could interact as a positive feed back loop for
Ar exhaust. These results indicate the importance of the density gradient control to suppress
the argon accumulation. In the RS plasma, n,(r) is not changed and n,(r) is still more peaked
by a factor of 34 than n,(r) during ECH. This result suggests that there is no Ar exhaust by
ECH in the RS plasma. The development of the density gradient control method in the RS
plasma is crucial for suppression of Ar accumulation.

The possibility of density gradient control in the RS plasma is shown with pllet injection.
When a high field side pellet is injected into the box-type RS plasma, a clear reduction of
density fluctuations is observed. The 21) full wave code shows that the fluctuation level is
reduced from 13% to 0.8%, assuming k,=k,=3 cm-'. The dependence of the density
fluctuation level on k and k, is checked using an analytical solution of the time-dependent 21)
full-wave equation 14]. The density fluctuation level before the pellet injection varies in the
range 0.8-1.8% by changing kq and k=1-5 cm'. The ion temperature profiles are not
substantially different before and after the reduction of the density fluctuations. While, the
density increases inside the ITB and the density gradient becomes large in the 1713 region. The
value of nc(O) is also increased. In this discharge, a cold pulse induced by pellet ablation
outside the TB is propagated into the ITB, and the density fluctuations are reduced.
Conversely, local heating outside the ITB might work for the reduction of the density
gradient.

4. Summary

The relationship between particle and heat transport is systematically investigated at the ITB
in reversed shear and high mode plasmas. The value of (-Vn/n) is smaller than (-VT,/T,) for
helium, similar for electrons and carbon, and larger for argon, in the RS plasma with a box-
type profile. The value of DH, is reduced to a neoclassical level together with X,. On the other
hand, 49 times larger carbon and argon diffusivities than the neoclassical value are evaluated,
even when X, is reduced to the neoclassical level. Ar is exhausted from the inside of the ITB
by applying ECH in the high Pi, mode plasma, while thermal confinement is reduced from
HHY,=1.0 to 09. In the RS plasma, the electron density profile is not changed and argon is not
exhausted by ECH. These results indicate that density gradient control is important in
suppressing impurity accumulation inside the 1713.
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1 7 Fast Dynamics of Type I ELM and Transport of ELM Pulse in JT-60U

N Oyama, Y Miura, A V Chankin, N Asakura, K Itami, T. Oikawa, H Takenaga,

M Sugihara, Y Kamada, K Shinohara and the JT-60 Team

Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute, Naka-machi, Naka-gun, lbarali 311-0193, Japan

e-mail contact of main author: oyaman�fusion.nakajaeri.gojp

Abstract. Simultaneous fast ELM measurements using reflectometer, interferometers, D. intensity and magnetic

probe reveal the detailed characteristics of type I ELMs From the phase signal of the reflectometer indicating

the radial movement of the cut-off layer, four different phases in an ELM event and radial extent of the collapse

of density pedestal up to twice the pedestal width were observed Detailed edge density measurements at hgh-

and low-field side consistently demonstrate the asymmetry of collapse of density pedestal due to type I ELM,

which is localized at the low-field side (LFS) midplane Expelled particles fi7om LFS midplane were measured

by using LFS midplane and X-point Mach probes together with IRTV Time delay of the enhanced ion saturation

current between the two probes, and time constant of the peak heat load and the enhancement of the plasma flow

toward divertor target suggest that the convective plasma flow provides large contribution to the ELM heat load

1. Introduction

The study of the collapse of the pedestal structure due to type I ELMs 1-3] is important to

clarify its mechanism and to reduce its severe heat loads on the divertor target, which can

erode the divertor target plate in the next step devices such as ITER 41 Therefore, the

mitigation of the large ELM heat load on the divertor target is one of the most important

issues to be overcome on TER [5]. Since the ELM heat load strikes the divertor target not as

a time-averaged load but as an instantaneous heat pulse, not only the evaluation of ELM

energy but also the time scale of the collapse and transport from the viewpoint of individual

ELM pulse is very important. In JT-60U, the study of detailed dynamics of the collapse of the

density pedestal 6] has been started using O-mode reflectorneter 7]. Fast time series analysis

established the characteristic time scale of MHD oscillation and D spike in different density

regimes [8] Expelled particles from the plasma have been measured using scrape-off layer

(SOL) Mach probe and fast infrared TV camera (IRTV 9 These kinds of detailed ELM

measurement can provide important information to develop theoretical models of ELMs In

this paper, we report the fast dynamics of type I ELM and transport of ELM pulse in the SOL

region from the viewpoint of individual ELM pulse using effective diagnostics with high

temporal resolution in JT-60U to provide better understanding of the type I ELM physics.
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2. Fast Time Series Analysis During an ELM

The measurement of the collapse of the density pedestal due to type I ELMs was performed

on high-flp H-mode discharges 10] with the following plasma parameters plasma current p =

1.8 MA, toroidal magnetic field BT = 4 T, NBI heating power PNBI = 22 MW, triangulanty,5

- 0 3 2, elongation ic - 6 and safety factor at 95% flux surface - 39 Figure I shows the

plasma configuration of the discharge together with the Ime of sight of some diagnostics

relevant to this study

The phase angle change of reflectometer signal, wich implies the radial movement of the

cut-off layer, suggests the existence of four different phases in an ELM event a precursor

phase, collapse phase, recovery phase and a relaxation phase, as shown in FIG. 2(a) and (f At

first, coherent density precursor, whose amplitude increased with time, was clearly observed

before the onset of an ELM. The time scale of the precursor phase was 200-500 gs in the

frequency range of 525 kHz. On the other hand, no magnetic precursor was observed so far

as shown in FIG 2(h) In the collapse phase, the cut-off layer moved inward (positive phase

change) as a result of the collapse of collapse
E41766 recovery

the density pedestal within 100-350 40 - - - - - - I -1 -- -, -1--,--*-,K- I- I
(a) Re!e 'Orneter 34 1GHzi (f)

gs. It is noted that two vertical 20 4-101,M) recursor.

interferometers exhibited only sall o
EL

20

Thomson 2 (b) Inner Divertor g)

FIR1 FIR2 M 8 Outer Divertor
4 out r

div 0
D(x 4

[�c) �(h)
0 4L

agnebc Probe1.0 co 4
'a Outer Midplane

CD 49 - - - - -- =_ - '�_ -
=1 (d) FIR1
CD E

47

E 0. - 0 F
3 r- 45N CD ,�7- 4 
CD :(e) AR2

E
0
C� 4 6 77`7T

-1 0 LFS interferometer
441-

5304 5309 5314 -0- 1.5 MS ------ 0-
Tme (rns)

E41766'
t=5.30s FIG. 2 Waveforms of (a) phase change of the

2.0 30 4.0 reflectometer signal, (b) D intensity at inner (thin) and
R outer (thick) divertor (c) magnetic fluctuation at outer

FIG 1. Plasma configuration together midplae, (d) and (e) line-integrated density at high and
with the line of sight of the FIR low-field side, respectively (fi-0) show expanded
interferometer Thomson scattering, waveforms between two dotted lines in (a)-(e) during
D,, intensity at both divertor, the 1.5s. Sampling time of the reflectometer D intensity and
poloidal position of the magnetic magneticprobeislus Thatoftheinterferometeris5ps
probe (MP) and the reflectometer All diagnostics are synchronized within 5us
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oscillations in the collapse phase as shown in FIG 2(i) and ). Then, n the recovery phase,

the cut-off layer moved outward as pedestal density first recovered and then went beyond the

initial position over 200-500 [is This overshoot resulted from the increase in the edge plasma

density due to enhancement of divertor recycling E41766
f 3 .... . I...�and ionization as shown in FIG 2(d) Finally, it I? YAG Thomson
E

gradually returned to a similar position as the d) 0 t=5.302s

initial one, taking 61 ms in the relaxation phase.
- 2

The time scale of this relaxation phase is >, 359GHZ
-----------

comparable to the time it takes the FIRI signal to C
a) 34.1 GHz

return to the initial level as shown in FIG. 2(a) 0

and (d). 0 Reflectometer
L_

4_1
0 t=5 360S
11 t=5 30.68s.

The total phase change of the reflected signal, , Lij 0

under the WKB approximation is -0.2 -0. 1 0 0.1
R-Rsep (M)

2co x, n(x) 112d T Fig 3 Estimation of radial extent of the
= - I x__ collapse Open symbols show the cut-o

c 2
position of the reflectometer Thick (thin)

where n, is the cut-off density, cois the frequency line shows initial (assumed) density Profile

of the incident wave and x, is the distance from the antenna to the cut-off position. We can
evaluate the radial movement of the cut-off layer using equation (1) and assuming possible
density profiles satisfying the observed phase change. In the case of pedestal measurements in
H-mode plasmas, the observed phase change is mainly attributed to the radial movement of
the cut-off layer and to a smaller extent to changes in the density profile along the line of sight
of the reflectometer. Figure 3 shows an example of estimation of radial movement of the
cut-off layer for an ELM shown in FIG 2 The cut-off position moved 75 cm inside the
separatfix. This suggests that the radial extent of the collapse at the top of density pedestal
reaches as large as twice the original pedestal width The effect of the variation in the plasma
equilibrium during ELMs was found to be less than 4 mm, which is 10 times smaller than
estimated radial movement of the cut-off layer For poloidally uniform density collapse, the

number of lost particles by an ELM shown by the hutched region in FIG 3 is estimated to be
I ox 1020 Since te particle source during an ELM 400 gs) was less than 2.0x]018, this

large particle loss should provide large reduction of FIRI signal by 8nl - 0 48- 0" m- As
mentioned above, however, no considerable reduction was observed during the collapse phase

This result suggests the asymmetry of the collapse of density pedestal by type I ELM

3. Poloidal Asymmetry of Collapse of Density Pedestal by Type I ELM

In order to confirm the asymmetric collapse of pedestal structure due to type I ELM, three
kinds of edge density measurements were perfon-ned At first, simultaneous measurements of
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edge density on the high-field side (HFS) and low-field side (LFS) plasma were performed

using FIRI and reflectometer, respectively, with the following plasma parameters. 1 = 1.0

MA, BT = 2 T, PNBI = 7 4 MW, 8- 35, ic- 4 (a f (b)Collapse Phase
NM E YA:G ThornsonD(X (n

and 9 - 29. In dus plasma configuration shown 2 t 7 39s.
Hz-4in FIG 4(a), the line-integrated density on FIRI is A\

E
quite sensitive to the change of pedestal density, t

(D
since half of the line of sight of FIR] passed = C Refiectorri.

O� -6 0 t= 735804
through the top of the density pedestal The -2 - 2 -0 1 0 0 1

W R-R�,p (m)

collapse of the density pedestal was manifested as (c) E39115

fast inward movement of the cut-off layer at LFS 40 Reflectorneter
� LFS midplane rn inward

midplane and the increase of Do, intensity at the 20 ment

timing shown by dotted line in FIG. 4(c). 0
'c _20

According to the estimation of radial extent from a-
- , div

the phase change of the reflectometer shown in --i 0 8 D Outer divertor

FIG. 4(b), the line-integrated density on FIRI 0 5,

signal would be reduced by 8n - 0 5 7x 10 19 M-2, if IC
.2

the collapse of density pedestal was a poloidally C 2
Z� FIR-Ul 0.57xl 019

symmetric event. There was, however, no c� 2 6 HFS pedestal
E

immediate response on FIR] before the increase
a) 24[

of Dc, signal. Instead, the FIRI signal usually

showed a small reduction after about 90 gs 22
7357 7358 7359

average time delay TWs time delay was Time (ms)

comparable to the L111C - 95 gs, where Lit is the FIG 4 (a) Plasma configuration. (b) Initial

connection length of - 25 m between LFS and density profile (thick) and assumed density
profile ding collapse phase (thin) (c)

HFS midplane, and C, is the ion sound velocity of Time evolution of phase change q/

-2.8x 105 m/s. Therefore, the delayed reduction reflectometer signal, D intensity and lne-

can be explained by the parallel flow from the integrated electron density.

inside to outside in order to fill (b) E39096

the density gap as a result of (a) 1Inner divertor

FIR1
localized particle expulsion at D buter divertor

05-
LFS midplane

0
3 R

In order to confirm the absence
E

of the direct particle loss LS
corresponding to the collapse t=7 58s 08 HFS interferometerl

of the density pedestal at the 7570 Time (ms) 7582

HFS midplane, separanix/SOL FIG (a) Plasma configuration together with the line ofsight

density measurement using ofFIRI. (b) Time eolution ofFIRI signal and D,, intensity at

both divertor targets.
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FIR1 was performed on the outward shifted plasma with the following plasma parameters: Ip

= 12 MA, BT = 25 T, PNB = 12.3 MW, 8- 040, - 13 and - 30. Since the integration

length of separabWSOL region of FIR I is about 0. 7 in in this plasma configuration as shown

in FIG. 5(a), such a small density increase of Sri = 0.5- 10" in-' should provide a detectable

increase of - 3.7x 1017 M-2 prior to the increase of D. signal. However, there was no

density increase before the increase of D�, signal as shown in FIG. 5b).
FIR1 FIR2

div. Further evidence for the asymmetric collapse of
a.

density pedestal was obtained after a modification of
1.0 the reflectometer system. When we change the

polarization of the incident wave of the X-mode

E 0.0 ��(t)) reflectometer [111, the system acts as a3
N co millimeter-wave interferometer (MWI) with the cut-off

density of n, = 1.7x 1020 m-3. In order to avoid the
-1.0

refraction by the plasma, the horizontal interferometer

E41324 (MM) was applied to relatively small plasma as
t=� laws

2L- shown in FIG. 6 with the following plasma parameters:
R (m) Ip 09 MA, BT = 25 T, PNBI = 71 MW, .5- 0.13, x-

FIG. 6 Plasma configuration together
with the line of sight of two vertical 2 rns - E41Z

interferometers, millimeter-wave
horizontal interferometer and D,, 1 -(a) Horizontal i rorneter

E
intensity at both divertor targets. coZ) 0

E413242 . . . . . . I - - - A -1 fast drop
YAG Thomson . L
0 t4.189s

(b) LF� Vertical Verferometer
E

Z%
I r rr F, I

Mr

(D % FIR2
%

2 M HF8 Vertical terferomet
E

V . I 
M 0 0 0 Or- V

0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1
r/a FIR1

FIG 8. Densily profile before ELAd _0.8

(thick line). Estimated density profile =i Inner divertor
to satisfy observed line-integrated Cd Outer divertor\
density reduction on horizontal iO4-

interferometer assuming linear 01
density profile at pedestal region in 419.4 4195 41�96
two cases: poloidally uniform case Time (ms)
(thin line) and only LS case (dashed FI 7. lime evolution of (a)-(c) three interferometers
line). and (d D intensity at both divertnr tarvem
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1.6 and 9 - 38. Figure 7 shows the time evolution of the line-integrated density of three

interferometers together with D intensity at both divertor targets. Vertical solid line shows

the onset of the ELM defined as the time of the increase in D,,, intensity. At the time indicated

by the dashed line, horizontal interferometer exhibited fast density loss of 8n - 0.47x 1018 M2.

Assuming poloidally uniform density loss with the profile shown by the thin solid line in FIG.

8 to satisfy the observed reduction of MWI signal, FIR] signal should be reduced by -

2.8 x 1 0'8 mm2 (almost full range of FIG. 7(c)) at the timing shown by dashed line. However, no

such fast drop was observed on both vertical interferometers as shown in FIG. 7 (b) and (c).

Instead, the FIRI signal showed a slow reduction 78 Rs after the reduction of MWI signal, as

in the previous experiment. This time delay was comparable to the transit time from LFS to

HFS along the field line at the top of the density pedestal, 111C - 80 s. Therefore, this

reduction was also attributed to the parallel plasma flow toward the lost density region at LFS.

All these observations demonstrate consistently the poloidal. asymmetry of the collapse of the

density pedestal, which is localized at the low-field side midplane. The estimation of poloidal

extent of the collapse of density pedestal as well as its radial extent is quite iportant to

understand the mechanism of the collapse of pedestal structure. Although the direct

measurement of the poloidal extent is difficult using the current diagnostics in JT-60U we

can evaluate the upper limit of the poloidal extent of the collapse. The average reduction of

8nj _ 9 I 1017 M-1 in FIRI represents about 16 % of the expected reduction of 8n - 5.7x 1018

m_2 obtained from the phase change of the reflectometer assuming poloidally uniform loss.

Taking into account poloidal distribution of edge plasma volume enclosed between the flux

surfaces, 16 % of edge plasma volume at LFS midplane corresponds to the poloidal angle of

the collapse of the density pedestal of about ±40 degree.

4. Heat and particle transport of ELM pulse

Expelled particles from LFS midplane flow E39112

toward the divertor target along the magnetic
0 ane ach e

field line. Such ELM pulse passing through the

SOL region was studied by using two Mach

probes at midplane and x-point, and divertor

heat flux was measured with IRTV camera, as

shown in FIG. 9 This kind of probe experiment point Mac
was performed with the following plasma InneI qivp r, rdiye�to�r
parameters: Ip = 0- 1 I NM, BT = 2 T, PNBI 2 3 R (m 4

4.34.5 MW, - 34, - 13 and 95 - 38. FIG 9 Plasma configuration together with
Figure 10 shows the time evolution of ion diagnostics arrangement of SOL probes and

IRTV camera.
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saturation currents at the upstream UuP) and -411 2 ms 10.
U'd,,,) 1000 . . . . . .r -I . I . . . . . . . . .downstrearn sides At the onset of an E32309

ELM, abrupt increase of j, was observed on Cli down. S'E 100 -W
the midplane probe. On the other hand, j, n 10 4
the x-point probe showed only gradual LMidplaneDj
increase, with the peak value achieved 150 gs

after the peak in the js of the midplane prove 1000
1 5 �is

as shown in FIG. 10. Since this value is of the up I
IE 100 j S

order of L111C - I 0 gs, where 1 - 26 in and -5
- 1 0C - 2 x 105 m/s evaluating from the pedestal

jgown
plasma temperature, this time delay can be . I

explained by the parallel convective flow of 6861 Time (ms) 6863

the expelled particles along the field line FIG 10 Time eolution of ion-saturation
current at the midplane (upper) and X-point

The time evolution of the heat flux at both Ms

divertor targets, j," and stored energy is 120 E39112

E (a) Peak heat flux
shown in FIG. I . Duration of the peak heat 80 - at outer target

flux corresponds to that of the enhancement 2 - Peak heat flux40 at inner target
of the plasma flow toward divertor. The ECY

0 44 A A 4 A'&*d

fast drop of the stored energy by 19.3 1000 .......
')�-'pojnt`probe

was also observed during te priod of (b) up
E100

large heat flux deposition as shown by two
- 10

dashed lines. The slow reduction of the - - - - - - --- 4 0owar6 di�
stored energy in latter phase (t > 5361 ms)

1 07 ......
was attributed to the tail of the heat flux at 3 .

the inner target as shown in FIG. I I (a)

Summarizing these observations, the bulk
103

of the heat load to the divertor targets may 5359 5360 5361 5362 5363 5364

be carried by the parallel convective flow Time (ms)

under these plasma conditions. FIG 11. Time eolution of (a) heatflux at both
divertor target, (b) ion-saturation current oj

5. Summary X-point probe and Mach number of the flow
(gray) and (c) stored energy

Simultaneous fast ELM measurements using reflectometer, interferometers, D intensity and

magnetic probe reveal the detailed characteristics of type I ELMs From the phase signal of

the reflectorrieter, an ELM event can be divided into a precursor phase, collapse phase,

recovery phase and a relaxation phase The typical time scale of each phase is 200-500 �ts,

100-350 �ts, 200-500 gs and 610 ms, respectively. The radial movement of the cut-off layer

was estimated to be about 7 cm inside the separatrix during the collapse phase The
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following three kinds of edge density measurements consistently indicate that the collapse of

the density pedestal during type I ELMs in JT-60U is localized at the low-field side midplane-

I The collapse of the pedestal density was manifested as fast inward movement of the

cut-off layer at the low-field side and the increase of D intensity. At this time, however,

no considerable reduction was observed on high-field side interferometer.

2 No density increase corresponding to the direct particle loss from the high-field side

mldplane to the scrape-off layer was observed in SOL/separatnx density measurements

3 Horizontal interferometer clearly exhibited fast density loss sunultaneously with the

increase of D intensity However, no immediate response was observed on both tugh- and

low-field side vertical interferometers.

Expelled particles from the LFS midplane were measured using US midplane and X-point

Mach probes together with IRTV. Observed time delay between midplane and X-point probes

was comparable to the parallel convective time between two probes, and the duration of the

peak heat flux corresponds to that of the enhancement of the plasma flow toward divertor

target. Therefore, the bulk of the heat load to the divertor targets may be carried by the

parallel convective flow.
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1. 8 Heating and Current Drive by Electron Cyclotron Waves in JT-60U

T. Suzuki 1), S. Ide 1), C. C. Petty 2 Y. Ikeda 1), K. Kajiwara 1), A. Isayarna 1),
K. Hamamatsu 1), 0. Naito 1), M. Seki 1), S. Moriyama 1) and the JT-60 Team )

1) Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute, Naka-machi, Naka-gun, lbaraki 311-0193, Japan
2) General Atomics, San Diego, California US

e-mail contact of main author: suzukit�fusion.nakajaeri.gojp

Abstract. Results of studies on heating and current dve by the electron cyclotron (EC) waves in JT-60U are
presented, Electron temperature up to 26keV was achieved by injecting EC waves in the center of a reversed
shear plasma produced by the lower hybrid (LH) waves The electron temperature T. exceeds 24keV in a wide
range of minor radius (p< 3 where p is the normalized minor radius) ECCD (Current Drive) efficiency 71CD

was examined at high T. up to 2 keV without using LH waves. The CD efficiency increases with T, but there is
discrepancy from linear dependence on T, in a high Te regime of 0-20keV. Dependence of normalized CD
efficiency �=e'TI,,/Fo'kT. on deposition location was also studied to optimize the CD efficiency, since trapped
particle effect, which depends strongly on deposition location, is expected to reduce t. The effect was detected
from significant decrease in in the lower magnetic field deposition, which is consistent with linearlized Fokker-
Planck calculation

1. Introduction

Electron cyclotron (EC) waves are considered as a strong tool to control electron heating and
current profile in plasmas. Since EC waves are absorbed by electron cyclotron resonance, it is
considered that absorption location of waves can be easily determined by calculation, so that
heating and current drive only close to the resonance is possible. Actually, EC driven current
profiles have been measured in DIII-D [1] and in T-60U 2,3], and it was shown that te
measured EC driven current profiles are spatially localized and tat tey agree with
calculations at least in moderate conditions. Owing to such advantages, EC systems are
planned to be installed in IT7ER International Thermonuclear Experimental Reactor). Main
purposes of EC system in ITER were described as follows 4,5]. 1) Steady state current drive
capability. 2 Assistance of plasma control, especially to stabilize neoclassical tearing mode
(NTM) 3 Wall conditioning. 4 Assistance of the poloidal field system in breakdown and
current initiation phase. 5) Heating source to access H-mode.

In this paper, we treat the first and the second ones. The former concerns to on-axis current
drive by EC waves (ECCD) in high electron temperature plasmas. Existing data are limited up
to T, -7keV in T-10 6] and in JT-60U 2], while ECCD is expected in volume averaged T,
under 12keV in ITER. Electron temperature at CD location in ITER should be much higher
than 12keV in on-axis ECCD case. In such high T, regime, apart from linear dependence of
current drive efficiency on T, is expected 5,7]. The second one concerns off-axis ECCD,
since NTMs usually occur around m/n=2/1 or 32 (poloidal / toroidal mode numbers) surfaces.
NTMs on such a major rational surface usually accompany larger islands and affect the
plasma confinement. The major rational surface exists in off-axis, where it is considered that
trapped particles affect ECCD efficiency, if low-q operation is employed aiming economically
preferable high operation. The effect should be studied for applicable use of ECCD for
NTM suppression [8].

Section 2 describes recent progress of EC system in JT-60U and production of high T. plasma
using EC waves. On-axis ECCD in such high T, plasma is analyzed in Section 3 CD
efficiency is investigated as a function of electron temperature close to the ITER operation
regime. Section 4 describes off-axis ECCD in relation to the trapped particle effect. The effect
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is experimentally investigated by changing the Y2002
deposition location. Dependence of CD efficiencies . (4u

on electron density and electron temperature is also 3

described. The dependence can help to find optimized
3unks)

plasma parameters for ECCD. EC driven current 40
Eprofile in a large minor radius is also studied, where 9 2

trapped particle fraction is close to that in ITER. I& last IA
Summary is in the section .

(2unfts)

2. Progress of EC System in JT-60U and -E
Production of High Electron Temperature plasma (1unft

EL 0 � - 1 ... ....
JT-60U has four units of EC systems, each of which Q 0 1 2 3 4 5 6

has one gyrotron with frequency of 110GHz 9 10]. LU EC pulse duration (el

One unit of them was installed in 2000. EC waves are FIG. 1. Progress in the EC power
injected into plasma from lower field side of torus injected into plasma and in its pulse
(upper outboard) usually as an O-mode. EC waves are duration in T-60U Closed circles and
absorbed in fundamental resonance for about 4T of stars represent achieved results in 2001
toroidal field. These conditions are same as ITER, and in 2002, respectively.
except the wave frequency and the toroidal field.
Toroidal injection angle of an antenna, which three units of gyrotrons use, is fixed with an
angle so that the refractive index parallel to magnetic field N, is about 0.5 at the plasma
center. The angle is about 60' to the direction of toroidal field at the plasma center. Another
antenna for the newly installed unit has a capability to control toroidal injection angle for co-
/ctr-ECCD or for just heating. Both antennas can change injection angle in poloidal cross-
section to control deposition location. EC system in JT-60U has extended the injection power
P. into the plasma up to 3MW for 2.7s. The pulse duration reached 5s at 1.5MW. Energy
injected into the plasma reached I OMJ (2.8MW for 3.6s); see Fig. Output power per a
gyrotron was about IMW, and transmission efficiency was 70-80%. The output power per a
gyrotron and transmission efficiency were close to that required for EC system in ITER,
although ITER is designed to use more gyrotrons. Not only the additional fourth unit of EC
system but also the increases of the output power and of the transmission efficiency contribute
the increase of P,,,.

The progress in the input power made it possible to produce plasmas with high T, up to
26keV measured by the ECE diagnostics [II]. Error in ECE measurement was typically
±2keV in this discharge. Temporal evolution of the electron temperature at the plasma center
T,(O) is shown in Fig. 2 along with the beating power by EC (dashed) and LH (dotted) waves.

I- (a) W 30 M
e466 2 S&,, during EC -

2�
C 0: ECE

CL 5720
IL 0: YAG

39 (b) 0
.2 20 10 befor

e profiles C
004 5 6 7 8 0 0.5 1

TIME(s) P

FIG 2 Temporal evolutions of plasma current (Id, injected power (Pd (a) and the electron
temperature at the plasma center (b) (c) T, profile against the normalized minor radius Open and
closed symbols denote T, before and during the EC, respectively. Circles and squares represent T,

measured by ECE and Thomson scattering by YAG LASER, respectively
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The profiles of the electron temperature before and during the EC heating are also shown in
Fig. 2 Preheating by the LH waves 12] up to 1.9MW raised T,(O) to 12keV. LHCD was
applied during the plasma current (I.) ramp-up in order to produce a negative shear region in
the center of the plasma 13,14]. The negative shear within p<0.4 is confirmed by the
motional Stark effect MSE) diagnostics [I I] even at t=8.2s. When the EC waves of2.9MW
were put in the center of the plasma, electron temperature in the negative shear region
exceeded 24keV in a wide range of minor radius (p<0.3), and was 26keV at the maximum.

3. On-axis ECCD in a Wide Range of Electron Temperature

Simultaneous current drive by EC waves and by LH waves can produce error in the
determination of EC driven current due to the error in LH driven current [ 15] and synergetic
effect with LH and EC waves. Therefore, we prefer discharges without LH waves for on-axis
EC driven current measurement. Waveforms of a discharge are shown in Fig. 3(a). EC waves
are put at the flat top phase of the plasma current of 0.6MA. Neutral beams (NBs) of about
1.7MW are for MSE diagnostics. Two units of NBs are put in balanced to cancel beam driven
current. Central electron temperature measured by ECE increases up to 23kcV, by injecting
2.9MW of EC waves. Line averaged electron density is nearly constant during the EC
injection. Slight increase of the n. after the EC injection is mainly due to the increased fueling
by diagnostic NB for MSE as shown in Fig. 3(a). Loop voltage dropped to about UV We
had stable plasma with such high Te for about 0.8s until crash in T, occurred at t=5.96s. In this
series of experiment, duration without instability shortens when strong on-axis ECCD is
applied. Therefore in this discharge, one unit of EC (0.6MW) is used for just heating, and
three units of ECs (2.3MW) are used (and fixed) for co-ECCD. Measurement of EC driven
current is made from t=5.5s to 5.9s, as hatched in Fig. 3(a). Electron temperature profile
during the analysis is shown in Fig. 3(b). Although the central electron temperature is
measured by ECE, we confirmed that Thomson scattered spectra of ruby LASER extremely
broadened so that the electron temperature near the center is probably no less than 20keV.

Non-inductive current was evaluated by the loop voltage profile analysis 216] using the
MSE in a high electron temperature plasma of T,(O)=23keV with EC heating. The EC driven
current profile is shown in Fig. 4(a), in comparison with a result of linearized Fokker-Planck
calculation, The measured EC driven current profile is spatially localized even in the high T,

W 0.5 25 - (b) (C)1P=0 6MA I -
2 0.5 E E41651 t5.70

5 20 _ inboard-outboard0
4

2,9MW 15 - ECH
ECE+Thomson

10 0.6MWCL 0 0 CL
30 1 drl ECCD
20 4t.- r 'E 5- 2.3MW

0.5--
610 0

0 0-
04 5 6 7 7 0 02 04 06 0.8 1

TIM S) C P

FIG 3 (a) Waveforms of a discharge; plasma current (1,), loop voltage (H), injected EC power (PEc

NB heating power (PNB), electron temperature at plasma center (T,(O)), line averaged electron density

(nd EC driven current is evaluated during the hatched region (t--5 5-5 9s), where T(Q) is nearly

constant (b) Electron temperature profile during ECCD analysis at the t--5.7s Electron temperature is

measured by ECE (circles) and Thomson scattering (squares with errors) diagnostics (c) Deposition

locations of EC waves for current drive FS) and heating (HFS). Magnetic axis is between the two

locations
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regime. The measured EC driven current 1,, was 0.74+0.06MA, where T at the CD location
was 21keV. The CD location means a magnetic surface where enclosed EC driven current is a
half of total EC driven current. Linearized Fokker-Planck code predicts E=I.IMA. The
calculation includes a trapped particle effect by toroidicity, but does not include an electric
field effect by Ohmic field. The measurement was made in a transient phase (0.4-0.8s after
the EC injection) during the inductive current diffusion. The resistive diffusion time for the
width of the experimental EC driven current profile (standard deviation of Gaussian fit:
0 I 6m) is about 22s for T. =2 keV. Therefore, most of the EC driven current is canceled by
the inductive electric field. When the EC driven current modifies the total current profile due
to the diffusion of the inductive field, minimum of the safety factor approaches 25 (0.86s
after the EC injection). Since some instability prevents evolution of the total current profile,
apparent EC driven current (0.74MA) does not exceed plasma current (0.6MA); loop voltage
of the plasma does not get negative as seen in Fig. 3(a). The instability is seen in the sudden
decrease in T, in Fig. 3(a) at t=5.96s.

Figure 5 shows the measured current drive efficiency rce, =ECRPnRb, as a function of the
electron temperature at CD location. In the above definition, R and Pab, are the major radius
of plasma and absorbed power of EC waves used for current drive, respectively. The
absorption power is defined as input power multiplied by absorption fraction of EC waves
calculated by linearized Fokker-Planck calculation. Absorption fractions in Fig. were more
than 95%. All of the CD locations of data in Fig. are p!�O 17. Calculated CD efficiency for
the experimental condition is also plotted in the Fig. 5. Measured and calculated ICD are found
to increase with local T., at CD location. The range in Te covers considerable part of the ITER
operation regime (12keV in volume averaged Te). The highest CD efficiency was 0.42x]0'9
A/W/M2 , The experimental CD efficiency was smaller than that of calculation. There are
candidates to produce the difference. One of them is the negative electric field that is
produced by induction of EC driven current. Negative electric field in plasma is expected to
reduce EC driven current and the efficiency 17]. Since the linearized Fokker Planck
calculation do not include the effect, the calculation can be smaller in the experimental
condition with negative electric field. In other words, ECCD in a fully steady state, where no
electric field remains, will show higher experimental CD efficiency. Such an ECCD
experiment will be a demonstration of ECCD in ITER. Since the evolution of the plasma
current is limited by an instability as described before, it is important to avoid the instability

10 10 a I I I
E041651, t5.5-5.9s (b) - ne=4-6x10'8/M3

8 (a) - 8 6 - Zeff=3
t 

ea1c. (I. I MA) rr 4 -
44 (O 14NIA)_

2 
L)2 2 5.9s 7

0 a hes q,1r,=2.

0 0.2 0.4 06 0.8 I 0 0.2 04 06 0.8 1 0 5 10 15 20 25
P P Te [keV]

FIG 4 (a) EC driven current profile of experimental FIG. Measured ECCD efficiency

measurement (exp) and that of linearized Fokker-Planck (circle) in T-60U increases with the

calculation (ca1c) Spatially integrated EC driven currents are electron temperature at CD

also shownfor both cases b) Safetyfactorprofiles at the start location Linearized Fokker-Planck

(t-- 5 5s) and at the end (t-- 5 9s) of the loop voltage profile calculations (square) also show the

analysis Since EC driven current in (a) increases the total same tendency, while the

current density in p 4 safety factor decreases around the measurements are smaller than the

magnetic axis nen q_ reaches to 2 some instability calculations

occurs
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to reduce the EC driven current. tw PQ35
Combination of smaller ECCD and (b)
larger ECH will provide such a a) 0.4

condition. Others are as follows. If F
distribution function of electron is Ln 0.3 -calc

strongly distorted by the 0.2 - <

perpendicular beating by EC waves, S \ 5
parallel temperature could be lower +

IC axis 0.1 -exp. LFS -
than te perpendicular one. Slower

parallel velocity shifts the poloidal cross section 00. 0.1 0.2 1 0.3
deposition location of EC waves, 0 5

and hence CD location, more close

to the magnetic axis, since ECCD FIG 6 (a) Schematic view of the CD location in the

location is LFS of plasma (Fig. experiment (b) Normalized current drive eciency against

3(c)). Another candidate is an a measure of the trapped particle fraction co' in LFS The

enhanced radial transport of wave CD location in normalized minor radius p was about 17

coupled electrons [18]. The last and 35 respectively Open and closed circles indicate

one may not the case, since the deposition locations for LFS and for HFS, respectively in (a)

characteristic scale width of the and (b) Upper and lower lines in (b) show tendency oj

experimental EC driven current Linearized Fokker-Planck calculation for the HFS andfor the
profile does not show broadening. LES respectively.
In comparison between the

experiment and the calculation, we

should also consider non-linearity effect that is off course not included in the linear

calculation. To achieve a high Te by ECH, electron density was small and absorption power

density was large in the on-axis ECCD A parameter Nb�/neI9 2exceeds a criterion of 0.5 under

the experimental condition, which requires non-linear treatment of Fokker-Planck equation

[19]. Notation p., and n. ,,, are absorbed power density in MW/m' and electron density in
I o I 9m-3, respectively. Comparison between the experiment and calculation should be

investigated in future, considering the electric field effect and the non-linearity effect.

4 Off-axis ECCD for Trapped Particle Effect Study

Properties of the EC driven current are studied in detail for a higher CD efficiency. Emphases

are mainly put on the trapped particle effect, which is expected to reduce the normalized EC
driven current efficiency t=e3 TICD E2 kTc. Principal dependencies of CD efficiency on plasma

parameters are removed in t. Since the reduction of affects the required EC power for the

current profile control, the effect should be investigated. It is expected that the normalized CD

efficiency is different between higher field side (HFS) deposition (smaller trapped particle

effect) and lower field side (LFS) deposition (larger effect). Since the fraction of the trapped

particle is considered to be a function of inverse aspect ratio E, dependence of on minor

radius is also expected. Square root of F_ can be a measure of the trapped particle fraction in

LFS. Two curves in Fig. 6 show te expected by the linearized Fokker-Planck calculations

including the trapped particle effect. We plotted converted equivalent t Zefr of unity,

assuming a conventional weak Zff dependence like oc 11(5 + Zff). Te measured effective

charge in this experiment was between 1.5 and 19 so that the correction was small. The lower

curve represents the LFS deposition, showing reduction in with minor radius. The upper

curve is for the HFS deposition, where no significant decrease in �. Circles (closed/open)

denote measured in HFS/LFS deposition respectively. They seem to agree with the

calculated values. Significant decrease (by a halo in is seen in the case of LFS deposition

compared to that of HFS deposition at =0.35. The reduction in may show the trapped

particle effect. Dependence oft on minor radius (or ,) was not clear, since variation of was
not enough compared to the error in .
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We investigated the property of ECCD depending on plasma parameters, such as n, and T.
Since these parameters could affect the absorption of EC waves, we can expect some effect
that could not be normalized by the general formulation of CD efficiency �. That is to say,
parameter dependencies specific to physics of ECCD. To ensure that the trapped particle
effect are same, we had several ECCD discharges with same toroidal field and injection angle
of EC waves, but with different T. and n.. The input power of EC waves was increased to
keep T, constant at higher n., (Fig. 7(a)), or electron temperature was changed by input power
of EC waves under same ne (Fig. 7(b)). We can see experimental increases with ne for
plasmas with nearly same T,,; see Fig. 7(a). The dependence of t on T, was not clear since the
variation of Tewas not enough. The dependence on n, is also seen in the linearized Fokker-
Planck calculation, but the experimental dependencies are stronger than those of calculations
are.

The clear n, dependence in the calculation should be explained under the linear theory. Fig.
8(a) shows damping of EC power as a function of major radius of ray trajectory. EC waves
propagate from LFS (larger R) to HFS (smaller R) and are absorbed outside of cyclotron
resonance due to Doppler shift. Flat Te and n., profiles are employed to ignore profile effects.
CD location in the calculation is in HFS to ignore the trapped particle effect. The electron
temperature is set to ReV, and n. is varied by 0.5, 1.0, and 2.OxIO"/m'. The point where the
EC power is damped by a half of total absorption power is considered to be a representative
damping point. The point moves toward LFS, when n, increases. This is because increased
deposition of EC power to electrons with faster v, component, considering Doppler shift.
Normalized ECCD efficiency is written by � -Zeff = 3", when u - (co coc, ) / h1l VTe is much
larger than unity under Lorentz approximation (Zff >> 1) and without trapped particle effect
[20]. Notations a), o, 'kI/' VT,., and Zff are angular frequency of wave, electron
cyclotron angular frequency, wave number parallel to magnetic field, thermal velocity of
electron, and effective charge, respectively. This analytical solution is compared to the
calculation result (Fig. 8(b)), by using the wce, at point where the power is damped by a alf of
total absorption power. Results of linearized Fokker-Planck calculation agree well with the
analytical solution. Therefore, te n. dependence in calculation is considered to be due to the
increase in wave coupling to faster v,/ electrons. When the absorption of EC waves moves
faster v, in the velocity space, the absorption location apart from the trapping boundary by the
toroidal effect. The ne dependence in Fig. 7(a) comes from both of the effects. Te stronger

0. I 1 0.4 . I . � I I .

O'Lp (b)0.3 - 0.3 - OXP
C81C. C81C.

J- 02 - 0.2 
A A

0.1 0.1 

0 nearly same ITo - nearly saT! n.0 . . . .
0 5 10 15 20 0 1 2 3

n, [1018/m"I T. [keV]

FIG 7 Normalized CD efficiency by measurement (circle) and by calculation (triangle) as a function
of (a) electron density, and of (b) electron temperature Positive dependence of � on electron density
is seen in (a), while dependence on T, (b) is weaker than that on n,
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(b) 3(a) aralyticbi *oHiti6_n_
I (L arentz approx. eff>>I,'

wave_.0 0. - 2 -
t;

0.6 - NV -
ne19 0 5 31fi

0.4 -WW 1 - calc (Zeffz1OGOJ

E ne19=1.0 - -0.2 - -
nel9=2.0 0 OL

0 3 4
2.5 3 3.5 ((w-wy(k//VT ))2

R [m]

FIG Fraction of the EC power damped in the plasma, as a function of major radius Location
where EC waves damps by a ha�f of total absorption power moves LFS of torus, when electron density
increases The shift is due to increased coupling of EC waves to electrons with larger v Increase in 
is consistent with the analytical solution under Lorentz approximation, which increases with v oJ
coupled electrons In calculation, effective charge was set to I 00for Lorentz approximation

dependence of experiment than the linear theory is actually not known, so that we need

further investigation of the reason. Both of the electric field effect and non-linear effect are

not important in these experiments.

Further off-axis ECCD is also investigated, where the trapped particle effect is expected to be
much stronger than p=0.35 in Fig. 6(b). Because the electron density is low (n,_O.6x1O"m-')
to enlarge the EC driven current density, we cannot compare the CD efficiency in the context
of Fig. 6(b). We did not expect the previously described strong n, dependence at the
experiment. Measured EC driven current profiles are compared with calculations in Fig. 9.
Figure 9(a) is for HFS deposition. Fig. 9(b) shows LFS deposition case, where the larger
trapped particle effect is expected. Large errors in the experimental EC driven current show
limitation of detecting a small non-inductive current by the loop voltage profile analysis in
JT-60U. Measurement and calculation fairly agree well in CD location for LFS and HFS
deposition. Again, EC driven current was smaller in LFS deposition than in HFS deposition,
which can be the evidence of the trapped particle effect. Residual current density near the
edge (p > 07) exists even in a phase without ECCD 2]. The residual current is considered to
be due to errors in calibration of absolute angle of MSE diagnostics. Under the configuration
of these discharges, normalized minor radius of 06 corresponds to trapped particle fraction of
EO'= 04, which is same to that of p=0.5 in ITER. ECCD in such a minor radius is important
for applicable use on NTM suppression. Such further off-axis ECCD in LFS was

0.4 - 0.4-(a) HFS deposition LFS deposition
Cq- 0.3 - exp 0,3 - exp
E

0.2 - 0.2
caic,

0.1 - 0. 1-
- IC

0 00 0.2 04 06 0.8 1 0 0.2 04 06 0.8 1
P P

FIG 9 EC driven current density profiles of measurement and of linearized Fokker-Planck
calculation (a) HFS deposition (b) LFS deposition
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demonstrated.

5. Summary

Recent progress of EC system in JT-60U enabled production of a high electron temperature
plasma, which is close to the ITER operation regime. The electron temperature at the plasma
center reached 23keV with 2.9MW of EC waves. Spatially localized EC driven current profile
was measured, which do not show significant radial diffusion of the driven current.
Measurement of EC driven current at local T of 21keV showed that EC driven current is
about 0.74MA, which is smaller than that of linearized Fokker-Planck calculation LIMA).
The CD efficiencies in both experiment and calculation increase with T Since the calculation
does not include toroidal electric field effect and non-linearity, comparison of the
measurement with calculation should be investigated in future considering both of them.
Normalized CD efficiency at p=0.35 of LFS deposition was about a half of that of HFS
deposition, which is consistent with the calculation. The reduction of t can be an evidence of
the trapped particle effect. Further off-axis ECCD in the same n. to extend E" will clarify te
trapped particle effect. It was found that the normalized CD efficiency increases with the
electron density. A part of the n. dependence can be explained by a coupling of EC waves to a
faster parallel velocity component of electrons. The stronger ne dependence in experiment
than in the calculation should be investigated. Further off-axis ECCD near = 04 was
demonstrated to show that the ECCD is effective even under such large trapped particle
fraction.
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Abstract. 'I his paper reports activity of Alfven eigenmode (AE) in the T-60U reversed shear (RS) and weak
shear(WS)plasmas TheAEswitharapidfrequencysweepingandthensaturationoffrequencyasq,,,decreases
has been observed in low-A, RS discharges with Negative-ion-based NBI (NNBI) or ICRH We introduce the
new type of AF which we call reversed-shear-induced Afven igenmode (RSAE) near q-n 'f his puzzling
frequency change can be explained by considering the properties of RSAE and their transition to toroidal Alfven
Eigenmodes (TA-Es) We verity the existence of RSAEs and their transition to TAEs from magnetic
fluctuations and measured q-profile in JT-6OU plasmas The AE amplitude is maximum during this transition,
e g, 2 4 < q-n < 2 7 for the n I mode The recently installed diagnostic of a neutron emission profile
measurement reveals the transport of eergetic ions associated with NMD modes Actually, the fast ion loss
was observed by neutron profile measurement, when the n - I mode amplitude is large at this transition It is
preferable to operate outside the q. transition range of n I A to avoid substantial fast ion loss by large
amplitude AEs in RS plasmas

1. Introduction

Magnetohydrodynamics (MHD) instabilities driven by energetic particles such as the
Toroidal Alfven Eigenmode TAE) [1] and the fishbone 2 have been extensively studied
experimentally and theoretically, especially in the positive shear (PS) plasmas These
instabilities can expel energetic particles before they are thermalized with thermal plasmas,
possibly leading to the quenching of fusion ignition and damage of the first wall 3 A
reversed shear (RS) plasma is potentially an efficient operation mode for steady state
tokamak reactors with good confinement and a large bootstrap current fraction. The stability
of TAEs in RS plasmas was first calculated by using the NOVA-K code 4 and the results
indicated that TAEs in the RS configuration are more stable than those in the PS configuration
[5 6 and are more stable in the RS plasma with internal transport barrier (ITB) than that
without I'I'B 7 because of the limited gap alignment in the shear Afven continuum
spectrum. The latter was confirmed by experimental results of AEs dven by energetic
particles from ion cyclotron resonant frequency (ICRF) heating in the JT-60U plasmas 7]
The behavior of AEs in RS plasmas has not been systematically studied as those in PS
plasmas. Therefore characteristics of AE in RS plasmas is not well-known, e.g , in these
ICRF RS plasmas, a puzzling Afven Eigenmode (AE) has been observed with large and rapid
upward chirping in frequency, which cannot be explained by the change in frequencies of TAE
type modes In this paper we report the AE activity in the RS plasmas in JT-60LJ negative-
ion-based neutral beam in ection (NNBI) experiments and the eects of AFs on fast ion loss
We found that large and rapid frequency (both upward and downward) chirping odes exist,
and these modes evolve into TAE modes as minimum of q q,,,,, dcreases We provide a
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theory of the reversed-shear-induced Atven Eigenmode (SAE) model to interpret the

observed fast frequency chirping As The RSAE model is also employed to explain the

previously observed fast upward frequency chirping AEs observed in JT-60U ICRF RS

plasma experiments. Recently, we installed six-channel neutron profile monitor to investigate

the fast ion behavior. As the AEs evolve from RSAFs to 'FAEs, the AE amplitude is

enhanced and significant fast ion loss is observed by this neutron profile measurement.

2. Property of the AE in a RS plasma

To understand the large and rapid frequency sweeping and its subsequent saturation, we
propose a odel of RSAE, wch is the global AE near the zero shear region of the RS

plasma, and its transition to TAE as q,,,,., decreases. We first note that the AfVen continuous

spectrums in RS plasmas are different fi-om that in PS plasmas. Let us consider the n=l AE

in the range of 2 < q,�,,, -- 3 as an example. Figure I shows two shear Afven continuous

spectra, frequency vs. normalized plasma radius, in RS plasmas with (a) qn. = 28 and (b) q��

� 23. as examples for 25 < q,,,. < 3 and 2 < q < 25, respectively. In both cases, n = 1, qO)

= 4 at the plasma center, and q(a) � at the plasma edge. Frequency gaps outside the region

of minimum safety factor are similar in both figures However, the gap structures around the

q,,,,, region are entirely different. 'Me two gaps shown in Fig. I b) are two TAE gaps formed

by toroidal coupling of the m 3 and m = 2 harmonics around two q = 25 locations. On the

other hand, in Fig. (a), there is no q = 25 and the continuum gap is formed due to the

reversed shear q-profile at the zero magnetic shear location and is not induced by toroidal
coupling. The lower continuum is due to the in 3 harmonic and the upper continuum is due

to m 2 Around the upper and the lower boundary of this gap, we have found AEs with

discrete eigenvalues both theoretically 9 and experimentally [10]. These modes are called

Global Alfven Eigenmode (GAE) in theses papers of 9] and [10] because the resonance

condition for this mode is the same as for GAE [I I]. It has been generally thought that GAE

except for n = GAE is destabilized oy in the plasmas with no magnetic shear like

cylindrical configuration or low shear stellarator such as Wenderstein-7AS (W7-AS) [12].

Consequently TAE has been mainly remarked and investigated in many tokamaks. The

damping rate caused by bulk plasmas and eigentrequency of As in RS plasmas were

calculated with the full wave code TASK/WM 9]. An existence of GAE was predicted and it

5 0. 74 q 1 2.8 qmin =2.3 SAE

3 a RN
2 X T

800 (D
600 0 3

4 3.5 3 2.5 2
400 q min
200

00 0.2 04 06 0.8 1 0 0.2 0.4 06 0.8 1
P P Fig 2 Thefrequencies of RSAE and TAE

Fig I Schematic drawing of then I pectrum as aunction ofq,, The bold lines denote

of AEs in the RS plasma wh (a) q ..... 2 and the frequencies of the n - I A Es and thin

(b) q,,,,, � 2 3 In both cases, n - , q(O) - 4 at lines are for the n = 2 As Numbers in

the plasma center, and qa = at the plasma the parentheses are poloidal mode

edge numbers
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transits to TAE as q,,, changes. From calculation of eigenfrequency GAE frequency changes
as q,,,, changes. The results of the calculating damping rate indicated that TAE is more
stabilized rather than GAE by bulk plasmas and is stabilized least in the transition from GAE
to TAE. On the other hand, in the compact helical system (CHS) heliotron/torsatron
plasmas, GAE and that TAE changed to GAE as safety factor changed were observed [10].
In contrast to W7-AS, CHS has a moderate magnetic shear comparable to that in a tokamak.
Therefore TAE rather than GAE had been predicted to be destabilized in a CHS plasma and
actually TAE was observed and identified. However, in CHS plasma the AEs of which
frequency change cannot be explained by that of TAE were observed. However, this
fi-equency change of AE was explained by using that of GAE. From the TASK/WM code
calculation, these AE eigenfunctions are rather localized around the q., location. Because
GAEs original defined [11] have very different mode structure, we call these modes as
RSAEs, instead of GAEs called previously.

The large and rapid frequency sweeping of AEs can be explained by RSAE and the
subsequent frequency saturation by the evolution from RSAE to TAE. The AE frequencies
are estimated as follows:
(1) as q_ decreases in the range of m+112)ln + c < q., < m+])In there are two RSAEs: the
frequency of the high frequency RSAE (HRSAE) decreases as

f"RSAF - (n-mlq,,,) vA/2.7rR, (1)
and the frequency of the low frequency RSAE (LRSAE) increases as

fLRAL- ((in 1/ q_ - n) i,/2jTR, (2)
(2) for in1n < �,, < (m+112)ln+c, TAE gaps forin and TAE ftequency is approximately given
by

f'A� - AAnq, AF R, (3)
where c - p�nR, R is the major radius, and qTA. = (- 112)ln. Note that the toroidal effect
causes the m and m+1 harmonics to couple in the range of m1n < q_ < (m+112)ln c. Thus,
AEs have changed from RSAEs to TAEs in this q_ range. From eqs 13, we show the
change of RSAE frequency and its transition to the TAE by decreasing q,,. in Fig. 2 The
bold lines denote the frequencies of the n I AEs and thin lines are for n = 2 For n = I AEs,
the HRSAE and the LRSAE merge and change to TAE when q,,, decreases by unity. For n

10 1 (MA) (a

8 040748 Strong RS0 a.... B....
15 P,,,,,(MW) 040157

6
Cr

4F 40 48 - bi

A- nel(l 01-5M-2 1
2 rAL- & -,&- -O.:,

40757 (C)
0 1

0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1 3.0 4.0 5.0 6.0 7.0 8.0
P Time(s)

Fig 3 The profile of safety factor when Fig 4 Temporal evolution of plasma current
NNBI was injected (a), power of PNBI and NNBI �b), and line

integral electron density (c)
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2, the modes merge and change to TAE twice in the same period, and the fi-equency change is
about two times faster than that for n = 

3. AEs in RS plasmas in JT-60U NNBI Experiments

The accurate reconstruction of q-profile is required for AE investigation. The q-profile
measurement with MSE including the reconstruction of magnetic surface has recently been
greatly improved. Moreover, the q-profile measurement is more accurate with higher
magnetic field Therefore, the experiments for AEs destabilized by NNI3 in JT-60 RS
plasmas were carried out with a relatively high 373 T toroidal field (B) and 13 MA plasma
current ). Furthermore, for RSAE study, the position of q is formed at the more outer
region of plasma as possible and the value of q,,,, is reduced to below 3 To investigate the
effect of q-profiles on AE stability, the q-profile is changed during NNBI (Fig. 3 by changing
the ramp-up rate of plasma current and the injected power of positive neutral beams PNB as
shown in Fig. 4 Te beta value of energetic particles is relatively low at A, - I - 02 ,
wWch is, however, comparable to that expected for TER. We measured the AE frequency
and amplitude and determined the toroidal mode number n by Mirnov coils with a 500-kliz
sampling rate.

In the E40739 shot the hydrogen NNB of E,,,,, 360 keV energy and P,, - 4 MW power was
injected into hydrogen RS plasmas from I 5.8 s to t � 72 s. he ratio of the beam velocity
parallel to toroidal magnetic field to the central Afven velocity is V,/V A(0 - 0.5. q in the
region of r1a < 065 decreased gradually as shown in Fig. 5. Also, q._ decreased steadily from
-3 to 2.45 in the period from 5.8 s to 70 s as shown in Fig. 6a) Magnetic fluctuations
with large frequency sweeping in the AE frequency range were observed (shown in Fig 6c)).
Because , is relatively low (P - 0. 2 %), only the n I AE is observed AEs with n - I are
barely observed and they can be excited if A, 3
increases. An n I AE frequency sweeps 2.5 -
up from 40 to 90 kz over the period t = 2 (a)
6.0-6.5 s Another n = I mode appears to be 1.5 - ne(X10 49 M-3

sweeping down in frequency from 30 to 90
kHz in the same period The large 1 - (b)
upward/downward frequency sweeping from 140 7: 'Iasi:: ......
t 6 - 65 s cannot be explained by the -120
change of , because the electron density T'

1 00

C 80E040739
5 5.8s 60

U_6.2s 40
a4- 6 6s 5 5 _6 6� 7 75

21 Time(s)
FIG 6 Temporal evolution of qmin (a), line

2 averaged electron densitv h) a typical0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1P behavior offrequency spectrum of the n - I AE
(c) Broken lines denote emated frequency

FIG Temporal evolution of the q-profille from the RSAE model normalized by ob5erved
measured with USE frequency, at q 2 
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changed only less than %. In the penod t 6 1
rinsof inagneilc

6 8 s the n I AE frequency saturates. After t fluctuation x105T) E40744
6 8 s the n I AE frequency decreases due to (20ms averaged)

the ncrease of electron density. The model of 1

RSAE and its transition to TAE can explain the E40743
observed upward and downward fi-equency

sweeping and subsequent frequency saturation 0.5
shown in Fig. 6(c), where the broken lines Xi
denote the estimated model frequency calculated TAE RSAE
with eqs. 1-3 and non-nalized by the observed 0I *--- . . .

frequency at t = 68 s (q = 2 ) The hatched area 2 2.2 2.4 q 2.6 2.8 3

in Fig. 2 is corresponding to observed AE min
frequency in Fig. 6(c) FIG 7 Dependence of AE magnetic

fluctuation amplitude on qmin The n - I
AE amplitude is enhanced in the range of

The observed AE amplitude are enhanced during -2 4 q -2 7

t - 6 65 - 685 s in Fig. 6(c) when the AE

frequency is saturated. To investigate the dependence of mode amplitude on the q-profile

change, we show the mode amplitude versus q,,,,, for three shots in Fig. 7 When NNBI was

infected, the values of q are about 30 2 and 26 for the shots of E40739, E40744 and

E40743, respectively. For all these cases the n = I mode amplitude is largest in the range 2.4
- q_, - 2.7, which is independent of the time length after NNB injection. This experimental

result is consistent with results of calculation with TASK/WM

We present a possible reason why AF amplitude is enhanced in the transition from LRSAE to

TAE. Let us again consider the n=1 AE in the range of 2 < q,,,, < 3 For 2.7 < q < 3 the

lower frequency LRSAE is close to the ad acent Alfven continuum and suffers large

continuum damping (Fig. 8(a)) For 25 �- q� -2.7 the toroidal coupling effect of the n = 2

and m = 3 han-nonics modifies the RSAE gap to TAE gap. The mode is a mixture of TAE and

RSAF and will suffer weaker continuum damping Fig. 8b)). For q,,,, < 2 RSAE no longer

exists because the RSAE gap has closed up at q,,,,,= 25 and two TAE gaps open up. TAE at

the inner gap is usually destabilized due to large pressure gradient of energetic particles.

I lowever, it also encounters continuum damping at the outer TAE gap location because the

_q =2.8 q =2.5 q =2.3
4 4 _ 4

- - - - - - - - - - - - - b� 3 C)-

2 Larcle conl"Iburn 2 2 Lat e conl inoum,
800 aamp!,-ig dampinct
600
400

RS200 -

00 0.2 04 06 0.8 1 0 0.2 04 06 0.8 1 0 0.2 04 06 0.8 1
P P P

Fig 8 Schematic drait ing qf the n I spectrum of AFs bottom wh q-profile upper) in the
RS plasma for RSAE phase of q,,,, = 2 (a), ransition phase of q,,,,, - 2 (), and T4E phase
of q-, - 2 3 (c) In both cases, n = , q) - 4 at he plasma center, and qa - (it the
plasma edge In the case of RSA ad TAEphase AEs suffer large continuum damping
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density at the inner TAE gap is larger than that at the outer gap (Fig. 8c)). From these

considerations, we expect the continuum damping rate of AEs to be smallest in the 2.4 < �,.,

< 2.7 range, which was confirmed by the TASK/WM code calculation 9 Thus, to avoid

large amplitude AEs in RS plasmas, it is preferable to operate outside the q,,,, transition range

for n = .

4. RSAE in RS Plasmas in JT-60U ICRF Experiments

The RSAE model has also been applied to understand AEs with large and rapid upward

frequency chirping in previous JT-60U ICRF RS plasma experiments 7,8]. As shown in Fig.

9(a) the frequencies of n 2-1 modes observed from 60 s to 66 s increase -I 00 - 300 in a

short period of 200 ms. The large and rapid change in the mode frequency cannot be

explained by a temporal change in plasma density and toroidal flow. The line averaged

electron density decreases only - 4 during 62 to 6.6s. Moreover, from the profile of the

toroidal rotation velocity measured from the charge exchange recombination spectroscopy the

Doppler-shift frequency is less than n kHz for the toroidal mode number n. Furthermore,

these modes have the following features: (1) the n = I mode was not detected; 2) frequencies

of higher n AEs increase more rapidly; 3) the higher n AEs are detected more frequently; and
(4) there is a period in which no modes are detected (t 6.65 - 675 s). From t = 6 to 75 s

qmin decreases from - 24 to - 17, and we plot the frequencies of n = I - 9 LRSAE and TAE

versus qm,� in Fig. 9(b), which is calculated by eqs. 13, agrees well with the observation

shown in Fig. 9(a). The n = I RSAE cannot be detected because it is predicted that the RSAE

suffers large continuum damping due to its low frequency. From the RSAE model the

frequency sweeping rate of RSAEs with a toroidal mode number n is n times faster than that

with n = 1, which is consistent with the observed faster increase in frequency for higher n

mode. Also, because they emerge n times during the period qn.n decreases by unity, higher-n

RSAE should be observed n times more frequently. The 195 < qm, < 205 range in Fig. 9b)

is filled with n>9 AEs, which are not observed from 6.65s to 675 s in Fig. 9(a).

5. Fast ion transport induced by AE

NNB-AE experiments are performed in JT-60U deuterium RS plasmas with relatively highA,

140--- 0.05
Frequency (A.U.)7 a

120: f,,* (b)
2 0.04 -

4! �-.. 3
100' 3n=6

so 0.03

00 �4 0.02 -

40 4h,45 E02820
61 -r 7.5 0-01.4 23 22 21 2 1.9 1.8 1.7

Tlff I] qmin

FIG. 9 Typical temporal evolution of A E frequency changes observed in a JT-60U ICRF heated
RS plasma [8] (left), and the ftequencies of n - I - 9 LRSA Es solid upward-sloping lines) and
TAEs horizontal aigned marks) as a function of the min decrement (right)
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to investigate transport of fast ions. WS deuterium discharge with B - 12 T, IV�, - I and

<P,> - 6 was performed for investigation of fast ion transport induced by large bursting

AE. he drop of the neutron emission rate and increase in fast neutral fluxes have been

observed as the result of the enhanced radial transport of fast ions during the bursting modes

(Fig. 10) 13, 14] The increased fast neutral flux depending its energy is consistent with

wave-particle resonance and loss mechanism 13]. We newly installed six channel neutron

profile monitor to measure 245 MeV DD fusion neutron profile for investigation of fast ion

behavior further 15]. On occurrence of large bursting modes, peripheral signals (r1a > 048)

increase and center signals (r1a < 034) decrease, which shows the redistribution of energetic

ions. It is estimated by OFMC code that the fast ion profile around r1a - 02 - 04 is steep.

This suggests that fast ions in such region mainly interact with AE modes and the steeper

gradient is relaxed in tenris of redistribution of the fast ions to the outer plasma region of r1a >

- 04.

In the E040739 shot there is no neutron flux data because of the hydrogen plasma. Therefore,

we performed RS deuterium discharge with a smaller B, of 21 T or study of fast ion transport

with MSE q-profile measurement. In this discharge, we observed n = 2 and n = 3 AEs in

addition to the n I AE because of relatively higher P - 04 %. We observed suppression of

the total neutron count, when the n = I RSAE and AE in the transition fi-orn RSAE to TAE

were destabilized as shown Fig. I . After n I AE disappeared after t - 57 s, the total

neutron count recovered about 20 even though n = 2 and n = 3 AEs still remained. Ts

suppression of neutron count is considered due to fast ion loss because the neutron profile

monitor suggested that neutron emission is suppressed in all over the plasma region and

electron density and ion temperature did not changed from t = 5.8 s to 62 s. Difference in

transport of fast ions seems to be explained by the difference of eigenfunctions of AEs in the

WS experiment and in the RS experiment. For

the previous WS case, the eigenfunction seems 3 qmin 04144
to be localized in the central plasma region, 2.5 'I
namely such as core localized mode, because (a2
of low magnetic shear there. On contrary this, 100 41449

for the RS case, RSAE exists around 1a - .5 CO I

Therefore, AEs can transport fast ions outer

region in the RS plasmas than in the WS fl=ltransitjon;

plasma. :Z 40

3 1.3 Z (b
LL 20E039672 C

n-1 S.co 1.2 0
2 =S 2

0-1.1 0M_ 1.5

4) (C)_

neutron count xld5s-')
0 0. 9 0.5 , -1 I

4 4.1 42 43 44 45 46 4.5 5 5.5 6 6.5
Time (s) Time (s)

FIG 10 Temporal evolution of neutron FJG 11 Temporal evolution of qmin (a), a
yielding and agnetic fluctuation of AEs typical behavior of ftequency spectrum of AEs
during large bursting modes ivere observed (b), total neutron count rate (c)
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6. Conclusions

We perforined NNB-AE experiment in JT-60U RS plasma with accurate q-prorle

measurement to investigate the property of AEs in RS plasmas. The n = I NNB-AEs with a

rapid requency sweeping and then saturation of frequency as q decreases were observed in

these plasmas. We introduced the RSAE odel to explain such AEs with a rapid frequency

sweeping observed in RS plasmas The frequency sweeping AEs and sequent the saturation

of frequency can be explained by RSAEs and the transition from RSAF to TAL. The

previously observed rapid frequency sweeping of ICRF-AE with n -- I in JT-60 RS

plasmas can also be well explained by the RSAE model. The AE amplitude is maximum

during this transition, e.g., 2.4 - q,,�, 2 7 for the n=1 mode. On the other hand, we newly

installed six channel neutron profile monitor to measure 245 MeV DD fusion neutron profile

for investigation of fast ion behavior. By using this neutron profile detector, we observed the

restribution of fast ions in WS deuterium discharge with B 2 T andA,-0.6 %, when large

bursting AEs were destabilized. As opposed to this, substantial fast ion loss was observed in

RS deuterium discharge with B, 21 T and P 4 when the n = I mode amplitude is large

at transition from RSAE to TAE. Difference in transport of fast ions seems to be explained

by the difference of location of eigenfunctions of AEs in WS and RS plasmas. From RSAE

model RSAEs with n transit to TAE n times when q_ decrease by unity. Therefore, the 

I RSAE transits to TAE ordy once It is preferable to operate RS plasmas outside of the q,,,,,,

transition range for n = 1, e.g., 2.4 < q_. < 2.7 AE to avoid substantial fast ion loss due to
large amplitude AEs.
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1. i o Driving Mechanism of SOL Plasma Flow and Effects on the Divertor
Performance in JT-60U

N. Asakura 1), H. Takenaga 1), S. Sakurai 1), G.D. Porter 2, T.D. Rognhe 2, M.E. Rensink 2,

0. Naito 1), K. Shimizu 1), K. Itami 1), S. Hgashijima 1), T. Nakano 1), H. Kubo 1), Y. Koide 1),
Y. Sakarnoto 1), T. Takizuka 1), A.V. Chanldn 1), S. Konoshima 1), and the JT-60 Team

1) Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute, Naka-machi, Naka-gun, Ibaraki 311-0193, Japan
2) Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory, P.O.Box 808, Livermore, CA 94550, USA

e-mail: asakuran�fusion.nakajaen.gojp

Abstract The measurements of the SOL flow and plasma profiles both at the high-field-side (FS) and low-
field-side FS), for the first time, identified the SOL flow pattern and its driving mechanism "Flow reversal"
was found near the HFS and LFS separatrix of the main plasma for the ion VB drift direction towards the divertor.
Radial profiles of the SOL flow were similar to those calculated numerically using the UEDGE code with the
plasma drifts included although Mach numbers in measurements were greater than those obtained numerically.
Particle fluxes towards the HFS and LFS divertors produced by the parallel SOL flow and ExB drift flow were
evaluated The particle flux for the case of intense gas puff and divertor pump (puff and pump) was investigated,
and it was found that both the Mach number and collisionality were enhanced, in particular, at HFS. Drift flux in
the pvate flux region was also evaluated, and important physics issues for the divertor design and operation, such
as in-out asymmetries of the beat and particle fluxes, and control of impurity ions were investigated.

1. Introduction

The scrape-off layer (SOL) flow plays an important role in the plasma transport along the field
lines. Parallel SOL flow is expected to increase with an intense gas puff and divertor pump (puff

and pump), which is proposed to iprove impurity shielding from the core plasma. On the
other hand, the SOL flow away ftom the LF S divertor, flow reversal" (op p os ite to what one
expects from a simple picture of the plasma flow), has been generally observed at various

locations around the plasma edge, in particular, for the ion VB drift direction towards the

divertor 1-4]. Recently, mechanisms producingparallel SOL flow, resulting fromthe poloidal

variation of plasma drift velocity were investigated 56]. Drift flow in the private flux region
was p rop osed as a candidate mechanism to p roduce in-out asy mmetry in divertor p article flux

[7,8]. Quantitative evaluation of the drift effects sould be established in order to control the
SI-IT a di ertor plasmas i magneti configurations rlevant to a tokamak reactor.
1-1 1- U AV IL I IC

Determination of the SOL flow pattern has been recently advanced in JT-60U experiments.
Reciprocating Mach probes were installed at the high-field-side (HFS) baffle, low-field-side
(LFS) midplane and just below the X-point (Fig.l). SOL flow pattern is shown in See. 2 It is
compared to UEDGE simulation results with the plasma drifts included in Sec. 3 SOL particle

fluxes towards the HFS and LFS divertors are, for the first time, evaluated from components of
the parallel SOL flow and perpendicular ExB drift flow. Important physics issues for the
divertor design and operation: in-out asymmetry in the ion flux and impurity control by puff
and pump, are discussed in See. 4 and 5. Summary and conclusions are given in Sec. 6.

2 SOL Flow Measurements at HFS and LFS

Profiles of ion saturation currents at the electron- and ion-drift sides, j,'-' and j,", electron
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temperatures, T,'-' and T,'-', and floating potential, Vf,
are measured with spatial resolution of 12 nun. The 0 LMLd lane Mac
direction of the plasma flow along the field lines and
the Mach number are deduced from the ratio of j,'-' and SOL SOL

jI;I- using Hutchinson's formula 9 M = 0.351no,' N

'1,"), where positive and negative values show the -1
direction towards the US and HFS divertors,
respectively. Plasma potential, Vp, and radial electric pro oint Mach probe
field, E, are calculated from a sheath model Vp = Vf+ L�-T
2.75T,) and its differentiation. Parameters of the L- 2 3 R (m) 4

mode discharge, lp=1.6MA, B=3.3T, q95=3.5 and FIG. 1. Profiles of j, T, Vf and SOL
PNBI=4.3MW, are fixed. Main plasma density, -ff,, is flow along black lines are measuredwith three reciprocating Mach probes
maintained dunng probe measurements, and it changes at HFS baffle, US midplane, and
from 1.2xlO'9 to 3.9xlO" m-' (-ff,/nGw =0.23 - 073, below X-point

M-3) on grad B dnft towards divertor shot#39088where nGw =5.2xlO'9 on a shot-by-shot basis to LFS . . . . . . . . . . .
divertor

for normal ion VB drift direction. LFS SOL (X-Point)

OE-
LFS SOL

0) (Midplane)
Both the ion VB drift direction and ii, were found to 5 -0E 0 - - - - - - -
affect the plasma flow velocity 6, 1 0]. Profiles of the _
Mach number at the three locations are shown in Fig. -0.5.

for the ion VB drift direction towards the divertor HIF
divertor - 0and relatively low -ff,= 1. 6xI 0'9m-'. Three profiles are O' '16 ... 20 30 40

Distance from separatrix (mm)
mapped to the LFS midplane, and the data in the mapping to LFS midplane
private flux region are not plotted. For the midplane FIG. 2 Profiles of Mach numbers
radius (rnid) less or greater than 4 m, field lines are measured by reciprocating Mach probes
connected to the divertor plate and baffle, (at US midplane, near X-point and
respectively. Results of the US flow profiles show above HFS baffle) for ion grad-B

direction towards the divertor.
that flow reversal occurs near the separatrix of 
main plasma with M = 04. The flow reversal gradually reduces at the outer flux surfaces,
whereas fast SOL flow (M- 0.5) towards the LFS divertor is observed below the X-point.

Characteristics of HFS SOL flow change near the separatrix. The SOL flow away from the HFS
divertor with IMI = 0 1-0.2 is found at and just outside the sep aratrix, and width of the flow
reversal (rmd-0.4 cm) is narrower than that observed LFS midplane (r,,,d < 5m). The Mach
numbers of the flow reversal decrease gradually with increasingly. On the other hand, at the
outer flux surfaces (I < rrid<4cm), subsonic SOL flow towards the FS divertor (M - -0.5 is
produced. Mach numbers are similar both at US midplane and HFS. Parallel SOL flow may be
driven from LFS to HFS on te outer flux surfaces. The Mach numbers increase with -ff,. Particle
flux towards the HFS divertor, which is produced by the SOL flow (nV11) and is represented by
nMC, -Mjle, is also enhanced. Particle flux towards the divertor is investigated in See. 4.

For the ion VB drift direction away from the divertor, SOL flow towards LFS divertor is
observed both at LFS midplane and near X-point. The SOL flow at HFS is towards the HFS
divertor. All Mach numbers near the separatrix are small (IM = 02-0.3). From these
observations in opposite VB drift configurations, one can conclude that the SOL flow near the
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separatrix of the main plasma edge is driven against the VB drift direction. A large influence of

the plasma drifts is expected.

3. SOL Plasma Simulation With Drift Effects

LFS div FS div. -,I*- --W- LFS div.
Two-dimensional plasma flow pattern was CD X-point LFi X-poin
investigated in the toroidal plasma and -0 mid laneE 0.2 w/o drift effects
divertor geometries. Drift effects such as ExB, :1C 0
BxVB and diamagiietic drifts have been .0.2

included in the simulation code of the plasma -0.4 pro probe
fluid models, UEDGE 11]. At this stage, HFS dv 0 2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1
plasma calculation mesh covers the ege and Normalized poloidal distance from HFS divertor
SOL area at the US midplain radius Of FIG. 3 Mach numbers at r_ = 0.5cm as a
-3<rnd<5cm. Constant diffusion coefficients, function of normalized poloidal distance from

2 2 HFS divertor. Cases with and without includinS
Xi Xe 1 s- and D 025 m s- over the drift effects are shown. Mach probe locations
SOL area, are used to reproduce the measured are shown by arrows.

T, and n. profiles at US midplane. . . . .. . . .
0.4 HFS SOL

'0 0.2Figure 3 shows Mach numbers of the parallel SOL E ach probe
flow along the normalized poloidal distance from 0 - - - - - - - - -

JEDGE
HFS target to US target at rd=0.6 cm. Here, the CD 2

2
calculation with including small drift effects of 55% _0.4 ...............
in iterations is also shown. It is found that the SOL (b) .... I ......

0.4 LFS div LFS SOL
flow towards the HFS divertor, i.e. flow reversal, is (midplane)

-c 2
produced at LFS SOL, while the SOL flow towards E 4

0 �- �-7
the US divertor is seen near the X-point. With -

'- 2increasing drift effects, Mach numbers of the flow 1110119ftm
reversal increase (in particular, at US SOL 0.4 ......
midplane). Simulation results reveal that the flow (C) . . . .. . ..........

LFS div. LFS SOL
reversal is mainly caused by the ion BxVB drift, ZD 0. 8 (below X-point)

E
which increases the ion pressure downward. On 0.6
the other hand, the Mach number at the X-point 0.4

does not change near the separatrix at relatively '20 0. 2

lowff� 0
0 1 0 20 30 40

Distance from separatrix (mm)
Calculated SOL flow profiles are compared to the mapping to LIFS midplane

measured ones as shown in Fig. 4 12]. At the LFS FIGA Numerical (with drift effects) and
midp lane, the flow reversal near the sep aratrix (IMI experimental Mach number profiles (a)
-0.2) is comparable to the measurement (IM = 0.3- above HFS baffle, (b) at US midplane
0.4). The calculated SOL flow at the outer flux and (c) near the X-point (LFS SOL).

surfaces (r,,,d > 3 cm) is towards the LFS divertor: the width of the flow reversal is narrow,

while it is observed at further outer radius (rnud > cm) in the experiment. Neutral flux from the

first wall is larger in experiments, which is not modeled consistently to reproduce the D,'

brightness profile. This influence should be simulated in order to understand radial diffusion of
the SOL plasma as well as parallel flow pattern.
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Calculated Mach nwnbers above the HFS baffle and near the X-point increase towards the

divertor when the drift effects are included. At HFS SOL, the Mach numbers at separatrix and
r ... d - 2 cm are comparable to the measurements, but those within 0< rm�d< cm are smaller. On
the other hand, near the X-point of LFS, the Mach numbers at r.d < 2 cm (including separatrix)
are small compared to the measurements (IMI 0.4). Mechanism for the subsonic flow in

experiments is not understood yet. It could be caused by the fact that distributions of impurity
ion densities are not well reproduced to simulate the experimental radiation profile in the
divertor. However, near the separatrix, influences of the subsonic flow on net particle flux

towards the divertor are relatively small since particle flux caused by the drift flow is larger.

4. Particle Fluxes Towards HFS and LFS Divertors

In this section, net particle fluxes towards the HFS and US divertors are investigated 13].

Components of parallel SOL flow (nV//) and drift flow (nVd,,ft) to the particle flux towards the

divertor are described as nV//8 and nVdrf,(D, respectively. Here, = B^/ varies in tonis and D

= B,/B/ (- 1). Both components change with increasing -ff.. At the same time, large ExB drift flow

in the private flux region influences the in-out asymmetry in the divertor ion flux 6.
Distributions of the parallel and drift flows up stream of the HFS and LFS divertors and in the

private flux region are for the first time established enabling one to understand the particle

transport in SOL and divertor. (a)
to LFS jp22 A 1r 2) High-field-side SOL

4.1 Parallel SOL Flow and ExB Drift Flow Divertor . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
2 .14M

[El

Poloidal components of particle flux densities:
0-0 0parallel SOL flow (nV//E)) and ExB drift flow

(n�Vdrft EB(D) are shown in Fig.5 for the ion VB drift g 1

direction towards the divertor. Here, n,=n, is -2 ....
to HFS 0 5 1 0 1 5 20

assumed. Drift flow has a positive value, which Divertor (b)

produces particle fluxes away from and towards the to LFS 1 1022 s-im-2) Low-field-side SOL (X-point)

divertor at HFS and LFS, respectively. The Drvertor nIV110

diamagnetic flow (nVdr, da ) does not constitute the

particle flux onto the divertor and is not shown. At

the HFS and LFS, poloidal flux density of the drift 'a 
- -0 1 '111 Drift flow from LFS to H FS0 X

flow is dominant near the separatrix. (r,,,d <0.4cm). 0. in private flux region

Poloidal components of particle flux density in the -2

private flux region are shown in Fig 5(b), which is to HFS -2 0 2 4 6 8 1 0
Dwenor Distance from separatrlx (mm)

produced by negative E, in the private plasma under mapping to LFS midplane

the attached divertor condition. The ExB drift flux is FIG. 5. Components of the poloidal

very large and it contributes to particle transport fluxes produced by parallel SOL flow

ftom LFS to HFS divertor. (nVe) and ExB driftflow (nVd,,ft EB), (a)
for HFS, and (b) for LS.

In the detached divertor, negative E, appears near the boundary of detached and attached

plasmas in the common flux region. This ErxB drift would produce particle flux away from the

US divertor to the X-point. On the other hand, parallel SOL flow towards the LFS divertor

increases up to the sonic level since the ionization front moving from the target plate to the X-
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point 4]. The net particle flux is carried towards the US divertor.

4.2 Influence of ExB Drift on Particle Flux

Influences of the drift flow on total particle fluxes, r HFS and rPLFs, are investigated. rpHFS and

]FPLFs are calculated by integrating nV//E) and n d"ftEB (D across the SOL along the probe scan

from the sep aratrix (r--O) to the most outer radius (r-r&,), where field line is connected to the
divertor, as follows,

HFS / LFS 'B(D]V(p dr (1)r 2.7rRn [V E + VE
P fo I H dnft

where positive value shows particle flux towards the US divertor. Figure 6 shows IrPHFsl and
LFS GWFp , and the ratio of ErxB drift flux to parallel flux as a function of -ff./n . Equation (1 is

written as rPHMLFS =rp,/ HFS(LFS + rp.drift HFS/LFSI(a) 1022 S-1) Mah-fleld-side SOL
1

where rpj/HFs and Fp�/LFs have negative and positive X IF4SI=�HFSr HFS'
0.8 Qj

values, respectively. Total particle flux at the Ve*_10
private flux region, rpF", is calculated from Eq.(1), 1H 0.6

where two components are integrated in the private E 0.4
to isflux region (-2 < r < cm). CL 0.2 z d

0
At low-ff. (jj,/nGW =0.24-0.34), rp HFS of -(3.0- .3? 0,4 05-1�61 U.7

(1 022 S-1 to LFS
021 S- i rp'd, HFS of 09 (b) Low-field-side SOL4 I............ L.Xj Divertor4.0)xl larger than Ift X r LFSr LFS r

� P'/ p dnft21 P2.1)xlCl s-'.Fp,dnft"Fsis3O-50%oflrpv/HFSI. Thus, 3 0.5
of rPHFS i Wthe direction towards the HFS divertor,

rpHFS i 021 S-1. 22 0
and -(1.5-2.5)xl On the other hand, It

LFS rpd" S 02 co -10.5
IFP)/ and ft are (3.0-4.0)xl 1 and (1.6- cL 1

2.9)xl 021 s-1, respectively. p,&,fjLFs corresponds to 4�

45-80% of rp LS' and FPLFS i (5.9-7.0)xl 021 S-1. GrV/ n n
As a result, ]FPLFS i larger than rPHFS, and the e/

asymmetry is produced mostly by the drift flow in FIG. 6 Net poloidal fluxes towards
021 S-1 divertors, F HFs' and F , and ratio ofSOL. On the other hand, ]Fpp' of -(3.7-3.9)xl P P

driftflux to parallel flux, F fl, , as a
is large, and it should contribute to in-out function of n: (a) for YYand (b) for

asymmetry in the divertor ion flux. LFS near X-point. Driftfluxfrom LFS to
HFS, .P', is also shown.

When the detachment occurs at LFS divertor, however, rpl"' decreases to zero. At the same time,

with increasing -ff., both IrpX HF11 and rpj/LFI increase largely and become dominant in particle

transport towards the divertor. Here, rpdft LFS changes the direction, as mentioned in Sec. 4 .

4.3 In-Out Asymmetry in Divertor Ion Flux

Influences of FPHFS, r PUS and ppr' on in-out asymmetry in the divertor ion flux are discussed.

We make the following assumption: a part of ]FPLFS is exhausted into the private flux region by

diffusion and radial drifts before reaching the target plate: such particle flux would be

comparable to 117pprj. Total particle fluxes towards the HFS and US divertors are estimated as

rp M+rpPrv and pn -Irpprvl, respectively. jpHFs+rpP"j and pLFs -Ir'pp'l are shown in Fig. 7 as a
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function of ff,/n GW . For the attached divertor (a) 1- old 0 41111 d

conditions (ff,/n GW =0.24 - 045), Ir PHIS+rpPrvl of NF6 rLF#

(5.4-12.6)XI021S- 'is a factor of 23 larger than rPLFS

-Irpp'vl of (2.2-4.4)xl 021 S I. Large contribution of
Fpp'v to the HFS-enhanced asymmetry in the
divertor ion flux is determined. (b) :(1 022S

0
t IF Is+ P,1When the detachment occurs at the LFS divertor at X 4) 1 P P EB=2

-ff,/nGW > P` disappears and net particle 4--0.46, F 0 .1. :IrpP
fluxes towards the HFS and LFS divertors ar t

HFS _rP HFS) LFS _rP,//LFS), M 0CL- LFS LFS divertor detachmentdescribed as FP and LF F I Pi 'I 4
respectively. At the same time, IF // s becomes 0 1I.e. : I........ .............PI 0 1 2 3 0.4 0 5 06 7 0 8

larger than rpH HFS . As a result, rp Us becomes a Pi./nGr

factor of 13-1.8 larger than 1713 HFs. The asymmetry FIG. 7 (a) Directions of particle fluxes
are illustrated at HFS, LS and pvate

in p is small compared to that in the attached flux region, (b) Particle fluxes towards
divertor. Similar HFS-enhanced asymmetries in the the HFS and LS divertors are shown as
particle recycling and neutral pressure have been I F,"Fs+FPP-j and F,'-jrPP-j, respectively.
generally observed [I 0]. When the divertor detachment occurs such asymmetries become small
and reversed. These characteristics of the particle transport in the divertor are determined by
changes in pHFS, LFS and p"v.

Contributions of drift effects to the particle transport would be an important question for the
divertor design and operations in tokamak reactor such as ITER. Although the high density
plasma (ff,/n GW_0 .85 is sustained, collisionality of the SOL plasma is relatively low v, =
L,,/'k, -5-10) since Te at separatrix (150 eV) would be high at n, -3.5x10" m-'. Relatively large
E, is expected in such low v,*, which corresponds to database at iff./ricw-0.4 in Fig.6. Then,
rPdnftHF'4rpV/"Fsj of -30% and]Fpdft LFS/r, P,// LFS of -60% would be anticipated. At the same time,
ExB drift flow in the private flux region is expected since the divertor detachment is localized
near the strike-points: private plasma below the X-point is attached. Particle flux towards the
divertor would be influenced by these drifts, and a design work with including these drifts will
be useful to optimize the divertor and pump geometries.

5 Effect of Gas Puff Location on SOL Flow

SOL flow pattern is modified depending on the gas puff location, and a technique of the puff
and pump was demonstrated to exhaust impurity ions (helium, neon and carbon) from the core
plasma 14,15]. However, the SOL flow pattern has not been determined experimentally. The
SOL plasma flow was investigated during strong gas puff from the plasma top ("main puff )
and divertor ("divertor puff") as shown in Fig.8(a). Mach probes locations are downstream and
upstream from the main puff and divertor puff locations, respectively. Constant puff rate is
kept during the measurements under the attached divertor condition, and it changes from 20 to
60 Pam's-1 (p,,ff = 1. 1-3.2xl 022 Atoms s-1) on a shot-by-shot basis. Hydrogen L-mode plasma
with normal ion VB drift direction was used in these experiments.
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Profiles of M and n, are compared for the two cases, main gas puff

where jff, are comparable, (2.6-2.7)xlO" M-3 (H. /nGW_ (a)
0.52). For the main puff, enhancements of M and n, are
observed both at HFS and LFS, compared to those for
the divertor puff. At HFS, M increases by 20% in the
wide region between the separatrix and the outer flux
surfaces, and 11, also increases by 20-50%. As a result,

parallel flux density component (nV//E)) increases as

shown in Fg.8 (b). On the other hand, at US near the L-�1101 mas

X-point, an increase in M (less than 25%) is observed (b) (1022M2S-1) HFS SOL

only at I <rmd<2crn, while ne is comparable. Thus, small U) 0 - - - - - - - - - -
increase in nV//E) is seen only at the outer flux surfaces .5 towards FIFS diverto

as shown in Fig.8 (c).

HFS rp�/LFSTotal parallel flux components, rp�/ and 2

which are dominant in the particle transport, are A.
compared between the main puff and the divertor puff. 0 10 20 30 40
IFP)/ HFS is shown in Fig.9. For the main gas puff, large Distance from separatrix (mm)

s (C) 1022 M 2S 1) LFS near X-point
enhancement of rp�/HF (a factor of 15-2) is found, while 0 ...................

LFS is 1.1-f.3 times larger. These results suggest that :t towards LFS divertorrp, 0
the bulk of the SOL plasma generated by the main puff mm 0.5

V
is brought towards the HFS divertor. This SOL flow x
direction is consistent with simulation result as shown

Main puffin Fig.3.

IL
This experiment also demonstrated that electron 50 1 0 0 30
pressure profiles are comparable for different gas puff Distance from separatrix (mm)

cases, and that T, at HFS SOL and T, (measured at the FIG. 8. (a) Locations of main
US plasma top) decrease with the increase in n, at the puff and divertor puff. Poloidal
FIFS SOL, in particular, at the outer flux surfaces. As a components of parallel flux (b a I

HFS, and (c) at LS, are
compared at the same n..

3 1 ' ' ') . . . . I - . . . I . . . .
22 1 150 S7 H S SOL HIPS SOL

CAI
LL

2 Main puff lo 
0 Armid-3cm

X
+R�-ffl **V 50% 5 Main puff

t Armid- Diverto
co I
IL 0 1.5 2 2.5 3

2 2.2 2.4 2.6 2.8 3 (1019M-3)

R e (10 19 M'3 fie

FIG. 9 Total parallel particle fluxes FIG. 10. Ion collisionalities at separatrix
towards HFS divertor Horizontal bars show and outerflux surfaces (r.,,-3cm) in HFS.
increment of n, during gas puffing.
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result, electron and ion collisionalities, v. * and v,*, are increased largely at the outer flux surfaces

of HFS SOL for the main puff case. Figure 10 shows that v,* is enhanced by the factor of 2-3 at

rm�d =3 cm, while an increase in v,* near the separatrix is small. Values of v,* (-3-5) at LFS (rMd
=0 and 3 c) are comparable. A friction force on the impurity flux is enhanced by the increases
in v,* and M, which would overcome the thermal force (producing impurity flux towards the
main plasma). Zff (the main contribution of carbon) is reduced to 13 during the strong main
puff cases, comparing to 14 for the divertor gas puff. This result suggests that the impurity
reduction in the main plasma is caused by enhancement of the SOL flow at HFS.

6. Summary and Conclusions

Measurements of the SOL flow both at the HFS and LFS of the JT-60U tokamak, and UEDGE
simulation revealed the SOL flow pattern and effects of the plasma drifts on the SOL flow.
Drift flow was dominant near the separatrix, which contributes up to 50% (HFS) and 80%
(LFS) to net particle transport at relatively low density. At the same time, ExB drift flow in the
private flux region was found to be comparable to the net particle flux towards the HFS divertor,
which produces the HFS-enhanced. asymmetry in the divertor ion flux under the attached
divertor condition (for ion VB drift direction towards the divertor).

A strong gas puff from the main plasma top increased the SOL flow, in particular, at HFS by
the factor of 15-2 under the attached divertor condition. At the same time, v,* and v,*

increased in particular at the outer flux surfaces. Increments of both M and v,* at HFS SOL
enhance the friction force on impurity flux, resulting in reduction of Z. ff.

In a tokamak reactor such as ITER, drift effects in the particle flux transport would be expected
since collisionality of the SOL plasma is relatively low. At the same time, ExB drift flow in the
private region wl exist, producing in-out asymmetry in divertor particle flux Particle flux
towards the divertor will be influenced by these drifts, and the design work including the drift
effects will be useful to optimize the divertor and pump geometries.
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I Enhanced Pedestal Pressure and Parameter-Linkages Determining Edge

Pedestal Structure in JT-60U T�pe I andType 11 ELNly H-mode

Y. Karnada 1), H. Takenaga 1), H. Urano 2 T. Takizuka 1), T. Hatae 1),Y. Miura 1)

1) Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute, Naka Fusion Research Establishment, lbaraki-ken, Japan
2) Max-Planck-Institut fur Plasmaphysik, Garching, Gen-nany

e-mail contact of main author: kamada�naka.jaen.gojp

Abstract. Based on the expanded H-mode operational regimes in JT-60U utilizing the improved capability of
high triangularity ) operation, the multiple pellet injection and high power heating including the negative ion
based NB (NNB), we have clanfled the pedestal parameter-linkages determining the pedestal structure (i.e. 'The
pedestal width' increases with pp, and does not depend on P�d 'The normalized pressure gradient is almost
constant at low , while a - Op at high 5). Based on these results, we have enhanced the pedestal pressure of the
ELMy H-mode by factors of 22.5 at the same plasma current and plasma shape, and extended the high
confinement regime to a high density We have found that the pedestal stored energy WP, increases with the core
energy (or P-core) at hgh 6 > 30 4, while W, is low and almost constant independent of, for example,
hearing power at low 8 < 2 In addition, we have expanded the type II grassy) ELMy high confinement
regime with a small heat load on to divertor plates to the low-q q95<4) regime, and demonstrated successful
compatibility of the type II ELMs with the pellet injection Based on a variety of JT-60U experiments, possible
linkages among the pedestal and the core parameters has been proposed.

1. Introduction

The H-mode edge pedestal condition deten-nines the burning plasma performances, such as the
fusion gain, since it determines the core confinement as the boundary condition and affects the stable 
limit through the global current and pressure profiles. Therefore, study on the pedestal structure and its
response to external controls has been raised as one of the urgent research subjects in the world
tokamak research activities 14]. The pedestal stricture [51 is determined by 1) formation and
dynamics of the transport barrier 6-81 governed by transport bifurcations 9,10] and 2 by appearance
of the edge localized modes (ELMs I 21. Based on these physics understandings, we need a global
treatment of transport 913] and stability 121 characteristics including core, pedestal, and SOL
regions in order to expand the H-mode operational regimes 141 towards the high integrated fusion
performance [151 in ITER and DEMO reactors. From this point of view, JT-60U has devoted large
efforts on understandings of the edge pedestal and expanded the operational regimes of the ELMy H-
mode 16]. This paper reports recent results of JT-60U contributing to the two urgent research
subjects; extension of the high confinement regime to high density, and expansion of the small (Type
H) ELM regime towards low qq. In addition, based on a variety of JT-60U experiments, we propose
possible linkages among the pedestal and the core parameters

2. Density Regime Extended by Enhanced Pedestal Pressure

We applied multiple pellet injection into the high-pp ELMy H-mode discharges and the high
confinement regime was extended to nnow 0.7 (Fig.l(a)) 17]. In these cases, the pellets penetrated
just inside the pedestal width ,, and the electron density n, was increased gradually (-20TE) so as not
to decrease the pedestal temperature (since A,,d increases with the thermal ion poloidal gyro radius pp,
as described below). In addition, we increased Pp above 2 with an optimum heating profile consisting
of the positive and negative ion source NBs to keep MHD stability. Consequently, we have enhanced
Wped by factors of 22.5 for the type I ELMy edge at the same plasma current and plasma shape
(lp=l MA, 0 44-0 5; Figs. I b),(c) and 2 and achieved H89PL= I (HHy2=1 -0 at n,--0.7nc;w. At the
same density, H89PLwas 13 in the gas-fuelled reference cases Figure (b) and (c) compares tu-ne
evolution of the representative discharges with pellet injection and gas fueling, respectively Figure
2(a) shows that the pedestal ion temperature is high (by a factor of 25) and Ap, is wide in the pellet
injection case compared with gs fueling at the same pedestal density. Figure 2b) (treating discharges
at IMA and 5--0.44-0 50) shows that the pedestal pressure (pPED = n. PED XT �PED) stays roughly constant
for the standard ELMy H-mode with type I ELMs (open circles). While in the high Pp ELMy H-mode
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(a) 3 (b) 37413 Dellet
H _K_

high-pia ELMy H-mode 2
E21895 r2.5 E37413 P(P-NB) (MW) 20

P(N-NB) (MW)r. ............. 0-1 2 ra. + ellet 3 n, 11 9
0) Cp --*.. 1
co 2

1.5 10W-8 (0 1 d 1

ELMy H-m 00 03 4 6 7 0
hig time (S)
EL E32398 gas uff

0. .2 03 04 O'.5 '.6 07 0. 0 (C) 2 H89PL

We/nGw 1 20

FIG I (a) H89PL Vs 7FelnGWfor low (O 1 - 2 ELMy H- [-T N%) (M ELNNB)(m-1
mode, high 6 (-O 45) H-mode and high 6 0.45-0 55 0

pELMy H-mode. The multiple pellet injection extended the density
range with H89PL>2 up to 7 nGW (b&c) Time evolution of V (au), --o-
the two discharges at I =MA and O' 7 nGW shown in (a) by I . ' '' 0
black circles, one (b �T7413) with pellet injection and the other 6 7 8time S) 10 11

(c E32398) with gas fueling
(closed circles), pPED can be higher In the pellet injectedcases, P'PED increases gradually (see the time
evolution of E37413), and reaches high values On the other hand, in the gas-fueled case (E32398),

PFD PEDT, decreases with increasing n The pedestal temperature in E37413 is higher than that in
E32398 by a factor of 2 3 We have also achieved high pedestal pressure with the type ELMs
(crosses in Fig 2(b)) Such type ELMs were obtained without pellet injection and in the relatively

PEDhigh T regime as shown in Fig 2(b)

3. Pedestal Structure

Figure 3 shows dependence of the pedestal parameters on the total PP values (Pp-tot) Figure 3(a)
shows the pedestal (pped) increases with P,-tot at high 8 -0 44 -0 50. This relationship appears
independent of existence of the ITB, which means that this relation does not come from the profile
stiffness On the other hand, Pp-ped is almost constant at low ,

The pedestal pressure is sustained by both the width A,,d and the gradient p. Figure 3(b) shows
that A,,d is independent of tot (and also P,-ped snce Pp-tot - P,-ped as shown in Fig 3(a)). Figure
3(c) shows that the pedestal width follows the scaling Apd-5ppqqs0' [18]. Previously, P-ped and pp,
had a strong correlation experimentally However, recently, the pellet injection and the NNB injection

t I standard H w/o TB e 11 A type III
0 high Pp H with ITB X tP

1 2 XPED -3ne =2x1019m pellet
00 type I ELMy nT= 6nst

136) MA, 8=0.46 on
CP 57 : - high p

> 00 pellet r41). ELMy H-mode
0 E37413 0 ELMyLU EU32398

0 H-mod
000 0 w/o IT ff

0
puff 000 0 lp=1.0
E32398 0 8 0.44-0.500 1 ...... 0 . . . I . . I . . I-.-.0 1 2 3 4P (M) n PED [1019M-)

e
FIG 2 (a) Ion temperature pofiles for pellet and gas fueled typ eIELMy H-mode
discharges at the ame ne PED (I P=IMA, 6=046) (b) Pedestal electron temperature TePED
vs density ne PED at Ip=IMA and 5=0 44-0 0
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(b) pedestal width (Aped) W 6ped 18=0 14 20 (6.2 pp--7�,) Then, Pp-ped increasesnormalized to the scaling, and (d) the a-parameter
edge a-parameter with during the phase when PP-core

-0 1 p-tot 2 was almost saturated 7 39 Ss)

enabled these two parameters to be decoupled.

Figure 3(d) shows that, at high (circles), the normalized pressure gradient, the a-paiameter,

increases with P,-tot On the other hand, at low (squares), it is almost constant at a low value. This

PIP-dependence may be due to increasing Shafranov shift 19] or radially increasing filed line pitch at

the low field side

Figure 4 shows tune evolution of the high-8 high Pp type I ELMy H-mode discharge E32358 In

this discharge, P-ped increases with Pp-core, and after saturation of P-core, Pp-ped increases

gradually with decreasing 1, with a slow time constant of 2 sec (-10TE) which is comparable with the

edge current diffusion time over the pedestal layer

In Fig.3, the type H ELM data follow the similar dependence Based on these observation, the

pressure gradient of the type I and type ELMy edge is determined by , P,-tot (or P,-core) and the

edge current driven mainly by the bootstrap current.

4. Pedestal Stored Energy and Parameter-Linkages

The dependence of Pp-ped on P,-tot was different between low and high discharges as shown in

Fig.3(a) In order to clarify the 8-dependence of the pedestal stored energy W,,d, Fig.5 shows W,,d
normalized by the pedestal terrn of the offset-nonlinear scaling proposed in ref 20] (Wpod ONL-KRai PB,)

at a fixed q95 =3.0 - 38). We have found that upper boundary of W,,d increases with 8 (Fig.5(a)), and

that Wpd increases with the core energy at high 8 (Fig.5(b)). In the previous scalings of W,, 3,20,21],

Wpod for the type I ELMy H-mode was expressed as Ppd(-W,,dN - Bflshape), where V is the plasma

volume, is the magnetic field combination of B, and 1,/a), and f is the function of the plasma shape.

(a) lp=1.8MA, Bt=3 OT, &0.16 (b)lp=1MAB=2.1T, 045
1.4 6 T I I I 1 8 . . . . . 5 jjo;q�-3j 8 -6 1
1.2. (a) 0 (b) ne [1019M-3]- (heat heat 2 1-111'

_j [MW/M2 [MW/M'
Z 1. 0. 100 9A

0

0.8 0 MW_
-A 0

0.6 f jb&A' 0 0 --- 0
m coo 20.4 10;QIN 10 0 abs"t 5MW1 4

CIL

0.2 q95=3.0-3.8 0 44-0.47
(q95=3 03 )

_j Xef 
00' 0. 2 0.4 0 1.5 1 f

triangularity 8 Pp-core [M2/, [M2/S]'

FIG 5 Pedestal stored energy 0 r/a 1 r/a 0.8 0 r/a 1 8
normalized to the pedestal term of he FIG. 6 Comparison of the profiles of electron density ne, ton
Offset-nonlinear scaling dependence temperature T, heat flux h,,, and effective heat diffusivity ZeY at
on triangularity and Op-core two dfferent heating powerfor (a) the low =O 6) and (b) the 7iigh

(5(=O 45) configurations
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stiffness
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FIG 7 Possible correlations (feedback loops) among pedestal and core parameters: Loop (1)
Improved pedestal stability high a high magnetic shear) steepens pedestalpressure gradient and
enhances pedestal pressure (pPED). High pPED allows high pedestal temperature (TPED). High
TPED improves core confinement when core kinetic profile shapes are stiff. High core confinement
increases Op. Loop 2 High TPED widens pedestal width and then enhances pPED. Loop 3);
Pedestal pressure gradient drives bootstrap current and affects edge magnetic shear.

It should be noted that this expression is independent of the heating power. This power-independence
holds at low < 2 in JT-60U. (As shown in Fig.3(a), Pp-ped is almost constant and independent of
Pp-tot) On the other hand, at high-8, W,, increases with Pp-core This result means that Wpd increases
with heating power at high-8. Accordingly, we conclude that the pedestal term of the confinement
scaling law should be a non linear function on depending on Pp(8).

The degradation of the H-mode confinement at high density is explained that T PED decreases
with increasing ne PED because pPED is constant, and temperature in the core region decreases in
proportion to decreasing TEO due to appearance of the profile stiffness 22]. Figure 6 shows that the
scale length of T, is almost constant and independent of the heating power for both low-8 (Fig.6(a))
and high-5 (Fig.6(b))[23]. However, at highs, T, PFD becomes high at high heating power P,, while
T, PED is almost unchanged at low-8. Consequently, Xff in the core region increases largely with
increasing P,,, at low-B.

Figure 7 summarizes possible correlations among pedestal and core parameters based on the
observations in JT-60U. In order to achieve a steep pedestal pressure gradient, high , high P, and edge
magnetic shear control are required 24-27]. Effects of the edge magnetic shear on the edge turbulence
suppression (thus on the pedestal width) 28] has not been clarified in JT-60U. The steep Vp enhances
pedestal pressure. The high pedestal pressure aows a high pedestal temperature at a given pedestal
density. The high pedestal temperature widens the pedestal width (pp, dependence 18,29]). The wide

(a) 2 Grassy (C)
'Id 0.

3 0.4
3 dt 0.3 m Ure

3.8,8.0.58
0 0.2

2 xture 0.1 I MA (2T 3T 3 6r)
R 58m3

0......I...............

3 4 5 6 73 q95

B q95-3.7, Zo-.5-60P FIG (a) Three cases with different behavior of ELMs in
0 o pellet fuelled plasmas: top twocolumns: pure grassy ELMy

at q95=3.8 and 0.58, middle to columns: mixture of
3 grassy (type II) and giant (type 1) ELMs at slightly lower q95

=3.7 and & 0 56, bottom two columns giant ELMy at q95
s Giant %6-3 , -0 45 Pp- 3 6 and i5=0.45. (b) Grassy ELMy and giant ELMy regimes

Oi . . I. . I . I I on the - 5 plane (c) Typical equilibrium with =0 6.
4.6 time (a) 4.9
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pedestal width enhances the pedestal pressure and the pedestal temperature. High pedestal temperature
improves the core confinement for the standard EI-My H-mode 22,23,30] It has not been clarified
that the high edge temperature helps the ITB formation However, at least for the high Pp mode, high-8
plasms seem to have relatively lower threshold heating power for ITB formation with a clear electron
temperature internal bamer 311 And then, if the core confinement (or Op) is improved, the pedestal
stability is improved According to Fig 4 and ref [ 1 81, the time constant required for this positive
feedback cycle (loop 'U in Fig.7) seems to be -2sec 10,rp) at ,=IMA Therefore, when we increase
density, we need to fit the rise time to this time scale In practice, in the pellet injected discharge
E37413 (Figs 13), the slow density rise over 3sec was successful. On the other hand, a strong gas puff
decreases the pedestal temperature which may force the plasma to follow the negative feedback loop

5. Extension of the type 11 ELM regime to q95<4

The type 11 ELM appears at highs and high-q95 [7,24,25,321. The high operation capability
extended recently in JT-60U enables 80.6 at I=lMA, With 0.58, we have sustained the type 
EI-My H-mode at q95=3.8 (Fig 8), and expanded the operational regime having high confinement with
an ITB (HHy2>1.1), high PN>2.8 and small peak heat load 115 of the type I ELMs) to this low-q9j
regime. In addition, we demonstrated favorable compatibility of the type 11 ELMs with pellet injection
(Fig 8(a)) when the pellet penetration is deeper than the pedestal width At a smaller or q95, type I
ELMs appear after each pellet. At a medium -O 45), type I ELMs governs the discharges
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Observation of High Recycling Steady H-mode Edge and Compatibility with
Improved Core Confinement Mode on 3-FT-2M

K. Kamiya, H. Kimura, H. 0gawa, H. Kawashima, K. Tsuzuki, M. Sato, Y. Miura and JFT-
2M group
Naka Fusion Research Establishment, Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute
E-mail: kamiya�axjft3.tokaijaeri.gojp

Abstract. A new operational regime has been discovered on JFT-2M under the boronized first wall condition to
produce High Recycling Steady HRS) H-mode, which is characterized by good energy confinement (H8,p-1.6)
at lugh density around 70% of the Greenwald density (nhiw), low radiated power fraction, and the complete
disappearance of large (Giant) ELMs Accompanying the HRS H-mode, a coherent magnetic fluctuation is
observed at around 5-150kHz, whose characteristics are similar to the Enhanced D. (EDA) H-mode reported
from Alcator C-Mod The H'-mode, previously observed on r-2M, had common features with EDA-mode in
terms of the coherent density fluctuation, but it appeared transiently. The HRS operating regime is also similar to
EDA-mode, except that HRS is seen even at low q95 (2%5:�-3) The most important feature of HRS H-mode edge
condition is the compatibility with an improved core confinement mode at high density without large ELMs We
have demonstrated that an internal transport barrier (IT13) can be produced with the HRS H-mode edge condition,
achieving Hgp-6 2 at the ti�nG,, 70%, transiently

1. Introduction

Recent experiment in many tokarnaks, including ASDEX Upgrade, DIII-D, JET, and JT-60U,
have concentrated on advanced scenarios, such as H-mode with type 11 and grassy ELMs,
QH-mode, etc 14]. These discharges show a strong reduction of the ELM activity,
eliminating pulsed heat loads on the divertor target, and having substantial potential for higher
performance by combination of an internal transport barrier (ITB) plus steady H-mode edge.
However, it is not well understood which types of advanced H-mode edge condition is more
favorable for next-step devices. Also the exact relationship among these different regimes is
presently unclear. In the JFT-2M tokamak (major radius R= 13 m, minor radius a = 035 m,
elongation K 17) [5], an attractive new High Recycling Steady (HRS) operating regime has
been discovered after boronization of the first wall of the vacuum vessel. This new regime has
following important features, (1) the steady-state H-mode edge condition at high density with
good energy confinement 2 the complete disappearance of Giant ELMs, and 3 the
compatibility with ITB.

2. Discovery of High Recycling Steady (HRS) H-mode edge

On JFT-2M, the HRS H-mode edge condition was obtained with co-, counter-, and balance-
NBI heating under the strong wall fueling from the borontzed first wall and the saturated
pumping capability with deuterium gas. Figure I (a) and (b) show time history of the co-NBI
heating plasmas withpNEI - 07 MW, comparing between before and after boronization at
identical experimental conditions (I, = 02 MA, BT = 13 T, and 3.1). The plasma
configuration for these experiments has a standard shape for JFT-2M, with triangularity -
0.4 and elongation (K) - 14. Before borontzation (#97009), the plasma made a transition into
the standard ELM-free H-mode triggered by a sawtooth crash at - 656 ins as seen by a sharp
drop of the D,, signal and increase in the electron density, stored energy, and especially in
edge soft X-ray (SXR) intensity passing through just inside separatrix. The radiation loss
power (Pr�,d) and core SXR intensity passing through the magnetic axis are also increasing
during ELM-free period, showing impurity concentration to the plasma core. And at the onset
of second Giant ELM, the plasma makes a back-transition into L-mode. On the other hand, in
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the case after boronization (#97156), the plasma behavior exhibits a considerable change from
pre-boronization, especially in the impurity, wall pumping and fueling (i.e. recycling rate). As
shown in FIG. I (b), the radiation loss power is about 13 as large as 97009 during Ohmic
heating period, resulting in a significant reduction of the threshold power for L/H transition
(Pj to about a half of pre-boronization (PTH at post-boronization - 04 MW). In this case,
although the pumping capability of boronized first wall is saturated with deuterium gas, the
plasma makes a transition into the standard ELM-free H-mode at 10 ms after additional
heating is applied, as seen by sharp drop in the D light and at the same time, both electron
density and stored energy begin to rise. But at - 625 ins, the plasma makes a second transition
into a HRS H-mode, indicating a rise in the D signal, which is the source of the name for this
operating regime. In contrast to the ELM-free case, the density reaches a new plateau value,
and the radiation loss power also stops increasing. The stored energy keeps constant value of
- 23 for about 7 time global energy confinement time ('CE - 27 ms), corresponding to the
confinement enhancement factor, H89 - 1.5.

a) 97009 (Before boronization) 'b) 97156 (After boronization)
1.0

PNBI PM1

P
I rad Prd X 5)

0A

3.0 SXR re SXR
(X 15)

0.0
7.0

n.
[a.

O.
35 Hggp=1.6

WMUD

0.
500. 675. 850. 500. 675. 850.

Thne [s] Time [ins]
FIG. 1. Time history of the co-NBI heating plasmas with PvB - 0 7 MW, comparing between (a) before

and (b) after boronization atidenticalexperimentalconditions (Ip = 02 MA, B= 3 T, andq95-3.1).

Figure 2 (a) and (b) show the spectral time history of the magnetic fluctuation (dB,/dt)
measured by the magnetic probe at the outer midplane. It is noted that two types of small
ELMs are seen on top of the enhanced D signal, (a) grassy-like and (b) dithering ELMs As
shown in FIG. 2 (a), the coherent mode appears at around - 150 kHz after a brief ELM-free
period, coincident with the increase in the D signal and decrease in dn�dt, indicating
enhancement in particle transport. It is considered that HRS H-mode may be associated with
the coherent fluctuation, which is similar to EDA-mode observed on Alcator C-Mod 6]. The
W-mode, previously observed on JFT-2M 7, 8], had common features with EDA-mode in
terms of the coherent density fluctuation, but it appeared transiently.
In this study, the coherent magnetic fluctuations with various frequencies between 50-2OOkHz
have been observed in the different experimental conditions. As shown in FIG. 2 (b), the
coherent mode is also seen at around l00kHz. However, its spectrum seems to be made
somewhat confusing by the dithering ELMs. The relation among ELMs, coherent-mode, and
confinement will be discussed later in this paper.
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FIG. 2 The spectral time history of the magnetic fluctuation seen during HRS H-mode Two types of

small ELMs are seen on top of enhanced D,, signal, (a) grassy-like and (b) dithering ELMs

3. HRS H-mode operational space

Even after boronization, the ELMy/ELM-free H-mode is also obtained when the pumping

capability of boronized first wall is not saturated. To investigate the condition under which

either ELMy or HRS H-modes are obtained, a series of experiments was performed scanning

1p, BT, (i.e. ) at fixed triangularity - 04 and P, - 14 MW (balance injection). Most

ELMy/ELM-free H-modes are clearly classified as one or the other. But an ambiguity exists

near the operational boundary between HRS and other small ELMy regime, namely, A

"Mixture" regime. Considering the disappearance of Giant ELMs is one of important features

in HRS H-mode, we chose to use the amplitude of ELMs (1,L,) normalized by enhanced D,

level during H-mode lJ as the best indicator (FIG. 3 (a)). Figure 3 (b) and (c) show the

results of Ip and BT scan. It has been found that HRS H-mode is observed widely at qg,-Ip and

q95-BT space, although at higher , >3.7), no large ELM (i.e. ELMy regime) appears. On the

contrary, considerable overlap with the ELMy regime is seen at lower <3.7), except for

higher Ip region at 3OOkA. Figure 3 (d), (e), and (f) show the operational space of HRS H-

mode in relative with the line averaged electron density (nJ, Greenwald fraction �%,), and

neutral pressure during scan described above. It has been found that HRS and ELMy

regimes can be separated by ri�nGw at low q95 region, while considerable overlap exists in 95

vs. ne space. Also the mixture regime is seen at HRS/ELMy boundary at n%w -0.35-0.45 In

addition, two types of HRS regimes are separated by neutral pressure, indicating that the

dithering ELMs are more dominant at higher neutral pressure. As shown in FIG. 3 (g) and (h),

it is found that the H89P is slightly degraded as the nn,,w increases. It is noted that the H,p

value is comparable between ELNly and HRS at same ri�ncw 0.4. But, at higher ri�nGw

around 0.5- 7 the H, in the HRS regime with dithering ELMs is systematically lower than

the HRS regime with grassy ELMs. Returmng to FIG. 2 it is considered that the degradation

in the Hp may be connected to the large magnetic fluctuation, which appears slowly after the

L/H transition. But the exact causality is still unclear due to lack of data, such as pressure and

current profiles at the pedestal. Further understanding is required for obtaining good

confinement and steady H-mode without large ELMs.
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4. Compatibility of HRS H-mode edge with Internal transport barrier

Recent experiments on JFT-2M, the discharges having ITB have been produced with steady
H-mode edge condition. As shown in FIG. 4 (#97229, p = 0. 15 MA and BT = 1.0 T), the co-
NBI with 0.7MW is applied as the pre-heating during Ip-rump-up at 350 ms, and after the
plasma current reaches flattop, the ctr-NBI with 0.7MW is added at 450 ins. During the pre-
heating phase, the plasma makes a transition into H-mode at 390 ms as seen by a drop in the
D,, signal and an increase in the electron density. After a brief ELM-free period, the plasma
makes a second transition into the HRS H-mode at - 425 ms as seen a rise in the D signal
and decrease in d�dt. During main-heating phase with balance-NBI of 14 MW, the plasma
exhibits a bifurcation in the particle and energy confinement from the previous plasma state in
the plasma core region, keeping the HRS H-mode edge condition, as seen in continuous
increasing in the electron density, SXR (core), and N. It is suggested that these confinement
improvement results from an ITB formation within the inner half radius (normalized ITB
radius, p, - 0 1-0.2), which is characterized by the peaked ion temperature profile. The IL-
mode, previously observed on JFT-2M 9], has common features with tis ITB, except for
edge condition (L-mode edge in the previous case). The q-profile also changes from
monotonic to zero/weak shear in the plasma core region. It has been found that the HRS H-
mode edge is compatible with an improved core confinement mode. Just before collapse, the
product PNHggp 6,2 ON 3.1, H89, 2.0) is achieved at rl�%, - 07, transiently. It is believed
that combination of an ITB plus steady H-mode edge has substantial potential for higher
performance.
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5. Summary

An attractive new "High Recycling Steady" (HRS) operating regime has been discovered on
jFT-2M after boronization, where a coherent magnetic fluctuation is associated with its
steady-state characteristics. An operational regime is similar to EDA-mode, except that HRS
is seen even at low q95 (2<q95<3). The most important feature of the HRS H-mode edge
condition is the compatibility with an improved core confinement mode at high density
without large ELMs. We have demonstrated the product ONH89p- 62 at the njncw - 70% in a
combination of ITB plus HRS H-mode edge condition, transiently.
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1.13 Properties of Internal Transport Barrier Formation in T-60U
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Abstract. The dependence of the ion thermal diflusivity W on the radial electric field Er) shear has been
investigated in T60U plasmas In positive magnetic shear (PS) plasmas X in the core region generally
increases with the heating power, similar to the L mode at low heating power However, as a result of the
intensive central heating, which is relevant to the enhancement of the Er shear, a weak internal transport bamer
(IT13) is formed, and X in the core region starts to decrease. Corresponding to a urther increase of the heating
power, a strong ITB is formed and X is reduced substantially. In the case of reversed magnetic shear (RS)
plasmas, on the oher hand, no power degradation of X, is observed in any of the heating regimes. The electron
thermal diffusivity (X.) is strongly correlated with X, in PS and RS plasmas. There exists a threshold in the
effective E shear to change the state from a weak to a strong ITB. It is found that the threshold of the effective Er
shear in the case of a PS plasma depends on the poloidal magnetic field at the ITB. There are multiple levels of
reduced transport in the strong ITB for RS plasmas.

1. Introduction

The ITBs observed in JT-60U [I] can be categorized into two groups, i.e., weak and strong
ITBs 2]. The weak ITB has lower diffusivity in the wide core region, compared to L-mode,
while the strong ITI3 exhibits a large reduction in thermal diffusivity in a narrow layer. It is
known that the strong ITB often develops into a so-called box-type ITB in RS plasmas. The
threshold power (Pth) for the ITB formation is one of the critical issues for the application of
ITBs to ITER. It is important to investigate the dependence of diffusivity (X) on the heat flux
in the weak and strong ITI3 plasmas. On the other hand, in order to maintain high stability and
high confinement, ITBs have to be actively controlled. Active control of the ITB quality has
been demonstrated in JT-60U by changing the toroidal momentum input or heating power, the
implication of which was that E, shear plays an important role 3]. Since the E shear is one of
the key factors, the dependence of X on E shear is required to develop the ITI3 control 4].
This type of study leads to a deeper understanding of the mechanism of ITB formation and
also helps clarify the source of anomalous transport. To clarify these points, the dependence
of X on heating power and E, shear has been studied in PS and RS plasmas.

2. Dependence of diffusivity on heat flux in PS and RS plasmas

The threshold power for strong ITI3 formation was investigated in PS plasmas with the local
magnetic shear (s) of around unity [5]. In order to investigate the properties of the ITB
formation, including those of weak ITBs, the power of perpendicularly injected neutral beams
(P,.) was scanned in a detailed manner for the PS (s<l) and RS plasmas at fixed plasma
parameters (BT=3.7T, I=1.3MA, target line averaged n=l.OxlO"m-', triangularity of about
0.2, balanced toroidal momentum input). Figure I shows the strong ITB formation in a PS
plasma. Changes in T, and T, profiles were observed simultaneously, accompanying the
bipolar transition, which indicated a rapid local drop in X, and then the strong ITBs were
formed. However, X at the ITB is three times as high as the neoclassical level. Figure 2 shows
the weak ITB formation in a PS plasma. With increasing heating power, T, and T. increased
gradually in each radial location, and then the weak ITB appeared in the temperature profiles
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FIG. 1. The strong ITB formation in a PS FIG. 2 The weak ITBformation in a PS plasma.

plasma. (a) Waveform of the injected NB power. (a) Waveform of the injected NB power. Time

Time evolution of (b) T, and (c) T, in each radial evolution of (b) T, and (c) T, in each radial

location. Profiles of (d) T, (closed circles) and T, location. Profiles of (d) T, (closed circles) and

(closed squares), (e) X (solid curve), X (dotted T, (closed squares), (e X (solid curve), X,

curve) and X" (bold curve) at t=8.15sec. The (dotted curve) and Xn" (bold curve) at

strong ITB appeared with a clear transition. t=7.Osec. Ae weak ITB appeared without a

clear transition.

without a clear transition. The reduced transport level of the weak ITB is higher by a factor of
IO than the neoclassical level.

The dependence of X on heat flux in PS plasmas is shown in Fig. 3 Below an absorbed PNB

(PNB'i") of 2MW, the increment of the ion temperature gradient (-VT,) at r/a-0.46 is very small

with increasing ion heat flux (Q) divided by ion density (R), as shown in Fig. 3(c), and X,

increases with heating power. This indicates the L-mode transport without an ITB. Indeed, the

confinement enhancement factor over the L-mode scaling in this case was around unity. In the

range of PNB"=3-5MW, the increasing rate of Q,/R against -VT, is slightly reduced, which is

indicative of the weak TB formation. In the case of NB'b-8MW, further reduction of X is

observed at the formation of the strong ITI3. The relation between Q/n, and -VT, at the strong

ITB formation is interpreted as a bifurcation in transport. On the other hand, the increasing

rate of Q/A in the outer region (r/a-0.7) stays large in the L-mode state. It should be noted

that the dependence of X. on heat flux is similar to that of X, as shown in Fig. 3(b), suggesting

a strong correlation between electron and ion transport. Figure 4 shows the dependence of X

15 1 1 10= I 0.06
'(a) r/ a- 0. 4 6 M

P '11"=8MV /,.., - strong
U

10 a) 0.04- ITB-*>
a) _!�2 C�_lhe N
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FIG. 3 Dependence ofX on heatflux in PSplasmay. (a) Comparison ofT, profiles at each PR"'.

(b) X, and X, as a function of PNB'b. With increasing heating power, the transport properties

change from no ITB to the weak ITB and to the strong ITB. (c) Relation between ion heat flux

divided by ion density and ion temperature gradient indicates a bifurcation in transport,
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power, was observed, suggesting the absence of a threshold power. (c) Relation between ion

heatflux divided by ion density and ion temperature gradient.

on heat flux in RS plasmas. Below a PMB'bs of -5MW, X stays constant with increasing heating
power. In the range of PNB abs >7.5MW, , starts to decrease when the strong ITB is formed. It is
noteworthy that no power degradation in X, is observed for RS plasmas, suggesting the
absence of a Ph for the weak ITB formation in RS plasmas.

In order to investigate the condition of T,,-ITB formation in the absence of T,-ITB, the power

of ECH was scanned in the range ECH=0.6-3MW in PS and RS plasmas under the condition

of BT=3.7T, I=1MA, and le averaged n,-0.75xl 011M-3. Changes in the scale length of Te

show the absence of a Ph for ECH with RS, while an ITI3 is difficult to form without T,-ITB

with PS. These results indicate that magnetic shear might play a significant role in the T,-ITB

formation.

3. Dependence of diffusivity on the Er shear

Figure shows profiles of T,, the E shear (dE,/dr) a)
and X in a PS plasma with a strong ITB

(PNB'b'-8MW). The strong E, shear formed near the 10

ITB layer, where a large reduction in X, was observed. >

It is seen that the ITB layer is located between the

positions of the maximum and the minimum values of 5

the E, shear. The E, shear becomes zero around the IT

minimum of X,. In the balanced toroidal momentum 0

injection experiment, the E profile has a local 1 0

minimum at around half the minor radius, where the 2 dE/dr) 4PYE
sign of the E, shear changes. Moreover the

experiments on the toroidal momentum input 3 N' .4 a)

indicate that a reduction in the maximum and/or the c."0 '�QE
minimum values of E, shear leads to degradation of

the ITB. These effects indicate the non-locality in the
W (dE /dr)

relation between the E, shear and the reduction of 'a -2[ r , min

transport. Actually, abrupt variation of the diffilasivity 0 0.2 04 06 0.8 1

around the ITB (ITB event) was observed over a wide r/a

interval 30% of the minor radius) 6 By

considering the non-locality, we define the effective FIG 5. Non-locality in the relation

Er shear near the ITB as between E, shear and X. (a) T, profile in

(dE,/dr).ff = (1(dE,/dr).. + (dE,/dr).,,,J)/2. the strong ITB. b) Profiles of Er shear
(solid curve) and X, (dotted curve).
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The dependences of X, and the scale length of T (LT) on (dE,/dr),ff in PS plasmas are shown n

Figs. 6(a) and (b). The same cases shown in the previous figures are plotted. The value of X

increased with (dE/dr),ff for the cases with no ITB, whereas X decreased for the data with
weak and strong ITBs. There exists a critical value of (dE,/dr),ff to change the state from a

weak to a strong ITB. The value of L,, was constant for the cases with no ITB, and gradually

decreased with increases in (dE,/dr)eff for the cases with a weak ITB A drop in L., was

observed at the strong ITB formation. The possible physical processes involved in the

formation of weak and strong ITBs are considered as follows. The Er shear increased with an

increase in heating power due to the increase in the pressure gradient. The core confinement
was improved, which corresponded to the formation of a weak ITB. Once the plasma state

changes in acquiring the weak ITB, the Er shear is enhanced by an increase in the heating

power, and X, is gradually decreased. The growth of a weak ITB due to the gradual reduction

in X leads to an increase in the Er shear. The transport properties change according to the

transition ftom a weak to a strong ITB when the Er shear exceeded the critical value. It is
found that the critical value of (dE,/dr),ff correlates with the poloidal magnetic field (B.) at the

ITB as shown in Fig. 6(c).

The dependences of X, and LT, on (dEr/dr),ff in RS plasmas are shown in Figs. 7(a) and (b) In

the weak ITB plasmas, X stays constant and LT.

slightly decreases with an increase of (dE,/dr),,ff. 10

The first drop in X, and LT, was observed at -05 VA (a)
(dE/dr),fj-7OkV/m', which is smaller than that in

the case of a PS plasma. The second drop in X, and

LT, is observed at a larger value of (dEr/dr),ff, when 0.1

X is reduced to the neoclassical level. 17

Discontinuous evolution of the strong ITB was - (b)- 0 no
sometimes observed in high performance RS

discharges as shown in Fig. 8. In this discharge, the 0 1 
transition for strong ITB formation occurred at F' I . . - '' - I I t

01 1
t--4.2sec, and then a box-type ITB was already (dE,/dr).,, (102 Mm)

formed by t--4.9sec. Rapid increases of T, and T, FIG 7 (a) X, and (b) LT, as afunction of
inside the ITB layer was observed at t=4.9sec and the effective E, shear for RS plasmas

t--5.5sec. These results suggest that there are The dotted line indicates the time trace
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multiple levels of reduced transport in the strong 30 E40409
ITB in the RS plasma. Comparison between the 20- (a) -
results shown in this paper and the local linear lo

0. 0
analysis 7] of microinstabilities is future work. 1 I 

4. Summary and discussion 5� lo- (b) r/a-0.15
32 044�

In order to address the Ph and control of ITBs, the 5 0 53 0 62-

dependence of X on the E, shear was investigated 0
in T-60U experiments with a dedicate scan of the 8 C) 'r/a-- 2d

NB heating power. In PS plasmas, X in the core 5� 6 -
region generally increases with the heating power, 4
similar to the L mode at low heating power. �-o 2 0 72 -

However, as a result of the intensive central 0- L
4 4.5 5 5.5 6

heating, which is relevant to the enhancement of Time (sec)
the E, shear, a weak ITB is formed, and X in the
core region starts to decrease. Corresponding to a FIG. 8. (a) Waveform of the NB power.
further increase of the heating power, a strong Discontinuous evolution of (b T and
ITB is formed and X is reduced substantially. In (b T at each radial location.
RS plasmas, however, no power degradation of X is observed, suggesting absence of a Ph for
the weak ITB formation. The T.-ITB strongly correlates with the T,-ITB in PS and RS
plasmas. Furthermore, the results of the T.-ITB formation experiment performed using EC
heating in the absence of a T,-ITB indicate that magnetic shear may be very influential for the
T.-ITB formation. On the other hand, E, shear is one of the key factors for the T,-ITB
formation. In weak ITB plasmas, X decreases gradually with increasing E, shear for both PS
and RS plasmas. There exists a critical value of &�dr),,ff to change the state from a weak to a
strong ITB. It is found that the critical value of (dE/dr).ff in PS plasmas correlates with BP at
the ITB. There are multiple levels of reduced transport in the strong ITB for RS plasmas.

As for the P, it is difficult to define the Ph for a weak ITB due to the absence of a clear
transition, particularly since the P. for RS is very small, suggesting the absence of a P,,. On
the other hand, the P,, for a strong ITB is defined unambiguously both for PS and RS. As for
the controllability of the ITB quality, a weak ITB is favorable for continuous control, while a
strong ITB seems to be unfavorable due to the rapid drop in X. Since there are multiple levels
of reduced transport in the strong ITB for RS, however, the plasma can move between several
levels discontinuously.
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1.14 EffectsofcomplexmagneticrippleonfastionsinJFT-2Mferriticinsert
experiments

K. Shinohara 1), H. Kawashima 1), K. Tsuzuki 1), K. Urata 1), M. Sato 1), H. Ogawa 1),
K. Kamiya 1), H. Sasao 1), H. Kimura 1), S. Kasai 1), Y. Kusama 1), Y. Miura 1), K. Tobita 1),
D. S. Darrow 2 the JFT-2M Group )

1) Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute (JAERI), Tokai-mura, Japan
2) Princeton Plasma Physics Laboratory (PPPL), Princeton, USA

e-mail contact of main author: shinohak�fusion.nakajaeri.gojp

Abstract. In FT-2M, the ferritic steel plates (FPs) were installed inside the vacuum vessel all over the vacuum
vessel, which is named Ferritic Inside Wall (FPvV), as the third step of the Advanced Material Tokamak
Experiment (AMTEX) program A toroidal field ripple was reduced, however the magnetic field structure has
become the complex ripple structure with a non-periodic feature in the toroidal direction because of the existence
of other compofients and ports that limit the periodic installation of FPs. Under the complex magnetic ripple, we
investigated its effect on te heat flux to the first wall due to the fast ion loss. The small heat flux was observed
as the result of the reduced magnetic ripple by FIW. Additional FPs were also installed outside the vacuum
vessel to produce the localized larger ripple. The small ripple trapped loss was observed when the shallow ripple
well exist in the poloidal cross section, and the large ripple trapped loss was observed when the ripple well
hollow out the plasma region deeply. The experimental results were almost consistent with the newly developed
Fully three Dimensional magnetic field Orbit-Following Monte-Carlo (F3D OFMC) code including the three
dimensional complex structure of the toroidal field ripple and the non-axisymmetric first wall geometry. By
using F3D OFMC, we investigated the effect on the ripple trapped loss of the localized larger ripple produced by
FPs in detail. The ripple well structure, e.g. the thickness of the ripple well, is important for ripple trapped loss in
complex magnetic ripple rather than the value defined at one position in a poloidal cross section.

1. Ripple reduction by Ferritic Inside Wall

A potentially significant heat load to the first wall can occur in ITER-size machines due to
toroidal field ripple arising from the discreteness of the TF coils (TFCs). The ripple reduction
by using ferritic steel plates (FPs) under TFCs was demonstrated in FT-2M [I]. In ITER, the
ripple reduction method by using FPs is planed to be applied. However, it would be difficult
to install FPs with perfect toroidal symmetry because of interference with other components
and ports, such as neutral beam injection ports. In this situation, "N"-fold toroidal symmetry
is broken, a toroidally localized larger ripple cannot be reduced and the structure of the TF
ripple becomes complex. Here N" is the number of TFCs.
As the third stage of AMTEX program 2,3], we have installed ferritic steel F82H all over the
vacuum vessel inside the vacuum vessel in F.Y. 2001 and have started the experiments from
April in F.Y. 2002 4]. This configuration is a demonstration of the ferritic steel blanket wall.
Most of FPs under TF coils outside vacuum vessel was removed. We reduced the magnetic
ripple by optimizing the thickness of FPs. Though the FPs are installed inside vacuum vessel,

A I 1, A I h 4, k A A A i FIG.]. Shows the strength of the toroidal magnetic
108 field at R= 1. 6 m, Z 0 0 m in the case ofBO= 1 3 T

The horizontal axis shows the toroidal angle The
1.07 sign of the toroidal angle is positive in the directionP7

of the counter clock-wise. The dotted line showsM 106
the toroidal magneticfzeldproduced only by TFCs,

1.05,11 11 1 I I 1! 1.1 1: The dashed line shows the value calculated by
1V FEMAG code. The solid line shows the measured

-180 -90 0 9 180value by using hall elements. Shaded area
Toroidal angle [deg] corresponds to the viewing area of the IRTV

camera (around TFC-3).
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the FPs do not touch plasma directly with carbon tile limiters and divertor. We refer this
condition as Ferritic Inside Wall (FIW).
Figure I shows the strength of the toroidal magnetic field for only TFC, FIW(calculation),
and FIW(experiment) at the position of (R=1.6m, =Om), which is referred as "mid" below, in
the case of Bto=1.3 T. In JFT-2M, the number of toroidal field coils is N=16 and the period of
the TF ripple in the case of only TFC was 22.5 degree. The ipple amplitude defined as
&--(B.-B ..... )/(BM&X+B..) for only TFC was about 2 %. The ripple structure of FIW has no
periodicity in the toroidal direction and is complex because of the limitation of the installation
of the FPs. The limitation comes from the compatibility with the other facilities such as the
neutral beam injection system, the antenna of fast wave injection, the toidal insulation
structure, and the system of the plasma diagnostics. The ripple amplitude defined as (B,..-
13,,�n)/(B..+13,,�n) is not a good global indicator in this situation because B.. and Bmm are not
typical values of the complex ripple structure. Here we use the standard deviation normalized

by the average, defined as SW = 4< >- <B>' <B> as an indicator of a ripple amplitude,
where < ... > means the average over the toroidal direction. The value of 8,,td-.d is 047 fr
Bto=1.3 T in FIW. The ratio f8std-.d after the installation of FIW to that of only TFCs is less
than 13 for Bto =1.0 - 19 T.
The measured field structure is almost consistent with that calculated by FEMAG code. It is
considered the difference between the measured value and the calculated one comes from the
error of the installation of FPs and the error of the measurement.
In the toroidal ripple structure produced only by TFCs, only one ripple well with a sinusoidal
shape exists between two consequent TFCs. However the toroidal ripple structure formed
with FPs is not simple as shown in FIG. 1. We cannot use the well-known a parameter,
et--rINRq8, simply to determine the ripple well structure, where r is the minor radius, N is the
number of toroidal symmetry, R is the major radius, q is the safety factor, and is the ripple
amplitude defined above. Here, we define the ripple well as the existence of minimum B
along a field line. At first, we determine a toroidal angle, , at which we want to know the
existence of the ripple well. Secondly we trace one of magnetic field lines from , to +/ AO
= 125(=22.5/2) degree. We consider the magnetic field line has a ripple well structure at the
toroidal angle, , when we encounter the stronger field than that at , The magnetic field is
determined by the following way; an axisymmetric MHD equilibrium with FPs is calculated
by MEUDAS code. The magnetic field produced by TFCs and FPs is calculated by FEMAG
code with magnetic field from TFCs, and poloidal field from plasma and vertical coils
calculated by MEUDAS code. Figure 2 shows the ripple well structure obtained in this way
and shows the case of Bo=1.3 T. The ripple well exists only in a very small region of plasma
reflecting the small value of toroidal ripple.

0.4

4 AL
*--8std md -L 2 %

2 8-d--d -0 47%

&W-md 0.4

o L

0 5 1.0 1.5 2.0
- 4 Bto [T]

FIG.3. Heat flux normalized by NB power

0 8 6 (PNB) at mid-plane estimated by IRTV

FIG. 2 Ripple well strucuture ofFIW measurement versus B10
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4

z
0 0

- 4

08 12 16 08 12 16
R R [m]

FIG. 4. Ripple well strucuture of L EFP, (a) and M+L EFP, ()

We injected neutral beams (NB) to this plasma configuration of FIW in the co-direction to the
plasma current and the toroidal field tangentially. The power of NB (PNB) was -0.5MW. The
plasma was L-mode and the plasma parameters are 7, -2x I 019M-3 , TO-IkeV TO-IkeV, q95-4,
the slowing-down time is 30 ins. We measured the temperature increment on the first wall by
the IRTV camera. The temperature increase was observed only near mid-plane. This is
consistent with the ripple well structure. Because it was expected most loss be the banana drift
loss and the direct loss from the ripple well structure.
Ferritic steel F82H produces the saturated magnetic field of 196 T at the external field of 0.25
T. Thus the ripple amplitude is changed when the magnetic field produced by TFCs is
changed. The value Of 8std-mid i about 121% and 04% for Bto= 0.85T and Bto=1.6T,
respectively. Figure 3 shows the heat flux normalized by PNB at the mid-plane estimated by
the IRTV measurement for Bto=0.85T, 1.3T, and 1.6T. The value Of 8,td-nud is also shown in
FIG. 3 The heat flux at the mid-plane is small at Bto = 13T and 1.6T, around which FIW is
optimized, and is large when Bto= 0.85T which is out of the optimum toroidal field.

2. Effect of Local Ripple

Localized larger rippld structure is expected to be used for the ripple-injection [5], the ripple-
fueling 6] or He exhaust control 7] in the theoretical studies. However the experiment under
the localized larger ripple was few. In the PT tokamak, it was found that a localized larger
ripple bad little effect on te global confinement of tangentially injected beam ions in the
experiments with the accident to one of TFCs [8]. However, the effect of fast ions on the first
wall was unclear. We have produced the localized larger ripple by installing the external
ferritic plate (EFP). The EFPs have been installed outside the vacuum vessel under TFC-3 (,
= 45 degree). The poloidal section is inside the viewing area of the IRTV camera. We have
produced two types of ripple structures. In the first case, EFP is installed on a lower-shoulder
part (L EFP). In the second case, EFP is installed on a Mid-plane part and a Lower-shoulder
part (M+L EFP). Figure 4 shows the ripple well structure defined above around TFC-3 We
can see the poloidal structure of ripple well have been modified by EFPs. Both cases produce
the ripple well mainly below the mid-plane. And the ripple well structure for ML EFP is
similar to that proposed for the ripple-injection and the ripple-fueling.
The direction of the grad-13 drift of ions is downward in experiments, thus the beat flux at the
downward position of the plasma corresponds to the ripple trapped loss. Figure shows the
heat flux normalized by PNB estimated by the IRTV measurement at the downward position of
the plasma, In response to the modified ripple well structure, we observed the separated hot
spot due to the ripple trapped loss, which was not observed in FIW. The ripple trapped loss
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(a) (b� (C)

-0.4 M+L M+L M+L

0.2 L L

0 r-1 6 - - I0 1 2 0.5 1 0 F 0.05 0.1 0.15
81oc-low std-low %] '�'npplc m]

FIG 5. Heatflux normalized by PNB estimated by the IRTV measurement at the downwardposition j

thep1asmajbrLEFPandM+LEFP 8loc-lowand8std -low are the value at the lower shoulder part
ofplasma, R = 1 55 m and Z = - 2 m AnPPlc is the thickness of the ripple well at Z- -0. 15 m.

increase with 81.,jow and 8std-low- However it looks the loss suddenly start to increase at 8,,-jow
- 0.5 and 8,td-iw - 04 %. In other words, the effect of localized larger ripple on the heat
flux cannot be observed till 8,,.w - 0.5 % and 8td-iw - 04 % in this configuration. Figure 
(c) shows the heat flux of the ripple trapped loss versus the thickness of the ripple well at Z -
0. 1 5 in (A,,ppl, shown in FIGA). It looks the thickness of the ripple well is a more appropriate
parameter for the ripple trapped loss in the complex magnetic ripple than 81.,jow and &td-I. in
this configuration. I will discuss this issue by using simulation code later.
We also compared the toroidal rotation (Vt) and the ion temperature (T) among the FIW, L
EFP, and M+L EFP configurations by using the charge exchange recombination spectroscopy.
We cannot see a clear effect of the localized larger ripple on V, and T, for OH and L-mode
plasma. This result is consistent with the result observed on PT through Fe YX [8].

3. Comparison with Fully three Dimensional magnetic fleld (M) OFMC

We have improved OFMC code in order to understand the heat flux to the first wall due to the
fast ion loss in the complex toroidal magnetic field. So far, OFMC assumed N-fold toroidal
symmetry; the toroidally periodic boundary condition was used and the area of calculation
was between two TFCs. After the installation of FPs on JFT-2M, 16-fold toroidal symmetry of
magnetic field is broken and the magnetic field structure is complex. We need a new tool that
can treat the complex magnetic structure in order to compare the experimental observation
with the classical theory that is used in the above OFMC. We have developed OFMC without
N-fold toroidal symmetry. Here, we call this code Fully three Dimensional magnetic field
(M) OFMC.
The poloidal shape of the first wall is also not axisymmetric in JFT-2M. Banana particles hit
the first wall non-axisymmetrically. In F3D OFMC, we can also allow for the non-
axisymmetric first wall as the boundary to estimate heat flux. As the result of including the
non-axisyrnmetric first wall, we observed that the limiter and the limiter-like structure cut
banana ions and passing ions around the mid-plane at the low field side in the results of F31)
OFMC calculations. The heat flux is large and localized at the limiter and the limiter-like
structure. This new feature of F3D OFMC is useful for the estimation of the heat flux due to
alpha particles to the irregular structure, such as ICRF antennas, in the fusion reactor.
We compared the heat flux of the ripple trapped loss between experiments and F3D OFMC
calculations. The results are shown in FIG.6. The heat flux of experiments is almost consistent
with that of F3D OFMC calculations. We also compared the poloidal structure of the heat flux
of the ripple trapped loss between experiments and F3D OFMC calculations. The poloidal
structure of the beat flux of experiments is also almost consistent with that of F31) OFMC
calculations.
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FIG 6 The comparison of the 0.8 2 6 0

heat ux of the ripple trapped R [m] o T 005 0 1 0 15
fl FIG. 7 Ripple well structures for the A�pple 1-1

loss between experiments and various thickness of M EFP The FIG. 8 The heat flux of the
F3D OFMC calculations, EFP is divided to nine plates The ripple trapped loss versus

number near ripple wells means the &oc-iow, (a), and the
numerator, namely 9 means full thickness of the ripple well

at Z- -0. 15 m, (b) Closed
thickness of M EFP 3 means 113 circle-F3D OFMC, Open
thickness offull M EFP markers: Experiments

We compared the total loss of fast ions between FIW and only TFC cases at B,0=1.3T by using
F31) OFMC. The total loss in the case of FIW is about 13 as large as that in the case of only
TFCs in responding to the reduction of the toroidal magnetic ripple.
In the experiments, it looks the ripple trapped loss suddenly start to increase at 8oc-low - .5.

We expected the shape of the ripple well is an important feature. We have run F31) OFMC in
the various thickness of M EFPs in order to change ripple well structure in a poloidal cross
section. Figure 7 shows the ripple well structures for the various thickness of M EFP. Figure

8(a) shows the heat flux of the ripple trapped loss versus 8oc-low. The heat flux start to increase

at c-lo - .5 %. The experimental results are consistent with F3D OFMC calculations.

Figure 8(b) shows the heat flux of the ripple trapped loss versus the thickness of the ripple

well at Z- -0. 1 5 m. The ripple trapped loss is almost proportional to the thickness of the ripple

well of the localized larger ripple. The population of fast ions is larger at a smaller minor

radius. Therefore it is considered that a larger amount of fast ions can be trapped in the

localized ripple when the thickness of the ripple well is thicker. From this results, the ripple

well structure, e.g. the thickness of the ripple well, is important for ripple trapped loss in

complex magnetic ripple rather than the value defined at one position in a poloidal cross

section, which is applied in simple magnetic ripple produced by TFC. And it is also

considered the FP installation near mid-plane might be enough for the reduction of the ripple

induced loss of ITER through the reduction of the thickness of the ripple well.
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Abstract Experiments and axisymmetric MHD simulations on tokamak disruptions have explicated the
underlying mechanisms of Vertical Displacement Events (VDEs) and a dersity of disruption dynamics. First,
the neutral point, which is known as an advantageous vertical plasma position to avoiding VDEs during the
plasma current quench, is shown to be fairly insensitive to plasma shape and current profile parameters.
Secondly, a rapid flattening of the plasma current profile frequently seen at thermal quench is newly clarified to
play a substantial role in dragging a single null-diverted plasma vertically towards the divertor. As a
consequence, the occurrence of downward-going VDEs pedominates over the upward-goirig ones in bottom-
diverted discharges This dragging effect is absent in up-down symmetric limiter discharges. These simulation
results are consistent with experiments Together with the attractive force that arises from passive shell currents
wid essentially vanishes at the neutral point, the dagging effect explains many details of the VDE dynamics over
the whole penod of the disruptive termination

1. Introduction
With regard to an area concerned for future tokamak reactors, the Vertical Displacement

Events (VDEs) and its concatenate generation of halo-currents and their associated vessel
forces is recognized as a crucial issue, and one that must be dealt with by disruption
mitigation. Therefore, an underlying mechanism of the VDE was investigated by means of
axisymmetric MHD simulations 1 2. For a tokamak with an up-down asymmetric passive
shell, the simulation using the Tokamak Simulation Code (TSC) 3] clarified that the eddy
currents induced by the plasma current quench give rise to a vertical imbalance of forces,
causing a VDE 4]. If the current centroid of the pre-disruptive plasma is chosen to be close to
the neutrally balanced vertical position (the so-called neutral point), the attractive forces due
to the eddy currents will cancel at that point, and thus the VDE may be avoided. However, if
the pre-disruptive plasma is positioned away from the neutral point, it will exhibit either an
upward- or downward-going VDE, according to the initial position, consistent with T-60U
experiments [5]. It has also been demonstrated that for plasmas initially positioned at the
neutral point and with feedback position control activated, an almost VDE-free and halo-
current-free disruption can be made to occur 6 7.

While such progress has been made, some recent observations of the plasma
equilibrium response to transient disturbances due to ELMs and sawteeth indicate that the
precise position of the neutral point are somewhat sensitive to profile parameter variations,
and raise into question the practicality of controlling VDEs through the neutral point in future
reactors [8]. This paper first describes the sensitivity of the neutral point to a variety of
plasma shape and current profile parameters. We then describe a generalization of the VDE
modeling to include the change of the plasma current profile during the disruption.

2. Neutral Point
The location of the neutral point is supposed to be linked up closely with a geometry of

shell structures and probably with an arrangement of plasma shaping coils which differs from
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tokamak to tokamak. Therefore, much different VDE characters from the JT-60U can appear
in the Alcator C-Mod and ASDEX-Upgradc.

2.1. Validation Experiment on Alcator C-Mod
In Alcator C-Mod, disruption Pellet injection

experiments conducted by injecting killer- "Neutral Point"
pellets into plasmas with five pre-disruption
equilibria were carried out to identify the O 5

location of the neutral point (Fig. 1). The 0 0 -

disruptive plasmas initially positioned TSC "N P" 2 Upward Z W
around the numerically determined neutral "Neutral Point"
point (Z = + a few cm, taking the much o O no VDE-

different shell-geometry from the JT-60U Horizo! , Downwa
into consideration) exhibit upward- or Plane -0
downward-going VDEs as predicted by the 0 610 0 15 0 620 0 625

TSC. And further, the plasma positioned Tme (Sec)
close to the numerically determined neutral FIG. I Disruption dynamics of relevant
point stayed for - 40 msec. It thus follows VDEs to plasma current decay forced by
that the neutral point is experimentally killer-pellet injection in Alcator C-Mod.
confirmed to widely exist as the TSC Neutral point is experimentally conjirmed
prediction as well as the JT-60U. to exist as TSCprediction.

2.2. Neutral Point of ASDEX-Upgrade
The TSC simulation, which models a plasma current quench without the current profile

change, reproduced a large variety of VDEs according to respective bottom-diverted ASDEX-
Upgrade equilibria prior to the current quench (Fig. 2. Although the VDE rate significantly
depends on the plasma shape and current profile parameters, neutral points that are seen to
exist at - +5 cm above the horizontal midplane are not sensitive to those parameters with
elongation of i = 1.5 16 17, triangularifies of = , 025, 04, and a range of current
profiles characterized by 1 = 07 09, 1.1 13 9].

The ASDEX-Upgrade experiment (see Fig. 3 illustrates a new feature that was not

1114042
8

4..-- =O 0 60
C I &1�2�1 1�:,

E (D : =. 07 Al 05'
0-- d=0 10 ::0 ,S�MiS &--d-O2

0, 4 1,=9
43- d=00 -09
13-. d=0,0,�lI K

-drO 25 =11
10� - --d 40 k=1 W04 _9 _d-010 Iti 3 -- - -- -- - --

_ _ -d=O 25 613 0.0X d=O 40 61 N fixed limiter

LU 0 Ne k=1-652 top-divertor A)
U) �� k= 1 5
E bottom

J -divertor (o)
.0 -0 5 14048-

-2
-5 0 5 10 15 20 25 -11) 0 10 20 30

ZO (cm) TSC Neu "as ru"" ZO (cm)

FIG. 2 TSC vertical excursions versus initial FIG. 3 Experimental excursions versus
vertical positions of bottom-diverted ASDEX- initial position. Neutral point of limiter
Upgrade plasmas. Neutral points are found at plasmas is seen at -5 cm above horizontal
- +5 cm above horizontal midplane, being midplane as Fig. 2 whereas bottom-
insensitive to plasma shape and current diverted plasmas exhibit downward
profile. (#14048) or upward VDEs (#14042)
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observed in the TSC simulations shown in Fig. 2 The vertical excursions of the plasma
current centroid due to the disruption induced VDE depend on whether the initial plasma
configuration is diverted or not. For limiter discharges, which are essentially up-down
symmetric (closed circles), the neutral point can be seen at - +5 cm above the horizontal
midplane, consistent with the simulation results shown in Fig. 2 On the other hand, diverted
discharges exhibit a wide variety of VDE behaviors, implying that a unique neutral point does
not exist in ASDEX-Upgrade, as it does in the JT-60U 4 and Alcator C-Mod. For the
bottom-diverted configuration (open circles), notice that even the discharges initially
positioned considerably above the numerically determined neutral point exhibit downward-
going VDEs, contrary to the TSC prediction (e.g. 14048). However, several exhibit upward-
going VDEs in accordance with the TSC (eg. # 1 4042) 9].

3. Dragging effect due to profile change of plasma current
Both initial equilibria of the shots 14042 and 14048 are very similar (see Fig. 4, e.g.

K = 16, = 025, and they are positioned at Z = 19.8 cm 14042) and at Z = 17.3 cm
( 14048), being well above the TSC neutral point (- cm). A remarkable disparity between
these two disruptions is the different change of the internal inductance, Al., which is often
observed during the thermal quench stage prior to the plasma current quench [10]. Note the
large, rapid < 1.0 msec) decrease of Al, - 0.7 at the thermal quench stage of 14048 (t =
4.922 sec in Fig. 4(a)) and the relatively small, slow (- 5.0 msec) decrease of Al, - 0.3 at the
thenrial quench stage of # 1 4042 (t = 4901 sec in Fig. 4(b)).

The TSC simulation of a rapid change of the current profile clarifies a vertical dragging
of single null-diverted plasmas, which predominates over the growth of vertical instabilities
(Fig. 5): as the current profile becomes broad (Al, < 0), the plasma tends to drag itself toward
divertor, whereas a current peaking (Al, > 0) pulls the plasma out of the divertor 9]. Those
substantially depend on a measure of the up-down asymmetry y = Z/Zu) A value of = I
denotes an up-down symmetric, double null-divertor configuration, while > I y < 
denotes a bottom (top)-divertor.

It thus follows that the significant change of Al, - 0.7 may drag the bottom-diverted

(a) 14048 (b) 1 4042

1 0 Configuration Configuration

p bottom 8 bottom
diverted -divert06 (MA) 6 (MA) ad

04 4 - L
02 2 top-diverted

20 40 -q95 30 4 95
10 8 0 - 20 8 0

0 eutral in 10
-10 7� 0

R 2 ........... R
1 75 (M) 15 1 75 (M)

0 11 501 50 1 5005. o S

125 0 25
4 91 4 92 4 93 4 91 4 92 4 93 4 4 90 4 91 4 89 4 90 4 91

time S) time S) time S) time S)

FIG. 4 Discharges of (a) downward #14048) and (b) upward #14042) going VDEs. However,
both equilibria prior to disruptions are similar, eg. bottom-diverted, K 16 6 = 025, and
closely positioned as Z = 19 cm of #14042, while Z = 17.3 cm of #14048 (much above the TSC
neutral point of - cm). Note a large decrease of Al, - -0 7 at 4922 sec #14048), whereas a

small decrease of Al, - -0. 3 at 4 901 sec #l 4042).
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plasma (#14048) below the neutral point to cause a downward VDE due to the following
plasma current quench. Meanwhile, the small change of I - 0.3, being insufficient to
dragging the plasma (#14042) downward, leaves the plasma much above the neutral point
even after the thermal quench. Consequently, it undergoes an upward VDE. In case of the
limiter or double null-divertor ( = 1) (such as the closed circles, Fig. 3, the dragging effect is
always absent, consistent with the simulation (Fig. 2.

FIG. 5. Current profile changes

6 Y ZVZU (Ald and vertical dragging effect
(dZ), which substantially depends

4 1 21 on up-down asymmetry I= lZd
00 = .00

y < 1 of single null-diverfor, and is2 (t2p-div). (w null-div)
E absent in double null-divertor (y

0 U 1) Z or Z. means respective
N ve
'D -2 ZI rtical distance between

y magnetic axis and bottom or top
-4 my edge of outermost flux surface.
-6 1 y = 121 Dragging toward divertor at

A = 28 flattening (Al, < 0), whereas

- 6 04 02 2 0.4 06 pulling out of divertor at peaking

Ali (Al, > 0).

4. Behavior details of axisymmetric disruption dynamics
The present VDE modeling now enables #12086

us to explain the precise details of
axisymmetric disruption dynamics in ASDEX- (a) (c) (d) (e) ) (a) (b) (C) (d) (e) (f)

I-ation IUpgrade 9]. As an illustration, we consider in lo, Conf

detail the shot 12086, shown in Fig. 6 which b t1d
exhibits many of the characteristics generally 06. (MAi: -dl.

important for disruption dynamics. Note that 04-

switchovers between the bottom-diverted 02-
top-d�eited;

(marked with gray) and top-diverted (not
marked) configurations took place. At the pre-

30 Z 40disruption phase (a), the bottom-diverted q*
plasma positioned at - 10 cm above the 20 80
horizontal midplane a little higher than the

10
neutral point (- cm), starts to flatten the -4--I+ -rsC Ne rw Point
plasma current profile. 0 1 4

For the duration of the following thermal R 20
1 75. -4.

quench phase (b) that lasts for 2 msec a is 11
decrease of the internal inductance of Al, - -0.5, - 1 0
i.e., a rapid flattening of the current profile 1 50

ID caused by a minor collapse of the highly
peaked current profile, appears together with 254 00 4 02 00 4 02
an associated positive current spike of 61P - 40 Time (s) Time (s)

FIG. 6 Disruption dynamics of 12086 (a) pre-disruption plasma positioned a ittle above
neutral point (- cm). (b) :first thermal quench with Al, - -0. 5 drags bottom-diverted plasma
downward. (c) . attractive force due to plasma current quench along with current sharpening
drags the plasma positioned above neutral point upward. (d) : after switchover from bottom to
top-divertor at 4020 sec, sharpening begins to drag plasma downward, and ceases upward VDE.
(e) second thermal quench with Al, - -0. 75 drags top-diverted plasma upward. 69 plasma
positioned much above neutral point undergoes upward VDE due to current quench.
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kA and an inward radial shift of - cm. Simultaneously, as expected, the bottom-diverted
plasma exhibits a small vertical dragging toward the divertor. In the phase (c), the bottom-
diverted plasma that still stays above the numerically determined neutral point exhibits an
upward-going drift due to the combination of the attractive force of the induced eddy current
and the upward dragging effect of the profile sharpening.

At 4020 sec of the phase (d), the bottom-diverted configuration switches over to the
top-diverted. The profile sharpening now begins to drag the plasma away from the top-
divertor (downward), while the current quench continues to pull up the plasma that remains
above the neutral point. Consequently, the upward-going VDE ceases in phase (d). Within a
short duration of I msec in phase (e) a considerable decrease of Al, - 0.75 and an associated
positive spike of M - 100 kA again occur. This drags the top-diverted plasma toward the
divertor ie., upward, contrary to the downward in the previous phase (b). Finally, the current
quench starts again in phase (f), and the plasma, which is now well above the neutral point,
exhibits an upward-going VDE, regardless of the top- or bottom-diverted configuration.

5. Summary and conclusions
Concerning the VDE avoidance, any tokamak has been verified to possess its own

advantageous neutral point which the present study revealed to be fairly insensitive to plasma
shape and current profile parameters. And furthermore a vertical dragging effect that arises
from the plasma current flattening has been newly introduced to successfully explicate the
predominant occurrence of the disruptive VDEs toward divertor, specific to the ASDEX-
Upgrade. It is also demonstrated how the dragging effect, together with that of the inibalanced
attractive force that may vanish at the neutral point, can explain the precise details of VDE
dynamics.

It turned out that the new concept of the dragging effect strongly depends on a measure
of the up-down asymmetry of the single null-diverted plasmas which closely connects with
how apart a divertor coil is standing from the plasma, e.g. a far divertor coil of the ASDEX-
Upgrade (outside the toroidal field coils) in contrast to near ones of the JT-60U and Alcator
C-Mod (inside the toroidal field coils). As a consequence, it has been clarified that the
dragging effect is more remarkable in the ASDEX-Upgrade than the others, and that such
various dragging effect brings the disrupting plasmas a diversity of VDE dynamics.

In a future advanced tokamak like the ITER-FEAT phase, the disruptions will be
associated with an advanced performance plasma operation regimes with reversed magnetic
shear [I I]. Therefore, the destruction of such a magnetic shear profile is expected to sharpen
the current profile and consequently cause a VDE motion away from the divertor, in contrast
to disruptions of normal shear plasmas with significant flattening. An integrated study on such
details of the VDE in a reversed shear plasma is now under investigation.
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through zonal flows
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Abstract. Zonal flows generated by fluctuations on some scale are expected to affect fluctua-
tions on other different spatial-temporal scales in addition to regulating their own fluctuation.
As an example, here we discuss ITG turbulence embedded in a small scale ETG-driven zonal
flow based on 3-dimensional gyro-fluid simulations. At first, we identified the ETG-driven zonal
spectrum and found that the zonal flows are enhanced in igher pressure and lower magnetic
shear plasma, leading to a self-organized high energy state. urther, we found a new suppres-
sion mechanism of the long wavelength ITG mode by the small-scale ETG-driven zonal flows,
namely the radially non-local mode coupling and the associated energy transfer. Besides the
role of suppression of ITG turbulence, we have for the first time observed intermittent and/or
bursting behavior in the ion heat transport originating from the complicated mutual interaction
among ETG-driven zonal flows, ITG turbulence, and the associated ITG-driven zonal flows.

1 Introduction

It is widely recognized that various profile formation in tokamaks is tightly coupling with
various radial electric fields and related flow generational. Besides neoclassically driven
equilibrium flows, turbulence self-generated x zonal flows have been shown to play
an efficient role in regulating the turbulence structure and suppressing the heat transport
in magnetized plasmas[2-4]. In tokamaks, there exist many types of fluctuation with a
spatial scale from micro-scale electron gyro-radius to macro-scale machine size. Since the
zonal flows are generated through nonlinear interaction of the turbulence, different scale
zonal flows may be simultaneously generated in the plasma. Since the zonal flows are
characterized by large spatial structures in both the toroidal and poloidal directions and
long auto-correlation times, it is expected that the zonal flows generated by fluctuations
on some scale may affect fluctuations on other different scales in addition to regulating
their own fluctuation level 56]. The interaction mechanism, nonlinear dynamics and/or
turbulent transport affected by such small-scale flows are open issues. Note that a direct
interaction has been investigated based on the viscosity damping mechanisms.
In this paper, we exploit a new role of zonal flows in regulating different spatio-temporal
scale turbulence and the relevant transport, and further aim at studying the indirect inter-
action between the different scale turbulences through zonal flows. As an example, here we
investigate the ion temperature gradient (ITG) turbulence embedded in the micro-scale
zonal flows driven by electron temperature gradient (ETG) turbulences based on our the-
ory and gyro-fluid simulations. This topic involves the interaction between small-scale
sheared flows, for example, with a spatial scale on electron gyro-radius or the collisionless
skin depth, and the large-scale turbulence. Such effects may sensitively depend on the
zonal flow spectrum, which is typically characterized by the auto-correlation length (or
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typically the radial wavelength) and auto-correlation time. In order to identify the spec-
trum, at first we perform the gyro-fluid simulations of the ETG turbulence-zonal flows

system. The ETG-driven zonal flows are believed to be generally very weak compared
with the background turbulence and hardly work for suppressing the turbulent electron
transport contrary to the ITG counterparts. However, we found that weak magnetic
shear induces the large amplitude zonal flows in steeper electron temperature gradient
regime. As a result, the ETG turbulence-zonal flow system may be self-organized to a

higher energy state with lower electron transport level. We have developed a theoretical
model based on the modulational instability analysis and found that the weak shear is
favorable to the zonal flow instability and higher saturation level.

Based on the knowledge of the ETG-driven zonal flows, we performed the TG turbulence
simulation including the effect from such micro-scale zonal flows. So far, discussions for

(lurb) 2 (turb)
flow shearing stabilization is focused on the sheared flows with k < kX (kW( ) and k.
are typical radial value number of zonal flows and turbulence, respectively)[9]. We have
found a new suppression mechanism of the long wavelength ITG mode by the small-scale
flows through the radially nonlocal mode coupling[6]. Besides the role of suppression of
ITG turbulence, we have for the first time observed intermittent and/or bursting behavior
in the ion heat transport originating from the complicated mutual interaction among
ETG-driven zonal flows, ITG turbulence, and the associated ITG-driven zonal flows.

2 Zonal flow controle by magnetic shear and electron transport reduction

The generation of ETG-driven zonal flows has been found to be a slower process[8].
However, here we demonstrate that the zonal flows can be enhanced by controlling the

magnetic shear and pressure gradient. Our simulations are based on a 3-dimensional
gyro-fluid electrostatic slab model with the Landau damping and proper adiabatic ion
response[8,10], considering that the electron transport is essentially electrostatic even
though the electromagnetic effect seems an important component 11,12]. In order to
understand the electron transport with electron ITB, the simulations are focused on the
experimental observations, which are characterized by the steep electron temperature gra-
dient, = L,,ILT,, and weak magnetic shear = LIL, 13,141. The typical parameters
are I i7_ = X I = .5, L = 100p,, L = 107rp,, L = 2rL,,, rnm,,� = 24, and a periodic
(twisting) boundary condition is employed in the radial direction.
Figure I shows the results illustrating the time history of electron heat diffusivity X,
and corresponding zonal flow energy < ldo(')Idx 12 > for different magnetic shears in the
case of q = 6 ETG fluctuations exponentially grow up and surely saturate at different
levels with corresponding zonal flows as the magnetic shere decreasing. In the moderate
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magnetic shear case, i.e. h = 04 and 02, the zonal flows are weak compared with the

dominant turbulent component and has no effect on the saturation and suppression of

the ETG turbulence. When the magnetic shear is further weakened to = , the

linear ETG-drive and then the saturation level of the fluctuations increase. However,

after the saturation, the heat diffusivuty is found to be gradeally decreased, reaching to

a lower quasi-steady state level. The tendency is more prominant in the case of = 05.

Noticeably, the zonal flows undergo a growing phase (shadow part) in accordance with

the decrease of the heat diffusivity, approximately exponential, after the saturation. This

growing phase shows a zonal flow instability, namely, turbulent fluctuations could be

converted to large amplitude zonal flows. The turbulence k, k,,) and zonal flow k(z)

spectra are shown in Fig.2. It is crearly seen that the zonal flow spectrum reveals a

narrow peak around k,' = 02 - 03 with high amplitudes, which are almost same level as

that of background turbulences, implying that the turbulences are strongly self-regulated

by the zonal flows. The frequency power spectra of the zonal flows are also shown in Fig.3

for moderate and weak shear cases, Le. = 04 and = . The power spectra show a

strong peak at = with the typical auto-correlation frequency AW that is much lower

than the electron diamagnetic frequency w.,, typically Awlu). < 0.01. It is also found

that the auto-correlation time becomes longer for the weaker magnetic shear, suggesting

that the coherence of the zonal flows is more pronounced at higher amplitude regime.

We now present a simple analysis based on Hasegawa-Mima (H-M) equation [15]

( _ V2 at = 91,0 + [, V2 oi

which can demonstrate that the weak shear is favorable to the zonal flow instability.

Zonal flows can be generated in turbulence only through the nonlinear interaction 15-17].

Previous modulational analyses were mainly based on an universal treatment by assuming

a monochromatic wave packet. Actually, the different turbulence is characterized by

the specific eigen-mode structure and fluctuating property, wich involve the essentially

parametric dependence. Hence, we should take the slab ETG eigen mode as a pump to

drive zonal flows. In a general slab drift wave theory, the eigen structure of the lowest order

radial mode in the fluid limit is described as �(x - exp(-icrx') (here = Llhll2QRq)

with the normalized (by w.,) complex eigen value 1, 1) vFs for given q, and ky.
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This pumping wave is written as [81

0,,(t, x, y = Oo(t) exp( _iUX2) cos(k,,y). (2)

It seems difficult to get an analytical dispersion relation and evolution equation of zonal
flow instability similar to the previous derivations 8161 due to the radial mode structure
of pumping wave. Considering that the modulational processes are the same, we could
use a summed dispersion relation for all k. components and given zonal flow k. [81

k,2,k4(k2 + k - 0)(U� - k 2 - k2)ok2.2 V q q Y (3)
k. 4Aq[Ay + (k. + k2][Aj, + (k - k2)21 

with , = + k2 to approximately understand the shear dependence of zonal flow
instability. The increase of the radial mode width as the shear decreasing corresponds to
a shrinking structure in Fourier k. space. Small k_ can contribute to U"2 < 0, namely, excite
zonal flow instability. We have directly calculated the H-M equation (1) by employing the
pumping wave, Eq.(2). The modulational analysis could be also applied to the saturation
mechanism of zonal flows. In order to probably compare the saturation levels of zonal flows
for different shears, we fix the same total energy f dxdy[ol + (VO)'1/2 of pumping waves
in the calculations. Fig.4 plots the initial evolution of zonal flows for different shears. A
zonal flow instability can be excited as the shear decreases. This is in well agreement
with the above simple analysis. Further, the zonal flows also saturate at higher level as
the shear becomes weak.
Combined with the results shown in Fig.1, the parametric scan of the magnetic shear and
q, dependence of the zonal flows and electron heat conductivities are studied as plotted
in Fig.5. As i, increases at the moderate magnetic shear 02, the heat diffusivity
increases toghether with the zonal flows, implying that the zonal flows are insufficient
to suppress the electron transport. On the other hand, in the weak shear case around

< 0.1, the heat diffusivity reaches the top at around 77, = 4 and then shows a flat or
rather decreasing tendency as 7?,, increases, exhibiting some transition nature. Note that
the total fluctuation energy, i.e. the sum of turbulence part and zonal flow part keeps
roughly constant or rather increasing, but the rate between turbulence part and zonal
flow part is reversed, so that the turbulent don-dnated plasma is self-organized to a lower
transport state with a higher zonal flows level.
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This picture may be helpful to understand the characters of electron ITB behaviour
observed in tokamak discharges with pure electron heating 13,14], although there also
exist other mechanisms like MHD stability and TEM for the electron ITB physics 18,191.
The steeper electron temperature gradient, which may be locally driven by ECRH or
other electron heating methods, can excite stronger ETG fluctuation. When the central
q profile is controlled to become flat or reversed, the large amplitude zonal flows can be
generated by the ETG turbulence and reduce the turbulences and electron heat transport.

3 ITG turbulent dynamics embedded in ETG-driven zonal flows

Interaction mechanism: rom the analysis in Sec.2, large zonal flow potentials such as
Mach number being about 0.5% with long-lived coherent structure have been observed.
Those zonal flows developed with small spatio-temporal scale may be regarded as quasi-
steady sheared fluid flows for ITG fluctuations. They can interact with large-scale turbu-
lence on a gyro-phase averaged and velocity space averaged level from the view of fluid.
Ignoring the weak time dependence, the coherent structure of the small-scale zonal flows
are typically modeled by a circular function(sine or cosine) as follows

v p(x) oc dO,- (x) ldx =: A(k,.,) cos(k,-,x) , (4)

when they are externally embedded in ITG fluctuations. Here, k is the normalized
wave-number of small-scale flows by ion gyro-radius, which is larger than 1. It is assumed
that the factor A(k,_) has included both gyro-phase and velocity space averaging for the
convenience of fluid treatment, in which k,,, dependence should be involved in Bessel
functions. A regorous gyro-kinetic integral calculation was done in Ref.[5].
Analyses and simulations are based on a gyro-fluid model of electrostatic slab ITG turbu-
lence 6,81, which includes the small-scale flows as an external source by adding
term to the corresponding moment equations. For usual ITG-driven zonal flows with
k,z < kx"') the Doppler shift dominantly leads to local shearing of fluctuating poten-
tial structures. However, a different interaction mechanism for small-scale zonal flows can
be advisably revealed by a perturbation analysis. Keeping the lowest order effects of a
small amplitude flow and Fourier transforming the perturbed eigen-mode equation from
real space to wave-number k space, i.e., x = Ek Ok exp(-ikx), it can formally yield

(C + Uk)Ok = AO(A - COk+k.. + Ok-k..) (5)

Here, C d'ldk', Uk = LQIL,,)'[k - ( - )/(Q + K) + V] A = LQ3(j + K)12L'(Q +Y n
K)2, z9 L,,IQ with = w., and K = + 71,. This is a coupling equation system of
different radial components k, k + k,.,, and k - k,�. It shows that small-scale sheared flows
can produce radial mode coupling of different harmonics, which is formally similar to the
well-known poloidal coupling of drift wave in a toroidal configuration. However, the new
feature of this model is that the coupling is non-local in the radial spectral space due to
k� > 1, generally. It may directly transfer the fluctuating free energy from the unstable
longer wavelength region, to stable or damped components at shorter wavelengths. Then,
the ITG mode is expected to be stabilized. This non-local coupling sensitively depends
on two factors: the intensity of small-scale flows including gyro-phase averaged effects,
which may strongly reduce the coupling intensity due to in the Bessel function dependence

1/2 2 2of k,,, i.e., A(k,,) � Aoro , r = I&EX) exp(-kem) 20], and (�) the spectral structure of
ITG fluctuations between different radial modes k, k + ke.,, and k - ke-,. The latter means
that the smaller the decay rate of ITG turbulence spectrum is in the inertial range, the
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stronger the coupling is for a given k,,. It can be expected that the zonal flows generated
by the mesoscale turbulence on the collisionless skin depth size may more effectively
interact with ITG turbulence.
Nonlinear simulations have been performed by initially including small-scale flows for dif-
ferent flow intensities or wave-numbers k,. 6 The typical parameters are 7 = 25, � =
L,,IL = 02, p i = I = X I = .5, L = 50p, LI, = 107rp, L. = 27rL", m < 5. Figure
6(a) shows the time evolution of the space averaged energy-like quantity < > 2 in
the earlier linear phase and the corresponding instantaneous radial spectra without and
with small-scale zonal flows. An initial slowdown of the time evolution of the potential
fluctuations is observed because of the stabilization role of small-scale flows. Most im-
portantly, a spectral prominence with width Ak. - 2 clearly appears near k = k, as
well as another one near k. = 2k,.,, as shown in Fig.6(b). The monotonic decay spectrum
is broken down at shorter wavelengths due to the radially non-local mode coupling. The
width of the spectral prominence mirrors the fact that the unstable ITG mode stands
in the range k < 1. Therefore, we conclude that small-scale zonal flows interact with
large-scale ITG modes dominantly through the radially non-local mode coupling rather
than the usual shearing decorrelation.
Ion transport intermittency : Our nonlinear simulations are desighed to expore the role of
small scale flows in ion heat transport. For a strong ITG turbulence drive, for example,
n > 4 simulations show that even for the strongest small-scale flows, the small-scale
zonal flows add less effects to the saturation level and the nonlinear evolution of ITG
turbulence. As the turbulence drive is reduced, such as to U < 25, the corresponding
levels of ITG fluctuations and self-generated zonal flows decrease much, as shown in Fig.7.
Meanwhile, a remarkable intermittent or bursting behavior of ion heat transport appears,
accompanied by the intermittent ITG-generated zonal flows with a time lag. It is also
observed that the turbulence intensity < O > 2 and ion heat conductivity X, are in
phase during bursts 211. The bursting period becomes longer, even infinite (it means no
linearly unstable ITG modes) as the ETG-driven flows increase, as shown by solid curves
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in Fig.7. The time-averaged transport becomes decreasing for stronger flows.

We next performed simulations by artificially excluding ITG-driven zonal flow components
in order to find the related factors for the intermittency occurrence. The transport levels

become about one order higher than their counterparts above and no any bursts are
observed, as shown by the dashed curves in Fig. 7. It is clear that the ITG-driven zonal flow
dynamics still dominates the ITG turbulent transport in the relatively weak turbulence,
but the turbulence can be remarkably modulated by small-scale flows. The emergence of

ion transport intermittency requires the simultaneous presence of both small-scale flows
and ITG-driven zonal flows.

The causal relation between the turbulent transport and ITG-generated zonal flows during
bursts is plotted in Fig.8(a) for the case with A(k,, = 14 in Fig.7. The bursting process

can practically last long time (we have calculated to t = 3000). How these small-scale
zonal flows lead to an intermittent behavior in ITG turbulence is a key question. Note
that the turbulent fluctuations seem to roughly exponentially go up and down during
bursts, as shown in Fig.7. Performing spectral analyses for ITG turbulence, we found

that at bursting peaks, k spectra are characterized by a monotonic decay structure
with an approximate power law, which is a typical nonlinear Kolmogorov-type scaling.
However, the spectral structures near k = k,, and k = 2k,,, are gradually deformed
after the bursts, actually degenerated to the linear spectral shape at valleys, as shown in
Fig. 8(b), which is dominated by the linear nonlocal mode coupling. The bursts emerge
in the recovery phases of nonlinear saturation spectra.
The physical mechanism of the intermittency may be understood as follows. At first,
the exponentially growing ITG fluctuation is initially slowed down by small scale flows
through nonlocal mode coupling, and saturated by self-generated zonal flows as well as the
convective nonlinear coupling. Afterward, ITG fluctuation decreases due to the stabiliza-
tion role of the micro-scale zonal flows, as a result of competition between nonlocal mode
coupling and nonlinear inverse cascading. TG-driven zonal flows follow the turbulent
decreasing with a time log behind due to nonlinear drive decreasing. During this phase,

the nonlinear turbulence spectrum is alternated to a linear deformed structure. When the
effective shearing rate of ITG-generated zonal flows becomes lower than the turbulence
decorrelation rate, the ITG fluctuations linearly grow up again and then lead to a burst.
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4 Conclusion

In conclusion, our numerical experiments and analyses have shown that a large ampli-
tude zonal flow can be excited in strong ETG turbulence with weak magnetic shears.
The electron turbulence can be self-organized to a higher confinement state with reduced
heat transport. It suggests a probably controlable method of zonal flows in tokamak dis-
charges by adjusting q profile. Note here that the Kelvin-Helmholtz instability excited in
small k. region is one of the candidate to suppress the strong zonal flows in additional
to the modulational spectrum change and further investigation is necessary by increasing
the resolution in the poloidal direction[5]. Based on the knowledge of the ETG-driven
micro-scale zonal flows, we have established a theoretic model on the interaction between
different spatio-temporal scale fluctuations through zonal flows. A key physical mecha-

nism of the interaction is found to be a radially non-local mode coupling between unstable
and stable or damped components. It can deform the nonlinear monotonic decay spec-
trum of large-scale ITG turbulence in the inertial range and lead to an intermittent or

bursting behavior of turbulent ion transport. These results open up a new paradigm
where mutual interactions in the broad dynamic range of fluctuation spectrum including

zonal components may provide crucial roles.

The authors thank to Dr. M.Azurni, Profs. M.Yagi, K.Itoh and J.Q.Dong for their fruitful
comment and discusions.
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Abstract. The new nonlinear destabilization process is found in the nonlinear phase of the
double teaxing mode(DTM) by using the reduced MHD equations in a helical symmetry. The
nonlinear destabilization causes the abrupt growth of DTM and subsequent collapse after long
time scale evolution in the Rutherford-type regime. The nonlinear growth of the DTM is sud-
denly triggered, when the triangular deformation of magnetic islands with sbarp current point at
the x-point around the outer rational surface exceeds a certain value. Such structure deformation
is accelerated during the nonlinear growth phase. Decreasing the resistivity increases the shaxp-
ness of the Wangulaxity and the spontaneous growth rate in the abrupt growth phase is almost
independent on the resistivity. Current point formation is also confirmed in the multi-helicity
simulation, where the magnetic fields become stochastic between two rational surfaces.

I Introduction

The formation of the non-monotonic safety factor (q-) profile, or the reversed shear profile,
is considered to be one of the attractive methods to attain high performance steady state
operation of a tokamak. The MHD stability for this profile is one of important issues to
be theoretically clarified for the development of a steady state tokamak. The plasma with
this q profile can be linearly unstable against resistive modes even in a low-beta state.
In high,3 region, the resistive interchange mode becomes
unstable around the inner rational surface [I]. In low
,3 region, however, there is a possibility that the dou-
ble tearing mode (DTM) becomes unstable even when
the Mercier criterion for the resistive interchange mode 8
is broken. Figure I shows the eigen mode structure, 0 6 <

q 5 4
V(m/n = 31), obtained by the resistive MHD analysis Q
for the reversed shear equilibrium based on the JT-60U 4 2 -
reversed shear discharge 23]. The eigen mode extends 3 0
between two q=3 rational surfaces and has the odd par- 2 - 2
ity around each rational one, which means this mode is 0 2 4 6 0 8 1
the double tearing one. In some situations, DTM shows r/a
the large growth rate of the resistive internal mode and FIG. 1. q-profile (marked solid
can drive the plasma to termination almost exponen- ltne) and the eigen mode struc-
tially in time with the linear growth rate. The nonlinear ture of Vr(3/1) (solid tne) ob-
behaviors of the double tearing mode have been inten- tained by the reststme MHD
sively studied by some authors through MHD simula- analysts
tions 451. Recently, we found the new phenomena of
the double tearing mode in the nonlinear phase; that is,
when two resonance surfaces are apart from each other, the mode gently grows magnetic
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islands at each resonance surface like in Rutherford regime of the conventional tearing
mode 6 7 but it suddenly shows the rapid growth after both magnetic islands grow
enough to interact with each other [8]. The remarkable feature of this new phenomenon is
the weak dependence of the mode growth rate on the resistivity in the explosive growth
phase 9 It must be noted that this process is observed in a plasma with helical sym-
metry, where all harmonics have the resonance surfaces at the same radius, so that the
newly observed phenomena seems to be very different from any theories proposed so far
like the nonlinear coupling among different helicities and also the destabilization through
the renormalized turbulence transport process, which have been observed in MHD Sim-
ulations of the major disruption [10, 111. This process is very important because, even
if the plasma safely passes the regime unstable against the conventional double tearing
mode with assistance of the magnetic well or the detail current profile control, the slowly
growing tearing-like modes can be suddenly destabilized by the nonlinear process and lead
to the reconstruction of the current profile to the monotonic q profile. The purpose of
this paper is to show the details of this nonlinear destabilization of double tearing mode.

2 Model and Simulation Results

We employ the reduced set of resistive MHD equations in cylindrical plasma with helical
symmetry and solve them by the finite difference in the radial direction and Fourier
expansion in the angular directions 12].

LU 1 1 Bo j- = -[us + [7p, A __ + VV2 IU (1)
Ot r r R 9V

av, 1 10,0 +BOOO + n E (2)
r Ro,9w

92 a I a2 (3)
5-r2 2 902r ar r

a2 1 9 2 (4)
U 2 �7r + 2 5-02i9r r

(9a ab ab aa
la, b] �7 - - - - (5)

rao ar 0,

The safety factor profile used in the following is

( r 21, [1 (r - r)2,,,
q(r = qJ1 + ro X +Aexpf- (6)

(r = -Bo f r rdr
RO 0 q(r)'

Here, is the poloidal flux function, is the stream function, is the resistivity, is the

viscosity, is the toroidal current density, u is the vorticity, E is the electric field at the

wall, Bo is the toroidal magnetic field, is the major radius and I means the derivative

perpendicular to the magnetic field. In these equations, uniform plasma density is assumed

and the time is normalized to the poloidal Alfv6n transit timerp = V�alBo(a) (p is the

plasma mass density, a is the plasma minor radius and Bo(a) is the poloidal magnetic field

at the plasma surface). The resistivity 7 is normalized such that 7 = p,,,/,r,7, wherer,7 is the

plasma skin time. The rationalized MKS unit is used. The magnetic field and the velocity

field are related to the poloidal flux 7P and the stream function by = BCw + VO x e.
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and VO x e., where e. is the unit vector in the toroidal direction. In the following 3
sections, we consider only the MHD activity with helical symmetry of f (r, 0, W = f (r, =

- n/m)W) , where m and n are poloidal and toroidal mode numbers of the MHD mode,
respectively, and the helical flux function is defined as O* (r, ( =_ ip (r, - r2/2) (n/m).
We fix the parameters A = , ro = 0412, = 0273, r = and A = 3 through this paper
and change only q, which changes the distance of two resonance surfaces, Ar. Also, we fix
the poloidal/toroidal mode numbers (m/n) to 31, respectively. The maximum number
of the Fourier components of the mode is taken to be 100 and the maximum number of
equally spaced radial grid is 1600, in order to reproduce fine structures.
The linear stability analysis against the resistive mode in this q-profile shows that, as
increasing Ar, the exponent factor a of resistivity with respect to the growth rate
,y(oc qa) changes from a = 13 of the resistive internal mode in the limit of Ar = to
a = 35 of the conventional tearing mode in the limit of Ar = oo 13]. The dependence
of a on Ar is shown in Fig.(2) for the q profile of Eq.(6). Corresponding to this change
of the linear stability, the nonlinear behavior of the mode also changes. That is, in the
small Ar region, the mode evolves exponentially with the linear growth rate, and the
fundamental mode is essential in this behavior, while, in the large Ar region, the mode
enters the Rutherford regime and the magnetic islands saturate at each resonance surface.
The nonlinear behavior has been considered smoothly to transit from the exponential
growth to the island saturation so far. The new type of the nonlinear instability is found
in this midway of these nonlinear behaviors of DTM, as shown in the shaded area
0.22 < A < 031) in Fig.2.
The typical examples of the temporal evo-
lution of magnetic and kinetic energies of
this new phenomena for the cases (B), 1 ...
Ar = 0285, and (C), Ar = 0310, are
shown in Figs.3. After the exponential 0.8
growth in the linear regime, the mode

6 - --------- i'Lreduces its spontaneous growth rate and
tends to enter the Rutherford-type regime. 0

4 (A)
In this phase, the kinetic energy almost -0 ----------- ------------
saturates, while the magnetic energy con- 1/3'

2
tinues to increase with reduced temporal
rate and magnetic islands grow in the re- 0 ....
sistive time scale. Then, after magnetic is- 0 0 1 2 3 4 0 5

Ar

lands growing around each resonance sur- FIG. 2 The dependence of a, which is the
face to contact with each other, the mode exponent of the reststimty, -y cK 7' on the dts-
shows the abrupt growth. In this phase, tance between two rational surface, Ar.
the inner islands are expelled outside the
outer ones and squeeze. The outer is-
lands cover the almost whole region be-
tween two rational surfaces and the averaged q-profile becomes flat including the mag-
netic axis for this case. This may be the plasma collapse or disruption for low beta
negative shear plasmas. For the case (C), the simulation results for 7 = 5 x 10-6

are also plotted in Fig.3(c) and (d). It is clearly shown that the kinetic energy
quasi-saturation regime for 7 = 5 x 10-6 is about two time longer than that for
7 = 1 x 10-5. This is the same as the Rutherford regime in the conventional tearing mode.
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3 Nonlinear Mode Coupling Effects

In order to study the origin of this abrupt
growth of DTM during the nonlinear
phase, we have performed several simula-
tions. One of the possible candidates for
this destabilization is the quasi-linear mod-
ification of the q profile and the accelera- 1W
tion of the linear instability. The simula-
tion, where the perturbations set to zero
on the way of the abrupt growth and the . ................ .........
small one is set on the main(m/n = 31)
harmonies, shows that the mode returns
back to the linear growth phase and again
enters the Rutherford-type regime This
means that the modified q-profile does not
destabilize the mode in the linear stability
sense, including any other higher harmon-
ics. In this way, the quasi-linear modifica-
tion of the q-profile cannot reproduce the FIG. Y Time evolutions of (a) magnetic and
abrupt growth of the mode. This was also (b) kinetic energies of 3/1-mode wtth the dtf-
confirmed by the comparison of simulations ferent harmonics number, 1,n,,�, for the case
with reducing the maximum number ln,,x (B). Tme evolutions of () magnetic and
of Fourier mode. In Figs.3(a) and (b), time (d) kmetsc energies of /1-mode with the dif-
traces for different numbers of "x are also ferent harmonics number, 1a�,, for the case
plotted. Figures 3(a) and (b) show that the (C).
temporal evolution of the mode before the
abrupt growth is not sensitive so much on
1,n,,� while the behavior of the abrupt growth strongly depends on 1,",; that is, reducing
1,n,,� from some critical number, 1,, the growth becomes more gentle On the other hand,
the simulations with n,,x greater than the critical number 1, give almost the same result.
The critical number 1, depends on the distance between resonance surfaces, Ar, and it is
1,n,� = 20 for the typical example in Figs. 3(a) and (b). Beyond the upper boundary of
the shaded region in Fig 2 the mode does not show any nonlinear destabilization, even if
the number of Fourier harmonics is increased. At the boundary of Ar = 0315, the outer
separatrix of the inner islands and the inner separatrix of the outer ones reach the same
radial position. The nonlinear destabilization of DTM, however, does not occur, which
means that the interaction of the inner and outer islands is not the sufficient condition
of this phenomenon. These simulations clearly show that the abrupt growth of DTM
after the Rutherford-type phase is induced by the nonlinear coupling among the higher
harmonies, although the harmonies higher than some critical number do not play an es-
sential role in this process. In the case (C), the nonlinear destabilization is triggered for

= 7 but not for I = 6 This corresponds to the fact that the degree of the island
deformation, or the formation of the sharp triangular edge, is important for triggering the
nonlinear destabilization, as shown in detail later.
Next we move to the details of the nonlinear destabilization. It is interesting to know
whether the magnetic perturbations ?>, or the kinetic ones 1>1 are the key factor of
the nonlinear destabilization. For this purpose, we reset magnetic or kinetic perturba-
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tions to zero on the way of the abrupt growth and investigated the subsequent phe-
nomena. Results are shown in Figs.4. In simulations resetting the kinetic perturbations
to zero, the kinetic perturbations recovered to the same level as the original ones in
a very short time and shows the abrupt growth(Fig.4(a)), while in the case of reset-
ting the magnetic perturbations to zero, the abrupt growth is not reproduced(Fig.4(b)).
For the case retaining fundamental mag-
netic perturbation(i.e.'01>2 = 0), the mode
resumes the abrupt growth after the higher 4�,�O)-O at t-320 at =320

........ IV .........

harmonics of magnetic perturbations grow
up to sufficient amplitudes through the
mode coupling. This comparison confirms
that the nonlinear destabilization origi-

'01nates from the coupling among magnetic W
perturbations through J x B, not from the

W 10
driven reconnection type instability. By M - t 
considering the quasi-linear and the non- FIG 4 Tme evolutions of magnetic and ki-
linear mode coupling effects, it was shown neftc energies of /1-mode for the standard
that the higher harmonics are important and restarted stmulattons: (a) perturbations
for the abrupt growth of DTM, and they of O( > 0) are set to zero, (b) perturbations
are produced from the magnetic harmon- of 0( > 0) are set to zero.
ics, VJJ.

4 Current Point Formation

The growth of the mode pushes the inner magnetic islands toward the separatrix of the
outer magnetic islands and generates the skin current along the separatrix surface. This
skin current prevents the further growth of the mode and leads to the saturation of the
mode. This is the nonlinear behavior of the standard DTM with small Ar(< 022 in
Fig.2). Contrary to this, in the case of the nonlinearly destabilized DTM, the further
growth of the magnetic island increases the triangular deformation of the island shape
and forms the skin current highly concentrated to the X-points of the outer magnetic
islands. This difference of the nonlinear behaviors between the standard DTM and the
nonlinearly destabilized DTM is shown in Figures 5, where the contours of the helical flux
surfaces, p*, the flow potential, , and the toroidal current excluding the fundamental
harmonics, j>0, in the nonlinear phase are plotted.
Figure 5(a) and (b) shows the case of the standard DTM. The mode grows exponentially
with the linear growth rate and the convective force to push the magnetic flux is larger
than the magnetic reconnection rate. Then, the separatrix of the inner island is uniformly
pushed toward the outer islands. This changes the reconnection region from the X-point
type to the Y-type layer with skin current flowing along the flnite distance as shown in
Fig.5(b) 14]. In contrary to this, in the case of the nonlinear destabilization of DTM,
there are quadruple vortexes and the magnetic flux sustains the X-point structure as
shown in Fig.5(c). In this case, the mode enters the Rutherford-type regime growing
slowly proportionately to the resistivity, i. During this phase of weak convection, the
mode coupling generates the higher harmonics and deforms the magnetic surface to the
sharp triangularity. As the result, the plasma current concentrates in the small region
and forms the current point, which is a current sheet with very short width, as shown in
Fig.5(d). In this way, the increase of the triangular deformation of magnetic islands and
the resultant localization of the skin current to the x-point is the key factor of this new
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process. From this feature, this can be said the structure driven mode. A remarkable
feature of this structure driven mode is the dependency of the spontaneous growth rate,
-�t,,,,p, on the resistivity, q; that is, the dependence of -yt,,,,p on 7 in the explosive growth
phase is very weak, -yt,,p - 7 a 0, as shown in Fig.6. This interesting feature of the
nonlinear process was confirmed by simulations showing that the result does not change
by the increasing the numbers of radial grid and Fourier harmonics. It is also noted that,
by reducing the resistivity, the current peak becomes sharp and high in almost inversely
proportional to the resistivity. That is, the local quantities do change sensitive to the
resistivity, while the evolution rates of the energies, or the integration quantities, do not
change.

(a) (b)

10'3

eta--2'10'5

eta--1'10'5

-A-- sta=5'1 0-6

-6
(C) (d) ota=3'1 0

1 0-4 LL-"

.6 240 260 280 300 320 340 360
t

FIG. 5. Contours of the helical flux func- FIG. 6 Time evolutions of
tion, V*, solid curves in (a) and (c), the the magnetic energies of 3/1-
flow potential, , dotted curves in (a) and harmonics at the nonlinear
(c), and the current, j1>0, solid curves in (c) destabilization phase of DTM
and (d): (a) contours of and and, (b) for the different resistivity.
contours of j>0 at t=130 for the standard
DTM(Ar = 0.115). (c) contours of 0* and
0 and, (d) contours of 31>0 at t=330 for the
nonlinearly destabilized DTM(Ar = 0285)

5 Multi Helicity Simulation

In the above sections, the simulations have been carried out for the helical symmetry
assumption with single helicity m/n=3, and have shown that the formation of the current
point is essential for the destabilization. In the toroidal geometry, however, the different
helicity harmonics are coupled with each other through the toroidal coupling. In some
case, the mode with different helicity can be unstable simultaneously. These unstable or
toroidally coupled modes form the magnetic islands and make the stochastic magnetic
field through the island overlapping. This loss of the coherence may affect the formation
of the current point and the nonlinear destabilization. In order to investigate this effect,
we have done the nonlinear reduced MHD calculations in toroidal geometry, include the
pressure effects. The pressure value is set as = x 10-r' on the magnetic axis, which
is low enough so that the most unstable mode is not the pressure driven one but the
double tearing one. Figure 7 shows the time evolution of the energies of the fundamental
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harmonics, m/n=3/1. As shown in Fig.7, the essential feature of the nonlinear destabi-
lization of DTM does not changed in the toroidal multi-helicity case. Figures 8(a) and (b)
show the poincare plots of the magnetic field and the plasma current at t = 320 As
expected, as the magnetic energy increases, the stochasitization of the magnetic field line
rapidly expands between the inner and outer q = 3 rational surfaces and finally covers
its whole region The current point is, however, formed at the reconnection region for
the mn = 31 islands. This means that even under the stochastic magnetic fields, the
current point is formed and causes the nonlinear destabilization of DTM in the toroidal
geometry. The more detail analysis shows that the different helicity mode (m/n = 83)
is also linearly unstable for this typical case and the coupling with this mode slightly en-
hances the destabilization of the fundamental mode and the timing of the abrupt increase
of the energies becomes faster.

0 a)
7

r/a C, 5
4

1 0'4 magnetic energy 0.3

of 311 -mode 0.2

01a
1 0-6 (b) 000

7-

8
10- c energy r/a

-mode O -
10

1 O'
0 100 200 300

t a 1 2 3 4 5 a

FIG. 7 Time evolutions of the FIG. 8. (a) potneare plot of
magnetic and kinetic energies of the magnetic fields and (b)the lo-
3/1 -harmonics n the toroidal geom- cal maximum and minimum of
etry. plasma current and the polotdal flux

of /n=3/1-mode (dotted line) in
toroidal simulation at t=320.

6 Sununary and Discussions

In summary, we have shown the new process of the nonlinear destabilization of DTM
which can be caused in the reversed hear profile in a tokamak. It was found that the
slowly growing DTM can be nonlinearly destabilized and changes to the explosively grow-
ing DTM. Moreover, the spontaneous growth rate at this explosive phase is almost in-
dependent on the resistivity, due to the efficient reconnection of the magnetic field. In
this phenomenon, the formation of the current point during the long time scale evolution
phase is the key process. We have also shown that the current point can be formed even
under the stochastic magnetic fields in a toroidal geometry. In the recent large tokamak
plasmas, the resistivity, 7 becomes about = 10-8. Hence, after long term evolution of
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DTM in the Rutherford type regime, the nonlinear destabilization of DTM occurs in the
fast time scale.
In the case of the low disruption in a negative shear plasma, the perturbations growing
with a resistive time scale are sometimes observed around each rational surfaces 2]. After
the growth in the resistive time scale, the perturbation shows the explosive growth. These
feature is roughly consistent with our observation of the nonlinear destabilized DTM,
although, at the present stage, the relationship between the precursor with the resistive
time scale and the fast time scale phenomenon is not clear in experiments.
Finally, the present paper clarified the new mechanism of the nonlinear destabilization
of the MHD mode. The explosive growth of DTM was shown to be originated not from
both any type of the quasi-linear destabilization and the turbulence driven instability,
where the increase of the transport coefficients driven by the higher harmonics accelerates
the growth of the mode. Instead of them, the increase of the triangular deformation of
islands plays the key role of these new phenomena, where the skin current concentrates
to the X-point, relaxing the excess magnetic energy effectively through dissipation, and
the explosion is almost independent on the resistivity.
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Abstract: A new toroidal gyrokinetic particle code has been developed to study the ion temperature gradient
driven (ITG) turbulence in reactor relevant tokamak parameters We use a new method based on a canonical
M&xwellian distribution caPo. -11 U), which is defined by three constants of motion in the axisymmetric toroidal
system, the canonical angular momentum P., the energy c, and the magnetic moment A quasi-ballooning
representation enables linear and nonlinear high-mn global calculations with a good numerical convergence
Conservation properties are improved by using the optimized loading method 21 From comprehensive linear
global analyses over a wide range of an unstable toroidal mode number spectru (=0-100) in large tokamak
parameters (a/p,,=320-460), properties of the ITG modes in reversed shear tokamaks are discussed In the
nonlinear simulation, it is found that a new method based on Fcm can simulate a zonal flow damping correctly,
and spurious zonal floN oscillations. which are observed ui a conventional method based on a local Maxwellian
distribution FLm(y/, r,u). do not appear in the nonlinear regime

1. Introduction

For the purpose of studying the ion temperature gradient driven (ITG) turbulence, we have
developed a new gyrokinetic toroidal particle code for a 3D nonlinear global simulation
(GT3D). This code, which has been developed based on a finite element PIC method I , has
several new features which are essential for studying the ITG turbulence in reactor relevant
tokamak parameters. Firstly, we have developed a new method based on a canonical
Maxwellian distribution Fcm(P(p, -, y), which is defined by using three constants of motion in
the axisymmetric toroidal system, the canonical angular momentum P., the energy , and the
magnetic moment In the system with Fcm a free energy related to a pvFcm, which
corresponds to the density and temperature gradients, does not drive any axisymmetric
perturbations including zonal flows However, in the system with a conventional local
Maxwellian FLm(qf, c u which is defined by a flux label V, spurious driving effects on
axisymmetric perturbations exist. Although this driving effect is a higher order correction
compared with the linear driving term for the ITG mode with n>O, it significantly affects on
axisymmetric perturbations or zonal flows, where this ordering does not hold, and spurious
zonal flow oscillations grow in simulations using FLm. Therefore, use of Fcm is important
especially for studying zonal flows, which are closely related to the suppression of the ITG
turbulence Secondly, the conservation property of GT3D is greatly improved using the
optimized loading 2] An improvement of the conservation property not only demonstrates
the validity of the simulation, but suppresses spurious ExB flows which are generated also
from a breakdown of the particle conservation Thirdly, we use a quasi-ballooning
representation, which enables linear and nonlinear global higb-mn calculations This
technique is important to study transport properties in recent advanced tokamak
configurations, where the conventional kinetic ballooning theory breaks down around a
transport barrier region or a weak magnetic shear region. Of course, in case of the nonlinear
simulation, we can not use the kinetic ballooning theory. Finally, GT31) has been
implemented successfully on the JAERI Ongin3800 system The code is highly scalable and
it operates with 40% of processing efficiency up to 512 processors GT31) has a capability of
simulating large tokamak parameters such as alp,,-500
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2. Linear Gyrokinetic Global Analysis of ITG Modes in Reversed Shear Tokamaks

From comprehensive global analyses over a wide range of an unstable toroidal mode number
spectrum (n=0-100) in large tokamak parameters (a/pu=320-460), it is found that especially
in reversed shear tokamaks, properties of the ITG mode are drastically changed through ion
heating and density peaking processes. When the ion temperature is sufficiently high, most
unstable high-n modes are excited in the outside of the qmn region. Residual low-n global
modes in the qm.n region show slab like feature, and their growth rates decrease by a peaked
density profile. In the present study, we have assumed a ccular concentric tokamak;
deuterium plasma, =2 6m, a-0 94m, Bo=4 6T Peak density and temperature gradients at
rla-0.5 are given as LtIR=O. 1, Lte/R--0.5, and L11?--0.5

2.1 Relation between Radial Eigenmode Structure and n Spectrum

In Fig.2, growth rates are plotted for the following three cases of equilibrium configurations;
(a) normal shear, alp,,-320 T0=26keV, T�o=UeV), (b) reversed shear, alpt,-320, and (c)
reversed shear, alpt,-460 (T�0= I 3keV, Teo=4keV) (see Fig. I). For the above devise size, the
growth rate spectrum spreads over very high-n (n-100) region. From a detailed study of the
eigenmode structure, it is found that the higher-n modes are excited at the outer magnetic
surface. This is because a radial position where the mode is excited is deter-mined from a
competition between the following two conditions; local gradient parameters and a
destabilization condition in a wave number space, kep,=nq(r)1rp,(r)- 5 Especially in the
latter condition, a geometry effect I r and the finite Larmor radius effect p,(r) are involved. In
the reversed shear configuration, where q is almost constant in the qrr,,r, region, these effects
become distinct and the high-n modes with n>20 are excited in the outside of the q,n surface.
On the other hand, in the normal shear configuration, where q increases monotonically as a
function of r, these effects are cancelled by a change of q. In the lower ion temperature case
(case (c)), the unstable region with kep,-0.5 is shifted into the inner magnetic surface.
Accordingly, only in the high temperature reversed shear plasma (case (b)) a low-n dominant
growth rate spectrum is produced in the q region or r1aA 5

5 normal shear 7e-4 (a) normal shoal /p, hO 7 4e-4
reversed shear 6e-4 Mod "a ' 2 e

4 5e-4 fre"Xsed shearr WP':--4(A) 6 a, 30-4
0

3 4e-4
2e-4

2 39 4 qMin

1 2s-4 4 (a) normal shear 120 1 e-4
normalshear19-4 C� reversed shear Ip,,- 120 shearreversed 3hear,,/p,,-460 reversed

0 0 3 0
0 02 04 06 08 I 0 0 20 30 40 50 6C 0 1 0 20 30 40 50 80 1 2 3 4 5

'/a'Fi I Safetyfactor Fig 2 n dependence of Growth rates (lefl) and av;rage Fig 3 h, dependence of
profilesofnormaland positionvoftheeigen./unction (right) In the reversed shear the growth rate for
reversed shear configuration with alpt,-320 case (b)), the high-n modes n 20 mode Here, L is
configurations with n - 20 are excited at the outer magnetic surface fixedandalp,-320

2.2 Slab like ITG Mode

The ITG mode in the non-nal shear configuration shows a typical toroidal mode structure (see
Fig. 4(a)). On the other hand, low-n global modes in the q,,, region show a coupled mode
structure between the slab and toroidal ITG modes (see Figs. 4(b) and 4(c)) A similar mode
structure has been observed also from a global gyrokinetic eigenvalue code 3 Since the
eigenniode structure contains significant double rational surface (m=nq+l) and nonresonant
(m=nq-1) components around the qm,,, surface, this slab like feature sows a contribution from
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a reversed shear slab ITG mode 45]. It is noted that a gap mode structure, which was
observed in a quasilinear saturation phase of a global PIC simulation 6], is not obtained as a
linear eigeriftinction. Since the slab ITG mode is sensitive to q� (=Ln/Lt), we have studied the
i7, dependence of the growth rate in Fig.3, where a driving effect on the toroidal ITG mode Lt,
is fixed. In the normal shear case, where the toroidal ITG mode is dominant, the growth rate is
almost constant for q,=1,5-5. However, in the reversed shear case, the growth rate is reduced
by a peaked density profile or a small q, parameter.

M

MTMN P

Fig 4 Typical eigenfunctions ofthe low-n and high-n modes in the normal and reversed shear configurations In
the q,, region, the low-n global mode shows a coupled mode structure between the slab and toroidal ITG
modes In the case h), the high-n mode (n =35) is excited in the outside of the qn surface

3 Nonlinear Gyrokinetic Global Simulations using Canonical Maxwellian Distribution

In this section, we show the nonlinear simulation using a new scheme based on a canonical
Maxwellian distribution Fcm(Pv, c u Use of Fcm is important because of the following
reasons. Firstly, in the canonical coordinates, the linear gyrokinetic equation is given by

d8F a(O aO a(O aO (1)

dt aV aP at V

where 0) is the gyroaveraged electrostatic potential, and �p is the toroidal angle. When a
canonical Maxwellian Fcm is used as the equilibrium distribution FO, axisymmetric
perturbations including zonal flows are not driven by ap9,FCm, which corresponds to the
density and temperature gradients 7 But, when we use a local Maxwellian FLm(V, c, y),

zonal flows, which are not subject to the Landau damping, are significantly affected by
spurious driving effects. Secondly, in a conventional bf method based on FLm which is not an
exact equilibrium solution of the gyrokinetic equation, a variation of FLm along the
unperturbed characteristics, dR/dtJ(VFLm+dv///dtJoaV//FLm, is artificially assumed to be zero.
This treatment violates the conservation properties of the system. However, in a new 
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method using Fm which is an exact equilibrium solution, the method is constructed without
using this kind of artificial assumptions In the present convergence study using the Cyclone
base case [8], we compare results obtained from the new and conventional methods

3.1 Linier Stability and Conservation Properties

In Fg.5, the growth rate spectrum of the ITG mode is shown As is understood from the linear
gyrokinetic theory, a difference between FLm and Fcm provides only a minor correction for
the ITG mode. And, both results agree well with the previous lnear benchmark calculations
[8]. In Fig. 6 the energy conservation property of the new code is compared between the
conventional Maxwellian particle loading and the optimized particle loading. In GT31) a D
particle distribution function, which is optimized in the r and c 112 space, is used for an
initial particle loading The convergence tests have been performed using 40 million marker
particles, 32 toroidal modes, 32 poloidal mesh with a quasi-ballooning representation, and 76
nonuniform radial mesh. In the case with the optimized loading, the energy conservation
property is improved due to a reduction of a particle noise. As for the early nonlinear stage,
similar improvements are observed also by using FLm. However, long time behaviour of the
conservation property becomes quite bad because of spurious zonal flow oscillations

1 2 4
Optimized loading

0 1 03 Maxwellien loading
0 0 Y 0 1 Ehld - 02

0 6 0 oil
-0 /4

-0 1 - I AE4'.

-0 15 Optimized loading (N,=8.W) -0 1 Energy Conservation (N,=4xlO')
- 2 - 2 - 2

0 0 1 2 3 4 6 7 0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 0 10 20 30 40 50 60

A fime/iZ1xi(r1 time /a Ix lo Fig The growth rate spectrum Fig 6The time history ofthefield energy, the kinetic energy, and the total
plottedfor Cyclon base case, energy in the simulation ofCyclone base case using the new code with the
Rijla�036,alp,,-152,ROIL,,�6.9, optimizedloading(left) Theenergyconservationproperlyisimprovedby
?1,=3 12, and q� 4 at r=O 5a using the optimized loading compared with the Maxwelhan loading (right)

3.2 Zonal Flow Damping in Axisymmetric Toroidal System

Figure 7 shows the time history of the fluctuation energy in the new and conventional codes.
In the case with FLm, spurious zonal flow oscillations grow after the saturation of the ITG
mode. Since this oscillation is strongly excited only for (mn)=(OO) component, it is not a
geodesic acoustic mode, which often appear as a damping mode with m= 1. On the other hand,
in the case with Fcm, such spurious oscillations are not observed, and the zonal flow energy
keeps a quasi-steady state. In order to understand these results, we have performed a zonal
flow damping test, which was proposed by Rosenbluth and Hinton 9]. In the test shown in
Fig. 8, we have solved only n=O component by preparing an axisymmetric initial perturbation,
which produces initial ExB flows with vE.R-O.Olvt,. In the case with Fcm, zonal flows are
damped rapidly with m=l damping oscillations and the residual zonal flow level agrees well
with the theoretical prediction. This result is also consistent with the linear gyrokinetic theory,
which predicts no driving effect on axisymmetric perturbations including zonal flows
However, in the case with FLm, spurious zonal flow oscillations are excited It is noted that in
the large aspect ratio limit, both results agree well with each other, and zonal flow damping is
recovered also by using FLm [IO]. However, for realistic or small aspect ratio configurations, a
difference between FLm and Fcm becomes large, and use of Fcm is essential to simulate a
correct response of a plasma against zonal flows.
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4 Summary

From the linear global analysis using GM, it is found that most unstable high-n modes are
excited in the outside of the qn... region in high temperature reversed shear tokamaks Since
the growth rate of low-n slab like modes in the qmin region is much smaller than that of high-n

toroidal modes, the reversed shear configuration has an effective stabilizing effect on the ITG

mode in the maximum RIL,, region In the nonlinear simulation, an improved energy

conservation property has been confirmed by using the optimized loading. From the nonlinear

simulations using the local Lm) and canonical (Fcm) Maxwellian distributions, it is found

that a choice of an equilibrium distribution function is a critical issue especially for studying

zonal flows, since they are easily excited by a spurious driving effect of FLm Therefore, use

of Fcm, which simulate a correct zonal flow damping, is essential for a gyrokinetic simulation
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Dr. T S. Hahm, Dr L Villard, and Dr. M Wakatani for useftil discussions We also thank
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the JAERI Origin3800 system.
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Abstract We have found numerically that damping phases appear in the time evolution of the perturba-
tion energy of high-n ballooning modes in the presence of toroidal shear flows. The damping dominates
exponential growth which occurs in the bad curvature region, resulting in stabilization of ballooning
modes. D-shaping of plasma cross-section, reduction of aspect ratio, and arrangement of X-point at
inner side of the torus enhance the stabilization effect of the toroidal flow through this mechanism.

1 Introduction

The edge localized modes (ELMs) 1] in the H-mode 2] tokamak plasmas are the magnetohy-
drodynamic (MHD) activity. 'I�pe-I (giant) ELM is related to ideal MHD ballooning modes or
peeling modes [ 1 3 . At the edge region of the tokamak, the plasma often rotates. The rotation
is considered to affect the MHD stability.

The WKB theory for high-n ideal MHD ballooning modes was developed by Connor, Hastie
and Taylor 4]. Introduction of Doppler shift in the eikonal representation for the perturbation
enables us study of high-n ballooning modes for toroidally rotating tokamaks 59]. It was
shown that the high-n ballooning equations including toroidal flows have dynamical symmetry,
and the solutions can exhibit periodically modulated exponential growth. Numerical solutions
for the Shafranov equilibrium were shown in Ref. [IO], and the unstable region in the so-called
S --a diagram was shown to shrink by the toroidal flow shear.

However, the mechanism of stabilization for ballooning modes by the toroidal flow shear has not
been fully clarified. If the flow shear is very small, then ballooning perturbation is considered
to evolve as in a static plasma with a given ballooning angle Ok at each instance. This leads to
an expression of the growth rate in a rotating plasma; y = f" Y"dOk/2ir, where y" is the growth
rate in a static plasma and is a function of Ok [IO]. However, if y > for any Ok; i.e., pressure
gradient exceeds its critical value in a static plasma, y > since y >_ in the ideal MHD
model. Then the system cannot be stabilized. Therefore we have studied the mechanism of
stabilization numerically, and found that the perturbation energy damps owing to the flow shear.
The damping occurs in the good curvature region. When the damping dominates the exponential
growth in the bad curvature region, the ballooning mode is stabilized. Thus, the stabilization
of ballooning modes by the toroidal flow shear is expected to be enhanced by the reduction of
(i) the instantaneous growth rate and (ii) the duration of the exponentially growing phase. In
this paper we control them by changing geometrical parameters such as aspect ratio, ellipticity,
triangularity, and position of X-point. We found numerically that D-shaping, reduction of aspect
ratio, and arrangement of X-point at inner side of the torus enhance the stabilization effect of
the toroidal flow. In Section 2 the physical mechanism of stabilization is clarified. In Section 3,
the sensitivity to the geometrical parameters such as aspect ratio, ellipticity, triangularity, and
position of X-point are investigated. Conclusions are given in Section 4.
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2 Mechanism of Stabilization

We obtain MHD equilibria by solving the Grad-Shafranov equation including toroidal flows
13] numerically under semi-fixed boundary condition. The pressure profile has a large gradient

near the plasma edge. The poloidal beta is,8p = 12 for equilibria with the aspect ratto A = 3,
and the ratio,8p/A = 04 is fixed when A is varied to keep the Shafranov shift. The current
density profile is slightly modified from a parabola to adjust the safety factor q = at the 95%
flux surface. We have investigated the stability on the 95% flux surface, which is 3-5cm inner
from the separatrix when the minor radius is Im. The total plasma current is adjusted so that
q = I at the magnetic axis. As for the toroidal flow, the flow shear can be given arbitrarily
on a magnetic surface since the flow shear does not contribute to the force balance as long as
the magnitude of the flow itself is zero. Thus the toroidal rotation frequency is zero in the
equilibrium calculations. Finally, when a magnetic-shear parameter s and a pressure-gradient
parameter ap are varied on a magnetic surface, we have used the local equilibrium of Greene
and Chance 141.

First we show in Fig. I the time evolution of 11�'11 and 11 11 for the aspect ratio A = 3 theL

ellipticity K = 14, the triangularity = 04, the magnetic shear parameter sm = 3 the pressure
gradient parameter ap = 34, and toroidal flow shear n'TA = 0.03, where Hall =_ f adO is
the poloidal angle in the covering space, and TA is the Alfvdn time (connection length/Alfv6n
velocity). The prime denotes the derivative with respect to the non-nalized poloidal flux. The
value Of f2'TA = 0.03 is achieved in conventional tokamak experiments [15]. In National
Spherical Torus Experiment NSTX), f2'TA = 0-3 is obtained [ 1 6]. The horizontal axis denotes
time normalized by the period Td =_ 27r/(df2/dq). The vertical line at t/Td I and 2 indicates
the timings when the phases of each twisted slice mode are the same at 0 (bad curvature
side) 9].

sm=3
K--1.4, .4

if =0.03

on .4�h� 7� 3role

stable7
KILI

r I- WV- r"r V A=3,sM__1;,Qv=3.41-
IfITA=-0.03 J

0.9 1 1.1 0 2
t/Td t/'Ed

FIG. 1. Time evolution of 11fj2_11 and 11 211 FIG 2 Time evolution of I Jf2 11 for ap 3.0fi I
When the phases of each twisted slice mode (stable) and 34 (unstable). Stability is deter-
are the same at = 1f,211 grows exponen- mined by the competition between the expo-
tially. nential growth and the damping of Ilf2,11.

We found from Fig. I that damping phases appear in the time evolution of 11f211. The damping is
the crucial mechanism for the stabilization due to the flow shear. We also found that I f2 11 grows
around tlT = 1 2 and JJf1JJ begins to grow after 11f2 11 becomes sufficiently large. If 11f211

11 _L

does not increase on the average over the time period, then 11 11 oscillates rather than grows or
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damps. The instantaneous growth rate is nearly equal to the growth rate in the static plasma.
As for the time duration of the exponentially growing phase, it is very short in Fig. 1, since the
unstable region in the Ok space is narrow in the static plasma. ThUS Ile2 11 is closely related to the
driving mechanism of the instability, and therefore we focus on it in the following.

In Fig. 2 the time evolution of I 2 11 is shown for ap = 30 and 34. The flow shear is TA

-0.03. We found that the damping of I e2 11 dominates the exponential growth at tlT = 1,2,.
for ap = 30, and the ballooning mode is stabilized. For ap = 34, on the other hand, the
damping is not strong enough to dominate the exponential growth. The competition between
the damping and the growth determines the stability of the ballooning mode in the presence of
the toroidal shear flow.

Therefore, we expect that the stabilization of ballooning modes by a flow shear could be further
enhanced by reduction of (i) the instantaneous growth rate and (ii) the duration of the exponen-
tially growing phase. In the next Section, we verify it by changing geometrical parameters such
as aspect ratio A, ellipticity K, triangularity 6 and position of X-point,

3 Improved Stability by Geometrical Effects

3.1 D-shaping and Aspect Ratio

First, we change the ellipticity and triangularity while keeping the magnetic curvature at the
outer side of the torus unchanged. This means the driving force of ballooning modes; i.e., the
product of the pressure gradient and the magnetic curvature, is held constant.. Figure 3 shows
the time evolution of I e2 11 for circular cross-section and D-shaped tokarnaks. he aspect ratio is
A = 3 and the flow shear is TA = 0.03. The instantaneous growth rate at the exponentially
growing phase is almost the same for the two equilibria. Here, ap = 1.8 for the circular cross-
section, and ap = 38 for the D-shape. These equilibria are located near the first stability
boundary in the S-a diagram. Thus if ap is the same, the instantaneous growth rate is smaller
in the D-shaped tokamak plasma. The reason is known as the increase of the good curvature
region. As for the duration of the exponentially growing phase, we found that it is shorter for
the D-shape, since the good curvature region is wider than that for the circular cross-section.
This leads to enhancement of the stabilization effect of the flow shear.

Figure 4 shows te critical pressure gradient a"' as a function of triangularity 6 To keep the
magnetic curvature at the outer side of the torus unchanged, K and 6 are changed simultaneously;
(K, 6)=(1,O), 1.2,0.2), 1.4,0.4), and 1.6,0.6). We found, from Fig. 4 that the increment of
a"' due to the flow shear increases as 6 Therefore, the D-shaping not only raises the criticalP
pressure gradient of ballooning modes in a static plasma, but also enhances the stabilization
effect of toroidal flow shear. This is favorable for tokamaks aiming at high beta.

Next, we change the aspect ratio. As in the case of D-shaping, the reduction of the aspect ratio
increases good curvature region on a magnetic field line. In Fig. 5, the critical pressure gradient
a"' is shown as a function of A. As A is reduced, ac't increases in both static and rotatingP P
plasmas. 'Me increment of acpn' due to the flow shear also increases as A is reduced. Thus the
reduction of A is favorable to achieve high beta plasmas.
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I 3 toroidal shear flo
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0 A X_= 3.5I T T"
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2
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0.9 1 1.1 1 1.2 X 1.4 1.6
t/Td 0 0.2 8 0.4 0.6

FIG. 3 Time evolution of 11f211 for circular FIG. 4 Sheared toroidal rotation raises
cross-section and D-shaped tokamaks. The the critical pressure gradient a"'. The in-P
time duration of the exponential growth is crease of a"' becomes more remarkable byP
shorterfor the D-shaped tokamak. The in- D-shaping, which is favorable for tokamaks
stantaneous growth rate at the exponential aiming at high beta.
growth is almost the same, although ap is Sig-
nificantly largerfor the D-shaped tokamak.

3.2 Position of X-point

It is known that a magnetic field line stays for much of its length in the vicinity of the X-point,
and the local shear is divergent. Therefore ballooning/interchange stability was studied for
model 17] and JT-60U [ 1 8] equilibria with an X-point, and it was shown that an X-point at the
outer side of the torus does not change first stability boundary significantly [ 1 8].

In the present paper, we include a toroidal shear flow, since the mechanism of stabilization of
ballooning modes by the flow shear is closely related to the magnetic configuration. We have
examined ballooning stability of two extremely different equilibria; one has an X-point at the
inner side of the torus, and the other has at the outer side. Te aspect ratio of both equilibria
is A = 0 and the beta is very low, thus the cross-sectional shape is nearly circular except for
the region close the separatfix. Mese are not realistic, however, the difference of magnetic
configuration due to the X-point is magnified.

We show the growth rateYTA as a function of flow shear K2'TA in Fig. 6 The growth rate
without a flow is 02 for both equilibria. In the equilibrium with inside X-point, the ballooning
mode is stabilized by a smallerQ'TA than in the equilibrium with outside X-point. We have
also calculated a"' and its increase by a flow shear KYTA = 0.03) for the separatfix equilibria,P
however, the first stability boundary is not affected largely. The reason is conjectured as follows.
In a static equilibrium, growth rate of ballooning mode becomes significantly large at a slightly
larger than its marginal value around the first stability boundary. Thus a small flow shear cannot
affect its growth significantly.

4 Conclusions

We have clarified the mechanism of stabilization of high-n ballooning modes by toroidal flow
shear numerically. Damping phases appear in the time evolution of the perturbation. The damp-
ing dominates the exponential growth in the bad curvature region, which leads to the stabiliza-
tion of the ballooning modes. D-shaping and reduction of aspect ratio enhance the stabilization
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5.5 IC= 0.025 F71_�o
5 Stabilized by =0.6 0.02 -LL.:2j

toroidal shear flow m=3 Outside X-

4.5 =-0.03 0.015
I5

4 0.01

3.5 0.005

w/o flow

32 3 4 308 -0.06 -0 -0.02 0
A IYTA

FIG. 5. Reduction of aspect ratio increases FIG. 6 Growth rate YTA is plotted as a
not only at in a static plasma, but also function offlow shear 9YTA. Theflow shear
the increment of apt due to the toroidal flow required to stabilize the ballooning mode is
shear smallerfor the equilibria with an inside X-

point than thatfor the outside one.

effect of toroidal shear flow through this mechanism, as well as raise the critical pressure gra-
dient in a static plasma. In the equilibrium with inside X-point, the flow shear required to
stabilize the ballooning mode is smaller than in the equilibrium with outside X-point. However,
the critical pressure gradient is not largely changed by the modest flow shear.
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Abstract. A fully superconducting tokamak named as T-60SC is designed for the modification program of r-
60 to enhance economical and environmental attractiveness in tokamak fusion reactors T-60SC aims at
realizing high-beta steady-state operation in the use of low radio-activation femtic steel in low v* and p* regime
relevant to the reactor plasmas Objectives, research issues, plasma control schemes and a conceptual design for
JT-60SC are presented

1. Objectives

The modification program of T-60 viewing the next decade is oriented in the following
directions and a conceptual design of the modification is presented in nation-wide
collaboration with universities, institutes and industries. In order to improve economic and
environmental suitability of tokamak fusion reactors, the accomplishment of low circulating
power operation in accord with a high pressure plasma (i.e., high-beta steady-state operation)
[1] and the establishment of utilization technology of low radio-activation materials to
minimize the influence of radioactive waste to the environment 2] are crucially important. It
is the demonstration of the use of low activation ferritic steel for reactor-relevant plasmas that
are necessary to expedite the practical use of the material as a most promising candidate for
the first wall material in DEMO reactors. The attainment of these objectives by modif�irig the
JT-60 would effectively contribute to earlier realization of tokamak fusion reactors in
cooperation with the ITER program and material developments.

So far, the JT-60 program has consistently pursued the subjects for the basis of steady-state
tokamak operation and pioneered advanced tokamak operation regimes consistent with a high
bootstrap current fraction such as high-op and reversed shear discharges 3 Thus, the
modified JT-60 is oriented to lead the way to demonstrate the high-beta steady-state operation
in the use of the ferritic steel characterized by feffomagnetic properties to the plasma
confinement device for the reactor-relevant plasmas.

2. Research Issues and Main Parameters

Scale of the plasma to be modified is discussed as follows. It is important for close
extrapolation to perform demonstration experiments in steady state bringing non-dimensional
rreters of normalized Lartnor radius p*, normalized collisionality v* and normalized beta

losely to those of reactor plasmas. Considering these non-dimensional parameters, the
concept of the modification is determined to be a large superconducting tokamak, here called
JT-60SC, which allows to create high performance plasmas in a break-even class (DT-
equivalent ftision energy multiplication factor QDT'q _ 1) and to sustain the plasmas for a long
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duration (- 100 s) sufficiently exceeding the current diffiision time or skin time.

Figure I shows the target area of JT-60SC above the experimental data on PN achieved in
various tokamaks in comparison with steady state reactor designs of SSTR 4], CREST [5]
and ARIES 6] a non-inductive operation scenario of ITER 7], where the PN values required
from reactor designs are ranged from 6=3.5-5.5. In response to the above requirements, it is
necessary for the modification to incorporate superconducting toroidal and poloidal coils
including renewal of main components such as vacuum vessel. However, the maximum
utilization of existing facilities and equipments in JT-60 such as buildings, power supplies,
heating equipments and diagnostics would significantly increase the advantage in cost and
period for the modification.

Research issues for JT-60SC are summarized with target values based on conceptual reactor
designs of SSTR and CREST emphasizing reactor economics as follows.

(i) Realization of high-beta steady-state operation:
high beta plasma control (N = 35 - .5),
steady state plasma control (fb = 50 - 90%),
diverter heat and particle control (fW 95%, TH,*/TE - 5), and
disruption control (avoidance and mitigation).

(ii) Demonstration of the use of low-activation ferritic steel:
ideal MHD mode control with resistive and ferromagnetic wall,
locked mode and neoclassical tearing mode control with additional eror fields, and
heat and particle control with plasma-material interaction,

V.-'AT Table Main parameters of T-60U and JT-60SC

Parameter JT-60U JT-WSC

Rs Pulse length 15 s 1 oo s (flat top)
Stftdy

4 JT 60SC WON deofne Max input power 4OMW(10s) 44 MW (10 )
15MW(1009)

FN 3 Plasma current l 3MA 4MA
Toroidal field Bt 4 T 3 T (p=2 a m)

2 Major radius R 34m 2 8 3 m 2 m)

dolm regi Minor radius ap 09m 70 9 m (O 8 rn')
I Elongation 45 1 8 bN= 0) 2 1 8)

Triangularity N 4 ic%= 33) si; 0 5 (O 35)
0
0 2 4 6 8 I 0 1 2 Nominal

1111(r)

Fig. L Normalized beta as a function of toroidal field
showing the target area of JT60SC along with reactor
designs and the present experimental data region.

Neutral beam Superconducting coils Ne= beam
injector nj(

Cryostat

E
Z 00

JT-60U JT-60SC
Fig. 2. Comparison of cross-sectional views between T60U and T60SC
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where f� f.d, 'rH,!* denote the bootstrap current fraction, the radiation fraction and the effective
helium confinement time.

In response to the above requirements, main parameters of JT-60SC are defined nominally
with the plasma current of 4 MA, the toroidal field of 3 T, the major radius of 2.8 in and the
minor radius of 0.85 in as shown in Table I and a conceptual design is completed as shown in
Fig 2 Main heating equipments for JT-60SC are neutral beams capable of 40 MW IO s or 13
MW/100 s (including negative ion beams: 10 MW/10 s or 3 MW/100 s) and electron
cyclotron waves of 4 MW/10 s or 17 MW/100 s. Using the existing heating facilities, the JT-
60SC is able to produce and sustain reactor-relevant plasmas for 100 s beyond the skin time
Tskm - 30 s in the range of p - 0.01 and v - 0 01; QDT eq=1.0 is projected for an inductive
discharge with 4 MA, 3 8 T, PNB= 3 MW and HHIP]3(y,2)= 1. 18.

Figure 3 shows N as a function of the bootstrap current fraction illustrating the target area of
JT-60SC, where full current drive data from high-pp and reversed shear discharges in JT-60U
[8,9, 1 0, I , projections from S STR, CREST and ITER are plotted. Typical results from the
time-dependent transport simulations using the TOPICS code for JT-60SC are also plotted
within the JT-60SC target area 12]. This shows that the attainment of lugh-PN operation with
a high bootstrap fraction under the full current drive condition is an important issue. In Fig.4,
ON is shown as a unction of the ratio of the sustain duration of the high beta plasma to the
skin time correspondirig to the plots shown in Fig.3; where the skin time is simply defined as
Tslan�por2ftl around a half of minor radius. The necessity of long pulse experiments exceeding
the skin time for the full current-drive high performance plasmas are clearly shown in Fig.4 in
comparison with the JT-60U data. The target area of JT-60SC leading to reactor improvements
has never been explored in any other tokamaks and is set beyond the scope of the ITER
design for steady state operation.

3. Plasma Control Schemes

The eventual goal in JT-60SC is to achieve a comprehensive solution of the high-beta steady-
state tokamak operation which is characterized by simultaneous attainments of sufficiently
high confinement, normalized beta and bootstrap current fraction, efficient heat particle
control and almost disruption-free operation even in the use of the ferritic steel On the way to
the goal, the following physics issues are addressed with feasible plasma control schemes.

3.1 High Beta Plasma Control

Figure shows the extended performance capability by the modification of JT-60 to T-60SC

TargetareaofJT40sc ff T Target area of J c CREST--*i--------------
5 Lowq region 003 - 5 I SMAn ImWil 001:CO

VAAJ3 5MAt13WW110a,4 3MA/30MWW8A.5MA�n3MWG0$ 42 . W=2------------ A Again SSTR

3 Hgh-pp
ITER (nonAndaWtv CUT-6 UNgh-pp), co ITER(non-inductive)

(:�' ��o E --awn-Mm (HH. 6)
0u(Rs)__0 0 2�

Z

High q region

0 100% J01 I la I 0Bootstrap Current Fraction %ustainlkin

Fig. 3 PN as a function of bootstrap current Fig.4. PN as a function of the ratio oJ
fraction showing the target area and sustainment time to sk7n time showing the
projections of T-60SC along with SSTR, target area and projections of T60SC
CREST and ITER in comparison with the data along with SSTR, CREST and ITER in
onfull current drive discharges in T-60U. comparison with the data on full current

drive dscharges in JT-60U.
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to demonstrate the sustainment of high PNplasmas in comparison with the present data from
various tokamaks. CREST and SSTR are designed with N--5.5 and 35, respectively, well
above no wall limit of ideal MHD instabilities. A non-inductive operation is aimed at PN=3.1
in ITER.

As the target range in T-60SC is substantially above no wall MHD limit shown in Fig.6,
the passive stabilizer plate made of the ferritic steel (F82H) is placed on the location similar to
the blanket surface of a DEMO reactor; the JT-60SC plasma is approximately at rw.11/a-1.3 To
stabilize resistive wall modes with multiple toroidal mode numbers of n=1 and 2 which could
be unstable due to magnetic field penetration into the resistive wall, 18 sector coils are placed
inside the vacuum vessel and behind the stabilizer plate, for ative feedback control with fast
response.

According to scaling laws for onset condition of neoclassical tearing modes (NTMs) 13],
NTMs could be unstable in the required high beta plasmas and terminate the sustainnient of
the high ON operations Active and local electron cyclotron current drive (ECCD) technique
becomes feasible for suppression of the NTMs by steering the launcher in combination with a
high-resolution measurement (- I cm) of the magnetic island since JT-60U has demonstrated
the feedback stabilization of NTMs using the sme techniques 14]. Time dependent NTM
stability analysis combined with TOPICS and ECCD codes has been carried out for the JT-
60SC plasma at 3 MA, showing that the NTMs can be suppressed by the present ECCD
power of -2 MW for 100 s and its decay time is reduced with decreasing the island width at
which the ECCD is applied as show in Fig.7 [151.

3.2 Steady-State Plasma Control

Real time stabilization of the high beta plasma is planned with eective shaping,
current/pressure and plasma rotation profile control capabilities using the poloidal field coils,

(C F I E S T
T-

4 Fig.5. Attainable fim as a function
PN SSTR Of time for various heating

3 I(ITER scenarios 44 MW110 s, 41 M120
(-Induclve) s, 30 AM130 s, 2 7 M150 s, 15

�OJET R MW1100 s) in T60SC along with
W a HH"&,2r1 540 Ondwlve) the data on high beta achieved in

ASDEX-U tokamaks and the reference flv

IL #�� -------------- i. ... ........ values of SSTR, CREST and ITER.
r"14-1 I �_. .�1 �.l . �3 " I 0

0 0
0 20 40 90 W 100

TME(e)

6 ......... 0.16
5 netable n=4 45 PEC=2 MW

15 lp=3MA

n23 "I4 2. .3 qs/qo=5 3

Z o.oa -rntn-3/2

WEC=O 045
EC

.1nijection

0 8 I I IFaster stablMWIon
00 7 8 9 1 0 1 1

1.2 14 1 1.8 20 2.2 2.4 2 Time (9)

rwalo

Fig. 6 fim as a function of normalized wall Fig. 7 Temporal change of the normalized

radius showing the beta limits for knk- island width for three timings of ECCE

ballooning modes with n =1 to 4 and possible onset showing different decay times of the

resistive wall mode region along with the island'suppression.

used pressure and current rofiles.
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a variety of beam arrangements in combination with central and off-axis, tangential and
perpendicular injections with 90 and 500 keV, and steerable injection of II 0 GHz EC wave
ftom five gyrotrons.

Analyses based on high-pp and reversed shear plasmas in JT-60U using TOPICS and
ACCOME codes show the potential feasibility of high-beta steady-state operation for JT-
60SC. As shown in Fig.8, the parameter scan for 3 MA discharges with 30 MW using the
ACCOME code shows the wide range of full current chive capability including HHIPB(y,2) =

2.0, PN = 35 and f =65% with nTET,0=IxIO21 keVSM 3 The time dependent transport
analysis using the TOPICS code shows the potential of high-beta steady-state operation at
N-5 with fBs-86% for I 0 s as shown in Fig. 9 where the parameters are I p= 1. 5 MA, Bt= T,
HHIPB(y,2y-2.2, PNB= II MW including N-NBI. The ERATO-J code analysis shows that the
profiles with internal transport barrier could be stable for kink-ballooning modes.

3.3 Divertor Heat and Particle Control

Effective heat and particle control by the use of divertor is required as leading to simultaneous
achievement of full current drive and partially detached divertor at high beta and reduction of
impurity influx. The ipurity control can be accomplished by a strong SOL flow produced by
intense divertor pumping in combination with gas puff or high-field-side pellet injection. To
ensure the heat and particle control including pulsed heat loads due to type I ELMs, the
vertical target divertor is designed to be compatible with the elongated D-shaped equilibrium
maintaining a sufficient SOL width of 3 cm with a semi-closed divertor as shown in Fig. IO
[16]. With the semi-closed divertor, the shaping control enables heat and particle control for
the single null configurations with a large shift of the X-point and a wide expansion of the
magnetic flux near the divertor region due to increase in the beta value. Independent pump-
out scheme from inner and outer divertor slots using separated cryo-pumps is adopted for
continuous partial detachment control: where the cryo-pump is capable of puniping out 50
in 3 /s at each slot based on numerical divertor simulation using the SOLDOR/NEUT2D code.

.. .. I ' i do's
2 16Dnp 6

0 9 - 4
0 6 1.0

4 - 2
0 

2
0 0 . . . . . .0 0 8 ...... iN bs

2 0 1 41(y;) . . . . . .

4 4
I 5 r=

WOGW z 3
2 2

Os l
0 0

3: a

2 2 7 lo(
4

3 C 5
2 .10 4

o2Ok6vsrn-) 0 3 20
0 so 100

20 as I 5 2 25 The(6) 0 0.5 1
n.0 1020 W3) da

Fig.8. Non-inductive. bootstrap and Fig.9. High-beta steady-state operation scenario

beam-driven current fractions, HH- sustained for 100 s fvm the TOPICS code

factor, normalized density and & and analysis at Ip=1.5 MA, B,=2.0 T and PNB=ll

fiision tripple product as a function qJ MW, showing the temporal change of the plasma
the central density for full current current, bootstrap current, beam current and OH

drive condition from ACCOME code currents bN and HH-factor and the profiles of T,,

calculations at p=3 MA, B,=3.8 T T. ne, n, at 100 s and q at 20 s to 100 s.

and Plm = 3 0 MW.
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Since the divertor heat load could reach 20 MW/m2 without any radiation loss, effective
forced water cooling of the target plates is required as well as the radiative divertor formation.
The material of divertor facing component will start from low-Z materials such as CFC
including a local test of high-Z materials such as Walloy towards the demonstration of
divertor materials for DEMO reactors.

3.4 Effects of the Use of Ferritic Steel

The promising results from JFT-2M experiments using ferritic steel plates fully placed in the
vacuum vessel [ 1 71 strongly support the use of ferritic steel in T-60SC. In JT-60SC, ferritic
steel is used for stabilizing baffle plates and first wall consisting of armors and pedestals so
that the plasma is closely surrounded by the ferritic steel as shown in Fig. IL In JT-60SC, 18
TF coils generate magnetic fields with ripple rate up to 059% in the plasma region. To reduce
the ripple rate in the ferritic steel configuration due to port hole arrangements, additional
ferritic steel plates are appropriately installed inside the vacuum vessel behind the TFC.
Consequently, the TF ripple rate of the 18 mode is reduced to down to 029% for plasma
region over a wide range of BC--2.0-3.8 T. The OFMC (Orbit Following Monte Carlo) code
analysis to calculate fast ion losses indicates the effectiveness of ripple reduction where the
fast ion loss for nearly perpendicular beams is evaluated to be 20% as shown in Fig. 12.

Error fields induced by the ferritic steel are calculated on the plasma surface precisely
including asymmetry and possible installation effors of the ferritic steel components; the
Fourier spectrum of m=7 2/n=l are evaluated to be 0.4 G. It is negligibly small in
comparison with an onset level of locked mode, 76 G, at 38 T deduced from the result from
DIII-D [ 1 8]. It is theoretically suggested that with the presence of ferromagnetism in the wall
material, the critical beta is reduced by -10% with a wall thickness of 0.07a for pJgo= at
which the ferritic steel is sufficiently saturated [ 1 9] Effect of flow velocity on the ideal MIHD
with resistive and ferrornagnetic wall has been also investigated as shown in Fig. 12, where the
growth rates for both resistive and ideal wall branches are increased with permeability even
with substantial flow velocity. These predictions should be elucidated in JT-60SC.

4. Superconducting Coils and Vacuum Vessel

Major components of the T-60SC device are the superconducting coil system and the
vacuum vessel containing a single-null elongated plasma, stabilizing baffle plates, fst wall, a

Ferritic steel for
stabilizing befft plate

Farritic teel for

Inner N--5, li=:0.5 ripple compensation
targ t 5;

PN=5, 11=1 0
Coolant

ter target

anels

Fig. 10. Concept of semi-closed vertical divertor Fig. 11. Invessel arrangements of ferr7tic
with strong and separate pumping systems. steel used for first wall and sabilizing

baffle plates, andfor 7pple compensation
in the vacuum vessel.
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vertical pumped divertor, fast position control coils and sector coils 201 A cryostat encloses
all the superconducting coils, the vacuum vessel and the support structures with thermal
shields as shown in Fig. 14.

The superconducting coil system consists of 18 toroidal field coils JFC) and 10 poloidal
field coils (PFCs) external to the TFC 21]. The PFC consists of 4 segments of the central
solenoid (CS) and 6 equilibrium coils (EFCs). The TFC system produces 38 T at Rp=2.8 n
with a maximum field of 74 T at winding and a magnetic stored energy of 17 GJ A squired
Nb3AI cable-in-conduit conductor (CICC) using a stainless steel is a primary candidate for the
TFC in JT-60SC, having the advantage of low strain sensitivity on superconducting
performance allowing a react-and-wind technique and a high critical current density leading
to a significant reduction of the amount of superconducting material 22]. Inboard side of the
TFC cases is wedged against the centering force of the TFC. Inter-coil structures between the
unit coils are provided to resist the toroidal forces as well as the centering force.

The PFC system provides a flux swing of 40 volt-seconds to inductively initiate the discharge
and ramp up the plasma current up to 4 MA while leaving 15 volt-seconds capable of
sustaining the current flat top for 100 seconds at 4 MA without non-inductive current drive.
The plasma is initiated by applying a toroidal electric field of 0.3 V/m with assistance of ECH.
The CS is composed of 4 segment unit coils stacked in a support structure. A squired Nb3Sn
CICC using a stainless steel is used for the CS. The EF coil system consists of 6 coils, which
are independently operated. The EFC for the bottom divertor coil uses the same conductor as
the CS. Other EF coils are designed to use a squired NTi CICC with a circular central
channel for cooling, fabricated by a roll forming method 23].

The vacuum vessel is a double-walled structure with a polygonal shape having a low toroidal
resistance of 30 �LQ. The double walls made of low Co-contamination SS (SS316L) are
filled with pure water for neutron shielding. Additionally, the SS316L boards are installed
outside the vacuum vessel fory-ray shielding. So that suppression of nuclear heating in the
superconducting coils is established below 25 mW/cm3 at coil winding. A neutron budget of
2 1020 neutrons/year is also established for T-60SC based on I 0 seconds of operation
within 4 1017 n/s in deuterium. Vertical stability and kink stability for high beta plasmas can
be achieved with passive structure of stabilizing baffle plates located inboard and outboard of
the plasma. For slower growth of these instabilities, in-vessel copper coils to control
horizontal and vertical fields and 18 sector coils to control helical magnetic field components

0. 

PM Ic current profile

0.04 'p

0.03 1010

3 wc� 0.02 Resistive
vAdl mode

'branch
MLO�4

0.01 Flow velocity.-
0 DeV+A

0 . . . . . . . . .
1.1 1.15 1.2 1.25 1.3

rwaO

Fig. 12. 3D analysisfast ion losses (WIM") on Fig, 13. Normalized growth rate as a fiinction
the first wall talang into account port of normalized wall radius for permeability
arrangements without (top) and with UlAo=] 2 (for JT-60SQ 4 of the resistive wall
(bottom) ripple compensation byferritic steel under substantial flow velocity in omparison
where arrows show the direction of nearly with no flow case.
vervendicular beam injection.
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are installed as shown in Fig. I .

5. Summary

Objectives and design for the modification
of JT-60 to a fully superconducting tokamak
are defiried and implemented, respectively,
to realize high-beta steady-state operation in
the use of low radio-activation ferritic steel
towards improvements in economical and
environmental attractiveness in tokamak
reactors in national-wide collaboration with
universities, institutes and industries in
Japan This planning is under discussion at
governmental committees
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1.21 Ferromagnetic and Resistive Wall Effects on Beta Limit in a Tokamak
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M. Azumi
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Naka-machi, Naka-gun, lbaraki-ken, Japan 311-0193
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Abstract. Ferromagnetic and resistive wall effect on beta limit in a tokamak is investigated.
It is shown that the beta limit is reduced to 90% of that without ferromagnetic effect for high
aspect ratio tokamak, if the ferromagnetic wall of relative permeability of 2 is used. The
effect of toroidal plasma flow is also investigated, and the flow velocity of 0.03%, Vt, is

toroidal Alfv6n velocity, is sufficient for the resistive wall to have stability effect of ideal
wall. Both the resistive wall and ideal kink modes are destabilized by the ferromagnetic wall
effects.

1. Introduction

In order to improve economic and environmental suitability of tokamak fusion reactors, both
the accomplishment of high beta plasmas and the practical use of low activation materials to
reduce the amount of radioactive waste are crucially important [1]. Although low radio-
activation ferritic steel is considered as a most promising candidate for structural material in
DEMO reactors, the influence of a ferromagnetic property in the ferritic steel on MHD
stability and beta limits has been poorly investigated so far 2]. The effect of ferritic steel on
NU-ID stability can be regarded as an additional factor to deteriorate the stability in a close
relationship with stability for resistive wall mode (RWM) 3]. This paper finds substantial
influences of residual magnetism in passively stabilizing wall on ideal MHD stability, i.e.,
"ferromagnetic wall mode", even though the ferromagnetism is sufficiently saturated at a
high toroidal field (typically, [Ugo-2) and shows evaluations of deterioration of the beta limit
due to the ferromagnetic property for the first time: where and denote the pen-neability
of ferromagnetic wall and vacuum, respectively. The toroidal flow effect on ferromagnetic
and resistive wall mode is also investigated.

2. Basic analysis of ferromagnetic wall effect on kink mode

The roles of the ferromagnetic wall on the MM stability is the twofold; the attraction of the
perturbed magnetic field and the enhancement of the local skin time. The first one
effectively moves the wall far from the plasma, even further than the infi.nity, and then
widens the unstable regime of safety factor. The second reduces the growth rate and is

0.35 . ,I . I 
m-2 - 97-PO

0.30 .- D --- W--2po

0.25 nj=3 0 V-4po Fig. I G ro w th rate of n fr e e b ou ndary la n k mo de
versus safetyfactor of uniform current

0.20 cylindrical tokamak with permeability effect.
The permeability increases the growth rate

0.15 of lank mode, especiallyfor low qa region,
0.10 and the stability window is reduced, aount
0.05 ofwhich is shown by distance between two

0.0 arrows.
.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0 3.5 4.0

q.
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stabilizing. However, the analysis (see Appendix) shows that the enhancement of the local
skin time is canceled out by the magnetic field compression and that the effective skin time
on the NM stability is expressed by the vacuum permeability; , =p,0r,,d/(2mnJ wherein,,,,
is the wall resistivity, rw and d are the plasma and wall minor radii and the wall thickness, m
is the poloidal mode number. These features were confirmed by the numerical simulation of
the free boundary kink mode in a cylindrical plasma with ferromagnetic and resistive wall
(see FIG. ) and it was shown that, even for the almost saturated state of the permeability, the
ferromagnetic wall has the considerable effect on the N*M stability. The increment of the
unstable q regime for the uniform current is in good agreement with the analytic evaluation
of 8 na=(a/r. )2,(pjp�0_ I)md/(2rw).

3. Critical beta analysis with and without ferromagnetism

In the present paper, the stability for ferromagnetic and resistive wall modes are analyzed
using the linear NM code, AEOLUS-FT, based on the original resistive NM equations
developed at JAERL The linearized resistive NM equations with plasma flow and
permeability effect are shown blow,

W _Po(i�-V),�-Vp+(- X�)+(Vx(�/�)Xk)11'0 at Jo
Db

at

]FPO,P Poat = +0 9P - -9
Here, subscript denotes the equilibrium quantity, fi (pJp,) is relative permeability andr
is specific heat ratio. Applicability and accuracy of this code for fixed boundary problem
were confirmed by a benchmark test with the FAR code developed at ORNL[4]. For free
boundary problem, the "pseudo-vacuum" model [5 6 is used instead of "real vacuum"
where the vacuum is replaced by highly resistive plasma, in the AEOLUS-FT code. In the
following numerical calculations, the time is normalized to the poloidal Alfv6n transit time
IT =4pJVB, where R is major radius and Bt is toroidal magnetic field, and the ferromagnetic
Xd resistive wall is assumed to surround the plasma uniformly and the distance between the
wall and the plasma is also uniform.

3.1 Resistive wall mode without ferromagnetism

In order to look at NH-ED stability of the resistive wall mode without ferromagnetism in the
wall, we investigate the plasma surface safety factor dependence on the growth rate for the
plasma with a uniform current profile and parabolic pressure profile, a circular plasma cross
section and a high aspect ratio without ferromagnetism. The AEOLUS-FT code analysis
shows that, by changing the resistivity of the wall from w =1 (representing pseudo-
vacuum") to Tlw=10-' and 10', the growth rates of n--l modes are reduced from the growth
rate for free-boundary kink mode to that of resistive wall mode, where the obtained growth
rate is consistently shown to be of the order of the inverse time constant of resistive wall.
From these calculations, the dependence of the growth rate on nq., for low beta and high
aspect ratio plasma, is found to be almost the same as cylindrical analysis 7], indicating the
validity of the AEOLUS-FT code calculation. Here used are a circular plasma cross-s�ction
and a high aspect ratio, q,=2.5 and the minor radius of resistive wall of 1.14a and a
resistivity of the wall fixed at 10-4 . The poloidal mode numbers are taken into account
from m=l to m=10. The number of non-uniform grid points in the minor radius direction is
typically 2000.
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3.2 Dependence of critical beta on permeability

Under the above conditions with parabolic current and pressure profiles, the dependence of
the n=I mode growth rate on the poloidal beta for the plasma is obtained from the
AEOLUS-FT code analysis, where the thickness of the wall is fixed at d=0.07a and the
permeability in the ferromagnetic and resistive wall is changed from P40=I to 8. As shown
in FIG.2, the growth rates clearly increase and the critical poloidal beta values are
substantially reduced down to 90% at p.0=2, 78% at Wp,0=4 in comparison with the critical
beta value at Figure 3 shows the comparison of the mode structures of m=3/n=l
with and without ferromagnetism corresponding to the cases shown in FIG.2. This figure
clearly represents a feature of magnetic field attraction due to ferromagnetism in the wall in
comparison with the resistive wall without ferromagnetism.

3.3 Dependence of critical beta on thickness of ferritic wall

Effects of the thickness of the ferromagnetic and resistive wall on the critical beta can
appear as a competition between stabilizing and destabilizing effects caused by skin time
and ferromagnetism, respectively. When the wall thickness is increased with the inner wall
radius fixed from d=0.07a to 0 II a and 0. 14a, the critical beta increases as 149 167 and
1.70, respectively, due to increasing the skin time if the permeability effect is not taken into
account (pJg0=I). However, with the permeability effect, the critical beta saturates or even
decreases with the thickness of the wall above a threshold value of the thickness since the
destabilizing effect due to ferromagnetism becomes larger. Indeed, for the case of p/go=2,
the critical beta value is increased from 134 at d=0.07a to 141 at d=O I I a, but is decreased
to 139 at d=O. 14a.

wallI O., 20
II-Jill
A- -o gm2po
p4po -6 R=4po
g=6po -46

O- 111VF= I 0-4 A 10
17 71W=104

5
A - V"

1 0.3 L-6-La-i -
-0 0 WM-1

0.8 1.0 1.2 104 1.6 1.8 2.0 0 �0.0 02 04 06 0.8 1. 12

Fig.2 Growth rate of n=lfree-boundary kink Fig. 3 Comparison of eigen-junction of IF311
mode ofparabolic current high aspect in Fig. 2 calculation at fip =2.
ratio tokamak wrs us polo idal beta.

4 Effect of toroidal plasma flow

The effect of toroidal or poloidal plasma flow has been considered to play an important role
in stabilizing resistive wall mode [8 9 with the effect of viscous damping 3 0] We
investigate the effect of toroidal plasma flow on resistive wall and ideal kink modes using
AEOLUS-FT code, which solves the complex eigen-value problem. We use the same
analytical equilibrium as that in section 3 (large aspect ratio with parabolic profiles for both
plasma current and pressure) with poloidal beta of 1.8. The equilibrium is sufficiently
unstable for b/a--1.43. In these calculations, we use the rigid plasma rotation and change the
position of resistive wall for different flow velocity. The calculated growth rates versus the
position of resistive wall, r/a, are shown in FIG.4. For no rotation case, the growth rate
shows the monotonous decreasing function of resistive wall position. For high rotation case,
on the other hand, they appears steep decreasing function at large values of r/a as ideal wall
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branch, and appears again at small value region as resistive wall branch. The growth rates of
ideal wall branch tends to that of ideal wall case for sufficient large flow speed, v00=0.03v.
(v. is toroidal Alfv6n velocity). The growth rates in the intermit region are expected to be
stabilized, if we incorporate the effect of viscous damping for equilibria of small aspect ratio
tokamak 3,10]. Figure shows the growth rate for v00=0.06v," flow velocity case with the
ferromagnetic effect. Growth rates are more increased for larger values of relative
permeability for all calculation region.

0.05 . I II I . I 0.05
4.10-6-

0.04 - -a--- v00=0.03 0.04 --- g/go=2

0.03 V4�0=0.013 .0 0.03 g/go=4
... 0... 00=0.0

0.02 0.02 1) 0

0.01 0.01

04CF

0.00 0.00
1.10 1.15 1.20 1.25 1.30 1.10 1.15 1.20 1.25 1.30

r /a r /a
W W

Fig 4 Growth rate versus wall position Fig. 5 Growth rate versus wall position

for 3 toroidalflow veloaty values. for 3 relative permeability values.

Relative permeability value is 1. Toroidalflow velocity is 0. 06vta

5. Conclusion

In conclusion, the presence of ferromagnetic wall mode is identified as the critical beta is
reduced to 90% of that without ferromagnetism with a wall thickness of 0.07a for go= at
which the ferritic steel is sufficiently saturated. Even though the skin time in the wall is
increased with the wall thickness, the ferromagnetism can suppress the improvement in the
critical beta or decrease it if the wall thickness becomes larger than a threshold value. The
effect of toroidal plasma flow is also investigated, and the flow velocity of 0.03v"', v. is
toroidal Alfv6n velocity, is sufficient for the resistive wall to have stability effect of ideal
wall. Both the resistive wall and ideal kink modes are destabilized by the ferromagnetic wall
effects. These results would have an impact on reactor designs utilizing ferritic steel material
with ferromagnetism. Finally, we note the above roles of ferromagnetic wall, that is, the
attraction of the magnetic perturbation and the resultant reduction of the NM stability, is
basically independent on the plasma model, like the inclusion of the viscous damping term,
and in this sense, the ferromagnetic wall mode is the generic one. However, the critical beta
value is affected by details of the plasma model and the configuration, and the quantitative
evaluation of it is now under way, including the effect on the feedback control.
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Appendix

In order to understand the basic features concerning the ferromagnetic wall effects on the
MHD stability, we study M11D mode with poloidal number m in a cylindrical plasmas,
under the assumption of long wavelength limit. We locate the ferromagnetic wall with
resistivity qw, permeability and width d, at -- rw and the perfect conductor wall at r--b,
while the plasma boundary at r--a. The perturbed helical magnetic flux in the vacuum
regions (a<r<r,.,, and rw+d<r<b) and inside the ferromagnetic wall (rw<r<r,,,+d) are
analytically solved and these are connected with each other by using the boundary
conditions: [xV]=O and [xV'/g]=O at both sides of the ferrornagnetic wall (r--rw and r--rw+d) ,
where xV' is the radial derivative of and [fl=f(x+O)-f(x-O). Then the resultant vacuum
solution takes the following form;

* I I.+)(Km + aIm+) - (Km+ &Km+)(I. + aI. a m

A' I I. + 61.+)(K. - aI.+) - (K.+ &K.+)(I - aI.) r.
a

where Im and K. are the and 2 n1 modified Bessel function of m-th order with argument xrw,

and Im+ and Km+ are those with argument #,"+d),
2

IC = uln'." a=fi(m1icr,), d=o-r,Ar,+d), fi=y/yo, A*a=aVf'1mVfj,=a+c'

'y is the growth rate of the mode. By connecting A% with the solution of xV in the plasma, the
dispersion relation of the mode is obtained. In the case of the thin ferromagnetic wall, taking
the first order of d/rw, the above equation is expressed by the following simplified form;

A * I yr, - md / 2 r,)( a 2m

a- - T7-1 I+r,,+(md12r,)(A+A-'-2)(r-
a

where w = drw/(2mijw) is the skin time of the ferromagnetic wall. Note that this skin time
is independent on the permeability of the wall, which means the enhancement of the local
skin time 'rW=9dr,/(2mijw) is compensated by the flux compression through the boundary
condition. This equation also shows that the ferromagnetic wall makes the mode unstable
even for the high conductivity. The growth rate of the MHD mode can be expressed as,

Yrw = I "

where

a md 0+A-1-2)+(P-A-')(a1r,, )2m

-)2 _ . r" =
(a / r 2 (a/ j' a

and oc--(A*. 1)/(A*. -1) is generally the function of growth rate determined by the plasma
dynamics. For the range where the ideal mode is stable and the plasma inertia is neglected,
the parameter x is independent ony (for uniform current case, (X= n.- rn + 1). Then the first
term of the right hand side gives the resistive wall mode and the second term shows that the
high permeability enhances the mode growth rate and widens the unstable region.
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Abstract. This paper presents results of conceptual design activities and supporting R&D's of a solid breeder
blanket system for the demonstration of power generation fusion reactors (DEMO blanket), which is cooled by
supercritical water The Fusion Council of Japan developed the long-term research and development program of
the blanket in 1999. Among the program, Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute has been assigned as a hub
institute for developing a solid breeder blanket system in Japan. To make the fusion DEMO reactor more
attractive, higher thermal efficiency of more than 40 % has strongly been envisaged The design work has shown
the feasibility of the first wall then-no-mechanical performance and tritium breeding performance of the blanket.
In parallel with the design activities, engineering R&D's have extensively been conducted, which cover all
necessary issues, such as, material development for structural materials, tritium breeding aterials and neutron
multiplier materials, neutronics experiments and analyses, and development of the fabrication technology of the
blanket module.

1. Introduction

The Fusion Council of Japan has established the long-term research and development
program of the blanket in 1999. In the program, Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute has
been designated as a leading institute for developing a solid breeder blanket system in Japan.
To make the DEMO reactor more attractive, higher thermal efficiency of more than 40 has
been strongly envisaged. From this viewpoint, the conceptual design of the DEMO reactor
has been performed by JAERI recently, auning at the achievement of similar plasma
performance, such as fusion power, Q value, and neutron wall load with more economical
attractiveness [1]. In line with the reactor design proposed, the DEMO blanket design has
been intensively conducted. Major design parameters of the DEMO blanket are summarized
in Table 1. Load conditions and applied materials are similar to those of SSTR[2]. Therefore,
past R&D results are available. Not only te design development, but also recent achievement
of technology development was reported in this paper.

2. Design Development

One of most critical issues of the TABLE 1: MAJOR DESIGN PARAMETERS OF

DEMO blanket design is the removal of SUPERCRITICAL WATER COOLED BLANKET

a high heat flux of I MW/m 2 onto the Item Value
first wall, while keeping the temperature Surface heat flux 0.5 (peak 1) MW/M2

of the first wall structure lower than Neutron wall load 3.5 (peak 5) KfW�/m

450 C with exit coolant temperature, Neutron Fluence >Io MWa/M2

5 1 0 'C. To solve this problem, a unique Coolant Matenal Supercritical water

coolant flow pattern has been developed Coolant Pressure 25 MPa

in this design. As can be seen in FIG 1, Inlet Exit Temperature 280/5100C

the coolant with the inlet temperature, Tritiurn Breeding Ratio > 1.05

280 'C first flows through the first wall Structural Material RAFS- (F82H)

area of the blanket modules, which are [Fritium Breeder Li2O or L12TiO3

connected in series, and the coolant Neutron Multiplier or Be12Ti
* Reduced activation ferritic steel

temperature is raised up to around
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380 'C at the exit of the first walls of the urrang Point from FWs to Breedin Regions
sarne series of modules. Then, the U %

P 550 Outlet 171 Breedcoolant flows into the breeding area of (u Vs Regic n50V' CoolaTttemperatur
the blankets, which are also connected -�8 in breeder reg on
series, "' 450

and at the exit the coolant
temperature of 510 'C can be obtained 400
(FWs-to-Breeders Series Cooling 350

InletPattem). The thermal efficiency analysis 300
of the cooling system showed that the Coolant emperature in FM
thermal efficiency of more than 41 is 250 - 1 2 3 4
expected with this flow pattern by the Module No.
heat balance calculation of the process FIG . Coolant Temperature Design by
flow diagram of the cooling system. FWs-to-Breeders Series Cooling Pattern

Detailed structure of the blanket module is Neutron Multiplier bed layer
shown in FIG 2 Dimension of the blanket (0 < 2
module is smaller than 2 n high, 2 m wide, eeder bed lay
and 06 in thick. Reduced activation 2mm)

ferritic steel, F82H, which is currently
under development by JAERI, was
selected as the structural material. Ceramic
breeder and beryllium neutron multiplier
are packed in a form of a small pebble in a
layer structure as shown in the figure.
Lithium ceramics, such as L12TiO3 or L20,

was selected as the primary candidate
tritium breeder material. Beryllium or
inter-metallic compound, such s Be12Ti,
was selected as the neutron multiplier.

In the thermal and neutronics analyses of First Wall
the breeding blanket, it is the most

important point that the temperatures of FIG 2 Schematic structure of the supercritical water
the breeder and multiplier materials are cooled blanket
required to be kept in the appropriate range
without reducing the net 1200 .1
tritium breeding ratio (TBR) Temperature limit of
less than 1.05, from the 1000- breder material--- ---------------------- - to-,

viewpoints of fuel self Temp limit of
PI 800-sufficiency and preparation k j multiplier -114

of startup fuel for the next 9 to-, 2- 600 -5
fusion plant. In this study,
neutron and )4ray spectrum P 400

lo-,analyses have been CI,
performed by using one 200 Breeder layer

1 I- Temp.
dimensional SN code, ANISN 0 .... 104

with the group constant set, 0 100 200 300 400 500 600 700
FUSION-40. Distance from the first wall [mm]

FIG. 3 Profiles of temperature and tritium breeding ratio along
the thickness of the blanket.
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TABLE II- RESULTS OF TBR CALCULATION WITH CANDIDATE OPTIONS OF M-ATERIALS
AND STRUCTURE

Materials L120/ Be L12TiO3/ Be L12TiO3/ Be12Ti

6Li Enrichment 30% 190% 30% 90% 90% 30% 190% 1

Packing Structure Breeder Multiplier Separate Breeder Multiplier Mix
Breeder 900'C 9000C 6000C 90011C

Temperature Limits
Multiplier 600'C 90011C

Local TBR 1.53 1 56 1 41 1 52 1 37 1 24 1.35 1.35 1.43

Coverage Requirement* 69% 67% 74% 69% 77% 85% 178%. 78% 73%

Required coverage fraction of the plasma facing surface of the breeding region of the blanket in the
total area of the plasma facing surface, to achieve net TBR, 1.05

3
Nuclear heating rate and TBR has been 3 Z 8
estimated by using APPLE I

obtained values of nuclear heating rate, one /,491 OC ['C] ,�23MIa [MPa]
dimensional thermal analysis has been 365 11.4
performed to obtain temperature distribution 378 43.4

3 c, 75.5
[3]. FIGURE 3 shows the distribution of "V i i-

-404 108local TBR in radial thickness direction, 3900C 323MPa417 140
together with the temperature distribution in 430 172
case where 3 % 6 Li enriched L12TiO3 and 444 204
Be were applied as the breeder and 4457 t28MPa 236
multiplier materials. As can be seen from 470 A.- 268

483 300
this figure, temperature of the breeder can be 332
kept below the temperature limit of 900 'C 09 364
In this case, the local TBR reached 4 22 396
which satisfies the net TBR of 1.05 with 35 428
74% of coverage ratio of the blanket in the 5"C NJ 84MPa
total plasma facing surface area in the Temperature Tresca Stress

FIG 4 Temperature and stress analyses of the
vacuum vessel. Table 11 summarizes first wall structure
estimated values of TBR with ma or
candidate options of materials, C Temperature of structural material at
enrichment and structure. 1-12TI03 and each cooling channels
Be12Ti Is expected to have better 600
compatibility with water in high temperature CL 500 -
than L120 and Be. Even case 1-12T103 or
Bc12Ti are applied, net TBR satisfied more 400
than 1.05. 300 - Thermal stress

Stress by coolant pressur
In the design process, thermo-mechanical 200 - SM A
design is also another critical issue for the 0 0 0

E 00feasibility of the design. FIGURE 4 shows El'
the results of temperature and stress 0
analyses of the first wall structure by using 0 50 1 0 150 200
ABAQUS code based on the heating and Dimension ftom the first wall [mm]
cooling conditions specified by the design FIG 5 Estimated values of temperature and
requirement and coolant temperature design. stresses at each cooling channels.
The highest temperature appears at the rear side of the first wall due to the apparent heat flux
(about 04 M`W/m 2) by the volurnetric heating in the breeder zone. Peak stress appeared at the
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comer of the cooling channel, however, it satisfies the 3Sm value of the reduced activation
ferritic steel, F82H, at 500 C 430 MN). FIGURE shows the estimated values of the
temperature and stress of structural material in this design. As can be seen from FIG. 5, the
stress by the internal coolant pressure in the cooling channels and pipes satisfied Sm or I.5Sm
value. Temperature estimation showed the temperature ranges from 400 C to 570 IC. This
result indicates the necessity of the incorporation of creep effect in the then-no-mechanical
design.

The design work included the analyses of tritium inventory and permeation, diverter design,
power plant design, tritium systems for purge gas tritium recovery and water detritiation, the
design of the remote maintenance system and blanket replacement procedure. Preliminary
integration of the design of a solid breeder blanket cooled by supercritical water was achieved
in this study. 0 Mechanical fatigue data by

3. Supporting Technology R&D's IEA Round Robin (550 0)
. Heat Flux Data by High Heat Flux

In parallel with the design activities, 2.7 MW/rn' h Test of First Wall Mockup
supporting technology R&D's have been in 'El
extensively conducted, which cover
development for structural materials 4],

o-tritturn breeding materials and neutron f
multiplier materials [5], neutronics Cooling
performance experiments and analyses Channnel
[6], evaluations of thermal
characteristics of packed pbble bed 7] lo, lo, lo, 104 lo,

and development of the fabrication Number of Heat Cycle - I
technology of the blanket module. FIG. 6 Thermalfiatigue durability ofthe first wall
Since the first wall with embedded mockup under high heat flux test
cooling channels consists of rectangular
cooling channels and flat panels, a hot isostatic pressing (HIP) technique has been applied for
the first wall. A HIP-bonded F82H first wall mock-up with built-in rectangular cooling
channels has been successfully fabricated, and tested to demonstrate the structural soundness

2under the accelerated heat flux condition of 27 MW/m .As can be seen from FIG 6 it is
confin-ned that no degradation of the fatigue lifetime performance can be found in F82H after
the HIP-bonding process [8]. Hot wire

For the thermal design of the breeder layer, (t .]5x2) 8.5cm

effective thermal conductivity of a pebble
bed is the most important characteristics. By cm
using the representative pebble of Li2TiO3 e
fabricated by Sol-Gel method [5], the
measurement has been performed by single
packing pebble bed and binary packing Thermo-couple
pebble bed. FIGURE 7 shows the schematic FIG 7 Schematic structure of pebble bed
structure of the measurement apparatus by thermal conductivity measurement
hot wire method 7]. The test section simply apparatus by hot wire method
consists of the sample pebble bed and the
hot wire (PtRh heater) at the center in the axial direction. Effective thermal conductivity is
calculated by observed transient tmperature change of the hot wire. FIGURE shows the
measured values of effective thermal conductivities of L12TiO3 pebble beds. By applying
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binary packing of 191 mm diameter pebbles �2' 3
and 028 mm diameter pebbles, the effective mmosinglepackingdata
thermal conductivity became 10 to 20 191+0.28 mmO binary packing data
larger than single packing pebble bed, which >, 2
met with the correlation estimation. By this > Corr lation of binary packing
result, the uncertainty of the thermal design of '5 1 00
the breeder pebble bed was decreased. Also, 0 I

the hot wire method was extended to measure
the effect of the stress in the pebble bed to the Correlation of 19 mmo single packing

effective thermal conductivity, which is the 01
most important unknown data of the 300 400 500 600 700 800 900
thermo-mechanical design of the pebble bed Temperature 'C]
blankets[9 I 0]. FIG 8. Measured effective thermal

conductivities ol single and binary

4. Conclusions packed beds of Li2 Ti 03 pebbles.

(1) A supercritical water cooled solid breeder blanket was proposed as the advanced concept
of the water cooled solid breeder blanket.

(2) Design development covered major ctical ssues. Preliminary integration of the design
was achieved.

(3) Technology R&D's progressed in the area of the first wall, box and pebble bed structure
fabrication. The results of R&D's were reflected to the blanket module design.
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Introduction
(1) Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute has been designated as a leading institute for developing srAid

breeder banket systern as the firs� candidate 0UN10 blankel in the R&D program of the blanket established
by the Fusion Council of Japan.

(2) To make the DEMO reactor more attractive, higher thermal efficiency of more than 40 has been expected
(3) For atiractivo DEMO blanket a new concept of he broccley blankpt nooled y suppmrifical acted,

has been proposed.

Design Development
WW nlorlwpi of Uv� Smaller hi-oeJor blan"tal ccntr�,d 0y wz"vris Pp,,opoeodw, The design covered
(1) the design 'of coolant flow path arrangement for blanket modules, 2) module structure design, 3) thermo-
mechanical analysis of blanket module, 4) neutronics analysis of blanket module, (5) the analyses of titium
inventory and permeation, 6) diverter design, 7) tritium systems for purge gas tritium recovery and water
detritiation, (8) the design of the remote maintenance system and blanket replacement procedure.
lw'�oqrntorl' dwy�gp was ai�Aflkwcd'

Structure Design of Solid Broader Blanket Cooled by Supercritical Water for DEMO

Structural features and key materials
Neutron MuItIpIler �ed layer r4odular tpe rt accf-��s roplaceinent on
( < 2mm) Box wall with embedded oolant channels

Breeder bad lay!!� Pebb;o bod typ,, breeder and multiplier layers separate with
(0< 2mm) cooling tubes and partition walls

Sup-m c� ittual �wtor for =�Irw-
Coolant flow path arrangement to cool first walls first and, then,

11 a breeder and multiplier layers of multiple blanket modules
d I Redwf.da,,tivalion fi-rrifi, - -- i j,-FS) for structural material

Alaska U2 DO, or U20 for tritium breeding material
Y� Pe or Be for neutron multiplier

Safety enhancement by selecting water resistive blanket materials
I- Optional W coating for first wall protection

MAJOR DESIGN PARAMETERS OF
THE SUPERCRITICAL WATER COOLED BLANKET

rirstliwac qth embedded Item Value
hannels Surface heat flux 0 (peak 1) MW/M2

Neutron wall load 3 (peak ) MW/ml
Structure of Typical Blanket Module Coolant Material Supercritical water

Height I m X Width 2 n X Thickness 6 m (Weight <4 ton) Coolant Pressure 25 MPa
Total number of modules 256 16 modules x 16 sectors) Coolant Temperature 280 /51 0 0C

FWs-Breeders Series Cooling Pattern and Thermal Efficiency of Power Plant--:��]

Coolant Temperature Estimation showed the reasonable set of flow rate and temperature distribution for each cooling loop
Thermal off icioncy was estimnfod to b morp han 41 by the direct cycle which uses steam from blankets directly for the turbine

Cryostat Pololdal Ring Coil 8-d
PARAMETERS OF THE DEMO 'W' Rfn

Item Value Coll Gap T.r-lj P-t frm t.
R 58M lb PanelF,-,,n 500 o.d.t
a 1 45 m 45
v 386 ml n 400Pl m aint

12 MA Port 3501 .t0
6, 20T V cuu --�'.ol.t t. m-Wr. FW

PW' 2 3 GW V set 250 1 2 4
40 Wild N.

Mm.,4 3 center Solenoid Coll Toroidal 11 V i C�Iant Temperature Estimation

The DEMO Fusion Reactor (Konishl at a[. ISFNT6) FlMs-lo-BreadersSeries Coolant Flow Path
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Thermo-mechanical Analy!es I I Tritium Breading Performance

Thermo-mechanical analyses showed ,� 1--Xmb1'_F,4 [�NeutronicSanalysis showed the possibility of t") i�,,
,z a vvad i "'n lq�, � 0 �V u I, J �-Vwhc mw6,Q�11_

Temperature of structural material at
Model Tempetaturo Stress (Tresca) 600 each =An.chaAa91a_ -

,49PC M A!amp. PANI W - RESULTS OF TBR CALCULATION WITH CANDIDATE OPTIONS OF
'M 2 500 MATERIALS AND STRUCTURE39i 165 -

411 -a I I I I.-I I ! Materials LiO/Be ILiTiO,/Be LIT[O,/Be,,Tl4r 1. 400
430 172
444 204 0 300 A Thermal stress 'LI Enrichment 30% 190% 130% 190% 90% 90%
45' 23047o 269 Packing Struct200 0 Stress by coolant pressor ure Broader I Multiplier Se iarate IMbi:
40 A A
509 364 Breeder 9001C 9001C 9001C10 Temperature Limits
IM Multiplier 6001C 900-C

0
Thermo-mochanical nalyses of FW ncluding 0 so 100 150 20) Local TER 1 53 1 6 41 1 1 52 1 37 43

DImension from the first wall [mm]
coolant pressure In cooling channels Estimated values of temperature and

stresses at each cooling channels

0 reader multiplier
Cross section of Blanket pebble bed

Fabrication Technology- Development
The fabrication technology development for eneric Walter cooled solid blankets have'shown progress on
(l)-thte fabrication technology evelopment of first wall and box structure withefteddod'cooling channels,
(2) clarification of hermal haracteristics of breeder and multiplier pebble beds.'

FW and Box S�tructure� Breeder and Multiplier Pebbl

Comparison of 4-14 -ma;, tv-' zu, Vic., was measured byNot'vo-e-
and reference data by IEA Round Robin showed Hot wire method has such merit as, small amount of

preliminary soundness of the mockup fabrication by HIP. pebble specimen, uniform bed temperature and less than 10 OC of
Improvement of HIP joining technique is continued hot wire, short observation time

Data of LJiO. pebble beds are measured and clarified the
correlation parameter of effective thermal conductivity

W . 1 91 -0.ngi pd,,N dtaHot Wr.
(LO 1 2 a - 1 91-0 28 mOblnary Packing data

Gor, L1,b-fbnorPskN

FWpanel mockup for preliminary High Box ructure fabrIcatlon trial
Heat Flux Test F.b=.n of ding d,.ncl . Corrolati7of'91.mosIngtopecking

HIP cordt- r .... ch HIP-mblyd- t-of-r...
-F.Ibn.hon of FW Parel With emb.ddcd Evaluation of mechanical �.undn- b
coding d.�rochv. t..N and darfl.h.. o f.1h., Th.mro-couple 600 700 800 900

T-p-tore J�Gl.h.-I rese..1, n th, HIP chnology Schematic structure ofloebble bed hermal Measured offecOve lhainnal

conductivity measurement pparatus by hot conductivities of single and binaryc' -4 -. 1-1-in I H "' and post mro methodh.., ce f,.n packed beds of 1_1,71#0, pebbles
1�1 Fl- E!,,�..�h T.� HI re In,

as ngo Ps
a mookup iated R&D Achievements in Jap05 Re

8 ru ure r I Structural Material Development FT11-111ka

10, 10� JW JQ4 101 value no
Nu�.rdCd.,(.F.,1.. I metallu rcal properties Broader and Multiplier Materials Development FTIPI-09

Thermal fatigue durability of the first all

mockup under high heat flux test [rins oor-ifirmat o n of H I P Neutronics Experiments for DEMO Blanket F
or

�t-HIP heating
condition

Conclusions
The blanket

design has been performed in conjunction with DEMO fusion reactor design,
(2) covering major critical issues.
(3) Technology R&D's progressed in the area of the first wall, box and pebble bed structure fabrication.

�Idwv, o �k�
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Abstract The design of advanced solid breeding blanket in the DEMO reactor requires the tritium breeder and
neutron multiplier that can withstand the high temperature and high neutron fluence, and the development of
such as advanced blanket materials has been carried out by the cooperation activities among JAERI, universities
and ndustries in Japan The L12TiO3 pebble fabricated by wet pocess is a reference material as a ttium breeder,
but the stability on high temperature has to be improved for application to DEMO blanket As one of such the
improved materials, TiO2-doped L12TiO3 pebbles were successfully fabricated and TiO2-doped 1-12TIO3 has been
studied For the advanced neutron multiplier, the beryllides that have high melting point and good chemical
stability have been Studied Some characterization of Bel2Ti was conducted, and it became clear that Bel2Ti had
lower swelling and ttium inventory than that of beryllium metal The pebble fabrication study for Bel2Ti was
also performed and Beffi pebbles were successfully fabricated From these activities, the bght prospect was
obtained to realize the DEMO blanket by the application of T02-doped L12TiO3 and beryllides

1. Introduction
The design of advanced fusion blanket has been studied to realize DEMO reactors in Japan. In
the design under development, coolant temperature is more than 500'C, and it is required for
the tritium breeder and neutron multiplier in the blanket to accommodate the high temperature
and high neutron fluence. Therefore, the development of advanced blanket materials has been
pursued to realize higher performances required. In this paper, the collaborative activities
among JAERI, universities and industries in Japan are reported on the development of these
advanced materials.
For the tritium breeder, lithium titanate (Li2TiO3) pebbles with a diameter of 0.3-2mm were
chosen as a tentative reference material from viewpoints of tritium recovery, chemical stability
and so on. Concerning a pebble fabrication method, a wet process was chosen from points of

6mass productivity, Li recycle, etc., and was tested. From the results, it became obvious that a
specification target (density: 80-85%T.D., grain size: <5pm) of tritium breeder was reached
by wet process. In order to estimate the tritium release behavior at the lower temperature
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which has large effects on fusion blanket design, in-situ tritium recovery experiments with
Li2TiO3 pebbles fabricated by wet process were carried out at the Japan Materials Testing
Reactor (JMTR) [1] and it became obvious that Li2TiO3 was a god material. However, it was
clear that the stability at high temperature was bad. Therefore, the development of TiO2-

doped Li2TiO i started as improved tritium breeder. In this study, the characteristics of this
material are compared to that of Li2TiO3 and the application on the condition of DEMO
blanket is also estimated.
For the neutron multiplier, beryllium metal (Be) is a reference material in the blanket design.
However, it may not be applicable to the DEMO blanket that requires high temperature
(-900'Q and neutron dose (-20,000appmHe, 50dpa), because of high reactivity and large
swelling. Therefore, it is necessary to develop the advanced material for a neutron multiplier
that has high temperature resistance and high radiation resistance. Beryllides such as Bej2Ti
and Be12V have been expected as promising candidates for advanced neutron multipliers from
the viewpoints of high melting point, high beryllium content, low radio activation, god
chemical stability, etc. Several characterizations have been studied for Bej2Ti to evaluate the
advantage. And the pebble fabrication study of Be12Ti and Bel2V was curried out.

2. Development of improved tritium breeder :�rn 16F- un-doped Lt2TiO3
2.1 Characterization of TiO2-doped Li2TiO3 0 14 -W 7molT02-doped b2MO3
The TiO -doped Li2TiO3 in which TiO2 contents c) _A, 14moloTiOi-doped LuM032 6 12
are different, was examined in order to make clear
T'02 doping effect. As the one of un-irradiated > 10
material properties, the effect of TiO2 content on .> 8
thermal properties of Li2TiO3 was measured and :3

optimum TiO2 content in Li2TiO3 was evaluated in :6 6
this study. First, specific heat and thermal _FP

y -doped Li2T'03 were measure
diffusivit of TiO2 d.

by differential scanning calorimeter method and 2L
laser flush method, respectively. 0 200 400 600 800 1000
The results of specific heat measurement showed Tempe ratu re C)
that specific heat of TiO2-doped Li2TiO3 (TiO2 FIG. 1. Thennal dffuse of TO,-

content:2.5-20mol%) coincided with that of un- doped zTiO,.
doped L2T'03 within the range of 10%. Thermal diffusivity of TiO2-doped Li2TiO i shown

in FIG. 1. The difference of thermal diffusivity between TiO2-doped Li2TiO3 and un-doped

Li2TiO3 was up to 15%. From these results, it was estimated that the effective thermal

conductivity of pebble bed using TiO2-doped Li2TiO3 pebbles was almost the same as that

using un-doped L2TiO3 pebbles. And, the results of specific heat measurement showed that

the performance in phase transformation of TiO2-doped Li2TiO3 (TiO2 content: 4mol% on

around 960'C at which the phase of Li2TiO3 changed to unstable state phase 0+,y phases)

was almost the same as that of Li2TiO3. Additionally, the preliminary test for the estimation

of irradiation damage of TiO2-doped Li2TiO3 was performed by means of the triple ion beams
(0.25MeV H% 0.6MeV He+ and 2.4MeV 021) [2] and it was also confirmed that the

estimation on transformation mechanism of TiO2-doped Li2TiO3 Was possible. From these

results, it was considered that the optimum TiO2 content in Li2TiO3 was less than 14mol%.

2.2 Fabrication technology of TiO2-doped Li2TiO3 pebbles

The fabrication tests of un-doped and TiO2-doped Li2TiO3 pebbles (TiO2 content 25, 5 and

10mol%) were examined by two kinds of wet processes 3 (wet process with dehydration

reaction and wet process with substitution reaction) and characteristics of pebbles were
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evaluated. Sintered temperature decreased about
Particle size of LeT03 powder 6 Am100T when TiO2 content in the TiO2-doped 100

Li2TiO3 pebbles was 5mo1%. Relationship 6 -
between grain size and sintered density of un- 90
doped and TiO2-doped Li2TiO3 pebbles �80�
fabricated by the wet process is shown in FIG. 2 >' 80
Especially, it was obvious that the grain size of T102 contentC Target vakie
the pebbles with 85%T.D. was less than 5prn. on a)

-0 70 0 MCI
5mol% TiO2 doped in Li2TiO3 pebbles. No grain -0 -0- 25mol%

(D
growth occurred in 5ol% TiO2-doped Li2TiO3 (D 60 5 rrid

at the annealing temperature of 900'C and c 1 M1E:]
1000'C for 20 min. by the annealing test. The U) 50

0 10 20 30 40 50
collapse strength of 5mol% TiO2-doped Li2TiO3 Grain size (gm)
pebbles was 1.5 times as large as that of un-

doped Li2TiO3 pebbles. From these results, FIG. 2 Relationship between grain size

bright prospect was obtained concerning the and sintered density of LiTtO,

fabrication ofthe TiO2-doped Li2TiO3 pebbles of and TiO,-doped LiTiO, pebbles.

diameter 0.2-2mm by the wet process.

3. Development of advanced neutron multiplier

3.1 Characterization of Be12Ti

3.1.1 Compatibility
,='300

The compatibility test of Bel2Ti was carried out >1
Co

with structural material (SS316LN) and tritium

breeder (Li2TiO3) at 600'C, 700'C and 800'C 2 200Z

up to 1000h by annealing 4,5]. The results of 90)

the compatibility for SS316LN are shown in 'b 100
Cn

FIG. 3 It was obvious that the compatibilit Cn
y 800,c

between Be12Ti and SS316LN was much bette- 0 ------ La600'G
0 10 20 30

than that of between Be and SS316LN. The F- Annealing time, tl 2 (h 1/2)

thickness of reaction layer between Be12Ti and FIG 3 Results ofcompatibility test

SS316LN at 800'C was one tenth of that for Be.

As to the compatibility between Be12Ti and Li2TiO3, the reaction products on the Bej2Ti and

Be in contact with Li2TiO3 were not found at any temperatures up to 1000h. On the other

hand, the diffused Li into Be was identified at 800'C for 300h and 1000h. The results of these

compatibility evaluations showed that Be12Ti had the advantages for high temperature.

3.1.2 Swelling property

Be12Ti and Be specimen were irradiated Up to _4X,024n/M2 (E I M eV) at O'C in JM TR 6].

Helium production rate and dpa for Be were 1019

about 70appmHe and 0.5dpa, respectively.

Swelling was calculated from the dimension and i;a I 01 8
$1E

weight measurement results for the neutron 15 -Cq

irradiated Be12Ti disk heated at I 100'C for Ih C.g V 0"
ELZ

after irradiation. The swelling value of Bel2Ti , .01
Cn -I 016

was less than 3. On the other hand, the Q a)C1 0
swelling value of Be was 60%. From these 1 015

results, swelling of Be12Ti under the high 0 200 400 600 800 1000

temperature neutron irradiation can be expected Heating temperature C)

smaller than that of Be. FIG. 4 Desorption rate ofdeulerium
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3.1.3 Tritium inventory
The desorption property of deuterium was evaluated by the heating test after deuterium
implantation 7] A part of results is shown in FIG. 4 Deuterium was implanted up to IX102 I

ionS/M2 at room temperature. The profile of desorption rate for Be12Ti has a peak at about
100'C On the other hand, the peak temperature of desorption rate for Be is higher 50'C-
700'Q than that for Beffi. The amount of 20% in implanted deuterium is retained in Be
around 700'C. These results made clear that the deuterium desorption property of J2Ti was

more superior than that of Be. It is obvious Plasma El Cooling panel Plasma
that the tritium inventory from Be12Ti is much
smaller than that for Be.

MMq I
3.1.4 Evaluation of TBR
The evaluation of Tritium Breedin- Ratio ___j
(TBR) using beryllide as a neutron multiplier 4-500mm �_500MM�4

= Tritium breeder Tritium breederand
was carried out using two models that were MM Neutron multiplier neutron multTlier

mono material packing and mixed material model A model 
eutron-'--_Model model A model packing (tritium breeder and neutron multiplier �

multiplier) [8]. The tritium breeder was Be 1 27 32

LJ103 of 85%T.D. and 50at% 6 Li Belji 1 12 23

enrichment. The packing fraction of pebble FIG 5 The results of TBR evaluation

beds was 80%P.F. DT3.5 code and FUSION-40 Ion Fluenc (n/ml

(based on JENDL3.2) were used for the calculation. Electron 1X1023 2 86x102'

The neutron wall load was 5M W/M2 . Assumed Helium 1 61 X1014 3 87xlO'F

temperature in the blanket was as same as current
blanket design. The result of the TBR evaluation is -

0shown in FIG. 5. TBR of blanket with bel2Ti pebbles Be

was only 10% smafler than that with Be pebbles. It is
considered that this value is within design window
and te improvement by raising temperatur is
expected. It is also made clear that mixed pebble bed _2
of tritium breeder and neutron multiplier would
improve TBR 10% better.

Be12Ti
3.1.5 Ion implantation
High He irradiation effects were peliminary evaluated

jl�--l 25nm
by in-situ experiment using Multi Beam Hiph Voltage _,,- 1 �-'

Electron Microscope (MBHVEM 9 Helium ion FIG 6. Photographs of Be and
and electron were irradiated at the same time. The Bel T1 after rradiation

fluences of He ion and electron were 3.87x] 0 16 H Arc
ionS/M2 and 2.86xI 025 electro nS/M2 , respectively. After

the irradiation at room temperature, tiny bubbles and electrode
black dots were observed in pure Be specimens,
however it was hard to observe the such irradiation
defects in Be12Ti as shown in FIG. 6 Be12Ti had less
irradiation defects formation than that of Be. electro

3.2 Fabrication technology of beryllides pebbles
After several studies, it became clear that the
fabrication process and the chemical composition of
the beryllides were critical for the brittleness and some
beryllium contents gave better ductility [101. 17G 7 Photographs of electrode
Electrodes with some Be contents were sufficiently andpebble5
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ductile for the rotating electrode method and some pebbles were obtained (see FIG. 7.

4. Conclusion
The results of advanced blanket material development are as follows:
As to tritium breeder,
- Phase transformation at around 960'C was not observed up to 10mol% TiO2 doping.
- The effective thermal conductivity of TiO2-doped Li2TiO3 pebble bed was within the design

window.
- 5molTiO2-doped Li2TiO3 pebbles with the target values were successfully fabricated by in-

direct wet process.
As to neutron multiplier,
- Compatibility of beryllide is smaller than that of Be.
- Swelling of beryllide is smaller than that of Be.
- Tritium inventory of beryllide is lower than that of Be.
- TBR using beryllide as a neutron multiplier is ensured the enough value.
- Iradiation defects of beryllide at high fluence irradiation are fewer than that of Be.
- Some prospects for ductility improvement of beryllide electrode were obtained.
From these activities, the advanced blanket materials with high temperature resistance have
been successfully developed, and bright prospect was obtained to realize the DEMO blanket
by the application of TiO2-doped Li2T'O3 and beryllides.
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1.24 Neutronics Experiments for DEMO Blanket at JAEPJNNS

S. Sato, K. Ochiai, J. Hori, Y. Verzilov, A. Kix, M. Wada, Y. Terada, M. Yamauchi,
Y. Morimoto, T. Nishitani

Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute, Tokai-mura, Naka-gun, Ibaraki-ken, 311-1195 Japan

e-mail: sato�nakajaeri.gojp

Abstract. In order to verify the accuracy of the tritium production rate (TPR), neutron irradiation experiments
have been performed with a mockup relevant to the fusion DEMO blanket consisting of F82H blocks, Li2TiO3

blocks with a Li enrichment of 40 and 95 %, and beryllium blocks. Sample pellets of Li2TiO3 were irradiated
and the TPR was measured by a liquid scintillation counter. The TPR was also calculated using the Monte Carlo
code MCNP-413 with the nuclear data library JENDL-3.2 and ENDF-BNI. The results agreed with experimental
values within the statistical error (10 %) of the experiment. Accordingly, it was clarified that the TPR could be
evaluated within 10 uncertainty by the calculation code and the nuclear data. In order to estimate the induced
activity caused by sequential reactions in cooling water pipes in the DEMO blanket, neutron irradiation
experiments have been performed using test specimens simulating the pipes. Sample metals of Fe, W, Ti, Pb, Cu,
V and reduced activation ferritic steel F82H were irradiated as typical fusion materials. The effective cross-
sections for incident neutron flux to calculate the radioactive nuclei (5( SCo, 184Re '48V, "Bi '61 Zn and "Cr) due to
sequential reactions were measured. From the experimental results, it was found that the effective cross-sections
remarkably increases with coming closer to polyethylene board that was a substitute of water. As a result of the
present study, it has become clear that the sequential reaction rates are important factors to accurately evaluate
the induced activity in fusion reactors design.

1. Introduction

In the nuclear fusion DEMO (demonstration) reactor, the blanket is required to provide a
tritium breeding ratio larger than unity by neutron-induced reactions in lithium in the blanket.
Solid breeder blankets being developed by JAERI for tokamak-type DEMO reactors utilize
U20 or Li2TiO3 as tritium breeder material, beryllium as neutron multiplier, reduced
activation ferritic steel F82H 2% W, 8% Cr and 90% Fe) as structural material and water as
coolant 1,2]. Neutrons are captured by the structural material, water and the divertor, and
escape to the outside through ducts. To ensure tritium breeding ratio larger than unity is a
critical issue in the development of the blanket and the fusion reactor design. Also important
is to develop a blanket with a low activation level. It was pointed out recently that the
activation processes via not only primary neutron reactions but also sequential reactions
should be considered in activation calculations 3,4]. In order to experimentally evaluate these
issues, neutronics experiments have been performed by using DT neutrons at Fusion Neutron
Source (FNS) [5] facility of JAERI.

2. Tritium production experiments

The 6Li-enfiched U20 or Li2TiO3 is proposed as prospective candidate of breeding materials
for the DEMO reactor blanket. The tritium production rate for the blanket design, however,
has never been evaluated experimentally with the D-T neutron source, and tritium production
experiments with blanket assemblies using 6Li-enriched 40 and 95 %) Li2TiO3, Be and F82H,
were carried out at JAERI-FNS to evaluate the tritium production rate (TPR).

Figure I shows a schematic view of the experimental assembly. As no reflector was set
around the D-T source, incident neutrons on the left surface are monochromatic at 14 Mev
The tritium-titanium (TiT) target generates 17 x 1011 D-T neutrons/s on average via
3H(dn)4 He reaction. In order to measure the D-T neutron generation rates, the associated
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a particles were monitored with Si surface barrier detectors. The test assembly was mounted
on thin aluminum support frames and a steel deck. The distance between the surface of the
assembly and the TiT-target was 200 mm. The thickness of the first F82H, Li2TiO3, Second
F82H and beryllium layer were 16, 12 3 and 200 mm, respectively. The lateral side of
Li2TiO3 region was covered with 12 mm thick 134C. The size of the assembly was about 500 x
500 MM2 in area with a total thickness of 231 mm. The assembly was surrounded by 100-150
mm thick nat-Li2CO3 to shield the neutrons reflected by the experimental room walls. Square
holes 50 x 50 mm 2 in area were provided for the fluence measurement through the centerline
of the first and second F82H layers. Laminated F82H sample sheets 16 and I mm in -
thickness were filled in the center holes of the first and second F82H layers, respectively, to
measure the activation distribution in the F82H. Pellets of Li2TiO3, 12 mm in diameter and 2
mm in thickness, were located in a bore in the6Li2TiO3 layer as detectors to measure the TPR
distribution. A liquid scintillation counter system (Aloka-5500) was employed to measure the
P-radiation from the yielded tritium 6], and a high purity Ge detector was used to measure
the gamma ray emitted from the activated foils 7].

F82H sheet (t 1.0)
FNS 80' line 82H 16 12-3
TiT target sheet

CD (t 1.6)
....... .......

200
........... ......

......... �i2CO3

Aluminum 1.4 P. C.
frame tr

F82H BerylliumSteel Pellet Li TO
deck 2 3

mm

FIG I The schematic view of experimental assembly with the D-T neutron and the
configuration ofD27703, 82H and Be layers.

Monte Calro transport codes MCNP-413 and 4C were used to calculate the TPR and foil
activations with JENDL-3.2 and ENDF-BVI nuclear data libraries. Figure 2 shows the TPR
for Li2TiO3 pellets obtained by the experiment and calculations. The pellet nearest to the
beryllium zone shows the highest TPR. For all the other pellets, TPRs are nearly constant
except for a little larger value of the pellet adjacent to the first F82H layer. Although plenty of
thermal neutrons are produced by the beryllium zone, a fairly large ratio of them must be
captured in the L12TiO3pel1et nearest to the beryllium zone because of the large thermal cross
section Of6 Li(na) reaction. On the other hand, TPRs in the medium locations are expected to
be created mainly by 6Li(n,(x) reactions of giant resonance cross section at 240 keV Thus, the
important matter for the reliable calculation seems to be how excellently the reaction rate is
reproduced around the resonance. In Fig. 2 the calculated TPRs agreed well with the
experimental values within the experimental error of about 10 %, which means TPR can be
calculated by the Monte Carlo method within the uncertainty of 10 %. As for the nuclear data,
significant difference was not observed between JENDL-3.2 and ENDF/B-VI.
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FIG2 DistributionofthemeasuredandcalculatedTPRproducedinLi27-103pellets.
The origin position mm) is the surface ofthe 16 mm 82H zone which is
nearest to the i T-target point.

3. Sequential Reaction Experiments

Recently it was pointed out that the activations via sequential charged particle reactions
(SCPRs) defined as the reactions induced by secondary charged particles should be consid-
ered in activation calculations for safety designs of future D-T fusion reactors 3,4]. As for the
SCPRs induced by charged particles emitted from primary neutron reactions in homogeneous
materials, some experimental results have been reported by Ikeda et al. [8] and Maekawa et al.
[9]. However, a special consideration of the SCPRs will be required in the boundary region
between different materials. Around the surface of a cooling water pipe, it is expected that the
radioactivity production via SCPRs would be enhanced by recoiled proton from hydrogen in
the water. The enhancement of the radioactivity production makes corrosion products more
activated. It gives rise to critical issues because the corrosion products may be transported
along coolant loops into regions outside the biological shield. Thus, the experimental studies
have been performed with test specimens simulating the cooling water pipe.

A typical arrangement of the test specimens is shown in Fig. 3 Each irradiation foil was
laminated on a polyethylene board 3 mm in thickness that simulates water flowing inside a
cooling pipe. The size of the foil was 10 x 10 x 0.05-0.25) mm 3. Natural Fe, W, Ti, Pb, Cu, V
and low activation ferritic steel F82H were employed as samples. The radioactive nuclei
generated from these materials by the irradiation of secondary protons have sufficiently long
half-lives, and the energies of the emitted decay gamma rays are suitable for measurement.
Neutrons bombarded the sample materials at the magnitude of 1010 order n/CM2/S flux for 23-
40 hours. In order to determine the neutron flux incident on each laminated sample, niobium,
foils of 10 x 10 x 01 mm 3were aached on both sides of it. A 232 Th fission chamber located
at the ceiling of the target room was used as a monitor for generated neutrons. After a suitable
cooling time, the gamma rays emitted from the iadiated foils were measured by a high
purity Ge detector, and the peaks corresponding to the radioactive nuclei (56CO, 184 Re, 48v,

206 Bi, 65Zn and 5 'Cr) produced by the SCPRs in Fe, W, Ti, P, Cu and V were identified in the
measured spectra, respectively.
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FIG The gamma-ray spectrum of the 82HJbil attached close to
the polyethylene board measured after 2 months of cooling time.

The effective cross section was defined as the sequential reaction rate per target atom of
natural abundance per neutron flux 10]. For tungsten and lead, the effective cross-sections
associated with SCPRs have been measured for the first time. The sequential reaction rate
averaged over the thickness of the foil was experimentally derived from the full-energy peak
counts by using the ftill-energy peak efficiencies, well-known decay constant, and gamma ray
emission probabilities. Figure 4 shows the derived effective cross-sections for the 56CO
production in Fe foils with respect to the distances from the surface of the polyethylene board.
With coming closer to the board, an exponential increase of the effective cross-sections is
clearly observed in the region between positions #1 and 6. The values around the distance
range from 300 to 450 gm are rapidly dropping. This is because the flight range of 14-MeV
protons is about 450 gm. During the flight, protons lose the energy down to 535 MeV, that is
the Q value of the 56 Fe(pn)56Co reaction [I I]. Figure shows the gamma ray spectrum of the
F82H foil attached close to the polyethylene board measured 2 months after the irradiation.
The gamma rays corresponding to 6Co due to the 56 Fe(pn) sequential reaction were clearly
observed. It is noteworthy that the intensity of the 847-keV gamma ray from 56CO is about
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10 % as large as that of the 835-keV gamma ray from 54 Mn due to 54 Fe(np) reaction by
primary neutrons. In the equilibrium, the activity of56CO whose half-life is 77 days was
calculated at about 3 of the activity of 54 Mn 312 days, likewise) on the basis of the
effective cross section obtained in this experiment. Because the contact dose rate factor per
unit activity for 56CO is about 4 times larger than that for 54 Mn, the contribution of 56CO to the
spatial radiation dose rate must be about 10 of that of 54 Mn. During the operation before
the equilibrium is attained, the contribution must be larger than the value, so that it cannot be
neglected in the safety design.

4. Summary

In order to verify the accuracy of the tritium production rate (TPR), neutron irradiation
experiments have been performed with an assembly simulating the fusion DEMO blanket.
The TPR was also calculated using the Monte Carlo code MCNP-413 and 4C with the nuclear
data library JENDL-3.2 and ENDF-BNI. It was clarified in the experiment that the TPR was
drastically enhanced in the breeder regions adjacent to the beryllium blocks due to an increase
of thermal neutrons in the beryllium blocks. The TPRs derived from the calculation results
agreed with those from the experiment within 10 %, which corresponds to the statistical eror
in the experiment. Further experiments are planned with Li2TiO3 in a form of small pebbles as
proposed in the DEMO blanket, and the evaluation accuracy for the pebble configuration will
be examined.

Undesirably long-lived radioactive nuclei are expected to be generated by sequential reactions
induced by secondary charged particles. In the present study, neutron irradiation experiments
have been performed for test specimens simulating cooling water pipes in the DEMO blanket.
Sample metals of Fe, W, Ti, Pb, Cu, V and F82H were iradiated. The effective cross-sections
for producing the radioactive nuclei (515CO, 184 Re 4V, 116 Bi 6Zn and 5 1 Cr) generated by the
sequential reactions were measured. In the present study, it has been clarified that the
sequential reaction rates are enhanced, by taking into account the recoiled protons from water,
by more than 10 times compared with those induced by the charged particles emitted from the
primary neutron reactions in the metals themselves. From the present study, it has been
clarified that the sequential reaction rates are of great importance to evaluate the shut-down
dose rates and the activated corrosion products.
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Background, and ObjecUve
1) To provide a TBR of more than unity is a critical issue in the DEMO blanket
Tritium production experiments have been performed to validate the design calculation
uncertainty for the multi-layered blanket assembly proposed by JAERI
2) Evaluation of the induced activity with high accuracy is required
Sequential reactions experiments due to proton have been performed for the water pipe

Tritium Production Experiment
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Appearance of the Ex pen ment Assembly Neutron irradiation experiments have been performed with a
mockup relevant to the Fusion DEMO blanket.
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TPR was drastically enhanced in the breeder regions adjacent to the beryllium blocks due to an
increase of thermal neutrons Most of TPRs derived from the calculation results agree with those from
the experiment within 10-%, statistical error in the experiment (1 0 %)
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N-2 N-1 N N+1 experiments were performed for test specimens simulating water pipes

Results and Discussions
Measured Effective Cross Section as a Function of Distance from Polyethylene Boardlop
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The effective cross-sections due to the sequential reactions are increased in a form close to an exponential
curve in all samples with reducing the distance to the polyethylene board. The sequential reaction rates are
enhanced, by talung into account the recoiled protons from water, by more than 10 times

Gamma rav sectrum from irradiated F82H Estimated main gamma-ray dose rates of
F82H corrosion roduct

14 MeV (28d)- i2w
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Gamma ray from 56Co due to 56Fe(p, n) is Gamma ray dose rates from 56Co are
about 10 % of that from �'Mn due to 54Fe(n, p) 10 - 45 % those from 54Mn.

Conclusion
1) Tritium Production Experiment

Calculation results agree with experimental results within experimental error (about 1 0%)
2) Sequential Reaction Experiment

Activities due to water are one order of magnitude larger than those in metal themselves
Activities in F82H are experimentally measured (e g 56Co due to 56Fe(p, n)
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Abstract. Tight aspect ratio tokamak power reactor with super-conducting toroidal field (TF) coils has been
proposed A center solenoid coil system and an inboard blanket were discarded The key point was how to find
the engineering design solution of the TT coil system with the high field and high current density The coil
system with the center post radius of less than I in can generate the maximum field of - 20 T This coil system
causes a compact reactor concept, where the plasma major and minor radii of 3 75 in and 9 respectively and
the fusion power of 8 GW

1. INTRODUCTION
For the fusion power plant, a realization of a competitive cost of electricity (COE) is the

first priority to be adopted by the utility companies. The COE must be low decidedly, but
not less important the construction cost (so called capital cost) must be low. The COE's
lowering by a scale merit approach is not necessarily received favorably. Tight aspect ratio
tokamaks with the aspect ratio A in the range 12 - 20 can offer the possibility of compact
fusion reactors in the low capital cost way. This scheme is often called the spherical torus
(ST) approach. In the usual ST approach, all non-essential components such as inboard
blanket or shield, inboard poloidal coil (PF) systems like a center solenoid (CS) coil system
are discarded from the inner side of the plasma. The only customary tokamak component
that remains on this side is a single turn copper TF coil center post (CP). In spite of the
excellent plasma performances granted by very low aspect ratio less than 1.5, it could not
sufficiently compensate the Joule losses in the normal-conducting (NC) TF coil as illustrated
intheARIES-STpowerreactordesignstudy[l]. Ifasuper-conducting(SC)TFcoilsystem
is used instead, approximately I meter of shielding is required between the SC TF coils and
the plasma on the inboard side to protect the superconductors from neutron damage and
nuclear heating. Consequently, it has been widely recognized that a super-conducting
compact tokamak reactor with such the tight aspect ratio would not be feasible. Our recent
study, however, opened up the possibility of realizing such a very compact reactor being
compatible with the use of SC TF coil system. The key issue is to find the SC TF coil
design solution. How high field and how high current density in the coil windings are
required for compensating the handicap of the thick shielding?

In section 2 the design guidelines for the tight aspect ratio tokamak reactor are
described. The design features of the SC TF coil system are briefly described in section 3.
Possible plasma performances within the reliable engineering constraints are described in
section 4 The recommendable reactor concept and the discussion for design deepening are
described in section 5. The last section consists of design summary.

2. Design Guidelines
The following three guidelines are listed up for compatibility between the tight aspect ratio

plasma and the SC TF Coil system.
i) Discard the center solenoid (CS) coil. Non-inductive current generation and sustaining

methods such as R wave or NBI are adopted. In the A-SSTR2 design study, the
plasma break-down and current ramp-up scenarios were successfully established without
CS coil system by 1.51) simulation code 2 Furthermore the experimental
demonstration by using T-60 tokamak device was carried out 3].

ii) Discard the inboard blanket. Although the tritium breeding function is limited in the
outboard blanket, the tritium breeding ratio requirement of more than 1.05 can be
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attainable. Approximately I meter of the inboard shielding structure is taken into
account.

iii) Increment the TF coil average current density. Not only high magnetic field strength but
also high current density are required for the TF coil. This is an essential issue to
compensate the "burden" of I m shield thickness.

3. TF Coil System
Because of discarding the CS coil system, the TF coil inner legs naturally become a solid-

like integrated center post (CP) structure. For compensating -1 m shield thickness, a slender
i.e. high current density CP is indispensable. Fortunately, this TF coil configuration has the
structural rigidity and the stored energy is relatively low for its field strength. The SC
material is Bi2212/Ag/AgMgSb multi-filament with an operation temperature of 20 K, which
is as same as the A-SSTR2 SC material 4 A 30
calculation method for the material composition
optimization among the SC filament, stabilizer, 25
structure (load-carrying) material and cooling channel 20
area has been established. Namely, it is possible to
know the maximum achievable field strength under the I
given CP radius. The design condition is same as the A 10
SSTR 2 For instance, the SC filament operation
current density is 500 A/mm' (critical density is 1,000
A/mm'), the maximum allowable field strength of the SW Mpa

SC filament is 23 T, the coil terminal voltage is less 0.5
than 20 kV, the temperature margin is 35 K and the Center Post Padus, R p(rro

design stress of structure material JJI [5] is S = 800 Fig I Ummon field dqwndetwe m center

Mpa. The maximum field (BmAx) dependence on the Post Ars. n our sf a*. he stM sl msy
CP radius was evaluated by 3D FEM stress calculation. of 8 00 Pa rs cddopt ed.
The result is shown in Fig. L

4. Plasma Performance
An acceptable nuclear heating rate of 0.5 mW/cin' in the TF coil conductors corresponds

to the distance of 95cm between plasma surface and the TFC as RM R=O
to the torus inboard region as shown in Fig.2. An SiC/SiC
composite for the power core structure material and VH2 for the 10cm F42H
bulk shield material are introduced. A coolant material is liquid SIC/SiQD.17)
lithium. The outboard radial build shown in Fig.2 satisfies the 58CM VH2(0.631
local TBR (tritium breeding ratio) of 13, where the liquid LI(O.2)

lithium is not only the coolant but also the tritium breeding 12cm ZMMMM

material. 15CM
A plasma ellipticity is directly and deeply connected with the

reactor concept. While a highly elliptic plasma is preferable for 2a., k' P*
attaining a high beta plasma and for receiving a high plasma
current, it become difficult to obtain plasma NU-ED equilibrium i5cm
solutions and to control plasma vertical position. From the 31 a Si C(O. )
plasma equilibrium point of view, the high elliptic plasma 105CM DO(O.36)
requires the PF coil position near the equatorial plane of the Li 0 3)

tokamak machine. The well maintenability is a high priority voigo.06)
matter in our reactor design. The power core components are Si C1 31 C(O I )
designed for horizontal insertion and withdrawal of entire sectors. 4ftm VH2(0.83)

Therefore we have no PF coil near the equatorial plane. And LI(O.2)

the use of low activation material is another high priority matter. Fig. 2 &dial bild &-s ed on

A vanadium alloy is adopted to the passive stabilizing shell &hld ,d T
structure. A electric resistivity of the vanadium alloy is 30 times
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higher than a copper material. For the
replaceable torus sector unit, the possible Oftide SNOW
shell structure must be the so called "saddle Beeksid Si
loop" structure shown in Fig.3. The plasma Frortsift

ellipticity in our design has been decided to
be 2 L The normalized beta in our design is
decided with consideration of certain design Insick 6beld

margin based on the maximum achievable J
values of Ref. 6]. The plasma performance
calculation has been carried out under the
physics constraints which are the energy I's 11 Fret Phte IC

Sick Ploft: km
confinement of HH� =1.8 and the plasma I 10M2 O mvertar
density of n/nGW=1.0 A self-consistent
plasma parameter set is calculated for the Fig 3 addle loop shell struclure with the &sfwxe
each given CP radius value. Figure 4 shows ofJO-40 cm from plasm surface.
the dependences of Rp (plasma major radius),
ap (plasma minor radius), A (plasma aspect
ratio), PF (fusion power), n (average neutron 00
wall load), Ip (plasma current), fBs (bootstrap so - -1t7-
current fraction), PNB (neutral beam power so CY

40 -
required for plasma current drive) and Q Z 20
(energy multiplication factor) on the Rp(TF a.
coil center post radius). The plasma average
temperature is assumed to be 20 keV. 1 20 0.4

When the CP radius is in slender region 3�
thinner than 60 cm, the field strength on 0
plasma axis is considerably low. This leads 3
the plasma sizes (major and minor radii), the 2 4

plasma current, and the required current drive I 2 A.

power very large. It is not acceptable 0
performance for the power reactor. On the 10 \4 I

tother hand, in the thicker region than , 6 6
despite the reduction tendencies of the plasma 2 2

sizes and current are saturated, the TF coil 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 1.2 1.4
construction cost must be high. And the high Center Post Radius, Rp(rn)
field leads the neutron wall load high.
Maximum allowable wall load is limited less Fig. 4 Plasm parawlers for given center pail
than MW/rn�. The maximum wall load of radius, hih saftsfies HY,., = 1. 8 and 1. 0.

MW/m' corresponds to the average value of The maximum achievabk field svwngth is Intel

3.5 MW/m'. Therefore, the CP radius of 90 decided as sarp in Fig, .

cm is chosen for our new reactor concept Table VECTOR Ma or Prameters
named VECTOR (VEry Compact Tkamak

Reactor). Major specifications of VECTOR
are listed in Table 1. Plasma Major Radius: R = 375 m

The plasma equilibria during the ramp-up Plasma Minor Radius: ap = .9 

phase are found within the reasonable Plasma Ellipticity: r = 375 m

ampere-tums less than 100 MAT. In a non- Plasma Current: lp = 18.3 MA
inductive plasma initiation (breakdown) and
current ramp-up scheme, the NBI (neutral Normalized Beta: ON = 375

beam injection) should be replaced by RFW Fusion Power: PF = 1.8 GW

(radio frequency wave) heating and current NeutronWallLoad: Pn=3.SMW/m2

drive to avoid high shine through and orbital Maximum Field in TFC: BMA = 19.6 T
losses in the low density, low current (high
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q) plasma. Here, an EC (Electron Cyclotron) system is considered for heating and current
drive.

5. VECTOR Mechanical Configuration Poroidal Coil
The replacement scheme of the power core Toroidal Coil

component and the vacuum boundary layout are
very simple in comparison with the Torus Sector
conventional tokamak device. The power core
components are designed for horizontal
insertion and withdrawal of entire sectors.
Since the structure material of the power core
components is not a conducting material, the
eddy currents are not induced on the ivertor
components by the plasma disruption event. m eei Door
Therefore, the firm connection (it is an obstacle 0 011in bvwxkerv and
to the quick replacement) between the adjacent 4

�wsm 3epwntauon f,),- lr,(' 70R. Yhe 1re"tum ed
power core sectors and/or the assembling belween e&aceni rones sevcns is na?,Xess
components is not needed. The torus
segmentation and replacement scheme are strongly related to the vacuum boundary layout.

A high degree of vacuum integrity is required for both the plasma chamber and the
cryostat for the SC coil system. In the VECTOR configuration, a single-walled contaimnent
of the plasma chamber constitutes also the continuous toroidal vacuum-tight containment of
the cryostat as schematically shown in Fig.5. The bell-jar envelops all the TF and PF coils. Its
outer cylindrical part, provided with certain number of windows for the withdrawal of torus
sectors. The bird's-eye view of VECTOR is shown in Fig.6.

20 m

k

it

1300 ton

Fig 6 Hints-eYe vitqv (of �,'L'CYOA

6. Summary
i) Not only low COE (cost of electricity) but also low capital cost onstruction cost) are

required for the fusion power plant.
ii A tight aspect ratio tokamak reactor is promising concept answering for the above

requirements. But the concept with normal conducting TF coil does not answer for the
COE requirement [1].
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iii A key point of the attractive tokamak with a tight aspect ratio is to find the engineering
design solution for the super-conducting TF coil with a high feld and high current density.

iv) The TF coil system with the center post radius of less than I m can generate the maximum
field strength of - 20 T.

v) Such the TF coil system mentioned above causes a compact reactor concept, where the
plasma major and minor radii of 375 m and 19 m, respectively and the fusion power of
1.8 GW.
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1.26 Advanced Fusion Technologies Developed for
JT-60 Superconducting Tokamak
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H. Nakajima, Y. Nunoya, A. Oikawa, K. Okuno, S. Sakurai, T. Sasajima, K. Satoh,
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Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute, Naka Fusion Research Establishment
Naka-machi, Naka-gun, lbaraki-ken, 311-0193 JAPAN

E-mail: sakasai�nakajaeri.gojp

Abstract. The modification of JT-60 is planned as a full superconducting tokamak (JT-60SC). The objectives of
the T-60SC program are to establish scientific and technological bases for the steady-state operation of high
performance plasmas and utilization of reduced-activation materials in economically and environmentally
attractive DEMO reactor. Advanced fusion technologies relevant to DEMO reactor have been developed in the
superconducting magnet technology and plasma facing components for the design of JT-60SC. To achieve a
high current density in a superconducting strand, Nb3Al strands with a high copper ratio of 4 have been newly
developed for the toroidal field coils (TFC) of JT-60SC. The R&D to demonstrate applicability of Nb3Al
conductor to the TFC by a react-and-wind technique have been carried out using a fall-size Nb3Al conductor. A
full-size NbTi conductor with low AC loss using Ni-coated strands has been successfully developed. A forced
cooling divertor component with high heat transfer using screw tubes has been developed for the first time. The
heat removal perfon-nance of the CFC target was successfidly demonstrated on the electron beam irradiation
stand

1. Introduction

The modification of JT-60 is planned as a full superconducting tokamak JT-60SC) [ 1 2.
The objectives of the JT-60SC program are to establish scientific and technological bases for
the steady-state operation of high performance plasmas and utilization of reduced-activation
materials in economically and enviromnentally attractive DEMO reactor 3 The plasma
current of JT-60SC is I = 4 MA, the toroidal field is Bt = 38 T, the major radius is Rp = 28
m and the minor radius is ap = 0.85 rn (the elongation K95 - 1.8, the triangularity 95 - 035).
Comparison of the cross-sectional views between present JT-60U and designed JT-60SC is
shown in Fig. I along with the present perpendicular NBI. In JT-60SC, primary heating and
current drive are conducted using NBI system consisting of 2 N-NBI units, perpendicular
and 4 tangential P-NBI units and ECRF Neutral beam Superconducting coils Neutral beam
system. The superconducting coil injector injection

Cryostat
system is composed of toroidal field
(TF) coils, central solenoid (CS) and
equilibrium field (EF) coils. A magnet -T,
stored energy of the TF coils for JT-
60SC is estimated to be 17 GJ, which is
the largest value in comparison with
main coils constructed so far and in E
construction now. co

Advanced fusion technologies
relevant to DEMO reactor have been
developed in the superconducting JT-60U JT-60SC
magnet technology and plasma facing Fig. Cross-sectional views of the present JT-60U
components for the design of JT- and the designed JT-60SC
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60SC A N3A1 strand of an I I km length with a high copper ratio of 41 has been newly
manufactured for the TFC of JT-60SC. The R&D to demonstrate applicability of 3A1
conductor to the TFC by a react-and-wind technique have been carried. A full-size NTi
conductor with low AC loss and reduced cost required for the EF coils has been successfully
developed. A forced cooling divertor component with high heat transfer using screw tubes has
been developed and tested by the electron beam irradiation.

2. Development of Nb3Al Superconducting Magnet

2.1 Design of Toroidal Field Coils for JT-60SC

The TF coil system of the JT-60SC TABLE I MAIN PARAMETERS OF THE TF COILS.
has been designed to consist of 18 "D" Overall Height Width 6 39 n
shape coils, which have a height of 60 m Number of Coils 18
and a width of 39 in. The maximum Nominal Operating Current 19 4 kA
magnetic field (Binax) in the windings is Max Magnetic Field at 7 4 T
7.4 T at an operational current (lop) of Total Coil Current 54 MAT
19.4 kA. Table I shows the main Total Stored Energy 1.7 GJ
parameters of the TF coils 4]. Max. Volt to Ground 13.5 kV

The Nb3A1 conductor is a promising Weight per Coil 23 ton
superconductor for the magnets of JT-
60SC, because of its low strain sensitivity on superconducting performances. A stainless steel
(SS316LN) conduit is adopted for JT-60SC, because Incoloy 908 requires careful control of
the oxygen concentration during heat treatment. The superconducting strand of Nb3A or
N`b3Sn with relatively high critical current density (Jc) is required for JT-60SC. -the current
density of the cable-in-conduit (CIC) conductor for the TFC of JT-60SC (Bina = 74 T is
relatively higher than that for the TFC of ITER (13max = 1 1.8 T). Therefore, a superconducting
strand with high Cu/non-Cu ratio is required to attain a highly stable coil. The allowable
Cu/non-Cu ratio of the strand for the TFC of JT-60SC was estimated to be around 4 The
Cu/non-Cu ratio for a 3A1 Insert Coil under the framework ITER-EDA was 1.5. Nb3Al
strands with a copper ratio of > 2 have not been developed yet. The development of the
Nb3A1 strand with a high Jc gives a compact magnet design and substantial cost saving
because of the reduced amount of the superconducting materials.

In addition, the Nb3A1 conductor allows us to
fabricate the TFC by a react-and-wind technique. The
TFC of JT-60SC was designed to make it possible to be
fabricated by the react-and-wind technique for
superconducting magnet technology of the large-scale
magnet fabrication such as the TFC of SSTR [5].

The maximum bending strain of the TFC conductor Cu �')Iire St a
for JT-60SC becomes 04%, which does not make large
decrease of Jc. The bending strain is dfined as
follows, /1' aid

D
2R

where D is the diameter of the cable, R is the curvature
radius of bending. The TF coil has consists of 7 double SS conduit

pancakes with 154 turns. The conductor is designed
to be a squired CIC conductor installed a cable, Fig. 2 Views of 3Al strand and
which consists of 216 3A1 strands and 108 pure full-size conductor developed for the
copper wires into a squired stainless steel conduit 6]. TFC of JT-60SC,
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2.2 Development of 30 m length 3AI Full-size Superconductor

The development of a 3Al strand with a high copper ratio of 41, which was the
optimizing value to the magnetic field of 74 T for the TF coil, was carried out. A Nb3Al
strand of an I I kin length in total was successfully drew down to 074 mm diameter (filament
diameter of 47 [tm) without breakage by increasing the quality of jelly roll structure (Fig. 2.
A procedure for finishing a long piece of long 3Al strand with a high copper ratio of 41
has been established 7].

This strand was coated with 2 tm Cr and cabled together with a pure copper wire. The
superconducting cable inserted into a 30 in length conduit with
two butt-welded joints, wch was composed of three unit
conduits of a 10 in length. The CIC conductor has the same
configuration as the designed full-size TFC conductor. Figure
3 shows a view of the 30 rn length 3Al full-size conductor
in process of the cable insertion. The non-Cu Jc of developed
Nb3Al strands was 1914 A/MM2 at 74 T, 4.2K from the Jc
measurement. Because of the thermal contraction effect from
the SS conduit, the measured critical current (1c) of the
conductor was decreased to 98% of Ic estimated from the
product of the Ic in strands by the number of strands. In the
case of the Nb3Sn CIC conductor, the decrease of Ic was
estimated to be 79 6 This result indicated the low Fig 3 A view of the 30 m length
strain sensitivity of Nb3Al conductor in comparison with Nb3AIJull-size conductor in trial
the 3Sn conductor. manufacture

2.3 R&D for Demonstration of a React-and-wind Technique

In the design of JT-60SC, the react-and-wind technique with the Nb3Al CIC conductor
using stainless steel was studied for the TFC. As an advanced superconducting magnet
technology relevant to the large-scale magnets of DEMO reactor, 3Al superconductor is an
advantageous candidate because of the low degradation of the critical current density by the
thermal and bending strain [8]. From viewpoints of fabrication reliability and cost, a react-
and-wind technique is essential for the fabrication of large TFC (ex. the size of I I in x 16 n
in SSTR). The large TFC can be easily fabricated
with high reliability and reduced cost by the
technique. Furthermore, the heat treatment time of
Nb3Al is around one third that of N3Sn. Heat
treatment of Nb3A1 conductor can be completed in
short time (50 hr at 750'C). By the technique
without a huge size furnace, an effective cost
reduction for the fabrication of the large magnet is
expected as compared with a wmd-and-react
transfer technique.

A half of the 30 in length N3Al full-size
conductor was used to fabricate a D-shaped double
layer coil with the same bending strain of 04 as
the fabrication of the TFC of JT-60SC (Fig. 4 In
this fabrication by the react-and-wind technique,
spring back of the conductor in the winding process
should be taken into consideration. Due to existing Fig. 4 A N3Al D-shaped double

spring back, an overbending is required to form the layer codfor the demonstration of a
react-and-wind technique.
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CIC conductor into a designed curvature in the bending process.
The fabrication process of the D-shaped double layer coil by the react-and-wind

technique is as follows. 1) Bending the Nb3Al conductor into a radius of 2125 mm by a roller
bender 2 Bending two terminal parts to a radius of 300 mm, which is the same curvature as
the term i nal j oint of the designed TFC, and S-shape with a radius of 15 0 mm by a bender with
three points. 3 Heat treatment (flat top of 50 hr at 750± 5Q with a ring-shaped muffle case
in a furnace to precisely control heating temperature. 4 Bending the conductor into a
designed shape (test section: R1062.5 mm) by a roller bender and a bender with three points.
5) Shaping into the D-shaped double layer. 6 Fabrication of terminal joints.

After the heat treatment, a compression stress of about 2 tons applied the cable with
thermal contraction effect from the SS conduit. However, the cable in the terminal part moved
only 16 mm. This result indicated that a locking of the cable in the conduit with the curvature
of R300 mm was confirmed. Although the bending strain of the conductor at the test section
(position of magnetic field application) became 040%, the bending strain in the load
condition with the overbending became 057%. In the other small curvature positions, the
maximum bending strain in the load condition was limited to 0.8%. The spring back was
estimated to be 197 mm (load condition: R880 mm, free condition: RI 077 mm) in the final
bending process. The D-shaped double layer coil will be tested to verify the react-and-wind
technique with Ic measurement in December 2002. The effect of the overbending in the
fabrication process on superconducting performances can be investigated.

3. Development of Reduced Cost NbTi Conductor

A NbTi conductor is applied for equilibrium field (EF) coils i JT-60SC because of
relatively low magnetic field < T) in the windings. _
For the EF coils, the conductor with low AC loss is 190 Ms200
required. The NbTi strands coated with Cr can realize
low AC loss 9 However, the Cr coating is rather 150 1140 nis
expensive. Development of NbTi conductor with low
cost coating instead of Cr coating is an important issue. 'Z

100A full size NTi conductor composed of 2 [tm Ni-
coated strands was newly fabricated. From the AC loss
measurement of the conductor, a coupling time constant 50 _3,2,�
was measured to be 40 nis (Fig. 5). The Ni-coated 6. -77771
NbTi conductor can be adopted for JT-60SC. The Ni O 0I A "U

coating is the reference candidate for the poloidal field U Cr SnAg Ni
coils of ITER. Therefore, this conductor can be
also applied to ITER. The fabrication of reduced Fig. 5. The coupling time constantfor Cr,
cost NbTi conductor has been established. SnAg and Ni-coated NbTi conductors.

4. Development of Forced Cooling Divertor Component with High Heat Transfer

Realization of the forced cooling divertor under a high heat load in the range of - 5
MW/M2 is one of the most important issues for JT-60SC 10]. In the activity of the ITER
divertor R&D, various types of the divertor targets have been developed using swirl tubes.
The critical heat flux of the screw tube (Ml 0, fin pitch of 1.5 mm) near the boiling region was
evaluated so far I I . It was found that the screw tube had a higher heat transfer than the swirl
tube. However, the heat transfer coefficient of the screw tube has not been evaluated yet.

A more simplified structure can be applied for the JT-60SC divertor A prototype flat
CFC (carbon fiber composite) target with screw tubes, which had helical fins like a nut, was
manufactured aiming at cost-effectively manufactured divertor target with a sufficient heat
removal performance for JT-60SC (Fig. 6. The CFC (CX-2002U) tiles were brazed onto a
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Cu-alloy heat sink with a 1-mm thick Cu-interlayer at one step of heat treatment (870'C in a
vacuum furnace). Prior to the brazing step,,four screw tubes were made directly in the Cu-
alloy heat sink 12].

The heat removal performance of the CFC target was successfully demonstrated on the
JAERI Electron Beam Irradiation Stand. The evaluated heat transfer coefficient of the screw
tube M IO, fin pitch of 1.5 mm) at the non-boiling region was roughly 3 times higher than
that of the smooth tube of 10 mm inside diameter. This corresponds to 1.5 times that of the
swirl tube of 10 mm inside diameter with a tape
twist ratio of 3 A heat cycle test of 10 MW/m2
showed that the CFC target with the screw tubes
could withstand for 1400 cycles. These results
indicate that the divertor target plate with the flat
CFC tiles and the screw tubes is a promising
candidate for the JT-60SC. Fig 6 A prototypeflat CFC target with

heat removal of 10 MWIM'.

5. Conclusions

The modification of JT-60 is planned as a full superconducting tokamak (JT-60SC).
Advanced fusion technologies relevant to DEMO reactor have been developed in the
superconducting magnet technology and plasma facing components for the design of JT-
60SC. To achieve a high current density in a superconducting strand, Nb3AI strands with a
high copper ratio of 4 have been newly developed for the TFC of JT-60SC. The R&D to
demonstrate applicability of Nb3 Al conductor to the TFC by a react-and-wind technique have
been carried out using a full-size Nb3AI conductor. The D-shaped double layer coil fabricated
by the react-and-wind technique in consideration of spring back will be tested to verify the
fabrication technique in December 2002 A full-size NbTi conductor with low AC loss using
Ni-coated strands has been successfully developed. A forced cooling divertor component with
high heat transfer using screw tubes has been developed for the first time. The heat removal
performance of the CFC target was successfully demonstrated on the electron beam
irradiation stand.
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Abstract. Recent perforinance analysis has improved confidence in achieving Q 10 in inductive operation n
ITER. Performance analysis based on empmcal scaling shows the fasibility of achieving Q 10 in inductive
operation, particularly with improved modeling of helium exhaust. Analysis has also elucidated a possibility that
ITER can potentially demonstrate Q's - 50, enabling studies of self-heatcd plasmas. Theory-based core modeling
indicates the need of high pedestal temperature 2.3 - 45 keV) to achieve Q 10, which is in the range of
projection with presently available pedestal scalings. Pellet injection from high-field side would be useful in
enhancing Q and reducing ELM heat load in high plasma current operation If the ELM heat load is not
acceptable, it could be made tolerable by further tilting the target plate. Steady state operation scenarios at Q = 
have been developed with modest requirement on confinement improvement and beta (HH,8(Y,2)> 13 and 
2.6) Stabilisation of RWM, required in such regimes, is feasible with the present saddle coils and power supplies
with double-wall sucture taken into account Recent analysis shows a potential of high power steady state
operation with a fusion power of 0.7 GW at Q - . Achievement of the required - 36 by RWM stabilisation is
a challenge and further analysis is also needed on the reduction of the divertor target heat load.

1. Introduction

Analysis of ITER plasma performance is being carried out to confinn the integrity of core,
pedestal and divertor characteristics. The core performance analysis described in Final Design
Report of ITER [1] was based on empirical scaling. Recently efforts ave been focused on
projection with theory-based modeling in the core. The pedestal temperature has been found
to play an important role in core confinement. Improved assessment of the erosion of the
target has led to an increase in the tolerable ELM heat load by a factor of - 2 The ELM
amplitudes show reduction toward high edge collisionality and high frequency, suggesting
that pellet-induced or spontaneous frequent ELMs can suppress the ELM amplitudes to a
benign level in ITER. Steady state operation scenarios, with less demanding confinement
improvement and beta, have been developed, and analysis of RWM suggests that the present
set-up of pick-up coils, vacuum vessel and coils is adequate for RWM stabilisation. Recently
scenarios have been developed for high power steady state operation, in the prospect of
developing a core plasma for the next step. This paper summarises recent progress in these
areas for ITER projection.

2. Inductive operation

Performance analysis based on empirical scaling demonstrates the feasibility of achieving its
mission of Q 10 in inductive operation 12]. Divertor transport calculations by the
132/Eirene code indicate that the steady-state target heat load can be reduced to < 0 MW/m'
and the helium concentration to < 3 at the separatrix 3 which corresponds to < 43 at
the axis. Inclusion of helium elastic scattering in the divertor plasma further enhances the
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helium exhaust efficiency by a factor of - 3 4], which increases Q, e.g. from 10 to 14. Figure
I shows Q vs. HHgg(Y,2) at a condition that the separatrix power higher than LH transition power
P..p > L-H at a plasma current of 15 MA with different levels of helium concentration 2],
suggesting the potential of operating at Q's higher than 50 for the investigation of self-heated
plasmas.

Core performance projection is also in progress with theory-based modeling e.g. Weiland [5],
Multi-Mode 6] and GLF23 7 models. Figure 2 shows Q vs. pedestal ion temperature (Tp,,,)
calculated with Weiland and MMM95 models, showing that the goal of Q 10 is achievable
with T.d> 2.3 - 39) keV, while te IFS/PPPL model requires Td 45 keV 2]. Analysis of
the international pedestal database suggests that achievement of this high pedestal temperature
is possible 26,8,9,10]. Figure 3 shows a scaling of pedestal pressure compared against
experimental data in International Pedestal Database v. 3 This scaling projects a temperature
of 53 keV for a pedestal density of 7 x 1019 M-3 [I I], suggesting that Q IO is achievable. Q 
10 operation at a plasma current of 15 NM is associated with ON> 1.5, which could trigger
neoclassical tearing modes (NTMs). Present analysis suggests that stabilisation of ull-
grown 21 and 32 of NTM could require electron cyclotron current drive (ECCD) power of -
30 MW 12]. An early detection of the island with a size w/a - 004 and subsequent ECW`
injection could enable mode stabilisation within the initial capability of the ECCD/ECH
system 20 MW) [ 3.

3. ELM

The projection of the heat load with type-1 ELMs in the inductive high Q operation is subject
to a large uncertainty. However, recent calculations show that with a reasonable rise time 0.3
ms) of target heat load and a reasonable heat conductivity taken into account, the tolerable
target heat load is - I M/m' 14] or - 6 MJ per ELM pulse with a total ELM footprint of 6 m',
which corresponds to about 6 of the pedestal energy. Te projected ELM heat load is - 20
MJ in ITER 14]. As will be discussed in the following section, pellet injection could reduce
the ELM amplitudes to a benign level. If the heat load is excessive, further inclination of the
target would increase the heat load that can be tolerated. Furthermore, extension of the
lifetime of the target plates is possible, e.g. operation with more benign type-11 ELMs with a
small decrease of plasma current [15]. Therefore in steady-state operation and long pulse
hybrid operation with a reduced plasma current, a long lifetime is expected.

4. Pellet injection

High-field side pellet injection has proved to be successful in maintaining good confinement
at densities close to the Greenwald density (nc) 16,17]. Reduction of ELM heat load is also
observed [18, 19]. This fuelling method will be one of the major fuelling methods in ITER
and is expected to enhance the Q value and reduce the ELM heat load 20]. Projected fusion
power > 450 MW, at an auxiliary heating power of 23 MW and Q of - 20 can be achieved at
line-averaged density below the Greenwald density with pellet injection from the high field
side at a moderate pellet speed of - 500 m/s. The ELM heat loss is observed to decrease to 4-
5 of the pedestal energy with increasing pedestal collisionality in the high density range
[21 J. Experiments in ASDEX-Upgrade show that the energy loss during pellet-induced ELM
is reduced with ELM frequency following the same scaling as spontaneous ELM obtained in
JET and ASDEX-Upgrade experiments 19]. Thus pellet injection would increase the
collisionality of the pedestal and it is expected to reduce the heat load below a tolerable range
in ITER 20]. Calculation shows that the increase in ELM frequency from - I Hz (without
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pellets) to 4 Hz (with pellets) reduces the ELM energy loss from 1 - 20 MJ to below 6 J
(Fig. 4 The recovery of the pedestal temperature is much faster than the pellet interval,
suggesting that the core confinement remains high after the pellet. However, more work is
needed to optimise the pellet parameters and to confirin the compatibility of the pellet
injection with good confinement and low ELM heat load.

5. Steady state operation

Operational scenarios have been developed for steady-state operation with modest
requirements on confinement and e.g. HH98(y,2) > 1.3� N 26 E221, with l = 9 MA, Q = ,
n/nG = 083, Zf = 22 and P.. 68 MW. The plasma parameters are shown in Table 
Divertor transport calculations by the B2/Eirene code show that long connection length with
steady-state operation at higher safety factor facilitates divertor compatibility even with a
higher fusion power 3]. As the required exceeds the ideal MHD no-wall limit for these
scenarios by 10-20 %, suppression of resistive wall modes (RWMs) will become a key issue.

Stability against ideal modes has been analysed for three sets of safety factor and pressure
profiles shown in Fig. (a) with the KNX code 22]. The minimum q of these reverse shear
equilibria are 21 225 and 24. As neoclassical heat and particle diffusivities are assumed
inside te minimum-q radius, the pressure profile becomes flatter with higher minimum q.
The most dangerous mode is an external n = I kink mode coupled to internal modes. The
stabilising ideal wall position a/a is shown against normalised P in Fig. (b). The no-waII
limit increases with flatter pressure profiles with higher minimum q. The ideal wall radius 
for marginal stability increases significantly with a flatter pressure profile at higher minimum
q. The effective wall position k/a is 1375 for the plasma shown in Table 1, shifted outward
by 0. 1 5 in with a reduced minor radius (a = 1.85 in). At this wall position, the marginal is

2.6 for a minimum q of 2.1 and 36 for a minimum q of 2.4 A full-bore plasma with R = 62 m
and a = 2 m. is more stable against ideal modes with a./a = 1345, suggesting that high -
3.6 steady state operation with Q - 0, described in the following section, could be made
stable with an ideal wall.

Analytical study has been carried out with double-wall structure of the ITER resistive vacuum
vessel taken into account. The double wall structure does not affect the RWM growth rate
significantly, but deteriorates the feedback stabilisation. However, the present arrangement of
saddle coils and power supply is adequate for RWM stabilisation for the range of
anticipated for the steady state operation scenarios quoted above 23, 24].

6. High performance steady state operation

Recently high power steady state operation has attracted much interest from the viewpoint of
developing a core plasma of a fusion power plant, in which the requirement is more
demanding on , Q, power and particle control and bootstrap current fraction. Figure 6 shows
profiles of current density, safety factor, temperature and electron density calculated with the
ASTRA code for possible ITER conditions. A combination of neutral beam current drive at the
core, lower hybrid current drive at r/a - 07 and bootstrap current provides a 12 MA weak-
reverse-shear WRS) steady state plasma, with a q,, at r/a - 07. q9 = 476, HH98(y,2 = 153,
and fraction of Greenwald density ri�nc = 086, The bootstrap current fraction is 54.5 .
The fusion power is 700 MW and the current drive power is 47 MW (NB) and 40 MW (LH),
giving a Q value of 8. Neoclassical heat and particle diflusivities are assumed inside the
radius of minimum q A bum phase of - 300 s can be sustained with the present ITER
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hardware, which is adequate to reach a quasi-steady state with an optimised start-up scenario.
The value of N in this discharge is 36, which is above the no-wall limit of 28 and below the
ideal wall limit of 38. Requirement on RWM stabilisation is being analysed.

In addition to beta, the divertor heat load and helium exhaust are also of major concern in high
power operation. The divertor performance was estimated with a scaling 251 derived from a
series of 132-Eirene runs at q, = 3 Since this discharge has a higher safety factor (q, = 476),
this estimate provides a conservative value. Figure 7 shows pak target heat load, separatrix
electron density, helium concentration at the separatrix, and DT throughput with a scrape-off
layer power of 155 MW and a pumping speed of 10 rn'/s for the discharge shown in Fig. 6.
With an increase in DT throughput, the helium concentration and peak heat load are reduced
substantially, reaching 035 and < MW/m�, respectively at a DT throughput of 2 Pa
in3/s. Although the helium density at the separatrix is maintained at a very low level, further
analysis is needed on helium transport with the internal transport barrier.

A high fusion power (- I GW) plasma condition, i.e. high and high power exhaust, can be
simulated with a plasma with an isotopic fraction of - 02 or 8 at an acceptable fusion power
in ITER, i.e. 700 MW. The reduced alpha heating power can be compensated for by increased
additional power, as shown in Fig. 8. To maintain the fusion power below 700 MW and
additional power below 115 MW, the operation point should fall into either one of the two
shaded regions in the figure. The plasma current of 15 MA, = 30, <n,>/% = 09, neW<n�> =
1.3, and Hg,(Y,2 = 13 are assumed. The expected bootstrap current is 33 and the total non-
inductively driven current is 57 %. This operation can be sustained for - 300 s.

7. Conclusions

1) Performance analysis based on empirical scaling demonstrates the feasibility of achieving
Q 10 in inductive operation, especially with improved model of helium exhaust.

2) Theory-based core modeling indicates the need of high pedestal temperatures 2.3 - 45
keV) to achieve Q 10, which is in the range of projection with presently available pedestal
scalings.

3) The heat load of type-I ELM in high plasma current operation could be made tolerable by
high density operation and further tilting the target plate (if necessary).

4) Pellet injection from the high-field side would be useful in enhancing Q and reducing ELM
heatload.

5) Steady state operation scenarios to achieve Q = have been developed with modest
requirement on confinement improvement and beta (H,,,,(Y,,)> 13 and 26). Stabilisation
of RWNI, required in such regimes, is feasible with the present saddle coils and power
supplies with double-wall structure taken into account.

6) Recent analysis shows a possibility of high power steady state operation with a fusion
power of e.g. 07 GW at Q - . Achievement of the required N - 36, above the no-wall limit
(2.8) and below ideal wall limit 38), by RWM stabilisation is a challenge and further
analysis is also needed on the reduction of the divertor target heat load.

7) With an isotopic mixture of - 02 or - 0.8, there is a possibility of simulating a plasma
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condition with a fusion power of I GW, e.g. high and power and particle control within the
capability of the ITER hardware.
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Table 1. ITER plasma parame for the steady state scenano
Parameter Value Parameter Value
R/a, rn 6.35 /185 <T.>�<T,>., keV 11/12-10.5/11
895/lC95 0.41/1 84 Wth/Wf. mi 273/60-255/50
q95 5 16-5 13 Hligg (Y 2) 141-1.3

NW<n,>,10"'m' 9 6 74 Q 75
2 82 56 P,,/P,,, MW 34/29-33.7

1, 0.72-0 63 P,,/P,, MW 361/93-338/97
<Z.ff> 2.2-2 17 'CE, S 2.54-2.32
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1.28 Design Improvements and R&D Achievements for W and In-vessel
Components Towards ITER Construction
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Abstract. There have been several detailed vacuum vessel (VV) design improvements, such as elimination of the
inboard triangular support, separate intcrspace between inner and outer shells for independent leak detection of field
joints and revised VV support system to gain a more comfortable margin in the structural performance 'Me blanket
design has been updated, an inter-modular key instead of two psmatic keys and a co-axial inlet-outlet cooling
connection instead of two parallel pipes. One of the most important achievements in the V R&D has been
demonstration of the necessary assembly tolerances. Further development of cutting, welding and non destructive
tests (NDT) for the VV has been continued, and thermal and hydraulic tests have been performed to simulate the VV
cooling conditions. With regard to the R&D for the FW/blanket and divertor, full-scale prototypical mock-ups of the
FW panel, the blanket shield block and the divertor components have been successftdly fabricated. These results
make us confident in the validity of our design and give us possibilities of alternate fabrication methods.

1. Introduction

Procurement specifications are now being prepared for ITER components whose delivery is on
the critical path, such as the vacuum vessel. Although the basic concept of the V and in-vessel
components of the ITER design has stayed the same, there have been several detailed design
improvements resulting from efforts to raise reliability, to improve maintainability and to save
money. R&D activities have been continued to confirm the design validity and to develop
alternate cost saving fabrication methods.

2. Vacuum Vessel

2.1 Vacuum Vessel Design

The VV is similar to the earlier vessel design in basic features such as structure (double wall),
basic shape (torus) and material (SS 316L(N)-IG, ITER Grade) [I]. However, the VV design has
been iproved taking into account fabrication methods and cost benefits. Difficulties in
designing blanket supports in that region have also led to the elimination of the inboard
triangular support (see FIG. 1), simplifying the VV structure and also reducing the blanket
module electromagnetic load (the poloidal torque of the inboard lowest module). The full
isolation of the volume in the interspace between the inner and outer shells at field joint regions
is considered to achieve independent leak detection during W assembly. Access for the W
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then-nal shield assembly, fabricability of the port stubs, and plasma vertical stability altogether
require the design of the upper port to avoid large chamfers in connection with the main vessel.
Each VV sector is now supported at the lower port to the cryostat floor (see FIG. 2, as well as
supported in the toroidal direction with mechanical restraints attached between the main vessel
and the TF coil. This system gives a more comfortable margin in the structural performance and
provides better access for assembly and maintenance. The in-vessel diagnostics design has also
progressed avoiding interference with other in-vessel components. Design of the divertor
supporting structure on the vessel has also progressed. The support structure is integrated with
the VV inner shell, and rails are prepared for travel of the divertor cassette in the toroidal
direction, as shown in FIG. 3 A special structure is being considered in the VV field joint region
to avoid interference with ultrasonic testing (UT) inspection tool.

The main concept of the vacuum vessel envisages a double wall structure. However, a single
wall structure is feasible in some regions (for components near to the cryostat) and is a simpler
solution in V port extensions in particular where the blanket cooling system penetrates. Most
welds in the inner shell will have butt-joint configurations with both-side access and will be
radiographically inspected to assure I 0% weld efficiency. However, the one-sided weld joints
between the outer shell and the ribs/housings, and the field joints, cannot be radiographically
inspected and so will be inspected by UT or "progress LPT (liquid penetrant dye test)", and a
"code case" will be justified by testing. The current approach of the weld joint configurations is
to minimize required code cases.

VACUUM

DI

FIG 3 Divertor support structure
FIG I Vacuum vessel, FIG. 2 VV vertical and radial integrated with the Winner shell

FWllanket and divertor support

2.2 Vacuum Vessel R&D

One of the most important achievements in the V R&D is demonstration of the necessary
assembly tolerances. This has already been achieved for the main vessel, and more recently an
integration test of the port extension has been performed with the full-scale sector model. As a
continuous activity of V R&D to demonstrate the fabrication, assembly and maintenance[2],
the port extension was cut and deformation was measured. A manual plasma-cutting tool was
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employed for this operation. Before and after the cutting work, dimensions of the VV section and
the port section were measured in order to obtain the deformation. Results showed no global
deformation except in the port edge section, where a slight expansion up to 34 mm was
observed. The reason can be explained by an effect of local angular distortion due to welding.
During the port integration test before the port extension cutting, the NDT inspection of the field
joint between the VV sector and the port extension was successfully performed in a remotized
mode using a robot to move a scanning device (FIG. 4. It was demonstrated that defects as small
as 23 mm in diameter and 5mm in length can be detected for 60MM thick austenitic stainless
steel plate.

Thermal-hydraulic tests have been performed to confirm the VV cooling parameters for future
licensing. The tests were focused on study of (1) heat transfer in differently oriented and non-
uniformly heated rectangular cannels; 2) flow distribution and stability in the parallel channels
at the extremely low water velocities (few mm's per second); 3 development of natural
circulation in the entire VV cooling circuit. The VV test element as a rectangular channel (FIG.
5 02 m in width, 3 in in total length, 248 in in heated length and with variable channel height
(12.5, 25 or 50 mm) has been fabricated to examine heat tansfer coefficients under typical VV
fluid conditions. The test conditions are pressure= MPa, water inlet temperature =20 and 100'C,
water velocity=6.7-170 mm./s and heat flux=1.3-24.4 Mrn�. On the basis of 361 experimental
results, correlations were developed describing heat tansfer coefficients in the VV channels. The
obtained results make us confident in the acceptable VV cooling performance, which should
provide not less than 500 W/(m'K) heat transfer coefficient in the first channel at any location of
the VV. Experiments with the VV two-channel model to investigate the flow distribution and its
stability in the VV cooling passages are now under way. Study of the development of the natural
circulation in a close to full-height 30 m) model of the entire VV cooling circuit is under
preparation in order to confir te cooling system capability of passively cooling the VV in the
case of LOF1 (Loss of flow incident).

As an alternative to LPT, the residue from which may compromise the vacuum purity, the novel
Photothermal Camera method 3] reliably detects cracks within 0.5 mm of the surface with the
inspection equipment located up to 2 metres away. A 120 W YAG laser le is raster-scanned
between passes in both directions across the welded surface at a speed of mm/sec and the
surface temperatures concurrently recorded. By computer analysis and subtraction of the images
obtained, defects are discriminated from surface irregularities and changes in reflection. In
inspections carried out on weldment surfaces from narrow gap TIG in 60 mm stainless steel
(shown in FIG. 6 the results proved that the Photothermal Camera is generally more sensitive
and reliable than LPT and better discriminates linear (>1.6 mm) and rounded >4 mm)
indications.The method will need to be qualified as a code case in the future. Further
development of advanced methods of cutting, welding and NDT for the VV has been continued
in order to increase the potential for improved cost and technical performance 3]. The main
achievement of the NdYAG-Laser welding with filler wire, using up to I I kW of power has been
to ahieve stable and reliable welding of 60 mm thick SS with the following parameters: 13
passes; welding speed 06 m/min; deposition rate 90 g/min; deposited energy I I kJ/cm.
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17h�rrn (thertnal barrier)

FIG 6 Photothermal Camera as a surface

FIG 4 UT inspection ofthefield FIG 5 Vsingle crack inspection method and detected defects
joint between the VV sector and the cooling channel in a mock-up test (EUPT)

port extension (JAPT-RFPT) model (PFPT)

3. FW/Blanket

3.1 FW/Blanket Design

The basic concept of the FW/blanket system of a modular configuration with a mechanical
attachment system embedded in the vessel, has also been refined where it interfaces with the W.
The poloidal key design has been updated to use an inter-modular key (see FIG. 7 8) fixed on
the vessel instead of two prismatic keys. The inter-modular keys have a larger offset 1.2 m) than
the prismatic keys 0.95 m) and react the radial torque (-I NNm) with a lower contact force in
the key. The blanket module design with FW panels supported by a central beam has been
updated to use a co-axial inlet-outlet cooling connection to simplify the interface with the
manifolds and the VV and to facilitate the leak testing of the hydraulic connection (see FIG. 9.
The design of the blanket manifolds and its end supports have been developed further to mitigate
stress concentrations.

INTERMOOULAR FLEXIBLE SEPERA rE Outilet P, a_)

SHEAR KEY MANI

asket
Of the

VACUUM leak test
VESSEL chamber

_C Fh; P
Blanket
mod Ule

ELECTRICAL CONNECTION NG
FOR ELECTRICAL SRAP

FIG. 9 Schematic view of co-axial
FIG 7 Inter-modular keys, hydraulic hydraulic connector

connection andflexible supports FIG Blanket modules
and manifolds
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3.2 FW/Blanket R&D

Blanket R&D has continued with the manufacture and testing of FW mock-ups and panel
prototypes to further improve the engineering margins and to decrease the fabrication cost. It has
been confirmed through recent R&D that FW mock-ups with Be tiles withstand a heat flux up to
2.5 MW/m' for 1000 cycles or 07 MW/m2 for 13,000 cycles 4], which is adequate for the
equivalent design requirement of 0.5 MW/m', 30000 cycles. Four FW panel prototypes are being
fabricated to demonstrate the feasibility of HIPing (Hot Isostatic Pressing) or brazing of Be to
DS-Cu or CuCrZr. Two of four FW panel prototypes have been successfully completed (see FIG.
10); one made from DS-Cu A125 with Be tiles joined onto the Cu alloy by furnace brazing at
780 C, and the second made from CuCrZr alloy with Be tiles joined by low-temperature HIPing
at 580'C. Bot te Cu alloys were joined onto the stainless steel backing plate by solid HIPing at
1040'C and HIP quenching (i.e. cooling rates above 40 'C/min) was performed on the CuCrZr
panel to keep acceptable mechanical properties of the Cu alloy. This challenging technology
was applied to the full-scale FW panel prototype for the first time. Fifty six beryllium tiles were
joined onto both prototypes, and fatigue testing will be performed in the near future. The other
two FW panel prototypes, one with CuAI25 and high temperature HPed beryllium tiles, the
other with powder HPed CuCrZr and low temperature HIPed Be tiles and one more panel with
co-extruded CuCrZr/SS tubes and diffusion bonded beryllium tiles are under construction to
investigate alternative fabrication routes. Te fabrication method of the Be-armoured FW was
developed for the curved region at the top (or bottom) end of the FW panel by manufacturing a
mock-up 300 mmw x 160 mm' x 95 mm') 4].

It is proposed to use casting to join the CuCrZr heat sink with SS and fast brazing to join Be to
CuCrZr as an alternative method of the FW panel manufacturing to reduce the fabrication cost.
After TIG welding of steel cooling pipes, vacuum casting of CuCrZr was performed and
followed by heat treatment; SAIOOO'C/WQ/550'C-6h (au is about 320 MPa). Fast brazing of Be
tiles was carried out in high vacuum at a temperature 700'C. Required heating rate (-1.5 'C/s)
was provided by an e-beam facility. To check the quality of the FW mockup (500 mm' x I 10
mmW x 81 mm') after casting followed by fast brazing, X-ray inspection was done, as shown in
FIG. 11. Thermal fatigue tests on the mockup have been successfully completed up to 5000
cycles at I MW/m' followed by 500 cycles at 1.5 MW/m'.

Fabrication of full-scale shield blocks was also completed with different cooling channel layouts:
1 a shield block with drilled poloidal cooling channels 1/2 toroidal width, i.e. 600 mmw x
1100nim'4x370mm)and2)ashieldblockwithdrilledradialchannels(1/4toroidalwidth). For
the former, gouging by water jet was applied for making the deep slots. Two quarter blocks
were joined by e-beam welding. The fabricated slots satisfied the specified width < 10 mm)
such as at the gouged region 15-6 mm and the EB-welded region 75-9.5 mm. Finally, a FW
panel prototype with a central beam support was fixed onto the shield block with poloidal
channels as shown in FIG. 12 4]. The FW panel prototype 300 mmw x I 00 MMH x 71 mm),
was fabricated with satisfactory dimensional accuracy such as the slot width < +/- 0.5 mm, the
panel width < +/- I mm and the step between adjacent flngers, < 07 mm.

Regarding the module attachment system, the Ti-alloy flexible supports and CuCrZr electrical
connectors have been fabricated and tested [5]. The bolting tool used to tighten the tip of the
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bolts securing the blanket module to the vessel, including preload measurement methods, has
been also developed. The required preload of 800 MPa for the Inconel 718 bolts can only be
achieved with an internal heater. Experiments have been carried out on using an automated
water-hydraulic bolting tool with integral bolt heater. The mock-up and tooling for the co-axial
hydraulic connector, wich weld/cuts with new-generation CW YAG lasers, using on-line visual

process control, is under construction. - 6 m EB-vmlded

Shield block
panel

Om

E

by WJ
Top vw

ole for FW
supprfing beam

FIG. IO One offull-scale FW
panel prototypes (Be brazed to FIG. II Cast FWpanel mock-up FIG. 12,4ssembledFWpanel

DSCu layer) (EUPT) with fast brazed Be and X-ray prototype and shield block (112
inspection (RFPT) toroidal width) JAPT)

4 Divertor

4.1 Divertor Design

The ITER divertor comprises 54 cassettes onto which are mounted replaceable plasma-facing
components (PFCs). The PFCs on each cassette are one inner and one outer vertical target, which
intercept the plasma scrape-off layer (SOL), and a private region PFC, which restricts the flow of
neutrals into the X-point and protects the gas exhaust pumping duct of the cassette from line-of-
sight of the plasma, In the latest design the region beneath the dome of the private region PFC
has been opened up to connect the inner and outer divertor channels allowing the free flow of
neutrals from inboard to outboard 6]. Carbon-fibre composite (CFC) ar-mour is the preferred
arinour for the regions of the PFCs where the SOL strikes the targets and the design heat flux
2OMWM-2, and tungsten for all other plasma-facing surfaces of the PFCs.

4.2 Divertor R&D

High heat flux (HHF) testing of components with a flat tile configuration of CFC armour
continue to fail at 18-20MWM-2, which leads to complete detachment within a few heat cycles.
Hence, the CFC monoblock geometry, which as a capability up to 30MWM-2 and has no cases
recorded of tiles falling off the heat sink, is maintained as the prefer-red option. In contrast for the
W armoured surfaces, where the heat flux <5MWm-', both flat file and lamellae monoblock
geometries are suitable, having sustained up to 27 and 18 MWm-2 respectively.

The manufacture of CFC monoblock and W lamellae armour on the same PFC has been
demonstrated on prototypical elements (see FIG. 13) with the arniours joined via a cast pure Cu
layer to a CuCrZr tube by low temperature HIP. HIP joining of pure Cu to CuCrZr tube at 550"C
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produces optimum mechanical properties in the CuCrZr and a grain size < 200�Lrn. Ultrasonic
and thermographic inspection of the prototype's joints indicates that they are of good quality and
HHF testing is scheduled to begin in September 2002.

Meanwhile the feasibility has been demonstrated of using an annular flow coolant tube (see FIG
14), which allows a more compact arrangement at the lower end of the target and te reduction
of peak heat flux by elongating the target. For the bair-pin retur a hemispherical end plug radius
7.5mm gives a pressure drop of O. I MPa at I ms-', or 17% of the total for the -700mm mock-up.
The design has a similar incident critical heat flux (ICHF) to that of a conventional swirl tube. A
CFC monoblock amoured mock-up was produced using 15Cu-25Ni-6OTi braze for the
CFC/OFHC Cujoint and 52Cu-IONi-38Mn for the OFHC-Cu/CuCrZr tube joint, both brazed in
the same cycle at 980'C for 30 min and gas quenched by Ar at I'Cs-' to maintain good
mechanical properties in the CuCrZr. Some initial cracks were observed after brazing in the CFC
side wall. However, during HHF testing the mock-up survived 1000 cycles of 15s at 2MWrrf'
with no degradation of the thermal performance and no observed growth in the initial cracks.

Efforts have also focused on technologies for building PFCs using the bypervapotron cooling
technique, which keeps the heat sink at 500'C during operation avoiding over precipitation of
the CuCrZr and hence is suitable for W flat tile armour 7]. The elements are built by casting
CuCrZr onto stainless steel. A 12% reduction of the bi-metal plate obtained by rolling, gives a
finer grain structure and improved tensile strength. The hypervapotron ribs are formed by
machining through the steel into the CuCrZr and all subsequent joints in the heat sink are steel to
steel. The W armour tiles are pre-coated with cast pure Cu layer before being brazed using
CuInSnNi alloy to the CuCrZr in a fast braze cycle. A 0.6m long mock-up of this design
survived 1000 cycles at - 20 MWm-'.

77�� "
XXX Return flow

>00< H (AMC)
><>O< to pure Cast copper

wiste n SUS304
CrZrFee ow (Twisted ratio=3)

(A) Cross-section (B) Inner tube with twisted fin

FIG. 13a Prototypical FIG. 13b Details of CFC FIG. 14 Detail of annularflow coolant

vertical target (EUPT) monoblock tube (JAPT)

The potential for the entire allowable tritium inventory of ITER to be trapped through co-
deposition with sputtered carbon has long been a concern. To mitigate the problem various
design options have been proposed ranging from maintaining hot surfaces 800'C) in the
private region to avoid local deposition, to the inclusion of a cold trap upstream of the cryo-
pumps to prevent their contamination. The results of experiments carried out at the Institute of
Physical Chemistry, Moscow and at IPP in Germany suggest:
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1) due to the high ratio of atomic hydrogen to hydrocarbons, the high density in the ITER
divertor and the general surface temperature >I OO'C, the deposition of hydrocarbons and the
survival of hydrocarbon radicals is negligible. Only stable hydrocarbon species will pass into
the pumping duct and to the cryopumps where they will be processed in the nonrial manner.
A cold trap in front of te cryopurnp is tus not necessary.

2) Surface temperatures within the private region that are greater than 500'C can promote
cracking of hydrocarbons increasing the amount of active radical species, which is not
advisable. The hot radiative liner will therefore be replaced by an actively cooled component.

These laboratory experimental conclusions are very positive for the operation with CFC targets
on the ITER divertor. However, experimental investigations continue both in the laboratories and
the tokamaks to better understand the very complicated processes between hydrogen and carbon
in the extreme conditions of a hot dense plasma to a cryogenic environment where the respective
proportions H H2 and CHY vary dramatically.

5. Conclusions

The ITER vacuum vessel and blanket design and R&D have progressed significantly as
collaborative efforts by the International Team, the European, the Japanese, and the Russian
Participant Teams. The design and fabrication mthods of the VV, FW/blanket and divertor
have been assured by the R&D, and additional fabrication methods have also been shown to be
acceptable.
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1.29 Development of High Performance Negative Ion Sources and Accelerators
for MeV Class Neutral Beam Injectors
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1) Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute, 801-1 Mukoyama, Naka-machi, Naka-gun,
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3) lbaraki Univ. 412-1 Nakanarusawa-cho, Hitachi, lbaraki-ken, 316-0033 Japan

E-mail: tanigucm�fusion.nakajacri.gojp

Abstract. Operation of accelerator at ow pressure is an essential requirement to reduce stripping loss of the
negative ions, which in turn results in high efficiency of the NB systems. For this purpose, a vacuum insulated
beam source (VIBS) has been developed at JAERI, which reduces the gas pressure in the accelerator by
enhanced gas conductance through the accelerator. The VIBS achieves the high voltage insulation of I MV by
immersing the whole structure of accelerator in vacuum with long (- 1.8 m) insulation distance. Results of the
voltage holding test using a long vacuum gap of 1.8 m indicate that a transition from vacuum discharge to gas
discharge occurs at around 02 Pa m n the long vacuum gap. So far, the VIBS succeeded in acceleration of 20
mA (H beam up to 970 keV for I s. The high voltage holding capability of the VIBS was drastically improved
by installing a new large stress ring, which reduces electric field concentration at the triple junction of the
accelerator column. At present the VIBS sustains I MV stably for more than 1200 s. Acceleration of ampere
class H beams at high current density is to be started soon to demonstrate ITER relevant beam optics.

Operation of negative ion source at low pressure is also essential to reduce the stripping loss However, it was
not so easy to attain high current density H ions at low pressure, since destruction cross section of the negative
ions becomes large if the electron temperature is > I eV, in low pressure discharge. Using strong magnetic filter
to lower the electron temperature, and putting higher arc discharge power to compensate reduction of plasma
densitythroughthefilteranH ionbcamof3lOA/m2wasextractedatverylowpressureofO.lPa.Thissatisfies
the ITER requirement of current density at 13 of the ITER design pressure 0.3 Pa).

1. Introduction

One of the key components of the NB system is a high power and high energy beam source
which can produce 40 A D- ion beam at the energy of I MeV. JAERI (Japan Atomic Energy
Research Institute) has developed the negative ion sources and accelerators to realize efficient
and reliable operation of the NB system.
To produce the high energy negative ion beam, the reduction of the gas pressure in the
accelerator is one of the most critical issues, since the negative ions are easily neutralized
before full acceleration by collisions with residual gas molecules in the accelerator. The
neutralization causes not only a loss of negative ions but also acceleration of the stripped
electrons. The acceleration of the stripped electrons leads to the reduction of acceleration
efficiency and an increase of heat load on the accelerator grids. To overcome this problem, a
vacuum insulated beam source (VIBS), which immerses the negative ion source and
accelerator in vacuum, has been developed instead of the gas insulated beam source (GIBS).
Comparing with the GIBS, the VIBS has larger gas flow conductance around the accelerator
that results in significant reduction of the residual gas pressure in the accelerator.

Reduction of the operating pressure of the ion source is also effective to decrease the gas
pressure in the accelerator. For this purpose, KAMABOKO source, a prototype of the ITER
negative ion source, has been developed to achieve high current density even at low pressure
(< 03 Pa). Normally electron temperature increases as lower the pressure in arc discharge
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plasma, and destruction cross section of the ions becomes large as the electron energy
increase to > I V. In the present experiment, the electron temperature was lowered using
strong transverse magnetic field, called "magnetic filter", which only allows low temperature
electrons diffusing into the extraction region of the ion source. In the present paper, recent
activity of JAERI NBI group is presented focusing on the development of VIBS accelerator
and the low-pressure high current density source.

2. MeV class Vacuum Insulated Accelerator

A vacuum insulated beam source, as shown in Fig. , has been developed to demonstrate the
1MV insulation and high current negative ion acceleration. The VIBS consist of five
acceleration stages, each acceleration grid is supported and insulated by post spacers made of
alumina instead of large insulator columns surrounding the accelerator structure as in the
GIBS. Having no surrounding structure, the VIBS allows rapid pumping of residual gases
through the accelerator's grids support that results in significant reduction of pressure in the
accelerator. Hence, it is expected that the VIBS give lower stripping losses of negative ions in
the accelerator than that in the original GIBS A result of 3-dimensional Monte Carlo gas
analysis shows that the stripping loss of the ions is 25% in the VIBS at operating pressure of
0.3 Pa. This value is about a half of the GIBS 1 Thus the power losses caused by the
acceleration of the electron and the neutralization before full acceleration can be reduced from
16 to 6 by using the VIBS. The VIBS is also promising from the viewpoint of radiation-
induced conductivity (RIC)[2,3,4].
As mentioned above, the VIBS has many attractive features compared with conventional

GIBS. However, the VIBS for the ITER NB system forms meter-class long gaps in vacuum
between I MV potential and ground. The pressure in the gap ranges in 0. I Pa - 0 I Pa during
the NB operation. The previous work [5] has investigated the discharge characteristics under
the above conditions and the ITER NB design has been done so that the I MV insulation is
secured from both Paschen gas discharge 6] and Clump theory 7] for vacuum. In the case of
vacuum discharge (Clump theory), the long insulation gap is appreciated, however long gap is
not favorable against the Paschen discharge under high pressure. Thus careful design is
required for the vacuum insulation of the VIBS. However, there are few experimental reports
on vacuum insulation of MV class high voltage in meter-class long gap.

In the present work, a high voltage insulation test for vacuum gaps of 1.8 in was carried out
using the accelerator column of VIBS. The flashover voltage as a function of p.d (p; gas
pressure, d; gap distance) is shown in Fig.2. The flashover voltage rapidly decreases above

1200

1000

CD
to 800 ----- - -

600

> 400

TrER operation
200

U_ 0

0.001 0.01 0.1 1 1 0

p.d (Pa. m)
Fig. I Vacuum insulated Me V accelerator. Fig.2 Breakdown characteristics of long vacuum

gap
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0.2 Pa in, where the transition of discharge 350 - - -
mechanism occurred from vacuum discharge Wi h new tress ing
to gas discharge. As was designed in ref. [5], 30o MP AP
it was experimentally confirmed that the
ITER NB condition locates left side (lower 250
p.d) of the transition area as shown in Fig.2, 200
which is free from the gas discharge.
Thus the dominant discharge mechanism in 150

the ITER NB condition could depend on the rit ss ring
100Clump theory; this means that the larger gap

is favorable for IMV vacuum insulation.
Adapting the vacuum insulation technique so
described above, negative ion acceleration 0
test had been carried out using the prototype 0 2 4 6 8 10
VIBS accelerator. Up to now, the highest Time (hours)

beam energy of 971 keV was attained with an Fig. 3 Voltage holding test with new stress
accelerated beam current of about 20 mA for

S.
By using the VIBS, we have succeeded in accelerating the negative ion beam up to 971 keV.
However, the negative ion current was still in a low level. This is because voltage holding
performance of the VIBS was not stable enough. To sustain I MV stably, improvement of
the stress ring at the triple junction (interface of metal flange, FRP, and vacuum) was
performed for the MeV VIBS accelerator. The results of the electrostatic analysis showed that
the newly developed stress ring can reduce the electric field to 12 kV/mm at the triple
junction from 36 kV/mm in the original. The voltage holding performance was tested by the
insulation column of the MeV VIBS with and without the new stress ring. The result of
voltage holding test for one stage of the accelerator (rated voltage; 200 kV) is shown in Fig.3.
With the new stress ring, the flashover voltage reached at rated voltage of 200 kV within the
first several minutes whereas the accelerator without rng could not reach 200 kV even after 
hours of operation. Moreover, with the new stress ring, the highest voltage reached more than
300 kV, where the voltage holding test was stopped to avoid possible damage of the insulator
at 1.5 times higher than the rated voltage. It was confirmed that the electric field at the triple
junction should be lowered with properly designed stress ring. Thus the MeV prototype VIBS
at JAERI sustains I MV stably at present. The beam acceleration test of VIBS with newly
developed stress ring is now in progress.

3 A High Density Negative Ion Production at Low Pressure

At JAERI, high current negative ion sources of Cesium seeded volume production type has
been developed for the ITER NBI application. One of the sources, KAMABOKO source, has
already succeeded in demonstrating ITER design current density 300 A/m 2) at 03 Pa in a
short pulse [8]. However, the grid power loading even at 03 Pa is close to the design limit
(I MW) 9]. Thus, further reduction of operating pressure is desirable for reliable operation
throughout the ITER life.

The negative ions have large destruction cross-section by collision with electrons of > I eV.
However, electron temperature in the volume production type sources tends to increase in arc
discharge of the low pressure, and consequently, negative ion current decreases steeply at the
pressure lower than 03 Pa. To maintain plasma with low electron temperature in the ion
extraction region, transverse magnetic field, so called "magnetic filter" is equipped in the
negative ion sources of the volume production type. In the present work, enhancement of the
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lowering the electron temperature with
strong magnetic filter field.
Figure 4 shows the cross-sectional view of

the plasma source used in this work. The
plasma generator is a multi-cusp semi-
cylindrical ion source, called Fifty Marwt

"KAMABOKO" source [8,10]. The source
plasma is generated by fast electrons emitted
from eight tungsten filaments, and the
interior wall of the KAMABOKO chamber
serves as an anode. To enhance the
production of H- ions, about Ig of cesium
(Cs) were seeded in the chamber. The

negative hydrogen ion was extracted by Fig.4 Cross-sectional view of the
applying the extraction voltage of 9 kV 'K-4MABOKO source.
between plasma grid (PG) and extraction
grid (EXG), and acceleration voltage of 39 kV between EXG and ground grid (GRG). The
beam current was measured by a calorimeter, which locates at 13 in downstream from GRG.
The magnetic filter of three different strengths were tested; type I: 226 G cm, type 11: 605 G

cm and type III: 907 G cm, respectively. Figure shows the pressure dependence of electron
temperature measured by a Langmuir probe at extraction region (1 cm apart from PG)
obtained with constant arc power of 10 M It was found that the electron temperature
increases with decreasing the source pressure, whereas it decreases with increasing the
strength of the magnetic filter, The type III filter maintain the electron temperature of -2eV,
which seems to be effective to enhance the negative ion production, even under the low
operating pressure of 0 I Pa.
The beam extraction test was performed using the type III filter. The results are shown in

figure 6 The negative ion current density increases linearly with increasing the applied arc
power. A high current density beam of 3 0 A/in 2was extracted at 0. 1 Pa. The operating
pressure in the negative ion source was 13 of the design value for ITER. Although the present
result was obtained by operating the source with twice higher input power density (80 kW)
than the ITER design value 4], and also in a limited pulse length (0 I s), the present result
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temperature in KAMABOKO source
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gives a prospect to realize a low-pressure high-density source. We plan to demonstrate the
operation of the negative ion source for long pulse duration of I 00 s under the conditions of
3 1 0 A/m2, which are ITER operation conditions, under low pressure at 0 I Pa.

4. Conclusion

The reduction of gas pressure in the accelerator is one of the key issues to realize the high-
energy negative ion beam source. For this purpose, VIBS accelerator and the low operating
pressure source have been developed.
The VIBS accelerator has succeeded in accelerating the negative ion beam up to 971 keV for

I s. The high voltage holding capability of the VIBS was improved by installing a new large
stress ring, which reduces electric field concentration at the triple junction of the accelerator
column. At present the VIBS sustains I MV stably for more than 1200 s.
As for the low operating pressure source, an H- ion beam of 3 0 A/m 2was extracted even at

the low pressure of 0 I Pa by optimizing the filter magnetic field.
These results give the prospect to realize the high power NB systems with high reliability

and efficiency.
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H- e,.�,- Ho e + e fpro�ducehgh der'sity plasn'.
To Lpress this reaction, electron temperaturenea5rth etraction region need to be reduced
Magnetic filter is effective to keep the electron
temperature lobe eV Plasma grid

r

E., r.t WI beam
P- dw*= Q C- -V. ff.oqd.

O"

"KAMABOKO., ty

Enhancement of D- p negative ion so e 14
by cesium covered or

I" Tf

The magnetic filter was strengthened to Beam extraction test at low pressure (0.1 Pai)
keep the electron temperature to be around 3
1 eV even under ow pressure operation �S 880mg

3

10 J, 0 The streirParoIOW igth of magnet
1cm frorn PG le filter III was sufficient.8 2

7,PC In case of type III filter,
current density increas- I

12!4 es linearly with incre
Ing the applied are

0 power.
2 Type 0 2 4. 6 100

A, P- IkWJ

o I W. _N11 fil-O 4 6 8
Pressure Pa] a,_ A high current density beam of 310 A/ m2was

extracted at 0.1 Pa. This fulfills the current density
The electron temperature increases requirement for ITER at 13 of the design pressure

with decreasing the gas pressure. (0.3 Pa).

The type III filter maintain the elec- By operating the [TER source at .1Pa, the grid
tron temperature of - eV even under power loading can be reduced to 13 of the ITER
the low pressure of 0.1 Pa. design (1MW at 0.313a)
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Summaot

1) By strengthening the magnetic filter of KAMABOKO source, an H- ion beam of 31 A/M2was extracted even
at the low pressure of 1 Pa This fulfills the current density requirement of ITER at 13 of the design pres-
sure ( 3 Pa) By operating ITER source at 1 Pa, the grid power loading can be reduced to 13 of the ITER
design

2) The VIBS accelerator succeeded in accelerating 971 keV, 20 mA, 1 s beam High voltage holding capabili-
ty of the VIBS was improved by installing a new large stress ring At present the VIBS stably sustains MV
for steady state (more than 8500 s) The issue of MV holding in the VIBS acceleration column has been
solved and we could have the prospect to acheive high current beam acceleration up to 1 MV

smwwaoaa�

1MeV vacuum insulated accelerator

Issues:
jJ In the ITER NB system, SF6 insulation as is not applicable due to excess heat generation

by radiation induced onductivity (RICT
Vacuu m insulation technology for MV in meter order long gap had not been established.

The VIBS accelerator, in which the ion source and accelerator is immersed in vacuum,
has been developed,

a J_
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Th

Fk_�" 9V -OF 4 The transition occurred from vacuum discharge to gas
dijrfd�m(rdCtea§ti&Sr*, ''.P discharge at around 2 Pa m. This did not depend on

the vacuum gap length examined In this work
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The newly developed stress ring reduces the electric field to O Soo1 2 kV/mm at the triple junction from 3.6 kV(rnm in the original.

35
With the new stress ring, voltage >. 20
holding capability reached to the
rated voltage of 200 kV within

0 -d I- MO M 2hours and the highest voltage of �O
280 kV was attained 0 2 4 6 8

Conditioning time (hours)
The conditioning time to sustain

so "0-4p ,i the rated voltage of 200 kV was After the 6 hours conditioning, the MeV VIBS
drastically reduced by the new
stress ring acceleration column sustained MV stably for

more than 8500 s
The large stress ring at the triple junction signifi-
cantly improves the voltage holding performance Any dark current, out gassing, X-ray were not

observed during the MV holding
�7,
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1.30 Improvement of Beam Performance in Negative-Ion Based NBI System

for JT-60U

N. Umeda 1), L. R. Grisham 2 T. Yamamoto 1), M. Kuriyama 1), M. Kawai 1), T. Ohga 1),
K Mogaki 1), N. Akino 1), H. Yamazaki 1), K. Usw 1), A. Honda 1), L. GuangJiu 3 K Watanabe 1),
T. Inoue 1), M. Hanada 1), M. Kashiwagi 1), T. Morishita. 1), M. Dairaku 1) T. Takayanagi 1)

1) Naka Fusion Research Establishment, Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute,
801-1 Mukouyama, Naka-machi, Naka-gun, rbaraki-ken, 311-0193 Japan

2) Princeton Plasma Physics Laboratory, P13ox 45 1, Princeton, NJ USA 085453, USA
3) Southwestern Institute of Physics, CNNC P13ox 432, Chengdu, Sichuan 610041, China
e-mail contact of main author: urnedana�fusionnakajaeri.gojp

abstract. Injection performance of negative-ion based NBI system for T-60U has been improved by correcting bearrilet
deflection and improving spatial uniformity of negative ion production. Beamlet deflection at peripheral gion of gd
seginent has been found due to distorted electric field at the bottom of the extractor. This was corrected by modifymg the
surface geometry at the extractor to form flat electric field. Moreover, beamlet deflection due to bearrilet -beamlet repulsion by
space charge was also compensated by extruding the edge of the bottom extractor. Tis resulted in reduction of the beat
loading onthe NBI port linuter. As the result of improvement above, the continuous rejection of 2 6 MW If beam at 355 keV
has achieved for 10 s. Thus the long pulse injection up to nommal pulse duration of J-60U was demonstrated This has
provided a prospect of long plse operation of negative -ion based NBI system for steady state tokamak reactor So far, the
maximurn rejection power of 5.8 MW at 400 keV with deutenumbearn and 62 MW at 381 keV with hydrogen beam have
been achieved in the T-60U NNBI. Uniformity of negative ion production was unproved by hining filament emission
current so as to put more arc power in the region where less negative ion current were extracted.

1. Introduction

The negative-ion based ntral beam irijection (N-NBI) system is one of promising candidates for
plasma heating and riminductive current drive of steady state/long pulse operation of tokamak
reactors such as ITER. The N-NBI system for JT-60U has been operated since 1996[ 1 ] for research of
current dve and heating in hgh density plasma by energetic (500 keV) beam. The design goal of the
N-NBI system is to inject 1 0 MW, 500 keV DP beams for IO s. Recently the N-NBI has contributed to
achieve a fusion triple product of 3 1 x 1020 m74 s keV under fiffl non inductive urrent drive with NB
injection of 57 MW at 402 keV 2 There were some issues remained to achieve injection goal such
as less voltage holding of accelerator, excess heat load of grounded gid, beam divergence and spatial
non-uniformity of negative ion production hi these issues, beam divergence and rimuniformity of
negative in production have been improved. Until 2000, pulse duration was mited to 2 s with an
injection power of MW because of high heat load and subsequent temperature rise of the NB port
limiter which is located at about 22 in far from the ion source. In 2001, it was found did beamlets;
generated fi-om edge of the grid segments were deflected by distorted electric field due to geometric
step at the bottom of the extractor The distorted electric field was compensated by filling the step with
metal bar, and consequently, the deflection was corrected Moreover, beamlets generated from the edge
region were focused by protruding the metal bars from the surface of the bottom extractor. Correction
of the beamlet deflection and ts focusing were eective to reduce excess heat load on the NB port
limiter and enabled us to fire long pulse beam at high injection power.
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In these three years, we have also tried to improve uformity of negative ion production in the ion
source 3], by tuning input power of each filament group so as to change arc power distribution in the
chamber. Although uniform arc power profile was achieved by the filament tuning, a large
non-unifannity in a profile of beams still remained, in particular, at the bottom of the chamber. Then
the filaments were again tuned to yield 30% higher arc power dissipation at the bottom region Tis
was effective some how to improve the uniformity of the extraction bearn. In this paper correction of
beam deflection, improvement of source plasma uniformity and ahievement of long pulse operation
are reported.

2.Description of the N-NBI system

Detailed description of the T60U N-NBI system can be found else where 4]. Here only outline and

key points of the system relevant to the present improvements are described. The N-NBI system has
two large negative ion sources mounted on a single beaniline. Design value of each ion source is
acceleration of 22 A D ion beam at 500 keV and the rated pulse length is 10 s. The ion source consists
of a negative ion generator, an extractor and an accelerator. The negative ion generator is a volume
production type multicusp plasma generator with small amount (5 - 10 g) of cesiurn seed to enhance
the negative ion production. The cathode of the arc discharge is 48 tungsten filaments. Each of 6
filaments is grouped to compose eight filament groups, and each group is connected to a filament
power sapply. Thus the arc power to each filament group is independently controllable. The extractor,
consisting of a plasma grid and an extraction grid, has an ion extraction area of 45 x I 10 ir?. The

accelerator is an electrostatic three-stage accelerator. Each grid of the extractor and the accelerator is
divided into five segments whose size is 45 x 18 crr?, and each grid segment has 9 (vertical) x 24
(horizontal) aperture array. Only exception to dW is the plasma grid. To inhibit beam extraction from
top and bottom edge of the grid, where less ion current are expected due to stray magnetic field from
the plasma generator [5] 3 lines and lines of apertures in the top and bottom segments, respectively,
were masked with a blank plate made of molybdenum. The grid segments are geometrically inclined
(0.5 with respect to the next segment) to focus the beam generated from the large gd area to narrow
NB port. The heat load on each grounded grid segment was measured calorimeters of the cooling
water. During the experirnent for iprovement the beams were fired toward a target plate located 35
in downstream of the accelerator. By monitoring temperature rise of the target measured by infrared
camera, beam footprints were obtained to discuss the bearrilet deflection and the uniformity of the
beam.

3. Correction of beamlet deflection

The temperature rise of the NBI port limiter whose size is 46 cm height and 50 cm width, has limited
the long pulse injection to the T60U plasma. It shows that the some components of the beam are
intercepted by the limiter. Therefore, it is important to improve the beam optics and focusing To
evaluate the beam optics in detail, the beam profile was measured at 35 m downstream from ion
source by using a target plate and an IR camera. Figure I (a) shows bngitudinal beam deposition
profile. Two peaks appeared at the both edges of each segment. The beamlets of the segment edge
were deflected outward and overlapped with other bearnlets. The deflected angle is estimated to be 14
mrad. There were small grooves with mm in depth and 40 mm in width at the down strearnside of
the extractor grids segments as shown in Fig. 2 These grooves generated electric field distortion To
make the distorted electric field uniform, copper bars were embedded in the grooves. As a result, the
peaks in the beam profile changed as shown in Fig. I (b). The peaks moved from the both edges of the
segment boundaries to the center between two segment boundaries. By an estimation of the beam
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trajectory, such peaks do not appear between segment boundaries in the beam profile. It seemed that
the beam deflection is enhanced by space charge effect of beamlet-beamlet interaction 6 wich was
not taken into account in the first modification The deflection angle was estimated to be 6 mrad
outward still. To correct this deflection, the thickness of the copper bar was increased to generate the

electric field to steer the beamlets inward to die each segment. The stable height of the bar was

estimated by using a three-dimensional beam trajectory code and then 1.5 mm height was selected.

The beam profile was improved as shown in Fig. I (c), which matched to design profile and the beamlet

deflection by beamlet-bearnlet interaction was corrected completely Figure 3 shows temperature rise

of the beam limiter at the NBI port. The heat loads on the limiter with the flat bar and 1.5 mm extruded

bar were decreased to less thari. 60% and 70% of the original one, respectively. The rjection port of

N-NBI for JT-60U is so narrow that even sght beam deflection largely affects. This improvement

enabled the long pulse irijection at high beam power.

4. Uniform negative ion production
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It is thought that non-uniformity of the negative in production is a critical issue in large-scaled
negative ion source so as to suppress grid heat load and breakdown. First filament power was tuned so
as to provide uform arc current from each group of the filaments. Figure 4 shows the heat load on
GRG segments as a ftinction of the arc power GRGI in Fig.4 corresponds to the top segment and
GRG5 to the bottom. Te heat load in each segment was normali2ed by acceleration power of each
segment. The heat load of four segments except for the GRG5 were sturated at over te arc
power of 150 kW. While the hmt load on GRG5 didn't reached to the same level to those on oer
segments. Considering that this is due to less negative ion production at te bottom region, more arc
power is necessary at te bottom egion to extract uniform negative ions. hi order to enhance negative
ion production at the bottom segrnent� the arc power at the bottom region was increased, as shown in
Fig. by tuning each filament oltage to draw higher arc power at the bottom region Figure 6 shows
longitudinal profiles of target temperature rise obtained with the uniform arc power distribution and
with enhanced power at the bottom. The profile shows that higher temperature rise in the center and
two bottom segments. Moreover the width of beam in the bttom segment was wider ffian that of the
uniform arc power, suggesting more beams from outermost aperture lines. Consequently, the beam
footprint became uniform when the arc power was enhanced at the bottom region, rather than

1.8
300 uniform arc power
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100
0 . ................ .....
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0 X 0.8
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FIG. 7 7he ratio of heat -)ad on the segments
FIG 6 Longitudinal beam profile at 3.5m, Gray between bottom and center Fftte square is
doted irie & uniform arc power and bW* line for the umform arc power and black curie is
is enhance at bottom for enhanced at the bottom
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Figure 7 shows the stio of heat load on the segments 10 0 8
between bottom and center for the uniform arc power 0

and enhanced at the bottom. The flo was decreased for 30:

both cases with increasing arc power. With the uniform 20 We',"

arc power, the ratio changed from 16 to 14, while for ;�Iiio -

the enhanced power at bottom, it decreased from 14 to 0
1.0. The ratio I ndicates the same heat loads on bttom 25: -f I... Id

, 23
segment to that of center. Thus te uiformity of '0210

negative ion production was improved by putting higher 190

arc power in te bottom region. 1he tur�iing of arc power _40

distribution is an effective method to improve unifom 200

of negative ion production 100 ... f GRG
0
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5. Longer pulse beam injection Time [sec]

A long pulse beam injection up to 10 seconds was MG.8 Time evolution of ion source

conducted for the evolution of steady-state operation of parameter at IO second injection

the ion source. Fig= shows a time evolutions of the ion source parameters such as the acceleration
current, arc power, temperature of plasma grid and temperature of grounded gid (GRG) surface. The
beam injection started at 35 seconds in the chart. Though acceleration current decreases a little until
4.5 seconds after beam initiation with decreasing arc power, thereafter the current reaches steady stateL
Since plasma grid are not cooled, the temperature increases from 200 degrees to 230 degrees with a
time. Negative ion beam current is not affected in the runge of this temperature. GRG temperature
reached to 300 degree in 10 seconds and then it was saturated. These results indicate capability of the
long pulse operation of the ion source with control of the plasma gd temperature.

6. Summary

Injection performance of negative-ion based NBI system for T60U has been iproved by correcting
beamlet deflection and improving spatial uniformity of negative ion production. Beamlet deflection
was corrected by adjusting electrical field at first acceleration gap. This resulted 60% in reduction of
the heat loading on the NBI port limiter. Uniformity of negative ion production was improved by
tuning filament emission current so as to put more am power in the egion where less negative ion
current were extracted. As the result of improvements above, the continuous injection of 26 MW Ff
beam at 355 keV has achieved for 10 s. Thus the long pulse injection up to nominal pulse dration of

JT-60U was demonstrated. This has provided a prospect of long pulse operation of negative- ion based
NBI system for steady state tokamak reactor. So far, the maximum injection power of 5.8 MW at 400
keV with deuterium beam and 62 MW at 381 keV with hydrogen beam have been achieved.

[1] KURIYAMA, M., et al., J. Nuclear Science and Technology Vol.35, No. 1 1998) pp739-749
[2] Isayama, A., et al., this conference AEA-CN-94/ex/c2-2
[3] Umeda, N., et al., Fusion Technology 39 2001) 1135-1139
[4] Kuriyama, M., et al., Fusion Science and Technology Vol.42, 2002) 41 0
[5] Kuriyama, M., et al., Proc. 201h SOFT 1998) 391-394
[6] OkumuraY., et al., Proc. 18t' Int. ConQ2000) Sorento

http://www.iaea.org/prograffimes/ripc/physics/fec2OOO/html/node3l7.htm
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1.31 Development of Gyrotron and JT-60U EC Heating System for Fusion Reactor

K. SAKAMOTO 1), A. KASUGAI 1), YO. IKEDA 1), K. HAYASHI 1), K. TAKAHASHI 1),
K. KAJIWARA 1), S. MORIYANIA 1), M. SEKI 1), T. KARIYA 2, Y. MITSUNAKA 2,
M. TSUNEOKA 1), T. FUJII 1) AND T. IMAI )

1) Naka Fusion Research Establishment, JAERI, Naka-machi, Ibaraki-ken 31 101 Japan
2) Display Devices Components Company, Toshiba Co., Ootawara-shi, Tochigi, 324-8550
Japan

e-mail: sakamotk�nakajaeri.gojp

Abstract The progress of ECH technology, for ITER and JT-60U tokamak, are presented In the development of
gyrotron, 9MW/9 2sec, 0 5MW/30sec, 0 3MW/60sec, etc have been demonstrated at 170GHz At I IOGHz,
I 3MW/I 2sec, I 2MW/4 sec, IMW/5sec were obtained It is found that the reduction of the stray radiation and
the enhancement of cooling capability are keys for CW operation Four I I OGHz gyrotrons are under operation in
the ECH system of JT-60U The power up to approximately 3MW/2 7sec was injected into the plasma through the
poloidally movable mirrors, and contributed to the electron heating up to 26keV(n,-O 5x 1013CM 3 and the
suppression of the neoclassical tearing mode

1. Introduction

The Electron Cyclotron (EC) wave is an effective method of on- and off-axis current
drive and plasma profile control for fusion reactors. Injection of 20 MW EC power is planned
in the ITER design to suppress the Neo-Classical Tearing Modes (NTMs) A 170GRZ I MW
gyrotron is a key R&D technology of the ITER EC system and intensive efforts have been,
made in JAERI to develop the 170GHz gyrotron. During ITER EDA, successes of introducing
the depressed collector[ I , high order mode oscillation at 170GHZ I MW[2] and installation of
a CVD diamond window on the gyrotron[3-5] opened a new stage of gyrotron development.
Further advancement to suppress unnecessary modes like parasitic oscillations was
achieved[6]. Together with these, integration efforts of the key EC technologies have also
been devoted in the I I OGHz EC system on JT-60U. The construction had been started in 1998

by use of the technology outcomes of ITER R&D and the system with
four IMW gyrotrons started its operation in 2001[7]. In the following
sections, the latest results of development of gyrotrons and ECH system
on JT-60U are described.

2. Gyrotron Development

2.1 170GHz gyrotron
A photograph of the 170GHz gyrotron and a cross sectional view of

the gyrotron are shown in Fig. and Fig.2, respectively. A triode type
electron gun (magnetron injection gun: MIG) and mirror magnetic field
makes a rotating electrons with an energy of 70keV- 85keV, which are
injected into a cylindrical cavity and generate T3,, 8mode R of more
than lMW. Q-factor of the cavity is 1530. The oscillation power is
converted to the Gaussian beam using a quasi-optical mode converter and

outputted through the low loss diamond window. The design value
Fig I Appearance oJ of the radiation power from the window is 94% A gyrotron
170GHz gyrotron experiment was carried out on a gyrotron test stand (RFTS). The
Heighl is -3m capability of UTS is 9kV/50A for long pulse operation, and
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Gyratron

Diamond
Window

MOURF Gaussian output at Window)
CM

DC Break

TransmissionA
Deceleration, Quasi-optical

voltage mode converter 31 mm beam

Cavity After MOU Wdveguide Fo,,,,,, ,,rr
M

High LMcgency rouNing -#95%

(Dummy load/Gyrotron)Mail Accelera i Electron
volt g voltag gun

__ - �11 Fig 3 Gyroiron and atching optics nit (A40U) for

coupling with waveguide Measured wave patterns at
Fig. 2 Cross sectional view the
depressed collector gyrotron gyrotron window and at the wveguide mouth are

shown

9OkV/80A up to a few milliseconds. A power supply

28 5mm t is consisted of main power supply (MPS) and beam
acceleration power supply (APS). The voltage
difference between NIPS and APS appears as a
retarding potential on the spent electron beam at a

E
E ceramic insulator (DC break) for a depressedco
co collector operation. A switching of the MPS is done

by IGBT (Insulated Gate Bipolar Transistor). The

Anode output power is focused to the corrugated waveguide
Magn4il of 31.75mm in diameter using two phase-correction

151rnm Injection ode
Gun mirrors in the matching optics unit (MOU). As the rf

Fig 4 SiC cylinder at beam tunnel for power is radiated as a Gaussian beam through the
suppression ofparasitic oscillation. diamond window, high efficiency coupling is

expected. The MOU and transmission line should be

evacuated to avoid the breakdown. In the experiment,

the Gaussian beam was formed at the window as shown in Fig.3. The transmitted power to the

dummy load placed after 12m corrugated waveguide via three miter bends was 95% of the

gyrotron power. In the previous 170GHz gyrotron, oscillation efficiency was 24% at most

because a parasitic oscillation occurred in the beam

tunnel (a region between the electron gun and the
1 5:

cavity). The frequency of the parasitic oscillation was 0 Power

-140GHz, which indicates the beam instability due to 0 Efficiency

the cyclotron resonance. The power of the parasitic R� i 40

oscillation was sometimes in the order of a few tens
30 >'

kW, which causes an electron energy broadening and Q)

consequently decrease of the main oscillation 0 5 20

UEefficiency. To suppress the parasitic oscillation, SiC 10 LU

cylinders were installed on the surface of the beam
0 0

tunnel as shown in Fig.4. Since the SiC is a good mm 0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70

wave absorber, the growth of the instability is Beam Current (A)

anticipated to be suppressed. The adopted SiC 5. Beam current dependence 

"'9cylinders have a finite resistivity, no electrification Power and efficiency at I 0GHz

would occur. As a result, the parasitic oscillation Beam voltage is 74 RV

power was suppressed and the output of 13 MW with
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3 1 % of oscillation efficiency was achieved. In Fig.5 a beam current dependence of the output
power and of ficiency (without depressed collector) is shown. The beam voltage is 74.5kV.
The quasi-CW operations have been demonstrated as listed in table 1. Figure 6 is typical
waveforms of 47sec operation at 0.45MW output. It is noteworthy that the temperatures of
major components like cavity, window and collector stabilized within 5s and operation was
quite stable. It took almost no conditioning time to extend the pulse duration from 0 s to 30 s
at 500 kW, which gives a promising view to the ITER CW gyrotron A key point of this fast
conditioning is an active extraction of stray radiation power inside the gyrotron through the

DC break ceramic and a sub-window, The aperture of the
sub-window is 120mm A material of the DC break
ceramic and sub-window is silicon nitride (SN287,

cm V,,1Uge(29kV) 10-4)Kyocera Co., tanb-2x . The stray radiation was
Anodc Voltage(-3 AV) absorbed by water in the Teflon tube and the FX-3300
Cathode Yo1JNe(-4aV)___ (3M), which flew around the DC break. The total power of

the stray radiation that was extract through the DC breakzmc M
(25 8722 3A) and the sub-window is -8% of the output power. A power

deposition of the stray radiation to the SiC cylinder at the
beam tunnel was 035% of the output power (mainly to
upper one). The pulse extension was prevented by pressure

RF Powr 450M increase in the gyrotron. In Fig.7, the typical behavior of
1, 47 see the pressure is shown. Basically, pressure is kept in very

low level, but sudden increase of the pressure occurs. The
20 00-8 cause was confirmed that the temperature increase of the

: o:n'ee4o'f'� ............ .component of poor cooling (bellows behind the steering
15' GoNltor"Iq .... IN, mirror that is made of SUS), which absorbed the stray

0 ?_ radiation, and probably exceeded a baking temperaturelo ....... . .......
(D 450'C. Further extension of the pulse duration will be

5 ... .... . ..... achieved by enhancing the cooling capability of the minor
0 sub-components.

0 50 100 150200 250 2.2 IIOGHzgyrotron
Time (Sec.) The I I OGHz gyrotron has a same appearance with

170GHz. The oscillation mode is TE22,6- Q-value of the
Fig 7 Behavior of pressure in the cavity is 1300. The heat load on the cavity wal I i s
gyrotron during 0. 2M W operation 1.2 kW/CM2 at IMW operation, that is well below the

criteria of the heat load of 2kW/CM2 . The MIG is triode,
oscillation power of TE22,6mode is converted to Gaussain beam using the quasi-optical mode
converter. The thickness of the diamond disk is 1.715mm. At the beam tunnel, SiC cylinder
that has a same size with 170GHz gyrotron is installed. The gyrotron experiment was carried
out FTS using the same magnet. Fig.8 is a beam current dependence of the output power and
efficiency at I msec operation. The beam voltage is 84.5kV. At b=57A, the output power was
1.56MW. The maximum efficiency was 33% (1.3MW) at b=47A. As with the 70GHz
experiment, 94% of the output power was transmitted to the dummy load after three miter
bends using a same transmission line. Long pulse operation is underway. Up to now,
1.3MW/1.2sec (efficiency of 48% with depressed collector), 1.2MW/4.lsec LMW/5sec
were obtained (Table 1). Since the heat load on the cavity wall has enough margins at I MW,
long pulse operation with higher power such as 1.5MW could be possible.
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3. JT-60]LJ EC System

The EC system in JT-60U has similar
configuration to the ITER except a launcher. The 1.6 .. . . . . 80
RF power from the gyrotron is transmitted 0 Power

0 Eff ioencythrough evacuated corrugated waveguide and the 1.2 60

CVD diamond torus window to the launcher. CD
0. .. ...... 40 MThe R beam is steered by movable mirrors

injected into plasma. The key points of CL
0.4 ........ ...... 20

system technology are 1) gyrotrons 2 h
efficiency and high power transmission; 3 fast 0 0
and accurate scanning of R beam direction to 10 20 30 40 50 60 70

the plasma. On the first point, the performance Beam Current (A)

of the gyrotron was proved as described in the Fig. 8. Beam current dependence ofpoAer
previous section. However, when the gyrotron is and efficiency at 110GHz Beam voltage is
operated in the EC system, where te several 84 5kV Pulse dration i msec
gyrotrons and other apparatus are
simultaneously, operated, some unexpected
effects arise. As the power supply is converted from that of lower hybrid system, the voltage
of the main power supply V.n is not regulated. The stabilized voltage of the accelerating DC

Table I Long pulse operation Power Supply (APS), which determines the beam
energy of the gyrotron V, guarantees the gyrotron

Frequency Power Duration operation itself. The voltage perturbation of the MPS
(GHz) (kW) (see) appears on the retarding potential for the depressed

170 900 9 2 collector Vd,. Here, dp�VbVnam- When Vdp deeply

750 17 exceeded the minimum energy of the spent beam,

500 30 electron trapping becomes a problem. The electron

450 47 trapping cause an increase of a leak current to the anode

300 60 of MIG, which seems to be a cause of the trip of the

200 132 power supply. In particular, it was frequent when the
- - - - - - - - - - - - - four gyrotrons start at same timing by a mutual coupling

110 1300 2 of the voltage prturbation. The influence of the voltage

1200 4 perturbation could be reduced by setting a ramp-up of

1000 5 the electron beam slow and Vdp lower. As a result, the

simultaneous operation of four gyrotrons has been

62 - - 1 .... sky , [rejected angle of EC beams
Te - Te(O)

(kcV) lv�
Te( 3)

.3 7' eT a:nt��,na�,A
55

dngle

0-
35 Antenna A

Injected 4
po"er
(MW)

03 4 5 6 7 8 9 2 3 4

time(s) R () enna B

Fig 9 Real time control of electron emperature sing antennas.
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succeeded. For an EC system of many gyrotrons, stabilized main power supply voltage is
desired to obtain a stable and high efficiency operation. Present issue for simultaneous
operation is a trip of power supply caused by a noise from other apparatus.

On the second point, the coupling of the gyrotron output power with the waveguide was
optimized by the careful adjustment of two mirrors in MOU, which is important for excitation
of E,, mode. And periodic sag of the waveguide has been minimized using the laser beam
alignment technique. Present value of the transmission efficiency is 80 %. The transmission
line is composed of corrugated waveguide of 31.75mm in diameter, 7 miter bends and pair of
polarizers are included. Total length is -60m. The pressure inside the transmission line is kept
in vacuum - I x I ' Pa, and a breakdown was not observed. The torus CVD diamond windows
of ') 1.75mm and 60.5mm in aperture have shown a capability of stable I MW transmission.
The performance of the launching system has been studied with two antennas for the last
point. The dynamic beam steering capability was confirmed as shown in Fig. 9 Two antennas
control the RF beam injection independently in a poloidal direction and the change of electron
heating in the center is observed. The maximum central heating is obtained in case of the on-
axis heatinc, of antenna A. The maximum injection performance of approximately MW for
2.7 s was achieved. As a result, the EC system contributed to realize high electron temperature
plasma of 26keV [8] a suppression of neoclassical tearing mode 91 and current drive [IO].

4. Concluding Remarks

The recent progresses of ECH technology development in JAERI are presented. The
development of high power 170GHz and I IOGHz gyrotrons has attained remarkable progress
for ITER and JT-60U, respectively. At 170GHz. power outputs of 0.9MW/9.2sec,
0.75MW/17sec. 0.5MW/30sec. 0.45MW/47sec. 0.3MW/60sec, 0.2MW/133sec, etc have been
demonstrated. And at I I OGHz, 1.2MW/4 I see, I M W/5sec were obtained. These powers and
pulse durations are limited by the temperature increase of the inner components, which was
caused by the stray radiation from the built-in mode converter. The reduction of the stray
radiation and the enhancement of cooling capability are essential for CW operation.

Using four I I OGHz gyrotrons, the EC system is under operation on JT-60U. High power
operation of the gyrotrons with simultaneous operation and high efficiency transmission
enabled a MW/2.7sec injection. By the power deposition control using movable mirrors, the
EC system contributed to the electron temperature of 26keV(n,,-0.5x 1013CM-1 ), and the
suppression of the neoclassical tearing mode. These results give a prospect for the TER EC
system.
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Abstract Three important physics issues for the ITER divertor design and operation are summarized
based on the experimental and numerical wrk from multi-machine database (JET, JT-60U,
ASDEX Upgrade, DIII-D, Alcator C-Mod and TEXTOR). (i) The energy load associated 'With
Type-I ELMs is of great concern for the lifetime of the ITER divertor target. In order to
understand the physics base of the scaling models[ 1], the ELM heat and particle transport from the
edge pedestal to the divertor is investigated. Convective transport during ELMs plays an important
role in heat transport to the divertor. (ii) Determination of the SOL flow pattern and the driving
mechanism has progressed experimentally and numerically. Influences of the drift effects on the
SOL and divertor plasma transport Nwre discussed. (iii) Carbon erosion and redeposition are of great
importance in particular for ttium retention via codeposition. Characteristics of chemical yield at
mu different deposited carbon surfaces, i.e. erosion- and redeposition-dominated areas, have been
studied. Progress in the understanding of the chemical erosion is reviewed.

1. Introduction

Three iportant physics issues for the ITER divertor design and operation are summarized
based on the experimental and numerical work from multi-machine database (JET, JT-60U,
ASDEX Upgrade, DIII-D, Alcator C-Mod and TEXTOR).

(i) The energy load associated with Type-I ELMs is of great concern for the lifetime of the
ITER divertor target. Recently, scaling studies of the normalized ELM energy loss
(AWELM/Wped) dependingon plasmaparameters, such as the effective electron collisionality

of the pedestal plasma v*pd) and pedestal density fraction (n,,pd/nrw), have progressed[l].
In order to understand the physics base of the scaling models, the ELM heat and particle
transport from the edge pedestal to the divertor is investigated 2]. Convective transport
during ELMs plays an important role in parallel heat transport and deposition to the
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divertor as well as energy loss from the edge in high-density ELMy H-mode plasmas.

(ii) Control of the divertor plasma and impurity ions is strongly influenced by parallel SOL
flow. Determination of the SOL flow pattern and the driving mechanism has progressed
experimentally using the Mach probe measurements 3], and nmerically using the SOL and
divertor simulation code (UEDGE) with including drift effects 4]. Particle flux towards the
divertor is influenced by the plasma drifts. Consequences for the divertor plasma
characteristics in ITER are discussed.

(iii) Carbon erosion and redeposition are of great importance, in particular, for tritium retention
via codeposition, which is expected to occur during the initial ITER operation with carbon
target. Characteristics of chemical yield at two different deposited carbon surfaces, i.e.
erosion- and redeposition-dominated areas, have been studied [5]. Progress of quantitative
understanding of the chemical erosion is reviewed.

2. Studies of SOL Transport and Heat Load Due to Type-1 ELM Energy Loss

ELM heat load is determined by plasma transport from the edge pedestal to the divertor as well
as ELM energy loss. The role of parallel electron and ion energy transport has been investigated
by heat flux measurements with infrared cameras and soft-X-ray emission from hot electrons
impinging on the divertor indicating conductive transport). Electron power pulses evaluated
from the soft-X-ray emission in JET have similar duration to edge collapse time by MHD
(TMHD), and it decreases with increasing ti,ped, which shows that the proportion of energy
carried by hot electrons decreases[6]. Therefore, hot electrons play a decreasing role in
determining the divertor ELM energy flux with decreasing T,ped and increasing D,,pd-

JET Ech A&M QpWa" "�mw� . TW_ Aaak,�

Energy deposition time from the IR
(-CIRELM) in JET, AUG and JT-60U 1000

measurements A

is well correlated with the characteristic time for
ion transport from the pedestal to the divertor, A At

_,//Fron '= 2nRq95/C,,p,,d where C,,pd i the ion sonic
speed calculated from p lasnia pedestal
temperatures, while _CMHD remains unchanged
(-250 �Ls). The god correlation of -rR ELM[[LS] 100

38 100 200 WO 4W 600
0.29(,r//Fr0n'[[tsJ)' suggests that convective FrQrd Ps)

transport is important for ELM heat deposition
ELM FIG 1. Energy deposition time from IRTV

to the divertor. The reason Of TIR larger than and characteristic time for ion flux to divertot
T// Front is probably that the averaged Te of te form database (JET, ASDEX-U, JT-60U)

plasma particles expelled with te ELM is lower
Frontthan T,,pd, which is used to calculate T//

In JT-60U, _CIR (250-350[ts) is comparable to the duration of ELM -enhanced ion flux and the
SOL flow velocity (i.e. Mach number increases to ion sonic level) measured with Mach probe
just below the X-point 7 The convective heat flux, y//[5/2kT, +5/2kT. 1/2m,(MC,)2 ] Sin0d,'

where y// and Od, are the ion flux and the field line p itch angle on divertor p late, reaches up to
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70-80% of the total heat flux measured by IRTV, provided that the ELM-enhanced particle flux
has T, T, and C, measured at the pedestal. This is in agreement with the good correlation found
between VIR ELm and -C,,Fr'. The fraction of convective heat flux would be comparable to or
smaller than conductive heat flux, if T,,, T, and C, for the averaged exhausted plasma are used.

Above progress in the SOL transport study provides a gDod physics basis on which to
extrapolate present experimental results of Type-1 ELM energy losses to ITER An
interpretation Of &WELM/Wpd database as a function Of V*pd (based on MHD instability
models produced by edge bootstrap current) suggested unacceptable value of WELM/Wpd

=0.15-0.2 for ITER v*ped--0.03). On the other hand, AWELM/Wped i small (0.1-0.15[8] and
0.05-0.1[2]) for the models based on the SOL convective transport, which would be allowable
for ITER divertor lifetime for an inclined target option 9]. Determination of conductive and
convective processes in the SOL is crucial for quantitative evaluation of the ELM energy loss.

3. Plasma Flow and Effects of the Plasma Drifts in SOL and Divertor

Poloidal variation of the parallel SOL flow, i.e. at high-field-side (HFS), low-field-side (FS),
plasma top SLs and the private flux region, were determined using reciprocating Mach probes
(JT-60U, JET, Alcator C-mod, DIII-D and divertor detachment

AUG), which demonstrated a consistent ;r . ..................
HF HF HFpicture: net particle fluxes to the LFS and HFS r. _pr -rje 0.8

divertors, but the SOL flow from the LFS SOL VOSOL-10 x18 0.6
to the HFS divertor through the plasma top for 2

the ion VB drift direction towards the divertor. 0.4
1 0.2Z

At the same tme, in the private flux region, drift
flow to the HFS divertor is produced by large 0 0

0.1 02 03 04 0.5 06 07 0.8
ExB drift [IO]. Particle fluxes towards the HFS ?6/nGr
divertor are experimentally investigated with
increasing -ff. in JT-60U[3] as shown in Fig.2, FIG. 2 Particle fluxes towards HFS divertor,

GW , O11rrf3. rffs and F and ratio of drift flux,
where n =5.2xI Drift flux (rpdnftHFs) is 'jX ffSlr fiFf I_dt I // as a function of n,. where the
away from the HFS divertor, and its fraction io'n grad-� drift direction is towards divertor.

decreases from 50% to IO% with increasing -ff..

Thus, net particle flux (IPHFS) is always towards the HFS divertor. On the other hand, the drift

flux in the private rgion (Fpp") is comparable to or larger than rpws under the attached divertor

condition. HFS-enhanced asymmetry in divertor ion flux is produced mainly by Fpp".

Various mechanisms producing the parallel SOL plasma flow such as ExB, BxVB and

diamagnetic drifts were recently discussed. The numerical approach to understand the SOL

flow pattern has progressed using the UEDGE code with the drift effects included [I I]. Results

for a JT-60U L-mode case 4] show that the SOL flow is produced from LFS midplane to HFS

divertor, which is caused mainly by ion BxVB drift. Mach numbers of the SOL flow are 0. 1-0.2

at LFS and increase from 0.2 to 06 at HFS with -ff e (as shown in Fig.3), which are smaller than

and comparable to the measurements at ffe=1-5XIO" mw3 (0.3-0.4 and 0.4), respectively.

Simulation of H-mode plasmas suggests that the effect of drifts becomes more iportant in H-
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mode as the radial temperature gradient scale length is smaller, and that the existence of large
parallel pressure gradient drives fast flow. Simulation also suggests large carbon ion flow in the
private flux region similar to the plasma drift flow, which may lead to accumulation of carbon on
HFS divertor plate.

�n"i=l SC 19

Although high density core plasma (-ff,/nGw - EnW1 r9 W =2.F I 

-0.85) is sustained in ITER, electron ra 0U1W
collisionality of the SOL plasma is relatively dimrtar
low (V'SOL =LcVX,,-5-l0) sce T at

X
sep aratrix (-I 50 eV) would be high where n. 0

a W10PW%!
-3.5xlO" m-'. Relatively large E, is expected in a

SOL To nor
such low v. ,which corresponds to database drmrtor

at -ff,/nGw-0.4 in Fig.2, and rpdrift HFS/rp,/BFS of -1 L_�� �

-30% would be anticipated. At the same time, -0.04 -0 02 0 0.02 0.04 0.06

the ExB drift flow in the private flux region is ARIJOMP) [ml

expected just below the X-point since the FIG. 3 Profiles of Mach numbers at HFS SOL
(above HFS baffle): measurement (circles, n,

detachment is localized near the strike-points. =1.5xlO'9m') and simulationsfor three n, scan.

Particle flux towards the divertor would be

influenced by these drifts, and a design work including the drift effects will be useful to

optimize the divertor and pump geometries.

4. Chemical Erosion Under Fusion Relevant Condition

Over the last two years many tokamaks and laboratory experiments have been carried out to

better characterize the chemical erosion yield of carbon for ion flux density of 121_1023 M-2S-1

and low impact energies. However, there are several aspects of erosion/redeposition that are

uncertain and require further investigation in current machines in order to extrapolate reliably

to ITER. This is mainly due to uncertainties in the photon effeciencies of the hydrocarbon

radicals. Another complication arises from differences in chemical erosion yields between areas

of net erosion and net re-deposition; the structure of the re-deposited carbon films (containing

hydrogen isotope) also depends on the energies of the incident ions[5].

On the re-deposition dominated areas, carbon can be deposied in the form of soft layers, and

re-erosion can proceed due to atomic and low energy ion fluxes. This is observed for example in

the JET HFS divertor, which is routinely detached and exposed to igh density and low energy

hydrogen atoms and molecules. In this process, contribution of higher hydrocarbons to the total

sputterd carbon atoms was found to dominate (i.e. half of the total methane). Large contribution

(-80%) from igher hydrocarbons was also found in simultaneous CD and C2 measurements of

JT-60U LFS divertor 12] (where net erosion dominated) at surface temperature, Tsuf, of 440

and 560K. Overall chemical yields are between 7 and 20% for te two tokamaks, and sugnificant

influence of Tuf on the chemical yields was observed. Thus, the contributions of higher

hydrocarbons and generation conditions need more attention in the future, under the high flux

density.

On the net-erosion dominated areas (mostly in the LFS divertor of most devices), overall trends

indicate that chemical yields between 35 % are a good guess. There are weak indications of flux
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dependence for JET[13] and D la- TCnWL.nr1wr(=4901q
0,04. : 76MR Lonrew (MN)

TEXTOR(litniter)[14] up to flux density of MUEZU [B4W1Q

1022 M-2S- JET PO q5-10x. ' as shown in Fig.4. For those 4 JTM (1 PC

conditions, most data show a week
dependence on Tuf (in 400-600K). For JT-
6OU LFS divertor, only methane-origined R
chemical yields are plotted due to large
contribution from higher hydrocarbons.
These data show slight decrease of the yields 114

with fluxes (r-', a=0.1-0.4) and T,,,f
dependence is larger than other tokamaks. WM 1 UP 1 03

Yields for ASDEX-U decreased to 1% as DeuteAsm xx Nnk2a
FIG. 4 Chemical erosion yields of Methane

I`, a-0.7 [15], and very low chemical as a function of ion flux density.

yields (lower than 03-0.5%) was reported in DII-D long-exposed tiles [ 6.

To date no definitive conclusion can be drawn on carbon chemical erosion yields at high flux
density in ITER (several 1021 M-2S-1). More experiments are planned to better determine the

extent to which parameters other than flux e.g., energy, re-deposition, photon efficiency and
viewing geometry in spectroscopic measurements, yields of higher hydrocarbons etc.) affect the
observed erosion rates in current machines.

5. Conclusions

Understanding of important physics issues for te ITER divertor design and operation, (i)
divertor heat load associated with Type-I ELM s, (n) parallel SOL plasma transport produced
by the SOL flow and drift flow, have been progressed based on the experimental and numerical
work from multi-machine database. (iii) Tere has been some progress in the characterization of
chetmcal erosion yields in Cclad divertor tokamaks. In order to make reliable extraploation for
ITER, the R&D program needs to better address the physics of the erosion mechanisms and the
transportation and redeposition of eroded material and resulting mixing effects.
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Studies of ELM Heat Load, 1. Introduction
SOL Flow and Carbon Erosion *Three important physics issues for the ITER divertor

from Existing Tokamak Experiments, design and operation are summarized,
based on the experimental and numerical work from

and Projections for ITER imulti-machIne database:

3 JET, JT-60U, ASDEX Upgrade, Dill-D,'N. Asakura, 'A. Loarte, B. Lipschultz,
'G. Porter, 'V. Philipps, A.Kallenbach, Alcator C-Mod and TEXTOR.
7G. Matthews,;A. Kukushkin, "G. Federici,
OA. Mahdavi, 9 . Leonard, 'OD. Whyte, (1) ELM Heat Transport from Edge to the Divertor
'K.Itaml, 'H. Takenaga, A.V. Chankin,
'S. Higashijima, 'T. Nakano, 6 A. Herrmann, Scaling studies of ELM energy loss (AWrm/W,.d)
ET. Eich, 3B. LaBombard, and depending on effective collisionality of the pedestal plasma
ITPA SOL and Divertor Physics Group Vld), density fraction (n.pdnjw), and characteristic time

19th IAEA Fusion Energy Conference for ion transport have progressed [1 2.
14 - 19 Oct. 2002, Lyon, rance
'Japan Atomic Energy Research Insbiule, Naka-machi, Naka-gun, Heat transport In SOL and divertor is discussed to,barak] 311.0193, Japan
'EFDA CSU, Max-Planck-Institut for Plasmaphysik, D-85748 Garching, understand the physics base of the scaling models
Germany

'MIT Plasma Science and Fusion Center, Cambridge, MA02139, USA [11 LOARTEAetal, "Predicted ELM energy lossand power loading r ITER
"Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory P 0 Box8O8 Lvermore, CA FEAT',FusionLnergy2000(Poc I'InLCorfSomento,2000),IAFAViema
94550, USA (20,01) (CD ROMfile nERP/I I�

'Forschungszentrum,10lich, PP, EURATOM-Associaton, D-52425 121 LOARTE, A, et W, ELM energy and particle losses and their extrapolation to
JUlich, Germany burning plasma experiment,", PSI 2002, accepted to J Nucl Maier

"Max-Plarick-Institut fur Plasmaphysik, D-85748 Garching, Germany
'Joint European Torus, Abingdon OX1 3 3EA, Oxon, United Kingdom
'ITER nternationalTeam, Max-Plarick-Insirtutfur Plasmaphyslk, D-
85748 Garching, Germany

00erieralAtomics, P 0 Box85606, SanDiego, CA92186-5608, USA
"University of California at San Diego, San Diego, CA 92093, USA

ITPA SOL and Divertor Physics Group CT/P-01 p 3 1 T J,�, JTPA SOL and Divertor Physics Group CT/P 01 p 4

2. Divertor operation limit
(11) SOL Flow Pattern and Drift Effects 0 Allowable ELM size In next-step device is determined

by Materials
Control of the divertor plasma and impurity ions is strongly TDI-tor ELM ' Physical Limit (sublimation, melt.)
Influenced by SOL flow Numerical 3] and Experimental 14] AT-W AWZ. S
studies of the SOL flow pattern and the driving mechanism A-
are summarized

[3] PORTER,13,dal, "Simulation of theeffectol'plasma. flows in Dla DJET,
and JT 6OU PSI 2002, accepted to J Nucl Maier Heat load allowable for [TER Divertor lifetime >101)

[4] ASAKURA, N.,.t al, Plasm. flow measurement in high and low field side
SOL and influence on the divertor plasma in IT 6OU tokamak'. PSI 2002, (for an Inclined target option)
a=pled to J Nucl Maier

based on Multi-machine database of

(111) Chemical Yields of Carbon [61 FEDERICI. J., aid, "Key UER p1mma, edge and plasma matenaimteraction
Carbon erosion and redeposition are important for tritium issues" PSI 2002, accepted 1. J Nud Maier
retention via codeposition (initial ITER operation) 40 Experimental characterisation + Physics model have

been progressed In ITER expert - ITPA works
Characteristics of chemical yields at eloslon- and , %, I " I I
IvoloposIllon-domInaleal Carbon surfaces have been Multi-machine comparisons help understanding ELM
studied [5] physics, which Is required to extrapolate ELM

[51 PHILIPPS, V., et al, Chemical erosion belha�mr of carbon materials in fusion energy and particle losses to BPXs.
devices",PS12002,accepted(o] Nucl Maier [IILOARTEAeta4"PmdrtedELMmergy].�mdpmerloadnginrMR

PEAT' Pusion F"rgy 2000 (Proc 18" Int Cord Sarrento,2000),1AFAVema
(200 1) (CD ROM file rfERP11 I �

0Recent progress Is presented: LOARTE, A, et al,
"ELM energy and particle losses and their extrapolation to
burning plasma experiments", PSI 2002
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2.1. ELM Energy Lose (Convective ELM) 2.2 ELM Power and Particle Fluxes on
Type-l ELMs with wriail conductive losses Dill-D&JET Plasma Facing Components
Conductive losses decrease with ncreasing n. elm�' (ELM heat deposition time) - 0 1-1 ms. which

(decreasing T,,, Inin sing vo,,j were not correlated to TEM... (-0.25ms)
(Iffirnair ooft mid edt X-M dM)

0 Rduction Of AWE LJWId at high n,, due to 0 1�Lmd. Is longer Own %", (km iRTvdaininien
d*Cr*N*Ing AT.,.9.,,.d nt &%.,Pd ft.pd I - ELM heat arrives after T,..u. peak.
wherre, Wp. 3 k.. X... Vp.-(- Ing %.o T...) JET. WW Om

w,

JIM

Y

am JET Lmft FPCF 2002

W
-025W4

f1-vint in Type I EL M:

\V4 0 O!, is arceplable for ITER"

0 Prticle lose (aNguA" at high Np., Is briportant to
dollermine ELM evergy lose.

1717A SOL and DIvertor Physics Group CW01 p 7 1 T Ea R n`PA SOL and Diverw Physics Group Cr/P-01 p.8

11- 11VC 1.1Wport I' oioo i npo, 1mt for E LI h,,: 2.3 Discussions: extrapolation to ITER
I 11-1i0l) to Me er" Extrapolation to FTER rernalne uncertain:

•j" dW Is correlated with -efad, (Ion transport daw 10W V*Pd (-0-03) and high n.,Pd In"' (-0.111) were notI schlo"d simultaneously In experiments.
from pedestal to divertor 2tRq t.'

0.29(rf-[W]�' MOC'*' 1: AWILI <- V-1.d (o-collisonelity with T." N,.j

whom Ion sonic spew
C,,,, calculated with r'-, AWEL P On

V.., am be due to 111110:
Factor of 2-3 Is due to L_., decressee w1th V-1.d

averap r of 4 MI-0 lo, ITFR

exhausted Plasma lo
lower than r.,,,, bw �W V 0 11-0 2 is

• SOL flow and Ion flux were enhanced near X-point kinacLeptahle to, irERI
during heat deposition: Om

PM& hW S.JELIFdw (0.25-0.35ps) I Model 2: Influence of Parallel transport In AWEL
ar 11 + r3-/2v'

Hypotliesis r.- -T�- 'Ap/�(l

(91 JANnCHTrZ, G, at aL. I
NwL Mdw 290-293 (2001) 1

0 71, LIP
Large convectlori flux II .-.II 11 %W, L W/W1 0 1-0 15 t
M. 1, y,: Ion flux, and ...... f- ------------- - will be aftwable for M
O.ft: pitch angle at to. lric*wd "t option

of [TER dinnorl
J9lASAKURAN,4*&LPlu=Phys

Comol. Pimm " MM) A313 b-0
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Model 3 T,P0" 4lower AWE,^ .,for ITER 2.4 Summary& Further Work
Experiments show large influence of SOL transport. 9 Reduction Of AWELW/Wpd with n 11d waG found,

4 reduction of AT.,pdrr.,pd not of &%,1.^,Pd"f"7C'._

0.0 1 1 Extraliolation f -11-tive fro I Et" '�T

will be also allowable ITER shouid hr mieMi, jit-d

for an Inclined target

option of ITER divertorl 0 AWELWWP.d wlth V'Pd (n.,Pd T.,pd) for all experiments

may dtermine ELM lo" energy: AWILM

Experiments to distinguish between v' (pedestal

MHD) and V//�'"'(SOL transport) are rquired. 0 Hoot flux during ELM was governed by SOL transport
= MHD activity:

,0UN., [p] _0.29(.%ftM1 [_91 $9 In JET/ Dill-Di JT-WU

Doi-i minown ), ondw t, mo

r, i o, e � s i .0 L IS I L 00 I I I I 1

Co - p I N1 -I, 3 lo.,d

I TE R ITPA SOL and Dive= Pysics Group CrIP-01 p I I fTER rrPASOLmWDivaurPhyncsOmpCr/P-Olp.12

3. SOL flow and plasma drift 3.1. Flow pattern comparison:

• SOL flow pys an mportant role on determining experiment and EDGE bi(nulation
particle flux towards ft divertor and UEDGE:
Impurity shieldinglexhoust from the main plasma. 2D fluid code, fluid nutral model,

Muld-specles carbon Ion model,
• Tokamak experiments T-ou. jET, c4joD, AW04j. Di"] Phyo.&Chem. Sputtedn (Eckstein/Toronto rates)

4 flow reverse/ (flow ExBdrift IsinVilldrift Evg d/,?/?wgnoNdriltsare 4nlod((�
away from the divertor) [IIITJ)Jt*WM=4*aLJNM26&269(19")654
was measured with

ff"a
Mach probe (Ion flow) 0 Effects of Drift [T-60U]
and spectroscopy L-axift:
(impurity flow) for the 4-1001AB,�41X^d-41AW, . 1. MAV NB
Ion VS drtft direction UEDGE: D�-0J5n?/&,y.)6. nells I axis,,,
towards dIverfor

Parallel flow Is produced
• Plasma drifts produce Ion flux, and the pololdell away from he diverlor, X

variation Influence* parallel SOL flow: In prticular, at Low-Flow

Drift effects EzA OzVB &7d -alb-oill ) he" been Side SOL (moody due to Ion
Irrveedgeted by.. Is nd 2 smulations (UEDGE, VS drift)
82). LFSH� "M dlw' `0-- --w LFS d1w.0 f 0 4 ........ LA

ki-0 02 W . draft ot�cl,
• Compariso btween experiments T-MU, JET] and 0

UEDGE Is shown: eterminstions of prallel SOL
flow and Dft effects ore estoblished In order to U-0 2 Jlh *01 off

I 4-0 4 "FS PrOb0 11101110
optimize he diveritir design relevent to a reactor. 14FS dw 0 0.2 0.4 0 8 0 a 1

[101 PORIM G, et aWSuisaissicii of the effed of plum flows in DM-D, Mr. P -1- kiffil dkhwm frm HF8 diveirtor
ind Yr-60L-. PSI 2M, wompled to J Nul. Miter
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0 Parallel flow patt*ms [JET, JT-60U] 3.2 EtB drift In total mass flow T-60UI
Parallel flow towards High-Fleld-Side Is produced at 0 Exff drR In $01 drives Ion flow near separstrix from
Low-Fleld-Side and Top. .- at HIFS separstrix. HFS to LFS (Ion VS drift towards divertor)

Profile* qualitatively consistent with experiments,

but Mach numben; we small.
0 xBaFrlftInPtfvoto#uxrWonproduceelargeflux

from LS to HIPS divenor (in attached divertor).
T-O Olp01

rEWAW

n-254111 .01 dm HM 1.16111 111P
.02 W MP e 0
.0.3
-OA

JET

0 0, OM 004 006
3R,.O(0NFq [ml 4bdO"

41.011 0 042 4LOS 0 OM
RAWAL POSPUN Simulations show that at HS LF111mlillsions Just below X"W

increases, and at M,at LS miciplan dcrease*. odd"

(qualitatively consistent)
Subsonic flow In experiments should be dstinguished
by improving smulation and Mach probe model. EABdrift fkm.n

I HWFWdeklo --- --- -
41,011 0 am O=

ARASP [ml 6AWN

JT-00U

,.Jose m 1.1

IT 1,,,- RrrPA SOL ad Divertor Physics Group CrIP-01 p. 15 rrPASOLandDivenorPhysicsGroupCr/P-Olp.16

• ExS aWft flux k7 SOL rEBT dcrease* 3.3 Summary Further Work
from 30-50% to 10% with ncreasing n. [JT-60U)

4 relatively low SOL collislonslity In ITER 0 Simulation and experiments dtermined that Drift
(v.'w2aRA-10, T-150*V, n-3.SXIWGM'): have Influence on total ass flow In SOL,

rE,,A - 30-40% would be expected. and parallel flow pattern Is mdified.

013 0")

• Ere dr" omit /H -0- Dloslp7 *w* IncludIng r1ft eff&M w I I m ports n to
PrIVAN #11jr r#gjon. 3 a optimize the divertor and pumping gometries relevant
comparable t rl 2 V..ju 6 to a tokamak reactor.

4 HFS-enhanced &r,11 . 41 a 0 0 2 'id
asymmetry In .81%

.8 - 0 Stoftonle A7w In expodownts should be dstinguished
divertor Ion flux. 2 3 4 5 a 80 by Improving simulation and Mach probe model.

fidnar

PM" ExN dW# #ox should be Investigated In detach 0 Drift flow In Pvate flux region may lead to

divertor w1th mWMWhftg &" r below Ift X-pWW. accumulation of carbon on the HFS divrtor:

(such as longer-leg and high power divertor In TER)- This nfluence� location of Tritium co-d.positlon.

/MW EX8 omft LF9 just blow X-polrit
also produces JT-GDU Experimental and smulation work Is required to

Carbon Ion flux to X-- to m distinguish sourceftansport of redeposited crbons.
HFS divertor:

Carbon
accumulation on N

HIFS diveftr targeL adds --a-- rl W

Qnfluence* on tritium 0 ox am
co-deposition, too)

AR,,MW (ml
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4. Chemical Erosion (Ili) Material surface structure (Hard and Soft)

Chemical erosion Is a serious concern for the use of Erosion of Soft film D-.�NPnK) -

graphite materials In fusion devices: (polymer like carbon film) Total yield
largely increases compared

Lifetime of the target, and Tritium retention
with Hard carbon surface:

0 Chemical erosion yields have been characterized for transition at 30-50eV

lo n III u x of 1 0" -I I m's a n d low I m pa ct on orgy I n

many Tokamaks and Laboratories.
Radeposd= I

[5] PERLIPPS, V et a, Cherniul eroswn beha�ior of �rbon materials m fuson 4 1
de�ices`, PSI 2002, acwpW io J Nud Mater area

0 Factors to determine Chemical Erosion Yields:
Carbon Impact energy (W) son

(1) Surface temperature (T.rj

(11) Impact energy of Ion (D') and Atom (DI)

Strong T.., dependence decreases T_ (K)

with lower Impact energy of D' (e.g. attach divertor), (Iv) Photon efficiencies of hydrocarbon radicals

but It becomes strong for DI (e.g. detach divertor). Uncertainty of (D/XB) of CD, C, (n., T.)

EmelonY Y.,W or"

DIM

Hydrogi 10

j1q T.[GV)

ITPA SOL and Divertor Physics Group CT/P-01 p 19 ITER FIASOLandDivertorPhysicsGroupCTIP-Olp2O

4.2 Chemical erosion yields in Tokamaks 0 Net-erosion dominant area:

• Re-deposition dominant area [JET HFS divertor, LFS divarlor, Attached exposed by hher energy D'I:

Detached and exposed by high density and low energy D' &DJ:

Soft layer, No or weak T.., dependence ff

Re-erosion due to atomic and low energy Ion fluxes, TEXTOR 400-900K
Contribution of HI ,D

qftor Hydroc&bon (C ) to tota I JET LFS 400-SSOK

sputtered Carbon Is dominant (-112 of total CDJ ASDEX LFS 400-SOOK
JT-60U LFS 440-560K

CD, C�, CI lines In JET FiFS(Inner) Larger T,, dep. In T-60U:
Overall Ih- = 7 - 20%, and LS(outer) divertors I 100

Strong T.ur, dependence Only Methane-origined Y is
platted due to large ontribution

of HIgher Hydrocarbons.
• Contribution from Hlglyer " = 00 1� 12M
Hydrocerbolls X2DK) (included In Y, In other data.) T-p t- N

TEXTOR -50% of CD, Flux dependence of Chemical erosion yields

TEXTOR Lim. 30% of CD, TEXTOR no clear dependence up to 10"m 'a'

JET LFS -60% of CD, 01 And decrease for larger flux
JET HFS -70% of CD, 4W W1.9-T-1~#q JET LFS no clear dependence

JT-60U LFS -80% of CD, Contribution of JT-60U LFS Yc - r

//I Elo,�Ion heavy hydrocarbon ASDEX YCD - r o
(JT-60U LFS), large 100 I I IDIII-D long exposed tiles: very low chemical yieldsI H

H 5WK) lower than 03-0.5%) was reported.contribution of HIglyer t 90 

Hydrocarboirs was I 00
> 80

observed by simultaneous k

C2 &CD line measurement. 70 1-0 (440K)

[121 NAKANO, T, et A, Nw] Fwm H (380K) 0
42(2002)689

501 A�
5 1 1 5 20

Electran temperature (V)
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4.3 Summary and Future work S. Conclusions

Methane yield detabase (from CD band spectroscopy) Understanding of Important physics Issues for the [TER
was characterized with T.." (100-SWC) and r1021_1023

nr's In At-dopmNon and na"roolon olom1hant &rem divertor dsign and operation,
• No yet dfinitive conclusion at high flux density In Q) divertor host load associated with Type-I ELM9,

ITER several 1 01' fff (II)SOL transport produced by SOL flow and drifts,
have een progressed based on the experimental and

• Better and more dterminationiii of nergy r- numerical work from multi-machins database.
deposition, photon efficiency tc. will be required
accompanying with flux dependence. (III)There has been progress In the characterization of

chemical erosion yields In Ccled divertor toksmaks.
• Contribution of Higher Hydrocarbon yields should In order to make reliable extrapolation for ITER, the

need more attention under the high flux density. R&D program needs to better ddress Me physics of
AN.W.d T.W N T. YWd% the erosion mechanism& and the transportation and

.1 ter) 0Ab-)
Id r-r- re-depoeltion of roded material and rsulting mixing

Mv= � -aft .1% effects.
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' Princeton Plasma Physics Lab., Princeton University, PO Box 45 1, Princeton, NJ 08543,
2Institute for Plasma Research, Univ. of Maryland, College Park, MD 20742, 'Plasma
Science and Fusion Center, Massachusetts Institute of TechnologyCambridge, MA, 'Japan
Atomic Energy Research Institute, Naka-machi, Naka-gun, lbaraki-ken, 311-0193 Japan

E-mail: khill�pppl.gov

AbstracL Injection of argon in ELMy H-mode discharges has enabled extension of these plasmas in T-60 to
high density with good confinement and high radiation loss power fraction By operation of the outer divertor
strike point on the divertor dome, confinement improvement, electron density ne, and radiation-loss power
fractions Prad / Pheat close to the ITER requirements have been achieved simultaneously HH98(y,2 - 1, n -
nGW, the Greenwald density limit, and Prad / Ileat - 0 8) Linear microstability analyses show a region of
reduced growth rate in the argon-seeded discharge for the ITG/TEM mode near r/a = 64, the ETG growth rate
is greatly reduced across the entire profile and completely quenched around r/a = 0 - 7 The reduced growth
rates are related to the impurity effects, the deuteron dilution, and the temperature gradients

1 INTRODUCTION

Achievement of high performance plasmas with high density, and acceptable heat loading of
the divertor is critical for fusion reactors. Both the steady state divertor heat load and the
transient heat load due to ELMs must be reduced in ELMy H-mode plasmas. D2 puffing can
increase the density and reduce the divertor heat load by increasing the radiated power, but it
results in confinement degradation at high density. f I] Injection of argon, however, has
enabled extension of these plasmas in T-60U to high density with good confinement and
high radiation loss power fraction. 2] By operation of the outer divertor strike point on the
divertor dome, confinement improvement, electron density ri, and radiation-loss power

fractions Pad / Phat close to the ITER requirements have been achieved simultaneously

(HH98(y,2 - 1; n - 08 times the Greenwald density limit, nGW; and Prad / Pheat - 0.8).
Moreover large ELMs, with concomitant large heat fluxes to the divertor plates, can be
suppressed. Under these conditions the fuel purity was - 70%. To understand the
mechanisms by which impurity seeding leads to improved confinement in ELMy H-mode
plasmas, linear microstability analyses have been performed using the GS2 gyrokinetic code,
[3] without rotation effects, and the FULL code, 41 with and without rotation effects.

2 EXPERIMENTAL SCENARIO

ELMy H-mode plasmas with I = 12 MA, BT = 25 - 26 T, NBI = 18 MW, elongation = 14,
and triangularity = 03 were studied in JT-60U. Discharge E39532 was a plasma in which

the outer divertor strike point was kept on the divertor septum or dome ("dome-top"
configuration), and both D2 and argon gas were puffed into the discharge. This shot, at time
7.35 s, was compared with a non-argon reference shot E36349 at 905 s in the standard
divertor configuration with only D2 puffing.
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10 ...................

Dome Top (Ar) (a) (C)8 E4
> Both the electron temperature, Teg
(D 6 3

and the ion temperature, Tp are4 2
2 C1 higher in the argon-seeded discharge
0 0 ......... -------- I than in the reference shot, especially
8 in the core, as illustrated in Fig. la
6 (b) 4 and lb. The electron density profile,

(CU.3 ne is somewhat more centrally4
2 2 peaked, and Zerf is higher, due to the

1 argon content. The confinement

00 0.2 4 6 0 00.0 2 04 06 0 8 1.0 improvement factors, HH98(y.2).
are 065 and for the reference and

r/a Ar-seeded shots, respectively, the

FIG. I Radial profiles of T, T, ne, and Zff for argon- stored energies are 19 and 25 MJ,
seeded, dome-top discharge (red curves) and similar and the radiated power fractions are
reference shot without argon (black curves). about 50% and 80%. The electron

densities are 067 times nGW for
both shots. The q profiles are

monotonic, with positive magnetic shear.

3. MICROSTABILTY ANALYSES

Improved confinement with impurity seeding in other tokamaks has been attributed to
reduction of ion thermal transport due to ExB shear suppression of turbulent fluctuations and
reduction of toroidal drift wave growth rates 56]. Thus, we have performed linear
gyrokinetic growth rate calculations without rotation and in the electrostatic limit using the

1 0 I I I I I . I I F GS2 code 3 for ITG/TEM and ETG
Arse bd

0.8 ITG/ (a) modes in the JT-60U discharges, as well
TEM as ITG/TEM calculations both with and0.6

without rotation effects for the Ar-
0.4 kp =0 - 6 seeded discharge using the FULL code
0.2 [4].

In O C) . . . I
50 . . . I a 9 I

Figure 2 shows that the argon-seeded
40 Refe (b

ETG (no discharge has a region of significantly
30 reduced linear growth rate for the

20 ITG/TEM mode, 'YITG, near

10 keps = 35 p=r/a=0.65, relative to that of the

0 . . . reference shot, and that the ETG mode

0 0 0.2 4 r/a 6 0 8 1 0 is also significantly reduced across the
entire profile, and is completely

quenched over the range p = .5 - 07.

FIG. 2 (1) Maximum linear growth rate, and These rates were calculated with GS2.

ExB shearing rate of ITGITEM modes, and (b) Here ps = pikvf2, where p, is the ion

yfor ETG mode for argon-seeded discharge gyroradius. The reference, non-argon

(red and blue curves) and non-argon reference discharge has a significant growth rate
shot. for both modes across most of the
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profile from p = 02 to = 09. Notice that for the unseeded shot (black curves) 7ETG is 25 -

100 times higher than 7TG. Also note that finite Debye length corrections were inadvertently

not included in the ETG calculations; however, inclusion of these effects at p = 047 and

kg p = 35 resulted in only a 6 decrease in yETG, and no change in the real frequency. Near

the radii of the minima of the curves in Fig. 2a, the real frequency of the instability changes
from positive (ion diamagnetic direction) at smaller radii to negative (electron diamagnetic
direction) at larger radii. Thus the plasma transitions from one unstable root to another, going
through a minimum in the growth rate. Note that this transition is further out in radius for the

non-Ar shot (p = 075) than for the Ar-seeded shot (p = 064). In the observed ion

temperature profile for the Ar-seeded discharge (Fig. la), the slope of the profile shows an

increase toward smaller radii which may be related to the minimum inyTG. The blue curve in

Fig. 2a represents an analysis based on a flat Z,, profile of 367. The lower growth rate for
the blue curve apparently results from a lower deuteron fraction (about 12% lower) than that

for the red curve. The red curve is based on the Zff profile of Fig. Id. The shapes of the G

profiles reflect largely the ion temperature gradients, R/L-r,, for the discharges. For the

reference discharge R/Lr� is approximately constant, varying only from 11.3 to 12.4 over the

large radial range p = 03 - 075, whereas, for the Ar-seeded shot R/Lr, varies widely from a

peak value of 18.2 at p = 04, i.e. near the maximum in the'YITG profile, to a minimum of 6 at

p = 068, near the minimum in yTG.

The effect of rotation on 7TG as calculated by the FULL code is very small, since the toroidal

rotation is small in these high density plasmas with nearly balanced neutral-beam injection.

The resulting radial electric field is small, and the ExB shearing rates, aE,,B9 7] are much

smaller than YITG, as shown by the thin, dashed curves in Fig. 2a. The FULL-code 'YTG

profiles for the Ar-seeded discharge both with and without rotation are similar to the red
curve in Fig. 2a. With rotation turned on, YffC, is ower by only about 20% at p = 06, where

,yTG is already very small, and about 25% at p = 087. At all other radii the two FULL-code

71TO curves (with and without rotation) almost overlap.

4. EFFECT OF VARYING IMPURITIES AND TEMPERATURE GRADIENT

The effect on the ITG/TEM growth rate of adding or removing the argon for the two
discharges is simulated in Fig. 3 In Fig. 3a the red curve is calculated from a discharge

having the T, T., and ne profiles of the reference, no-argon shot, with the Zff and carbon and
argon density profiles from the argon-seeded shot. The black curve is the no-argon shot
shown in Fig. 2a. The relationship between the red and black growth rate curves is similar to
that of the deuteron fraction for the two cases. These fractions for the red and black curves
are about 064 and 068, respectively, at p = 035, and 0.58 and 072 at p = 07. In Fig. 3b the

effect of removing the argon from the argon-seeded discharge (red curve, same as in Fig la)
is simulated in the black curve. We see that a significantly higher growth rate is predicted
near p = 035, but the growth rate changes little near p = 065. In this case, the deuteron

fraction in the case of the black curve is actually about 002 - 003 lower than that of the red
curve.
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The effectiveness of the argon seeding on increasing the critical Te gradient, R/LT,,,,it, for the
0.8 ETG mode is illustrated in Fig. 4 The linear

0.6 growth rate is calculated for k. 35 at the

4 radial location p = 047 for both the argon-
seeded and the reference shots. The critical

W 0.2 7 gradient Rllq�e value at intersection with the
0.4 -06

0.0 1. L II horizontal axis) is increased from 28 without
1.2 . . . I . I I argon to 48 with argon, as indicated by the two
1.0 - Ar rernov left-most arrow heads. The right arrow heads
0.8 indicate the measured gradients.
0.6 r

0.4 (b) 5. DISCUSSION
0.2 keps - - -
0.0 Impurity seeding allows ELMy H-mode

0.0 0.2 0.4 r/a 0.6 0.8 1.0 plasmas in JT-60U to be extended to higher
density while maintaining good confinement.
In particular, when combined with high

FIG. 3 Simulation o effect on ITGITEM triangularity and dome-top operation, near-
growth rate of adding argon to non-argon ITER requirements of confinement
reference shot, and removing the argon from improvement, density, radiated power fraction,
the argon seeded discharge. and fuel purity can be achieved. The

confinement improvement more than offsets
the effects of fuel dilution, resulting in increased fusion neutron output. Moreover large
ELMs, with concomitant large transient heat fluxes to the divertor plates, can be suppressed.
A possible explanation for this suppression, to be investigated, is access to second stability
for ideal ballooning modes, as suggested in high-8 discharges without Ar injection. 3] The
improved-confinement argon-seeded plasma analyzed in this work showed a significant

6 . . . . . . . . decrease in the linear growth rate for the
r/a = 047 1TG/TEM instability near p = 065 a

5 keps 35 significant reduction of the ETG growth rate
across the outer 80% of the plasma, and4
complete suppression of the ETG in the rangeRef.

3 p = 053 - 07. Simulations in which the

2 deuteron dilution is reduced by about 12 in
2 the Ar-seeded shot by replacing the measured
C;) 1 C and Ar by a single, average Z = 

0 t . . . . . . . . . . . impurity, result also in a decreaseof YIT by
0 5 10 15 20 about 15% across the profile in the region p =

R/LTe 0.25 - 06. Simulations in which the
impurities are exchanged between the Ar and

FIG. 4 Growth rate of ETG mode as reference shots show a large decrease in G
function of T. gradient. Arrow heads for the reference shot if Ar is added, and a
indicate critical (left) and measured (right) smaller increase in the Ar-seed discharge if
gradients. the argon is removed. A scan in which R/Lre

is varied shows that R/LTecrit is almost a
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factor of 2 higher in the Ar-seeded shot than in the reference shot.

Improved confinement with impurity seeding and ITER-like parameters has been achieved in
other tokamaks [5 6 8-10] and analysis of the mechanisms for confinement enhancement
have been done. [5 6 11, 12]. The improved confinement has been correlated with reduced
measured turbulence 13], consistent with the model of turbulence causing anomalous
transport. In [5] and 6 ExB shearing is reported to be an important mechanism for the
improved performance. Although the FULL code analysis indicates that for the JT-60U Ar-
seeded discharge ExB shearing has little effect on'YITG in the high-density, final state, it is still

possible that this mechanism is a factor at lower densities, during the evolution to the final,
improved-confinement state. The effect of impurities on reducing the ETG growth rate was
first studied in 6 The possibility that ETG turbulence can be relevant to magnetic
confinement was reported and analyzed by nonlinear, electromagnetic, gyrokinetic
simulations in 14]. For the impurity-seeded, improved-confinement RI mode in TEXTOR,

Tokar presented an explanation 12] in which the increased Zff from impurity seeding
reduces the velocity of the ion diamagnetic drift and, thus, the growth rate of the ITG
instability. In this case the TEM becomes more important, and leads, through a pinch
component of the TEM flux, to density peaking in monotonic-q, positive-shear discharges.
The density peaking then leads to further reduction of the ITG instability. Further analysis of
the JT-60U argon-seeded and reference discharges needs to be done to quantify the
magnitude of increased ExB shearing as a function of time during the evolution of the
improved-confinement, discharges, and the radial profiles of the separate ITG, TEM, and
ETG instabilities and their relevance to particle and thermal transport.
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2.2 Role of Low Order Rational q Values on the ITB-events in JT-60U
Plasmas

S. V. Neudatchin 1), T. Takizuka 2 N. Hayashi 2, H. Shirai 2, T. FuJ ita 2, A. sayama 2,
Y. Kamada 2, Y. Koide 2 T. Suzuki 2)

1) Nuclear Fusion Inst., RRC Kurchatov Institute, 123182, Kurchatov sq. I Moscow Russia
2) JAERI, Naka Fusion Research Est., Naka-machi, Naka-gun, Ibaraki-ken 311-0193, Japan

e-mail contact rejdWhin�nfikiaeru

Abstract The formation of internal transport barriers (lTBs) near q=2,3 surfaces in normal (NrS) or optimized
shear discharges of JT-60U and JET is well known. In reverse shear (RS) T-60U plasmas, the role of q
minimum (qnln) equal to 35,3,2.5,2 is not obvious for ITB formation. ITB-events (non-local confinement
bifurcations inside and around ITB in a ms timescale) are found in various JT-60U NrS and RS plasmas Under
sufficient power, ITEI-events are seen at rational and not rational values of q.. The space-time evolution of T,
and T, is similar even being strongly varied in space and time, suggesting same mechanism(s) of T, and T,
transport. The temporal formation of strong ITB in H-mode under passing of qn=3 (after periodical
improvements and degradations via ITB-events with 8ms period) in RS mode with Pnb,=gMW i presented.
Under smaller power, ITB-events are observed only at rational values of q.. In a weak RS shot with
P,,b,=4MW, abrupt rise of T, is seen at q.=3.5, while more cases of T, rise are observed. The difference of the
T, and T, evolution seen regularly under the low power, suggests decoupling of T, and T, transport,

1. Introduction
The formation of internal transport barriers (lTBs) near q=2,3 surfaces in normal (NrS or
optimized shear discharges of JT-60U and JET is well known 12]. In reverse shear (RS) JT-
6OU plasmas, the role of q minimum (qnun) equal to 35,3,2.5,2 is not obvious for ITB
evolution. The transient processes seen under crossing q.=3 were first time reported in 3].
Later, non-local confinement bifurcations inside and around ITB (abrupt variations of
transport in a ins timescale within -0.3r/a) were found in various JT-60U RS and NrS
plasmas and called ITB-events 4-6]. The maximum of heat flux variation is located near the
position of qnun. The series of ITB-events is able to create the strong ITB in H-mode
(q -2.7) with nearly doubled energy confinement time 6 The influence of the radial
electric field calculated near ITB foot on wider ITB region was highlighted in 7]. Initially,
another type of non-local (in 90% of volume) abrupt jumps (bifurcations) of transport at fast
"global" L-H-L transitions was found in JET and JT-60U plasmas with NrS 8-91. At L-H-L
transitions in JT-60U plasmas with RS and TB 56], the profile of the heat flux jump
follows the position of the safety factor minimum and penetrates into RS region deeper for
the weak ITB that for the strong one 6]. ITB-event degradation causes L-H tansition 6].

2. ITB-events under sufficient NBI power in RS
Under sufficient power in JT-60U RS plasmas, ITB-events are seen at rational and not
rational values of q. and the space-time evolution of Te and T, is similar 46]. In the
present paper, we highlight the similarity of Te and T, evolution by detailed comparison
Te(rt) and Tftt) behavior (see Fig. 1) during strong ITB creation via series of ITB-events-
improvements A, C, F and further ITB degradation (shot 32423, 1.5MA/3.7T, L-mode edge,
Pnb.=8MW, q.-2.7, see evolution of plasma parameters in 4 The position and the
evolution of Te measured by 12-channels ECE heterodyne radiometer (data averaged in 0.5ms
interval) at channel I I (Te I 1) correspond to the T, 3 evolution (changes of timetraces at the
times A, D, F, K on Fig. ). The T, is measured with 17ms time resolution and -0.06r/a space
resolution half width. The Te8-9 evolution corresponds to the T,12evolution (changes of slopes
at the times C, E, F H on Fig. ). The Te6 position lies near the T, II position (times A, F, K).
The Tel position corresponds to the T,10 position. The evolution and the similarity of T, and
T, transport at t--6.5-6.68s time interval was described in detail 4 The T,,e evolution
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presented on Fig.1, shows the

- T19 (r/a=0.36)-near Tel 2 similarity of the transport in a
longer time interval, including the

8 formation of double ITBs clearly
seen before time G (weak ITB

41 TI '10 ri 1 I- near T6 between Te2 and Te6, and strong
ITB between T,10 and TeI2. The

P same trend is observed for T,
4 -TI 12 -TeS profile at t-- 6.75s (the difference

between T,12 and T,13 is equal to I
... keV and 25 keV for T,13 and T,14

4.2 -
A C D E FRI (r/a--0.73)). Strong ITB destroys

after time G.
r/a=13.381 The timetraces of shot 32474

>
0 .ch I PA (1.5MA/3.7T), the evolution of TeX

and profiles in H-mode under
passing of q,.,,=3 are presented on

2.8 Figs 2(a-d). Four cycles of ITB-
events (called periodic ITB-events
or PITB-events) are seen on Te

G evolution after t--6.68s (see Figs
3i 4

2(cd). Each cycle consists of
C -0,7�a=0.6 . . . :K -4ms ITB-event improvement

4..,.. 'j Li . . . .
6.5' 6.55 6.6 6.65 5 phase (T,3-6 rise and Te9-12 decay)

6.7 6.75 6.8 6.8
time (a) and - ms ITB-event

Fig. 1. Similarity of T and T, evolution in shot 32423. Phj risesfrom 8MWto 10 MWat t=6.66 s.

3 1 I I - 20 3
.a W P- events -

qmln=2.8 6.9s
CL 122 lip -

72 2
P -------------------- -- C

radiometer channels
05.4 6 time (s 66 7.2 L

3.2 0.4 0.6 r/a 0.8
2.chl 1.9

CHI 2

CH4

> >>
ch6 AA 7t

ch7

ch8
P *-CH5

2.50 1.65
6.6 6.7 time(s) 68 6.9 6.67 time (s) 6.73

Figure 2(a) Timetraces of W Pj and Ip in shot 32474. Transitionless H-mode [10] starts from t

-5.7s P- start ofperiodical ITB-events at qmi,,=3. (b) Positions of radiometer channels and T, (r)Jor

t=6.68, 6 9 s (c-d) T, timetraces at periodical P-ITB-events and ITB-event-improvement I
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7 2 degradation phase (Ti:2-6

Ti decay and T,9-12 rise). At
E 7 D t--6.75s confinement

q C4

C� was E 0 1 improves again via the ITB-
event 1, and the ITB foot

ne A> locates at the position of
ch. I I at t--6.9s (see Fig. 2(b))

Te
0 . I . I .2 2 4 6 8 10' 12 instead of position of ch8

0.4 r/a 0.8 channels before IT13-events. T, evolves

Fig. 3 Profiles of Tj n,, and 0.41 r/a 0.71 similar to Te, as usual.
q before time P at Fig. 2 Profiles of T,,, (rhombus and
Fig. 4 Profiles of 8X, estimatedfor P I and D ITB-events circles), ne (triangles) q at

t =6.9s (dotted line) are shown on Fig.3. The inversion radius (region between T, rise and
decay at ITB-events on Fig 2(c) lies

0 0 near the position of q,n, as usual [4-

C4E 9 6]. The 8X, profiles at ITB-events
a) P I and D (degradation which occurs

-0.6 - later and not shown on Fig.2) were
0.2 0.3 0.4 r/a 0.5 0.6 0.7 calculated from abrupt variations

2
-4 - r1a t values at times of ITB-eventsb)
Ei (see method in 4.

0 Fig. presents modelling of
150 periodical ITB-events with the profile

of the electron heat diffusivityC)> .3 coefficient variation 8X, shown in Fig.

2 5(a). The evolution Of Xe and
calculated values of 8T, at various

0 radial positions are shown on Figs. 
(b-c). The calculations reasonably

describe the experiments shown on
Fig. 2(c-d). We suppose that the
periodical "global" L-H-L transitions

-150 with 20ms period (10ms H-mode
10 0 10 20 30 40 50 60

time (mg) phase and ms L-mode phase) found
in JET [I I] are clear physical

Fig. Simulation of P-ITB-events (a) , profile, analogue to the periodical ITB-events
(b) evolution ofZ, in time (c) evolution of 6T, described above.

3. ITB-events under small NBI power in RS

4 10 Under smaller%-I I local, ill I I I
.11 power, ITB-to ITB-e ts +

t% qmin=2 ? events (in -20
M pulses studied)

Pnbi W q connected
CF qmin=2.5 min Z are

CL with some low
Cr order rational

I I I 0 qn-,,n values. ITB-
4 5 6 7 8 9 10 1 1 events are found

time (sec) at Pnbi= 2.5MW

Fig 6 Timetraces of Ip, W, H, P01 and qi, in shot 36639 in the latest phase
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of RS discharge 36639 (IAMA /3.8T) under q,,.=2.5 (see Fig. 6.

2 10 Moreover, the influence of some
1P IT -event low order rational q.. values is

:E seen clearly for temporal ITB
�� Pn-bir -------- m creation on T The timetraces ofsjl� W 0 C

0 1 1 1 0- shot 38976 (1.3MA/3.7T) are
3: 4 4.5 5 5.5 6 6.5

time (sec) shown on Fig.7. The abrupt rise of
T, is seen only once at q.=3.5 at

Fig. 7 Timetraces ofIp, Wand Pnbi in shot 38976

t--5.87s while more cases of T, rise are observed (after t--6 Is also). The timetrace of the row
heterodyne data is shown on Fig.8. The rise of Te is seen at t=5.87s (qn-,n=3.5 at this time)

10 ...

35r/a) k9V
life

2 Aa
5

0
0 0.5 1

56 ti�e (sec) ... ..... ..... . . 6 6 r/a
q.i. =3.71 ------ 3.42 ------- 3.22 ----------- - - - ---- - -- 2.7

Fig. 8. Timetrace of T 0.35), similar behavior seen at Fig. 9 Profile q at t=5.9 s with
0.2<rla<0.4 region in shot 38976 qmin=3.42 in shot 38976

in the wide region 0. 18<r/a<0.42. The profile of the electron heat diffusivity variation X, is

obtained from abrupt variation of aT,/& values at t--5.87s in the same way like described in

4 detail in 4] and is wide in space
(in the region over 0.5r/a). The q
profile at t--5.9s is presented on

3.5 Ti 8(r/a=0.2i6 Fig. 9 The wide region of small
shear is observed clearly. In this
particular shot 38976 case, T,
evolves similar to Te at q..=3.5

Ti 9(r/a=0.32) and rises separately from Te at

2.5 t--6.1 s (see Fig. IO). Thesame

1 13-eve 0.45 behavior of T. and T, is
observed in the similar shot

2 5.6 5.8 6 6.2 6.4 6.6 38974. The rise of T, occurs at
time (Ms) t--5.92 s (close to t=5.86s in shot

3896).
Fig. 10 Timetraces of T in shot 38976

The difference of te Te and T, evolution seen regularly under the low power, suggests
decoupling of Te and T, transport.

4. Discussion and Conclusions
Besides well-known formation of ITBs near q=2,3 surfaces in NrS or optimized shear
discharges of JT-60U and JET 1-2], similar features are sometimes seen in small machines
with ECR heating. The existence of the zones with improved transport near low-order-
rational q values was reported at RTP 13]. The zone of the improved transport formed by
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off-axis ECRH in T-10 (the region with low shear and q near I inside -0.3r/a) is able to
survive at R/LT = Rgrad T T up to 23 with Xe -0. 1-0. 2 m/s 14].

Under sufficient power in RS JT-60U plasmas, the space-time evolution of T and T due
to series of ITB-events improvements and degradations is similar even being strongly varied
in time and space. The same physical mechanism(s) is responsible for T. and T, evolution at
ITB-events. ITB-events are observed under various values of q.. The periodical ITB-events
with -8rns period are found in H-mode RS plasmas under crossing q ... n=3. Probably the
clearest analogues are periodical "global" L-H-L transitions with 20ms period found in JET
[I 1].

Under smaller power in JT-60U RS plasmas, the space-time evolution of Te and T, could
be different from each other. The transport looks different for T, and T, The influence of
some low order rational qIn values is seen clearly for temporal creation of the ITB on Te and
for series of small-scale ITB-events on T, At present, we observe ITB-events at low order
rational nin values only.

ITB-events triggers could be different in various JT-60U plasmas. The role of MHD-
activity as FrB-event improvement trigger should be studied in future. The correlation of the
MHD-activity and ITB-event improvement within a millisecond timescale was found
sometimes (not frequently). The correlation of the coupled edge-core MHD-activity and ITB
formation (unfortunately within - OOms time interval) was reported on JET [ 1 1 ] A physical
mechanism of non-local bifurcations of the core transport at the ITB-events is still unclear.
Further study of ITB-events (especially in low power cases) and ITB-events triggers is
necessary.
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2 3 Tritium Distribution on Plasma Facing Graphite Tiles of JT-60U
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Abstract: Ttium distributions on the graphite divertor tiles, the dome units and the baffle plates of JT-
6OU were successfully measured Poloidally, the highest ttium level was found at the dome top tiles and
the outer baffle plates, where the plasma did not hit directly On the other hand, although the toroidal
tritium profiles on each tiles appeared uniform, detailed profiles in full toroidal direction clearly showed a
periodic variation corresponding to the position of the magnetic field coils, indicating the ripple loss of
high energy tritons as suggested by the OFMC code Finally, the temperature increase owing to the
plasma heat load was found to release the once retained ttium

1. Introduction

Tritium Imaging Plate Technique (TIPT) was found to be very useful to determine the tritium areal
distribution on plasma facing graphite tiles It gives very detailed tritium surface profiles and can also
be used as a new diagnostic technique to
investigate plasma wall interaction through tritium (a)
behavior [1,21 In the present work, TIPT was
applied to determine the surface tnbum
distributions on graphite tiles used as the first wall
and the W-shaped divertor in JT-60U, in which
tritium is produced by the D-D nuclear reaction

2. Experimental

2-1. Specimens

The poloidal cross-sectional view of T-60U with are us Outer
the W-shaped divertor is shown in Fig 1. CFC 13 plat 13affle plat

graphite (CX-2002U) tiles are used for the divertor
Innertargets, the dome top and parts of the baffle tiles Omertor PlMes Divertar Plates

The rest of the divertor region and the first wall are (b)
covered with isotropic graphite tiles (IG-340U) All
tiles are fixed to metal backings by bolts The
temperature of the diver-tor tiles was measured by
thermocouples installed in the tiles at the depth of
6-mm depth

The high temperatures of the thermocouples were Fig. I (a) Photograph ofJT60U inside and
observed for high neutral beam power, which is (b) Cross-sectional vew of W-shaped divertor.
aimed at steady-state high performance operation
During the operation, the outer divertor tiles
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showed higher temperatures than inner ones The highest surface temperature of the outer divertor
tiles is expected to reach approximately 1100'C The dome and baffle tiles had a history of
comparatively temperatures, nearly at the baking temperature of - 300'C

ne first wall tiles (exposed to plasma from March 1991 to Nov 1998) and the divertor region tiles
(were exposed to plasma from Jun 1997 to Nov 1998) were removed for the detailed tritium
measurement using TIPT Furthermore, all tiles in full toroidal direction of the top of the dome units
were also measured Some of the tiles were also analyzed by full combustion and SEM observation
for quantitative ttium analysis and deposition analysis, respectively The total nurnber of the
discharges during the period from Jun 1997 to Nov 998 was approximately 4000 shots The
amount of ttium produced during this period, which was estimated from neutron production, was
about 18 GBq 3]

Before the opening of the vacuum vessel of JT-60U, hydrogen discharges were used to remove the
tritium retained in the vacuum vessel This is followed by air ventilation before fully open to the
atmosphere Thus long term tritium retention in the JT-60U vacuum vessel was estimated to be
about 50% of the total production 3]

2-2. Tritium Imaging Plate Technique

ne imaging plate (IP) is a radiation image sensor based on photo-stimulated luminescence (PSL)
The IP can detect tritium dstributed within a depth of 3 Vm from the surface of graphite-based
tiles The surface of the P was in contact with the sample tiles for a day in a dark shielded room After
the exposure, the IP was processed using an imaging plate reader to obtain a digitized tritium intensity
mapping The details of the IP technique is described elsewhere 4)

2-3. Simulation of the High Energy Tritons

The behavior of high energy tritons produced by the D-D reaction in a typical plasma operation of a
high BP H-mode was simulated by the Orbit Following Monte Carlo (OFMC) code, developed in
JAERI 5,61 In the code, culomb collisions between energetic tnton particles and the plasma are
simulated using the Monte-Carlo method tracing the tnton particle orbits in the magnetic fields The
fields are a combination of the axisymmetnc field calculated by a two-dimensional magneto-
hydrodynamic (MHD) equilibrium code and the non-axisymmetnc field produced by the toroidal filed
ripple The Coulomb collisions lead to pitch angle scattering and swing down of the energetic
triton particles The launching points and pitch angles of test tnton particles are also determined by
Monte-Carlo method The test triton particles with the initial energy of I MeV are launched at a radius
based on the birth profile of the energetic tritons The orbit of each test particle is followed until it
impinges on the wall or slows down to thermal speed

3. Results

Figure 2 shows the ttium images of the divertor units and the baffle plates together with the line
profiles corresponding to the red and blue lines in the images The tritium profiles were non-uniform
in the poloidal direction, but symmetric in the toroidal direction It was rather surprising to see the
highest ttium level observed at the dome top tiles and the outer baffle plates, where the plasma did
not directly hit Tritium levels on both sides of the dome units showed steep gradients in the poloidal
direction Tritium level on the divertor tiles were very small, in particular, both the outer and inner
strike points showed the lowest levels oing to the temperature escalation during plasma We shall
discuss this point in further detail later

Such poloidal. tritium profiles were quite consistent with the ttium activity determined by the
combustion method, and the highest ttium levels at the top of the dome unit was measured to be
around kBq /CM2 [7]
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Fig 2 (a) Tritium mages of graphite tiles sed as the divertor and the baffle plates in T-60U.
Tritium level is higher in the red region and less in the blue region, (b) Tritium line profiles along
the poloidal-direction; (c) tritium miping7ng.flux to the d7vertor tiles calculated by OMC code (see
text)
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Fig 3 Full toroidal distribution of tritium on dome top tiles. The positions of toroidal

magnetic coils am indicated as columns

Although the toioidal tritium distribution on each tile seems uniform, the full toroidal tritium

distribution from all of the dome top tiles showed certain variation as seen Fig 3 In the figure, the

tritium levels of all 240 toroidal dome top tiles are plotted against the toroidal angle corresponding to

their positions, exhibiting a periodic variation In T-60U I toroidal magnets are placed as indicated

in the figure One can clearly see the corresponding similar periodicity of the tritium retention in the

toroidal direction This is the first clear evidence of the loss of high energy tritons by the ripple in

the toroidal magnetic filed (i e , "ripple loss")

Figure 4 (a) shows the tritium images of some selected first wall tiles Although the ttium level was
2

lower than that of the baffle plate, it still contained several kBq/cM The tritium levels on the outer

first wall tiles were higher than those for the inner first wall tiles And the outer midplane showed the

highest level among the first wall tiles
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Fig 4 Comparison of (a) ttium profiles for selectedfirst wall graphite tiles and (b) flux of higher

energy triton impinging tofirst wall by OFMC calculation

It is interesting to know that the tritium profiles in the divertor tiles did not show a clear correlation

with the deposited layers Figure compares ttium profiles with and without deposited layers on the

inner divertor tile The upper right image is a cross-sectional SEM view of the tile, indicating about 20

Vm of deposition layer The deposited layer of the bottom half of the inner divertor tile was exfoliated

by an adhesive tape One can clearly see a higher ttium level behind the deposited layer This
suggests that tritium was implanted even in those areas with less ttium implantation with the ripple

loss mechanism, in other words, the ttium is not fully thermalized before impinging the target plates

4. Discussion

As observed in the periodic variation of the full toroidal ttium distribution on the dome top tiles (see

Fig 3 ttium is very likely retained as the high energy triton implanted through the ripple loss

mechanism Agreement of the measured tritium profiles with the impinging fluxes calculated by

OFMC for the divertor region, (as shown in Fig 2(c)), and the midplane tiles among the first wall tiles

(as shown in Fig 4(b)) is also consistent with the ripple loss mechanism, since the OFMC takes

account the toroidal filed ripples

In contrast to the dome top tiles, the ttium levels in the divertor tiles were quite low In particular,

both the outer and inner strike points showed the lowest level The temperature increase of graphite

tiles due to the plasma heat load was around 50-IOOK except in the divertor regions where the

maximum temperatures of 800- 1200K were recorded at the inner and outer divertors, respectively

One also notes that te ttium level showed a gradient in the poloidal direction This gradient was

inversely correlated to the poloidal temperature distribution, indicating that the implanted ttium was

thermally released, resulting in no tritium retention in the divertor legs [8]

Furthermore, it is also important to note that the ttium profiles in the divertor tiles did not show a

clear correlation with the deposited layers as shown in Fig This is quite different from JET,
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where the highest tritium level was observed in the redeposited layer, particularly, on the plasma
shadowed area 9,101 In T-60U, deposited layers were found mainly on the inner diver-tor tiles, and
the deposited layer can not be clearly distinguished from the substrate [111 This may be due to high
temperatures during discharges, which seems to enhance the adhesion property of the deposits on the
matrix with smaller H and D content than other large tokamaks [I 21

Redeposited laver

SUM photograph I
Near the top urface
of die inner divertor tile

Surface of the
redeposited layer7 Z�:

The exfol iated -region

0 1 0 20 30

PSL itensity tritium oNO) PSL/mm']

Fig 5 Comparison of tritium profiles -with and without deposited layers on the inner divertor tile.
The upper right image is a cross-sechonal SEM view of the tile, indicating about P oj
deposition layer he deposited layer of the bottom half of the inner dome -wing was exfohated by an
adhesive tape, indicating higher tritium level in the matr7x than n the deposited layer

Finally according to the analysis of hydrogen and deuterium depth profiles measured for the same
divertor tiles used in the tritium analysis 12], hydrogen and deuterium in T-60U are distributed quite
similarly with ttium, i e , the area with lower ttium retention also shows lower hydrogen and
deutenurn retention Since all three isotopes behave similarly during thermal release above 800K, this
can be viewed as another indication that te temperature effect dominated tritium retention in the
divertor region of T-60U

Thus in essence, we are now able to explain the observed tritium distribution in JT-60U dvertor tiles
by the combination of the implantation of high energy tritium and the simultaneous thermal release
due to the heat load 4131

5. Conclusions

Tritium distributions on the graphite divertor tiles, the dome units and the baffle plates of T-60U
were successfully measured The highest ttium level was found at the dome top tiles and the outer
baffle plates, where the plasma did not hit directly Such high tritium retention in the dome units and
the baffle plates can be well explained by the energetic triton particle loss due to the ripple loss
mechanism

According to the orbital simulation code of OFMC, about 13 of tntons produced by D-D reaction
impinge plasma facing surfaces without fully losing its energy In particular, the impinging flux is
high on the dome area and the baffle plates Although the toroidal ttium profiles on each tiles
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appeared symmetrical, detailed profile in full toroidal direction clearly showed a periodic variation in
the direction of the toroidal magnetic fields, confirming the ripple loss of high energy triton as
suggested by the OFMC code

In addition, the tritium retention in divertor tiles heated above 800K was actually very small,
indicating that the temperature increase owing to the plasma heat load results in the release of the
once retained ttium

The present IP imaging could have missed some ttium adsorbed or absorbed in near surface layer
from low energy impinging after losing energy in the plasma, because surface tritium can be easily
replaced by hydrogen and water molecules
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2.4 Fast Particle Destabilization of TAE Type Modes in NSTX,
JT-60U and Proposed Burning Plasma Devices.1

C Z. Cheng 1) N N. Gorelenkov 1), E. redrickson 1), G. J. ramer 1) R V. Budny
1), S. Bernabei 1), R. Nazikian 1), G. Y. Fu 1), K. Shinohara 2 Y. usarna 2 M.
Takech 2 M Ishikawa 2 T Ozeki 2, H. L. Berk 3)

1) Princeton Plasma Physics Laboratory, Princeton University, Princeton, NJ, USA
2) Naka Fusion Research stablishment, Japan Atoinic Energy Research Institute, Japan
3) Institute for Fusion Studies, University of Texas at Austin, TX, USA
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Abstract. The properties of fast in driven TAEs are studied in National Spherical Tor"s
Experiment (NSTX), JT-60U, and proposed DT burning plasma experiments i International

Tokamak Experimental Reactor (ITER), FIRE, arid IGNITOR, and JET DT oeration. Un-
stable TAEs have been oserved in NSTX and JT-60U experiments to cause SigTlifiCaflt fast, ion

loss. Theoretical studies eploying the global kinetic-MHD stability codes, NOVA/NOVA-K
code, and a high-n non-perturbative HINST code have been performed ad te aalysis ex-
plains well the experimental results For te pToposed DT burning plasnia experiments TAhs
are expected to be unstable in ITER and IRE.

1. Introduction

Of major importance in burning plasnia studies is the fast ion confinement. In burning
plasmas 3 MeV a-particles and other fast ions transfer their energy to the background
plasma. Collective instabilities destabilized by fast ion pressure gradient can cause prema-
ture loss of fast ions from the confinement system. Teory and experiment have confirmed
that large amplitude Toroidicity-Induced Alfv-�n Eigem-nodes (TAEs 131 can lead to ex-
pulsion of fast ions, degrade ignition margi ad produce localized heating or damage on
plasma facing components. The TAF frequency is - VA/2qR, where VA is the Alfv-�_n
velocity, q is the safety factor, R is the major radius. TAFs can resonate wit eergetic
particles with Vh VA and can be destabilized by the energetic article phase space
gradient (pressure gradient ad positive energy gradient). For a slowing-down energy
distribution, fast particles can drive TAEs if nq(Vh/VA > rLpIRPh), where n is the
toroidal mode Dumber, r is the minor radius ad Ph, Lp are te hot ion gyroradius and
pressure gradient scale length, respectively. Thus, the device size, which determines Lplph
and aspect ratio, is an important parameter in determining the unstable TAE spectrum.
However, TAEs can be unstable only if te fast particle drive overcomes damping effects
Of blk electron and ion Landau damping, radiation and continuum damping.

In the paper we address the properties of fast ion driven TAE type modes in NSTX
and JT-60-U and in the proposed burning plasma experiments of ITER, FIRE, IGNITOR,
and JET-DT operation For NSTX we present TAE results observed even for a modest
NBI power and compare the experimental results with theoretical analysis. For JT-60U
we present teoretical interpretation for TAEs destabilized by NNBI fast ions in normal
shear discharges. For the proposed burning plasma experiments we present TAE tability
analysis and summarize the parameter domain where TAEs are expected to be unstable
due to a-particles produced in D-T fsion reaction. The stability of TAE-type modes is
analyzed by employing global kinetic-MIID stability codes, NOVA/NOVA-K codes 4,
and a high-n non-perturbative HINST code [5].

This work is supported by DoE contract No DE-AC02-76CH03073 at PPPL
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PIG (a) ad (b) showTAE activities, obSel Ved in I fie NSTX sot 108530 ad (c sows TAE
�,pe(triun at 0267 sec coinputed y te NOVA/NOVAA\ codes.

2. TAEs in NSTX

TAE odes ave been observed in NSTX even for modest NBI power Because of low
aspect ratio the toroidal coupling effect is strong. The Alfvi,n continuum gap is wide open
across the minor radius and a road spectrum of TAEs can exist 6 for each toroidal ode
number n. A variety of modes in the frequency range from 20 to 150 kHz with toroidal
mode umbers from n = to n = 6 are commonly see i beam heated discharges.
FIG. 1(a) shows the Mirnov agnetic field fluctuation and corresponding total eutron
count rate and H signal in the NSTX shot 108530. FIG. I (b sows a road spectru of
TAEs oserved with several frequencies for each n. Te plasma arameters for this shot
are Bo = 0.434T, R = 87cm a = 63cm, ellipticity = 74, triangularity = , and te
detiteriiiiii eutral bearn is injected co-tangentially to te plasma crrent (but counter to
the toroidal field) with an injection eergy of 80 keV. At 009 sec the beam source A is
in'ected with 16 MW power, and at 021 sec a second beam is ijected and the total
NBI power is 32 MW and the steady state plasma current is about 065 MA In addition
to te ore commonly oserved quasi-continuous TAEs brsting TAFS (indicated by
vertical dashed lines in FIG. 1(b)) are also oserved after the beam is injected at 021
sec Tese bursting modes are associated with fast neutron drops, H micro-bursts, and

- 0% fast ions bitting the wall. Each burst consists of ultiple modes with n range
from 2 - with a dominant mode being n = 2 or 3 From the bursting mode amplitude
modulatio oe sees beating of multiple modes, but the ursting fluctuation is dominated
by a single frequency mode wth ode growth ad decay times approximately - 100
1-ts Te TAEs are most commonly present in the early phase of the discharge, dring the

1011CM-3 O a,current ra inp ad when the density is low 2 - 3 x is) The higher n odes
are generally associated with igher frequencies, possibly related to increased Doppler
shift de to plasma rotation. However, te mode spacing is not early as niform.

FIG. I c) shows a very rich TAE frequency spectrum and the radial xtent (haif wdth)
of TAEs for n = I - nodes computed by the NOVA/NOVA-K code. The NSTX
equilibrium is constructed with plasma profiles modeled y the TRANSP code at 0267
sec, q = 11.4, n,(O = 2 54 x 10"crn', 3(0 - 21.4%, - 288%. Note tat for ach
n there are multiple TAEs. Only TAEs with frequency residing in the TAE continuum
gap are chosen so that tey do not suffer continuum damping Higher frequency EAEs
are excluded in the plot. Also, we restrict TAEs with peak amplitude located at radial
location ra < .8. Because the plasma toroidal rotation velocity is significant with
vl�'#) -_ 170 kmls at 027 sec, and has a peak profile, the frequencies shown in FIG. I (c)
are the NOVA computed TAF frequencies Doppler-shifted by f = fTAE + nf,,t, where
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flot is weighted by te square of the ode amplitude and is averaged over the ode alf
width. With V,,t = 100km/s and R = Im, we have ft -_ 16kHz. These n = -
TAEs with peak amplitude located inside r/a < can be destabilized by NBI ions, in
good agreement with the NSTX experimental results shown in FIG. I (b). The calculated
linear growth rates are about 10% of the real frequency for )3h(O) 13%.

(a) 70 (b)
Fm F& Al I'mi FS ALE

60

SI..FS
__t/ I40

20 4b

30
16 40 42 44 46 4W 4W 4T,� [SI [M4

FIG. 2 TAEs oserved in te JT-60L sot E32359.

3. TAEs in JT-60U

In JT-60U experiments, very rich TAE-type ode activities have bee oserved 7 ].
In the Negative-ion-based Neutral Beam Injection (NNBI) (injection energy at < 400keV)
experiments wth normal magnetic shear, three types of odes have een found as shown
in FIG 2 for the E32359 shot. The NNB fast ion parameters are VIV < .5, .1% <
(�3h < %, which are similar to oz-particle arameters i ITER with VoIVA 1 5, (O.) -
0.2% ' The first type is the quasi-continuous modes tat can last through ot NNB
injection ad is explained as TAEs with frequency variation due to variation of tle profiles
of magnetic safety factor and plasma density The second type Is slow frequency pward
sweeping modes that last for 100s of msec (from 38 to 4 sec in FIG. 2(a)) and is explained
as resonant TAE (RTAE 9 These modes are RTAEs because teir frequencies at
the initial chirping stage are inside the Alfv6n continuum and tey ocur when te fast
particle drive is strong, so that tese modes can overcorne the continuu dmping. The
reason for te slow frequency chirping is the evolution of the fast particle pressure rofile
and corresponding sift of the RTAE radial location accompanied by the cange in te
mode frequency during te fast particle pressure buildup. Similarslow frequency chirping
modes were also modeled y te IIINST code to explain the observed changes of tile
mode frequency in TFTR. The tird type is bursting modes (or called the Abrupt Large-
amplitude vents (ALE) 18]) that last typically less than 0.5 msec wich are uch
shorter than the tme scale of equilibrium rofile evolution. The bursting mode frequency
remains almost unchanged during bursting bt the amplitude varies very fast ll few
wave periods as shown in FIG. 2(c), which is caused by the cange in tile ft particle
velocity and/or spatial distribution during te nonlinear phase We construct a JT-6OU
equiilibrium at 43 sec wit R = 3 37m a = 83cm, = 149 = 5, Bo = 1 2T,
q, � 4 7 n,(O = 2 x 10"cm', and () = 0.74% Te NOVA/NOVA-K code alculation
gives 71kH_- for a n = TAE, 66kHz for an n 2 TAP If we include the downward
Doppler frequency sift due to te plasma rotation assuming t -_ 150kM/8 rsulting
fror te co-tangential injection of NNB and PNB to the plasma current ad the toroidal
field, te computed TAP frequencies ae consistent wt te observed mode frequencies
for n = I and 2 TAP odes

Significant fast ion loss bas been fund dring thepresenceof bursting odes, in partic-
ular, during ALEs Te fast ion loss was seen idirectly in both drop in eutron ernission
rate and enhancement of neutral particle flux easured by the neutral particle aalyzer
(CX-NPA). Because about 90% of eutron eission rate is from beam-target reaction 'it)
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the NNB experiments, the sudden drop in neutron emission rate during bursting modes
can only be caused by either rapid deceleration of NNB ions or by a radial transport of
the beam ions to a lower background density region. But, te beam ion slowing-down
time in the plasma core region is about 0.5sec, which is mch longer than the time scale
of neutron emission rate drop. Moreover, from te energy spectra of the fast neutral flux,
the peak flux enhancement is at about 260keV, which is the energy of beam ions resonat-
ing with the bursting modes. These lead to the conclusion that lost fast ions are ejected
while resonating with bursting modes. Moreover, the neutron flux signals increase in the
peripheral region (r/a > 048) and decrease in the central region (r/a < 034) during
the occurrence of ALE bursting modes, which suggests that ALE bursting modes cause a
large radial transport of fast ions.

a'MlBojine 'o' 01 V,3,, %I Vh /VA
Tokamak 111,ml o, -,-- I To, ke V 1,3,,o, %I - R ola/p,,,ol

]TER-FEAT 62 2 5.3 1 19.3 0.78 0.7 5 1.8 39.1
FIRE 2.14 0.6 10 4.9 11.9 0.825 028 1.3 2.1 22.14

IGNITOR 1.32 048 13 9.4 9.9 0.91 0.2 0.8 2.21 23.2
JET-DT 2.92 0.94 382 0.45 23 0.795 04 2.3 1.66 13.25

TABLE 1: KEY PASMA PARAMETERS FOR BURNING PLASMA DEVICES.

4. TAEs in Proposed Burning Plasma Experiments

The TRANSP code is employed to model plasma conditions for the proposed burning
plasma experiments of ITER, FIRE, IGNITOR and JET-DT operation. Despite notice-
able difference in te device size, most dimensionless plasma parameters appear to be
quite similar for these burning plasmas as seen from TABLE 1, where = nD + nT) /n,
is the plasma ion depletion factor, po is the alpha gyroradius at the brth energy with
Bo. The HINST [5] is used to analyze the local TAE stability. As expected, TAEs can be
driven by a-particles for all these burning plasma experiments with growth rate on the
order of a few percent of frequency [10]. The mode spectrum and their radial location
are different for different machine sizes. For FIRE, IGNITOR and JET-DT the unstable
spectrum is in the range of I < n < 0. or ITER the of unstable spectrum as hgher n
with 5 < n < 12 de to a larger value of (p,0/a)RV0,1.

FIG. 3 sows the frequency and growth rate versus te normalized toroidal flux F �D/�
for (a) n = 0 TAFs in ITER, (b) n = 7 TAEs in FIRE, and (c) n = TAEs in
JET, where TRANSP generated q-profile as well as the model q-profile, but otherwise
parameters obtained frorn TRANSP was sed. Note that te IGNITOR case is not shown
because TAEs turn ot to e robustly stable, though sometimes close to the marginal

because of weak a drive due to low and strong trapped electron collisional
damping due to high density. For ITER, from FG. 3(a), the instability region lies within

0 35 < �/o < 07, which is primarily due to the lower damping at 0.5. Note
that in ITER high energy D beams at WeV energy are planned for better penetration
Into te lasma, and tey can provide additional instability drive for TAEs for a wide
range of n-values due to the large value of w., term and the strong aisotropy of the beam
ion velocity space distribution From the global NOVA-K code calculation, the unstable
TAE sectrum expand toward-, igher n-values due to MeV beam ions, and the beam
ion TAE drive is similar to the alpha drive For lower energy bearn ions te drive will be
weaker and at 500 keV energy the beaten ion drive is reduced by one half.

For FRE, with the TRANSP calculated central value of = 028%, the radial span

of the TAE unstable region lies within 0 < V�7/� < 65 and the growth rate sharply
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FIG. 3: TAE eigenfrequency and growth rate as functions of the minor radius in (a) ITER
(n = 10), (b) FIRE (n = 7 and (c) JET (n = ) for TRANSP and a model q-profiles.

decreases outside that region as shown in FIG. 3(b). For JET-DT plasmas the maximum
growth rate, without NBI ions, is rather low at n 6 as shown in FIG. 3(c) wic is
close to what was predicted in other studies 11]. Including NBI fst ions, an additional
strong stabilizing effect is present due to beam ion Landau damping. We computed the
TAE growth rate for a deuterium NBI beta Ob(O = 06% at 100 keV injection energy, we

found at V��/-� = 0.5 the n � 5 TAE is stabilized primarily due to damping on bearn
ions, consistent with the previous study [111.

Finally, because TAEs typically have a global structure, a more accurate stability
calculation will require taking an appropriate average over the minor radius. The nonlocal
calculation has been performed with the NOVA/NOVA-K codes, and TAEs are sually
found to be more stable than from the HINST code. However, for ITER and FIRE TAEs
are still expected to be unstable.

5. Summary

In summary, we have performed studies of TAEs for presently operating devices, NSTX
and JT-60U, as well as for the proposed DT burning plasma experiments of ITER, FIRE,
IGNITOR and JET-DT operation. For NSTX and JT-60U bursting type TAEs are found
to cause significant fast ion loss. Theoretical investigations yield TAE frequencies and
stability, consistent with experimental observations. For the proposed DT burning plasma
experiments, the global and local calculations predict that TAEs would be unstable for
ITER and FIRE.

[1] CHENG, C. Z., L. Chen, M. S. Chance, Ann. Phys. (NY) 161, 21 1985).
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2.5 HighMachFIowAssociatedwithPlasmaDetachmentinJT-60U

A. Hatayama 1), K. Hoshino 1), K. Miyarnoto 1), N. Komatsu 1), K. Itarni 2, S. Sakurai 2,
N. Asakura 2, Y. Miura 2, K. Shimizu 2 R. Schneider 3, D. P. Coster 4)

1) Keio University, 314-1 Hiyoshi, Kouhoku-ku, Yokohama 223-8522, Japan
2) Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute, lbaraki, Japan
3) Max-Planck-Institut ffir Plasmaphysik, Greifswald, Germany
4) Max-Planck-Institut ffir Plasmaphysik, Garching, Germany

e-mail contact of main author: akh�ppl.appi.keio.acjp

Recent new results of the high Mach flows associated with plasma detachment are presented on the basis of
numerical simulations by a 2-D edge simulation code (die 132-Eirene code) and their comparisons with
experiments in JT-60U W-shaped divertor plasma. High Mach flows appear near the ionization front away from
the target plate. The plasma static pressure rapidly drops, while the total pressure is kept almost constant near the
ionization front, because the ionization front near the X-point is clearly separated from the momentum loss
region near the target plate. Redistribution from static to dynamic pressure without a large momentum loss is
confirmed to be a possible mechanism of the high Mach flows It has been also shown that the radial structure of
the high Mach flow near the X point away from the target plate has a strong correlation with the DOD (Degree
of Detachment) at the target plate. Also, we have made systematic analyses on the high Mach flows for both the
"Open" geometry and the "W-shaped" geometry of JT-60U in order to clarify the geometric effects on the flows.

1. Introduction

To control plasma flows in the SOL and divertor region is one of the most important issues for
the steady-state operation of the future fusion reactors. Plasma flows in the SOL and divertor
region affect divertor performances in many aspects, such as, impurity shielding, helium
exhaust, divertor in-out asymmetry, main plasma recycling, etc.

High parallel flows associated with plasma detachment have been observed in several
tokamak experiments[1,2]. Large Mach flows up to Mach I or even larger have been
measured near the X-point away from the target plate in these experiments. (Henceforth,
abbreviation "HMAD" will be used for such hi2h Mach flows in the detachment state.)

In Ref.[3] a 2D numerical study of HMAD by using the 132-Eirene code package[4-6] was
done for the "Open" divertor geometry in JT-60U. To understand the physical mechanism of
HMAD, detailed comparisons of the numerical results with those by a simple ID analytic
model were also made in Ref. [3]. Redistribution from static pressure to dynamic pressure
without a large momentum loss has been shown to be a possible cause of HMAD observed in
the numerical simulations. However, for the Open divertor geometry, flow measurements in
the divertor region were not made. It was impossible to make the direct comparisons of the
numerical results with the experimental results.

Recently, flow measurements with the fast movable Mach probe near the X-point have been
made for the "W-shaped" divertor geometry in JT-60U[2]. To verify the physical mechanism
discussed in Ref.[3] and to obtain more robust conclusions, comparisons with the
experimental measurements are indispensable. In the present study, we have done the
numerical calculations for the W-shaped geometry and their direct comparisons with the
experimental results are made. In addition, geometric effects on HMAD are studied by
comparing the numerical results for the W-shaped geometry with those for the Open
geometry.
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2. Numerical Model

Typical L-mode discharges for the Open divertor (Open-Div) and the W-shaped divertor
(W-Div) geometry with similar main plasma parameters were chosen to evaluate the
geometric effects on HMAD. Figure shows the numerical grid near the divertor region for
(a) the Open and (b) the W-shaped geometry. Bulk ion species D, all carbon impurity ion
species C - C6+ , and neutral species D, D2, C are considered in the analysis. At the core
interface boundary, i.e., at the innermost flux surface of the grid inside te separatrix in Fig. ,
the bulk ion density nD and the total input power P, are specified. For the boundary
conditions of the target plate, the usual Bohm condition is used. The remaining simulation
models/conditions, such as transport model, are almost the same as those in Ref.[3] To
simulate the attached state and the detached state, nD has been changed for each numerical run,
while the remaining conditions are kept fixed.

(a) _L5 (b)

2.5 4,0 2.51 4,0

Fig.] Numerical grid near the Xpoint in the divertor region.

(a) Open divertor geometry (Open-Div) and (b) W-shaped divertor geometry (W-Div).

3. HMAD in the W-shaped Divertor Geometry and Its Physical Mechanism

Figure 2 shows 2D spatial profiles of the parallel flow velocity ull for D near the X-point in

the W-shaped divertor. The spatial profiles are compared between (a) the attached plasma case

(nD=LOX 10 19 m-3 ) and (b) the detached plasma case (nD�2.Ox 10 9 M-3) . The total input power

(P,,=2.5 MW) is the same for both cases. The flow velocity is shown as the local Mach

number M =_ ull / C, ), i.e., ull is normalized by the local isothermal sound speed C, In Fig.2,

the positive direction of the velocity is defined as the direction from the inner divertor plate to

the outer divertor plate in the edge plasma region. Thus, the negative sign means the flow is

directed towards the inner target plate, while the positive sign means it is directed towards the

outer plate.

-1 2
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4 0 _A12 __44
R (41) Ca) -1, 5

(a) attached state (b) detached state

Fig.2 2D spatialprofiles ofparallel Mach number in the divertor regionfor the -Div.
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In the attached plasma case, the Mach number in the bulk of divertor region is still low as
shown in Fig.2(a). The Mach number reaches M-1 only near the target plate. On the other
hand, in the detached plasma case, high Mach flows appear near the X-point away from the
target plate.

To understand the formation mechanism of HMAD in Fig.2(b), basic divertor characteristics
are compared between (a) the attached state and (b) the detached state in Fig.3-Fig.5. Typical
2D profiles of T, and ionization source S, (D+ions/m3/s) are shown, respectively, in Fig.3 and
Fig.4.
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(a) attached state (b) detached state

Fig. 3 2D profiles of electron temperature T, in the divertor region for the W-Div.
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(a) attached state (b) detached state

Fig. 4 2D profiles of the ionization source density S, in the divertor regionfor the W-Div.
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Fig.5 2Dprofiles of the momentum loss density S,in the divertor regionfor the W-Div.
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In the attached case, T, is still high in the divertor region and S, is localized near the target
plate. On the other hand, in the detached case, T, drops rapidly towards the target plate and
becomes T5eV in front of the target plate. Due to this large decrease in T, the ionization
front moves away from the target plate as shown in Fig.4(b). The HMAD region in Fig.2(b is
almost coincident with the ionization region in Fig.4(b) where the static pressure drops
stroly due to the large decrease in T, Figure shows 2D profiles of the momentum loss S.
(N/m for D+ ion fluid due to the interaction with neutrals, e.g., CX-collision. In the detached
case, it should be noted that the region where S. is large in Fig.5(b) is almost separated from
the ionization region in Fig.4(b). As a result, the total pressure is kept almost constant along
the field line near the ionization region away from the target. Thus, the pressure gradient force
due to the large drop of the static pressure possibly drives HMAD near the ionization front,
i.e., redistribution from static pressure into dynamic pressure is a possible cause of HMAD
observed in the simulation.

4. Comparison with Experiments and Effect of Divertor Geometry on HNIAD

The radial profiles of the parallel Mach number are shown, respectively, in Fig.6 (a) for the
Open-Div and Fig.6(b) for the W-Div. The M-profiles are plotted along the path shown in
Fig. I (a) and (b) by arrows. The following interesting common features can be seen; 1) as the
separatrix electron density nep at the mid-plane increases, the Mach number becomes larger,
2) the Mach number first starts increasing near the separatrix and then the peak moves
radially outward, and finally, 3 the peak value becomes quite large (M - ). In the W-shaped
geometry, the radial profiles of the parallel flow were measured by the fast movable Mach
probe near the X point[2]. The measurements were done along almost the same path in the
numerical simulation. The experimental results are shown in Fig.6(c) for each line average
density of the main plasma. The Mach number is estimated from the probe data by using
the Hutcwnson's formula[8].
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Distance from separetrix LM
(a)0pen-Div (numerical result) b) W-Div(numerical result) (c) W-Div (Experimental result)

Fig. 6 Radial profiles of the Mach number near the X-point in the outer divertor region.

The qualitative features obtained in the numerical simulation, i.e., 1) 2 and 3 described
above, agree well with the experimental results in Fig.6(c). For the largest ie in Fig.6(c), the
impurity radiation near the X point is enhanced (X-point MARFE) and the detachment region
is extended more radially outward from the separatrix in comparison with the case of Fe=2.6
X 119M-3 . Also in the simulation, X-point MARFE appears for a larger n,,p than in Fig.6(b)
and the peak of the M-profile moves further outward and the peak value becomes larger.

The radial M-profiles for the Open-Div and the W-Div in Fig.6(a) and Fig.6(b) have a close
relation to the detachment characteristics. To make a discussion more quantitative, Fig.7
compares the radial profiles of the DOD 7] at the target plate. The DOD value at each point
on the target plate is mapped to the upstream point in Fig. I where the radial M-profile is
plotted. The DOD is a figure of merit for the particle flux detachment. The DOD
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Cn' / Fd) is defined by the ratio of the particle flux in the attached state, which scales as
Cnp 2"T� is a proportional constant), to the particle flux I'd in the detached state. Thus, if the
DOD becomes larger than unity, then the detachment starts. The value larger, the detachment
becomes deepen At the low and the medium np, the plasma is still attached besides the
region very close to the separatrix for the Open-Div, while the detachment has already started
in relatively wide region for the W-Div. However, at the highest density case, the DOD profile
is more peaked for the W-Div. The radial extent of the high Mach flow with M-I for the
W-Div is also more peaked than that for the Open-Div as shown in Fig.6 (a) and (b). In the
Open-Div without the baffle plate and the doom structure, recycling neutrals are relatively
free and tend to spread out radially. The DOD values for the Open-Div near the separatrix
become smaller than those for the W-Div, while they become larger at the outer part of the
target plate. As a result, the DOD profile becomes broader for the Open-Div.

14 (a) 14 (b)-
1,N19116-3 -4-0900 tn12 12 -31

10 lo,____ -3

N,

4 4
2

1110* 0
20 40 00 80 100 o 20 40 80 W. 100

Distanc* kam separatrix [MM] Distance from s"arattiX Lrrwnj

(a) Open-Div (b) W-Div
Fig. 7 Radial profiles of the DOD (Degree ofDetachment) at the outer target plate.

5. Conclusions and Future Study

In the numerical simulations for the W-shaped divertor geometry, HMAD appears near the
ionization front away from the target plate, where Te rapidly drops, as in Ref. [3] for the Open
divertor geometry. Direct comparisons with the experiments in the present study strongly
support our explanation for the formation mechanism of HMAD proposed in Ref.[3] In
addition, by comparing the radial profiles of DOD at the target plate with those of the Mach
number away from the target plate, it is shown that the radial profile of HMAD has a strong
correlation with the DOD at the target plate.

However, in the experiments, relatively large Mach flows have been observed even in the
attached state. The cause of such relatively high Mach flows in the attached state has not been
clearly understood yet. One of the possible causes is effect of various kinds of drift in the SOL
and divertor region. These effects are not taken into account the present analysis. In the future,
these effects will be taken into account in the analysis.
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Table I Comparisons of main plasma parameters specified.

for the Open-Div and the W-div 1111"por mdel

Open-Div W-Div parallel heat transport: classical with flux limit

Shot #024830 #029623 radial transport anomalous
particle transport *: D = 03 M2/S

1. 1.8 MA 1.2 MA momentum transport: = mnD
P thermal transport X = Xe 2 M2/S

BT 3.5 T 3.5 T To obtain a reasonable rit to the upstream density prorde,

(the 1 and the 2 SOL observed in T-60U experiments),F qeff 4.7 4.4 an artificial outward particle flux is taken into

account.

-In
1`r = -D 0 + nvp, p > (outward radial flow)

dr
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Numerical Model for JT-60U Analysis 3) Basic Divertor Characteristics 1_

6 0 Basic comparisons of divertor characteristics
2 2 between the Open-Div and the W-Div
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Fig. 3 Electron density n, proffle at the outer target plate

JT-60U geometrical configuration. Numerical grids for n,= .0XI011 M 3(high-recycling attached

for the analysis and vacumn vessel. The Doom state).

structures, baffle plates and dirvertor plates are also In the W-Div, the T-profile is broader, while the n.-profile
shown for the W-Div. is more peaked than those in the Open-Div. These basic

features agree well with the experimental features.

Basic Dvertor Characteristics (2) 2D Structure of Plasma Flow (1)

Geometric effects on neutral density e HMAD in the Open-Div

12 t12 (a) Attached State (b) Detached State
73
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Fig. 4 2D profile of neutral density (D) for the pen-DAv N - 4 4-1 4 1M-1

(nD- .OxIO19 m 3:high-recycling attached state). - 6
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Fig. 5 2D profile of neutral density (D) for the V� -Dn
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for nD= LOA Oil ml(high-recycling attached directed tomat d-, the uter plate.

Due to the closed geometry of the W-Drv with the baffle

plates and the doom structures, recycling neutrals are

effectively supplied from the plate towards the separatrix.
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2D Structure of Plasma Flow (2) Formation Mechanism of HMAD (i)

0 RMAD in theNV-Div (a) Attached State (b) Detached State
(eV)

(a) Attached State (b) Detached State 60
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-1 2 18 1 3 1 312 1 3 0 Fig. 9 2D profile of electron temperature T,
RW R W 5

Fig. 2D-profile of parallel Mach number M=u,,1Q (a) Attached State (b) Detached State

The following common boundary conditions are used for both
2 - 2geometries:

(a) attached plasma case it,-Lo x 10"'m

(b) detached plasma case nD__?Af x 10"Y11' -1 4 - �- 4-

The following common features are seen in Fig.7 and Fig.8: - 6 4
2 8 3 3 2 3 4 -1 6 3 4

(a) attached plasma case R () R W 2
M in the bulk of divertor region is still low. Fig. 10 2D profile of Ionization source density S,
M reaches M-1 only near the target plate.

(b) detached plasma case In the attached case, T. is s$ill high in the divertor region
- High Mach flows appear near the X-point and S, is localized near the target pate. On the other hand,

away from the target plate. (HMAD) in the detached case, T, drops rapidly towards the target
plate and becomes T<5eV in front of the target plate. Due

To understand the physical mechanism, basic parameters to this large decrease in T, the ionization front moves
are compared in the following figures for the W-Div. away from the target plate.

Formation Mechanism of HMAD (2) Simple ID Analytic Model along B (1)

(a) Attached State (b) Detached State 0 Model S =0
(N i')
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Fig. 11 2D profile of momentum loss density S. Basic Eqs.
(S. for DI ion fluid due to the interaction - ith neutrals, C9

Eg., Cx-collision.) -(nu) 
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Fig. 12 Comparison between the ionization region and s-L. 2

momentum loss region in the detached state T = T1 + LT

-0-

The ionization region and the momentum [6] Starigeby, P C , Nuct Fusion 33(1993)1695

loss region are spatially separated. [7] Hatayama A et al, Nuel Fusion 40(2000)2009
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Simple D Analytic Model along B 2) Simple ID Analytic Model along B 3)

*Integrating basic Eqs. for each region I dM A, (s, M,)M - A2 (S)

Region A: : ---> S M ds M - B(s)

Region B : S L + S - if the denominator of r.h.s

0 with boundary conditions M2 SI) -> B(s ) their dM / ds
M = M, ( = 0) unless the numerator
M =O A, s,, M,)M(sl - A2 (SO -> 0
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Q 0 pressurep/p, plate along a field line. These plots

1 0 6 4 2 0 p, =2nU, are obtained from the 2D numerical
4 s(m) is the static pressure at simulation results.

Fig.15 Supersonic solution with the target plate
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Formation Mechanism of UMAD Comparisons with Experiments (1)

0 Experimental measurements in JT-60U W-Div

Appearance of the ionization front

associated with plasma detachment

Separation of the ionization region �01

from the momentum loss region 0
N

X SOL
X- oiht

Static pressure drops in the ionization -1 0

region due to temperature decrease, Mac
��6 Fig.18

while total pressure is kept almost

constant. Z 0 R 4) 4,0
Increase in dynamic pressure 0 Radial profiles of parallel flows were measured

by X-point Mach probe 2].

RINIAD 0 Parallel Mach number has been estimated by
(High M��ich liters in te PetachmewitSiale) HutchitV9 formula [8]

I.Momil
Critical Parameter for the onset of HMAD jXP,(down) lonsaturationcurrentoi�tlivilo��iist;,eii�tisidL

C= ICP transit time through the momentum loss region Ion saturation current Spot he up,�Ireamftlt

-rl characteristic time for the momentum loss [2] Asakura, N el al, Nucl Fusion 39(1999)1983
[8] Hutchinson, T H , Phys Rev A 37(1988)4358

Comparisons with Experiments 2) Effects of Divertor Geometry (1)

(a) Numerical Result (b) Experimetal Result (a) Open-Div (b) W-Div
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Fig.19 Comparisons of radial M-profiles I 0 -0 I 0 - 19
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-Al 2 I
1) As the sepai atiix electron density n,,p at the mid-plane 0 4 - ID 3-- 4-C.) OXIO m- co

increases, the Mach number becomes larger, m 0 2 0 2ME
2) Mach number first starts increasing near the separatrix 0 0

and (hen the peak moves radially outward, and Finally
3) the peak value becomes quite large (M - 1). -20 020 40 60 801( so 100

Distance from separatnx[mml

- For the largest density in Fig.19(b), the ipurity adiation Fig.20 Effects of divertor geometry on radial M-profiles
near the X point is enhanced (X-pouit MARFE).

- Also in the simulation, X-point MARFE appears
for larger n,., than in Fig.19(a) and the peak of 11 a dW N-prohlo for the Open-Div and the W-Div
the M-profile moves further outward and shown in Fig.20(a) and Fig.20(b) have a close i elafion to the
the peak value becomes larger. D01) (Degree of Detachment) at the target plate.
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Effects of Divertor Geometry 2) Summary and Future Study(l)
(a) Open-Div (b) W-Div >High Mach flows associated with plasma detachment
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the with those for the W-shaped geometr�.

HMAD:
DOD -1 Attached State DOD > Detached State In the ntimerical simulation under typical L-mode

low and the medium : discharge condition of the JT-60U W-shaped
(a) Open-N% still ttached divertor geometry, HMAD appear near the

besides the region very close to the separatrix ionization front away from the target plate, as in
(b) the detachinvat has Thready slat ied the experiments.

in relath ely m ide i egion
(he ighest density case 

(a) pen-ffi% the DOD profile is more broad Fomnation Mechanism of 11MAD:
(b) NV-Dh DOD profile is more VeOwd Ionization region near the X-point is clearly separated

Opeik-Div : lVithout (fie baffle plates and the doom suctures from momentum loss region near the target plate.

recycling neutrals are relatively free and tend to spi cad out radially. _jM_
The DOD values become sialler near the sepan atrix than those for Redistribution fom static to dynamic pressure
the W-Div, while they become larger at the oter prt of the target without a large momentum loss is confirmed to
in this highest density case. be possibl mchanism of HNIAD.

19] Loarte, A et al, Nucl Fusion 38(1998)331

Summary and Future Study(2)

• Comparisons with Experini ents :
Qualitative features of the radial profile of HMAD
obtained by the 2D simulations agree well with
those by the experiments.
As the main plasma density increases,

Mach number first starts increasing near the separatrix

and then the peak moves radially outward,
and finally the peak value becomes quite large Of I).

• Effects of Divertor Cleometry on HMAD
Divertor geometry has strong effects on the radial
structure of HMAD.
Interesting correlation between
the radial I NIA D-profile away from the target and
the DOD profile at te target plate
has been observed in the simulation.

0 Future Study

- In the experiments, relatively farge Mach flows
have been observed even i t attached state.
The cause of such relatively high Mach flows in the
attached state has ot been early nderstood.
One of the possible auses is effect of various kinds
of drifts and rrents in the SOL and divertor.
In the future, these effects will be taken into
account in the analysis.
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abstract. Radiation effects on components and materials will be one of the most serious technological issues in

fusion systems realizing burning plasmas. Especially, diagnostic components, which should play crucial roles to

control plasmas and to understand physics of burning plasmas, will be exposed to high-flux neutrons and

gamma-rays. Dynamic radiation effects will affects performance of components substantially from beginning of

exposure to radiation environments, and accumulated radiation effects will gradually degrade their fnctioning

abilities in the course of their services. High-power-density fission reactors will be only realistic tools to

simulate the irradiation environments expected in burning-plasma fusion machines such as the ITER, at present.

Some key diagnostic components, namely magnetic coils, bolometers, and optical fibers, were irradiation-tested

in a fission reactor, MTR, to evaluate their performances under heavy irradiation environments. Results indicate

that the ITER-relevant diagnostic components could be developed in time, though there are still some

technological problems to overcome.

1. Introduction

The International Thermonuclear Experimental Reactor (ITER) is the first theater, where
diagnostic components will be exposed to intense irradiation environments associated with
high-flux high-energy-neutrons. Radiation effects will influence performance of diagnostic
components substantially at the onset of fusion nuclear reactions, and successful control and
operation of burning plasmas will strongly depend on development of radiation-hardened
diagnostic components, and quantitative and qualitative understandings of radiation effects
there. Radiation effects in diagnostics-related materials have been extensively studied in the
course of ITER-EDA (Engineering Design Activity), effectively coordinated by the
corresponding ITER central team [1]. Succeeding to the successful compilation of materials
database on radiation effects [1], studies of radiation effects in diagnostic components were
launched under international collaborations. Especially for fission reactor irradiation tests,
which are time- and resource-consuming, and demanding sophisticated-technologies but are
indispensable for development of radiation resistant diagnostic components, several
international collaborations were set up. There, the Japanese ITER home team played crucial
roles, utilizing Japan Materials Testing Reactor (JMTR) in the Oarai Research Establishment
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of Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute (JAERI), under close collaborations among
universities, JAERI and industries.

The JMTR has neutron fluxes and gamma-ray dose rates, similar to those expected near
burning plasma regions in ITER. Also, its structure is suitable for in-situ measurements,
namely real-time studies of performance of materials and components under a reactor
operation. Examples of international collaborations executed in the JMTR are a
JUPITER-TRIST-ER (Japan/USA Project on Irradiation Tests Utilizing Reactors,
Temperature Regulated In-Situ Test of Electrical Resistivity) project in Japan/USA
collaboration for study of radiation effects in electrical insulators 24], international round
robin tests of radiation resistant optical fibers 57], and irradiation tests of magnetic coils
under Japan/USA collaboration [8-11] and of bolorneters under Japan/EU collaboration
[8,12,13]. In the present paper, recent results on perfon-nance of key diagnostic components,
namely the magnetic coil, the bolometer, and the optical fibers, under the ITER-relevant
irradiation conditions, are reported.

2. Irradiation tests of diagnostic components

2.1 Magnetic coil and bolometer

These two components are expected to play crucial roles for controlling plasma with a long
burning duration in ITER. The magnetic coil is an essential too] to monitor a magnetic field in
the ohmic-heating scenario with long-duration plasma discharges. In the meantime, the strong
radiation distribution at the divertor must be known in fine details to control long-duration
plasma-discharges free from disruption. The bolometer is the tool to realize this indispensable
monitoring.

Several irradiation effects, such as radiation induced electrical conductivity (RIC) and
radiation induced electromotive force (RIEMF) will introduce serious disturbances[10,14].
In-situ studies of performance of the magnetic coils revealed that the RIC is not a problem
when a coil is made of a mineral insulating cable (MI-cable) [8]. Magnetic measurements
could be carried out up to a few M Hz under the ITER relevant irradiation conditions in
JMTR and the coil survived neutron fluence comparable to that expected in the whole life of
ITER. In the meantime, some results showed that effects of the RIEMF may cause serious
problems in magnetic-field measurements for a long plasma discharge duration, because it
will generate a substantial drift voltage in some occasions [I I]. Fig. I shows drift voltage in
magnetic coils made of 1.5mm outer diameter MI-cable, measured by an advanced digital
integrator, during JMTR power-up period. Here, the maximum fast (E>lMeV) and thermal
(E<0.683eV) neutron fluxes were 5x 1017 n/M2 s, and 2.5xl 018 n/M2S , respectively, at a reactor
full power of 5MW A gamma-ray dose rate was estimated 3.5kGy/s for iron at a reactor full
power at the peak position in the irradiation rig. The neutron fluxes and the gamma dose rate
are nearly proportional to the reactor power when the reactor power changed. Irradiation
temperature changed 300K with power of the reactor to above 900K with MW reactor
power. Drift voltages showed complicated dependence on the reactor power, namely intensity
of adiations and their magnitudes were far larger than those expected from electrical circuit
analysis with the RIENIF values in simple-configuration MI-cables.
Extensive discussions were made among concerned research groups in the ITER-EDA and
also stimulated experiments were carried out to check effects of the RIEMF on the drift
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voltage, quantitatively. Recent results showed that the drift voltage generated by the
ITER-relevant radiation environment was less than IX and a magnetic coil, satisfying the
ITER design criteria, could be developed in time, with selection of appropriate materials and
coil configurations and dimensions [10,1 1]. Concerning materials, aluminum (Al) and copper
(Cu) should be excluded from the systems as possible as can be, as they generate short-life
beta-emitters. Here, it should be noted that the copper and the aluminum are one of the best
electrical conductors and aluminum oxide (A1203) is the most popular electrical insulator.
Materials composing a sheath in MI-cables will be a major player in generating the RIEMF
and heating-up the coil through nuclear heating. Several designs are under consideration, but
a coil made of a small diameter (for example 0.5mm outer diameter) MI-cable, which is
composed of a stainless steel or nickel-base super alloy sheath, a nickel center lead and a
magnesia MgO) electrical insulator layer, will be one which will decrease the RIEMF as well
as decrease the internal impedance of the coil which will resultantly decrease the drift voltage.
Also, the fine MI-cable will decrease a nuclear heating rate and improve technical uncertainty
caused by localized heating of the coil system. The usage of finer MI-cables will make
numbers of turns more and improve sensitivity of the coil. In the meantime, the detailed
analysis indicated that the stability of the voltage integrator is another issue to be improved
[I ].

Absolute Drift vs. Neutron Flux

60

50

T 40

30

20

10

0 ----------------------------------- ------------ ------------

0 10 20 30 40 50
Reactor Power MW)

Figure I Drift voltage extrapolated to those for 1000 seconds measurements.

Closed rhombus; alumina insulator 0.25mm diameter copper center lead, closed square; magnesia

insulator, 0.25mm diameter copper center lead, closed triangle; magnesia insulator 0.5mm diameter

copper center lead, open square; magnesia insulator, 0. 75mm diameter copper center lead.

The radiation-hardened bolometer, whose structures were shown in Fig. 2 was developed by
modifying a JET-bolometer and was irradiation-tested in the JMTR. There, gold meanders

were vapor deposited onto a muscovite (KAl2(Si3A1)O1o(OHF)2) thin plate. Its performance
under ITER relevant irradiation conditions was qualified and quantified as shown in Fig. 3.
The resistance of gold meander responded linearly to the input power under JMTR full power
operation. An input power on the bolometer could be quantified with a suitable response time
under the JMTR irradiation. A structure of the bolometer could withstand the 3 irradiation
cycles, corresponding to the expected irradiation dose in the ITER A few technical problems

were found, such as increase of electrical conductivity of a gold meander due to nuclear
transmutation of gold into mercury, and poor performance of electrical contacts between the
gold meanders and measuring wires. Dimensional stability and mechanical integrity of a mica
substrate is another concern. Aternative thin ceramic substrates were under development in
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the EU [ 1 5]. However, it was concluded that these technical problems could be overcome by
conventional techniques easily and the ITER-relevant bolorneter could be developed in time.

ff"O MA71

0
MLWYN

pFW$LftftA7E

Figure 2 Structures of a developed bolometer A front plate and a ground plate were made of copper. A
pressure plate was made of alurninum nitride (AIN). A gold meander was on a mica substrate.
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Figure 3 Resistance change as a function of input power under JMTR irradiation

2.2 Optical fibers

Improvement of radiation resistance of the optical fibers, made of fused silica (SiO2) is
remarkable in the course of ITER-EDA. At the beginning of ITER-EDA, it was a general
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consensus that the optical fibers were too vulnerable to radiation effects to use them near
burning plasma. Then, the design criteria claimed that optical fibers would be used out of the
bio-shield. However, recent results obtained under the international round robin experiments
[5-7] are yielding promising results and some optical fibers, such as Russia-made hydrogen
loaded KU-1, could be used even for visible application near burning plasma with a limited

life. Fluorine doped fibers showed good radiation resistance in visible regions but recent
reactor irradiation tests revealed that they had higher sensitivity to the micro bending loss. For
infrared applications, several optical fibers could be found with a life-time far beyond the
ITER whole operation period. Fig. 4 shows examples of application of optical fibers for
optical diagnostics in irradiation environments. Radiation induced luminescence of CP in
alumina was measured through an optical fiber under a Co-60 gamma ray irradiation.
Realization of application of optical fibers near burning plasmas will give large technological
impacts on reduction of cost and on resolving technological problems associated with limited
space near the plasma, in ITER.
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Abstract. An integrated senario consisting of (1 a novel plasma start-up method using the vertical field and
shaping coils, 2 an ntermediate noninductive ramp-up stage, and 3) controlled transition to a high-density,
bootstrap-dominated, high-confinement plasma has been demonstrated for the first time on the JT-60U tokamak
It was shown that plasma current can be ramped up even with a negative vertical field (in the direction opposite
to that required for toroidal equilibrium) provided that there is a strong source of plasma The plasma created
b� this technique had both internal and edge transport barriers, and had A, = 3 6 (-A =1), #N 6 marginally
stable to the n =I kink-bal looning mode), HH98,2 = 6 and fBs 90% at p - 6 MA and 0 5n(jw In these
experiments, inboard turns of the shaping coil supplied about 20% of the total poloidal flux input, but further
improvement is possible This result opens up the possibility of OH-less operation. which is a requirement for ST
reactors, and can also make a substantial improvement in the economic competitiveness of conventional aspect
ratio tokamak reactors

1. Introduction

In conventional tokamak operation, an Ohmic heating (OH) solenoid is used to start up and
ramp up the plasma current (Ip) by induction. If Ip ramp-up and sustainment could be
accomplished without the use of OH solenoid, a substantial improvement can be achieved in
the economic competitiveness of a fusion reactor by enabling a more compact design with
higher magnetic field 1,2]. In particular, elimination of the OH solenoid is a necessity for a
low aspect ratio spherical tokamak (ST) reactor 3].

Plasma start-up and Ip ramp-up by electron cyclotron (EC) and lower hybrid LH) waves and
the vertical field (B,) coil alone (RF tokamak) were first achieved on the WT-2 tokamak 4].
Several experiments have confirmed such a start-up scenario and its variations, and recently a
quasi-steady-state plasma was maintained for 30 seconds on the TRIAM-IM tokamak [5].
However, these plasmas have so far been limited to low density and low plasma current. It
has been suggested that plasma beating and associated B, ramp-up can provide an efficient
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means of p ramp-up, especially in ST plasmas 6-8]. An integrated scenario consisting of (1)
a novel plasma start-up method using the vertical field and shaping coils, 2) an intermediate
noninductive ramp-up stage, and 3 subsequent transition to a high-density, bootstrap-
dominated, high-confinement plasma with = 36, N 16, HH98,2 = 16 andfBs > 90% has

been demonstrated on JT-60U 9]. An example is shown in Fig. 

The poloidal field coil configuration of JT-60U is shown in ig 2 together with typical
examples of a large bore plasma (blue) used during the lower hybrid current drive LHCD) Ip
ramp-up phase, and an inward shifted small bore plasma (red) used during the neutral beam
(NB) heated high performance phase. Locations of the flux loops (in particular loop voltages
measured by loops 2 and 8, 2 and V8, will be used in this paper) and poloidal field pick-up
coils are also shown. In these experiments the current in the F-coil, which corresponds to the
OH solenoid, was kept constant at zero throughout the entire discharge (Fig. 1). The main
vertical field coil (VR) and the triangularity control coil (VT) were used for p ramp-up,
position control, and shaping control The divertor coil (D) was used to create a divertor
configuration, while the horizontal field coil (H) was used for vertical position control. The
VT and VR coils supply poloidal flux to increase Ip, while the D coil acts to reduce Ip. The
contribution of the inboard VT coil, outboard VT coils, and the VR coils to the vertical field
B, and the poloidal flux (evaluated at a nominal major radius R = 34 m) are:

Bv T = (-0.537 1948) IVT (MA) 8720 JV (MA)

AW(Wb) = 30 + 88-1) AIVT (MA) 257.6 WvR (MA)

The two coefficients in the parentheses for the VT coil correspond to contributions from the

inboard and outboard turns of the VT coil, respectively. In the experiment described in this

paper, the inboard VT coil provided about 20% of the total poloidal flux.

FM F OH coil F-1 VR vert field coil
mld wi,,-1k Wm VT triang coil0 H hoi field coil

0 7r 711 .... r,- D divertor coil E041632
P (MA) V, M 2 -

0 - VT, EC/LH/NB
2u 20 -

VFt (kA 1, (kA)
[,T (kA)0 ----------- - 0 Tout_10 ...... .. 10

P" (MW) 2
P" (MW) IL2�FI I I 11- 11 I I - 8 :� /NB

15- 4 '�' 0
PPPND (MW) PP N
NNB (MW)

10 -0 ITNN 0
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FIG. 1. Integrated scenario Jrom plasma start-up FIG 2 JT-60U coil conjiguralion and
to achievement of advanced tolcamak plasma typical equilibria lor the LHCD phase (lue)
without the use oJ OH solenoid and the NB heating phase (red). The OH

solenoid coil) was not used in this
experiment Locations of flux loops and

poloidal field Pick-up coils are also shown
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2. Plasma current start-up

In the example shown in Fig. I (BTR = 13.45 Tm) a plasma with p = 02 MA was formed by
a combination of preionization by EC (I IO GHz) and L H 2 GHz) waves and induction by VR
and VT coils. The VR and VT coil currents were ramped linearly from O I to 1 I kA and
from 7.3 kA to 6 kA, respectively (positive current is defined in the direction that
produces B, required for equilibrium), from t = 2 0 to 225 s. Such an operation is necessary
because if both coils were ramped from zero, the resultant Bv would become too high to hold
the plasma in equilibrium. These current ramps provided a loop voltage of up to 6 V at loop 
(inboard midplane) and 12 V at loop 2 (close to the upper outboard VT coil). The VT coil
set produces poloidal field minima (poloidal field "nulls") at two locations, at the inboard
midplane and the outboard midplane (Fig. 3 The VT and V current ramps shift the field
minima towards the outboard side. The existence of a field null facilitates p start-up.

#41497
Figure 4 shows the evolution of the vacuum 2 I 

field (i.e., without plasma) reconstructed I 0 5 Is
0 0

from magnetic measurements inside the o -0 

vacuum vessel. The ramp of VT and VR -1 -lo.
-1 5

coil currents started at t = 100 s, and took -2 Of
1 2 3 4 5 6 1 2 1 4 5 6

70 ms for this discharge, in stead of 150 ms 2 I 

for the case shown in Fig 1. The left I 0 5 0 12s
0 

column shows the evolution of the poloidal -E -0 5.
flux contour, whereas the right column

-1 5
shows the flux profile on the midplane (in 2 2 �

1 2 3 4 5 6 1 2 3 4 5 6
red) For comparison, the flux profile 2 I 

calculated from the coil currents alone 0 5 0 14s
0 0

(ignoring the vacuum vessel eddy currents) 0 _0 5
is shown in black. Bv is initially negative -1 -10

-1 5
(wrong direction to hold the plasma in -21 2 3 4 6 -2 01 2 3 4 5 6

equilibrium), and does not reverse sign 2 1 0

until t = 0 19 s, but I started to ramp up at t I 0 5 6s
0 0

0.105 s. In a discharge that had neither ( -> 5

EC nor LH, Ip did not start rising until t -10
0.19 s, approximately when the field null -1 5

formed. Therefore, it can be concluded that 1 2 4 6 1 2 3 4 S 6
10

a strong source of plasma is required for 1P 0 5 0 18S
0 0to start up in the absence of proper B, for 0 > -0 5

establishing a toroidal equilibrium. -lo
-1 5

2 -2 
1 2 3 4 5 6 1 2 3 4 5 6

Flux JBpJ (rnT)

0 5 0 20s
0 0 

10 1 0
-0 5 

;:� 0 -0 -1 5 
-2 -2 Of
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(M) W

20 30 40 50 20 30 40 50 FIG 4 Vacuum poloidal flux contours (left)
R J.) R (�) and flux profile on the midplane (right) The

FIG 3 Contours of poloidal flux ad the red curve is reconstructed from magnetic
magnitude of poloidal field just prior to measurements while the black curve is
initiating B, ramp calculated from coil currents alone
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For a typical average B, of 10 mT in a T toroidal field, the length along the field line from
the vacuum vessel center to the vacuum vessel wall is approximately 600 in, which
corresponds to about 30 toroidal revolutions. When plasma current starts to flow, the negative
B, pushes the plasma outward. The eddy current induced in the vacuum vessel by this motion
acts to push the plasma back, but this alone is not sufficient. During this time, a continuous
source of plasma by EC and/or LH is needed in order to maintain or increase p [10]. The
plasma is in dynamic equilibrium rather than static equilibrium. When B, becomes positive
and large enough, it becomes possible to maintain a toroidal equilibrium. In the example
shown in Fig. 1, plasma current started to EO.1711 219DO EO.17.1 225W

ramp up at 2 11 s. At t = 215 s, plasma is E�""' 2"00 20 20

located slightly to the low field side of
0 I/ I 

the vacuum vessel center. Magnetic
configurations at several time slices, 00 00
reconstructed using the FBI filament
code (which takes into account the 10 X I U
vacuum vessel eddy currents) [11], are 0
displayed in Fig. 5. A divertor 3 5 .7 ' 1 35 i I 35

configuration is formed initially wit te E011711 23WO EO.1711 25WO

outboard VT coils acting as divertor coils. Kpv�_____Rawrl
The plasma moves outward during the I 
start-up phase until 220 s and becomes
limited by the outboard wall. Plasma is
shifted to the center of the vacuum vessel
again as B, is increased. 0 0 1]

This method of Ip start-up is compared 21 35 7 2 35 7 

with the usual start-up using the OH FIG. Reconstructed magnetic configurations at
several time sces during the initial current

solenoid in Fig. 6 For the case of Ip formation phase.
ramp-up to 285 kA with the F coil (OH
solenoid), the flux inputs from the F coil E041468

1.3 I 15

and the inboard VT coil were 168 Vs and
0.07 Vs, whereas the outboard VT coils >
and VR coils supplied 021 Vs and 061
Vs, respectively. The flux input from the --- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -5

inboard coils (F and inboard VT coils)

was therefore 175 Vs out of the total 1OF ..... .,I... 1 5

input of 257 Vs (i.e., 68%). In 0 1 2 0 3 4 05

comparison, for the case of ramp up to E041"8
C 3 . . . . 20

270 kA without the F coil, the inboard
VT coil supplied 046 Vs, and the
outboard VT coils and VR coils supplied 00 5
1.36 Vs and 035 Vs, respectively. 5
Therefore, the flux input from the

-------------------inboard coils was 046 Vs out of 217 Vs 'O I. . I I I . I. . . 15

(i.e, 21%). An important role of the 33 34 35 () 3 6 3 7 3 

inboard VT coil in this scenario is to FIG 6 Comparison of start-up without (top) and
create a field null, but this should be
achievable by coils located on the with (bottom) the F coil (OH solenoid) V2 and V8,

inboard side, but at the top and bottom of were measured byflux loops 2 and (see Fig. 2.
the torus instead of the midplane.
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-2 00 0 1 02 03 4 0 5 06 07 0 8 2 35 47
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FIG. 7 Start-up by EC alone FBI reconstruction at t = 0 3 s (right)

It has also been demonstrated that it is possible to start up the plasma current by EC alone. In
the example shown in Fig. 7 Ip was ramped up 'ductively by VT and VR coils, as in the case
shown in Fig. 1, but without LHCD. It was possible to maintain a constant p at 200 kA for
300 rns, but the injected power was not sufficient to ramp up p further. The FBI
reconstruction at 03 s is also shown. The termination of the discharge in this case was caused
by a slow positional drift (radially inward, and downward) of the plasma because plasma
position was not feedback controlled. This can easily be remedied, and it should be possibl to
ramp up p further with higher EC power.

The usual "RF tokamak" operation, in which initial current is formed by EC ionization and a
positive B, was also tried. This attempt was not successful, possibly because of insufficient
EC power for the large JT-60U volume. The method described in this paper requires much
less R power and is much more reliable

3. Noninductive ramp-up

A transition to a diverted configuration starts at 24 s and is accomplished by 25 s (Fig. 5).
Thereafter, the plasma configuration (plasma position, X-point, etc.) is feedback controlled.
Further ramp-up to 04 MA was achieved by 6 s, by a combination of electron heating and
current drive by EC and LH waves. During this phase, a large bore plasma (Fig. 2 is required
to maintain acceptable LH coupling. This intermediate phase is similar to regular
noninductive ramp-up, but a current hole 12] is already formed during this phase. The
conversion efficiency from the total external noninductive input energy f PNi di to the total
poloidal magnetic field energy Wm = L,,, + ml) IP2 /2 is 36%, averaged over the time interval
2.6 to 5.0 s. Here, PNI = PLH + PEC is the total noninductive input power. (Because EC and LH
powers were nearly the same, the conversion efficiency would be larger by a factor of two if
only the LH power is considered to be useful for Ip ramp-up). The input power from the
poloidal field coils P,,,, was approximately 40% of dW,,,Idt. Therefore, the usual definition of
current ramp-up efficiency was (dWmldt - Pe,,)IPN = 22%. This is a rather low fficiency,
and points out that it is desirable to make the maximum use of induction by outboard PF coils.
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4. Transition to advanced tokamak

A transition from a low-density noninductively driven phase to a high density, nearly self-
sustained (bootstrap dominated) phase begins at 6 s when the current becomes high enough
(0.4 MA) to confine the injected beam ions. Density was increased by gas puffing from 5. to
7 s to reduce the beam shine-through, and 85 kV NB injection was started from 6 s. The
equilibrium was shifted from a ull cross section LH configuration to an inward shifted NB
configuration (see Fig. 2 fi-om 65 to 7 s, and LH was turned off at 69 s. This equilibrium
shift allows more central NB power deposition, reduced orbit loss, and higher density limit.
Tangential beams were injected first because of their smaller shine-through fraction.
Perpendicular beams were injected under stored energy feedback, which resulted in the PPNB

waveforrn shown in Fig. 1. This was necessary to avoid the collapse caused by excessive
heating (discussed later). In addition to
the noninductive current drive effect, Ip (a) E04171 t 8.5s. (b) E041711 t 8.5s.

3
ramps up due to the flux provided by the
current increase in VR and VT coils (the

E 2 >
latter effect is dominant). Addition of the 4

376.5 kV negative ion based neutral
beam (NNB) contributes to ftirther ramp- 2

up by current drive and Pp increase (NNB
dropout at t = 78 s was not intentional). 00 0 2 4 6 0 0 2 4 6 

(c) E041 71 t 8. 5S. (d 041711 t 8.5s.
As shown in Fig. 8, the plasma generated ......

6by this scenario had an internal transport
barTier (ITB) and an edge transport > 10

4
barrier (H mode). The current density in
the plasma core is nearly zero "current 2 5

hole"), and the q profile is deeply
reversed with q = 56 at r/a = 07 and O f
q9 = 12.8 (Fig. 9 The current density 00 2 4 6 0 2 4 6 

inside r = 04 is small but the exact value r (m) r (m)
is uncertain. A preliminary evaluation of FIG. 8. Profiles of electron density, electron

temperature, ion temperature, and safety actor at
the bootstrap current fraction yieldedfBs ti .me of maximum stored energy (t = 8.5 s). Both

= 90% as a lower bound, conservative y enternal and edKe transport barriers are evident

setting the bootstrap current inside the
current hole region to zero. Such high
bootstrap fraction and confinement 2 E041711/8500.

improvement factor are favorable for Y Pdd.

realizing steady-state operation of a -.04

fusion reactor 131. At = 5 s (time of a - 3
E 4maximum stored energy), 3.6 (EA

0.2 _�011.6, and HH98y2 1.6 were
1 0 LI 0 0'-' 100achieved at 0.5nGw. These profiles MO.

and confinement improvement factor 2 
3 4 5 0are typical of high-confinement reversed F (M)

magnetic shear (RS) plasmas in JT-60U 9 FIG. 9 Flux surfaces (left) and current density

such as the high-performance RS and pressure profiles (right) determined from

plasma withfBs = 80% and HH98,2 = 22 equilibrium analysis during the high performance

sustained for 6TE 2.7 s) by NBCD at p phase (t = 8.5 s).

0.8 MA 14].
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The result of stability analysis by ERATO using the measured profiles (assuming that both Vp
andjjj are nearly zero inside the current hole region) is shown in Fig. 10. As can be seen from
the figure, the growth threshold for an n = I kink-ballooning mode is around N = 16 for
these profiles. This calculation is consistent with the observation that in a similar discharge
with higher NB power and lower BT 3.8 T in stead of 40 T), p ramped up to 07 MA, but
ended in a limit disruption at = 17 (Fig. 11). In this experiment, the duration of the
noninductive ramp-up stage was limited by the plasma pulse length, and ftirther heating and
Bv ramp-up resulted in a limit disruption. In order to ramp up p further by heating under
the same condition, it is necessary to increase the fl limit (e.g., by wall stabilization).
However, it should be possible to raise Ip arbitrarily (limited only by the available power) by
extending the noninductive current ramp-up period.

2.0

collapse 1 0 I I I I
1.5 Zerved

In E41710
0 8

C?
0

?_ 1.0 06
'XI r�r
C\I 04 -

0.5 02

00
0.0 2 4 6 0 8 1.0

0 P

0 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0

PIN

Fig 10. Growth rate of the n I kink- ballooning mode for the equilibrium just before the
disruptionofshotE04171](7eft), Eigenfunctionsofthekink-ballooningmode(right).

E041706
7

II, (MA) 0 V12 M

0
25 25

............
IV, (kA) ------------------------------------ IF (kA)

IvT (kA) 0 F ------ - - - - - - - - - - - 0

-10 -1 0
2

P" (MW)

PLH (MW) - - - - - - - -
0 .... 1.7J.7.777-11

20

PPNB (MW)

0
20

nj lo"m')

0
2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

time S)

Fig. 11. Plasma that ended in a limit disruption at flN 1 7.
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5. Conclusions

In conclusion, plasma start-up, Ip ramp-up, and transition to a bootstrap dominated advanced
tokamak with high and high confinement flp = 36, N = 16, HH98y = 1.6 and fBs > 90%)
was demonstrated in JT-60U. This result gives confidence in reducing, and eventually
eliminating the OH solenoid in ST and tokamak fusion reactors. In the present experiment, the
triangularity control coil with turns on the inboard midplane was used to control the plasma
shape. The inboard turns of this coil contributed about 20% of the total poloidal flux input.
Demonstration of this start-up technique without using any coils on the inboard midplane is a
remaining task. Extension of Ip ramp-up to higher plasma currents (i.e., lower q) and
achievement of higher N without compromising the bootstrap current fraction is also a topic
of future research. Since B, ramp down (caused for example by a stored energy loss) will
ramp down p due to the same mechanism, and therefore degrade confinement, a more serious
issue is the development of a control algorithm that can react to abnormal events such as a
collapse.
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2. 8 Rokkasho: Japanese Site for ITER

Japanese ITER Site Forum*; S. Ohtake", M. Yamaguchi2l, S. Matsuda" and H. Kishimoto"

1) Ministry of Education, Culture, Sports, Science and Technology (MEXT), -3-2

Kasumigaseki, Chiyoda-Ku, Tokyo, 100-8966 Japan

2) Aomori Prefectural Government, I - 1-1 Nagashima, Aomori-Shi, Aomori-Ken, 030-8570

Japan
3) Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute (JAERI) 22-2 Uchisaiwai-Cho, Chiyoda-Ku,

Tokyo, 100-0011 Japan

e-mail: hiroshik�nakaJaeri.c,o.j12

Abstract. The Atomic Energy Commission of Japan authorized ITER as the core machine of the Third Phase

Basic Program of Fusion Energy Development After a series of discussions in the Atomic Energy Commission

and the Council of Science and Technology Policy, Japanese Government concluded formally with the Cabinet

Agreement on 31 May 2002 that Japan should participate in the ITER Project and offer the Rokkasho-Mura site

for construction of ITER to the Negotiations aong Canada (CA), the European Union (EU), Japan (JA), and the

Russian Federation (RF) The JA site proposal is now under the international assessment in the framework of

the ITER Negotiations.

1. Introduction

The site proposal for ITER is to be made in accordance with the "the site requirements

and site design assumptions" defined by the extended-EDA Parties (EU, JA, RF) during the

ITER Engineering Design Activities (EDA) ", which include the issues such as land, heat sink

and water supply, electric power supply, transportation and shipping, technological and socio-

cultural infrastructure, regulation and decommissioning. In addition, some aspects are

considered for international joint assessments such as the relation between the ITER legal

entity and the host country, licensing process, operation and decommissioning costs.

Japanese Government (MEXT) set up a site assessment committee in mid-2001 and

completed its assessments for three candidate sites in Japan, i.e., Naka, Rokkasho, and

Tornakomai. As a conclusion, it was confirmed that the Rokkasho site shown in Fig. I could

satisfy the generic site requirements and site design assumptions with some additional works.

The key features of the Rokkasho site are described in this paper.

Comprised of Japanese Government MEXT;), Aomori Prefectural Government, and JAERL
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Fig. 1. Rokkasho-Mura sitefor ITER.

2. Technical Aspects of Site Requirements

2.1. Land and geotechnical characteristics

The land area of 40 hectares is required basically and additional 30 hectares are

necessary for a temporary use. The geological investigations indicate as shown in Fig. 2 that

the site has a good supporting rock-bed (Neogene Takahoko, Strata) at a shallow depth with a

long-term stable bearing capacity larger than 200 tonS/M2.
Long term bearing capability of Takahoko Strata �t 2Ot/m2 Boring Log

near Point A N-value
'i 204060

0 0 L--
Thickn Vs Snd

(M) m/s) Clay
20 20

Hearing Grot nd 11.5 493.5

40 13.5 525.5

15.5 577.0
60

L] Tuff
(Takahoko

so 30.5 656.5 Strata)_ ----

100
263 827.0

120 Free He I rockj 120

0 M 4M 600 800 1000
Share Wave Velocitv Vsfirn/s)

Fig.2. GeologicalproftlearoundRokkasho-Murasite.
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The design basis earthquake is given at the free bed rock surface with a shear wave

velocity over 700 m/s. Seismic isolation with laminated rubber bearings is adopted against

the design basis earthquake with a peak acceleration of about 230 gal. The structure and its

assembling are shown in Fig. 3.

La.yered rubber/Sb
image I

Tokamak Building 023

EASI Detail of SID

(Tritium Building)

Upper Base Mat

Retaining

Lower Base Mat
eismic Isolation D(

round Takahoko Strata

(qt i;;�t nn tnn/m2)

Fig. 3 Seismic isolation of Tokamak building.

2.2. Heat rejection and cooling water supply (Fig. 4)

The site is located beside a fresh water lake and is also close the seashore as shown in

Fig. 1. Water supply for either direct cooling or evaporation cooling is afforded sufficiently

to reject the 450 MW average heat. A standard option of cooling tower system requires the

fresh water supply of 16 in. 23,000 M3/Mi "May), which is drawn from the Takahoko Lake.

The direct cooling can be done by rejecting the heat into the Mutsu-Ogawara Port.

Cooling Tower Option

Primary Cooling System Heat Rejection System AV 45OMW (1 2m3/min

Max 1 2G 150'C 60'C Cooling Tower
G (-60OMW Capacity)r__1

350C Hot Basi

-10M3/ Cold Basin

Makeur a er ine Blowdown Line

6m /min 4m3/min.

Once-through Option
Intermediate Cooling System

Primary Cooling System Seawater Cooling Syste n
? 0- 290C

Max 1 2GW 150, -800C 46m �/s

35m3/s Pacific Ocean

_50'C 3/S 22.50 C
__& de-

-10M Seawater Intake PL MP

Fig.4. Possibleheatrejectionof]TERatRokkashosite.
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2.3. Electrical power supply

A steady state as well as pulsed electric power required for the ITER operation will

be supplied by a 275 kV tility line. The utility power line around he ITER site is given in

Fig. 5. Reacti\,e power compensators and high-pass filters will be equired to suppress the

voltage fluctuations and the higher harmonics generation. A fast active power will be

supplied by a variable-speed motor-generator with a flywheel, which is effective in reduction

of the network frequency dsturbance as well as of the oput fluctuations of the nearest

neighbor nuclear power generator for a pulsed load of ITER up to 270 MW.

MAIN GRID*+W NEIGHBOUR GRID ITER Site
Ka"kita Node

(4 0) edlate Voltage Bus
275kV

Load Limit G
4917OMW

500k -F-HARMONIC

ILTER

GF Fossil G Load
29899MW 830OMW

GF Hydroel G Hi rl G
7711MW 11 Oma G

0 1383MW

Adjacent Geni�R Irrmt Electric Pwer svSteml

Fig.5. U111itypowerlineforITER.

2.4. Shipping and Transportation

The Mutsu-Ogawara Port faced to the Pacific Ocean locates about km away in the

east from the site as shown in Fig. 1 A 000 tons class ship can be docked at this Port and

components as heavy as 1,000 tons can be unloaded and transported to the site by using a

barge ship as shown in Fig. 6 through the existing public road.

The outer most PF coils and the assembled CS coil will possibly be transported, indicating no

on-site manufacturing work of these coils.

Transporter

Bar e

Fig. 6 Shij)j)ing by barge shij)for 1000 tons class equipment
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2.5. Tritium transport

Tritium is firstly assumed to be procured from Canada. One sea-container can carry
three 50g-T transport packages and consequently six shipments per year will be sufficient for
the ITER consumption of Tritium; 09 kg-T/year averaged over 20 years of operation. The
transport package will be approved as a BU-type package stipulated in the IAEA regulation.

3. Scientific and Industrial Infrastructures

A large-scale nuclear-fuel reprocessing plant is now under construction in Rokkasho-
Mura and a few thousands of engineers and technicians are working here. Sufficient
industrial infrastructures and workforce are available. People in the region tend to have
good understanding in the nuclear energy development with these circumstances.

Fusion research in Japan is promoted as a national program. Many fusion scientists
and fusion laboratories/institutes are ready to support the ITER project when constructed in
Japan.

4. Socio-cultural Infrastructure

Establishment of an international school is planned in Rokkasho-Mura, which will
provide instruction for the children of foreign residents. A comfortable residential
environment will be provided in the surrounding area as well. There are many medical
facilities, including hospitals, clinics, and dental offices, and treatment in English is available.
'Various sports and cultural attractions, as well as shopping centers, are found in this area.

S. Licensing Aspects

The ITER facilities as a principle will be regulated by laws and regulations concerning
the nuclear safety regulation, which comes under the Atomic Energy Basic Low, because the
facilities generate radiation and hold radioactive materials such as Tritium. Taking into
account the intrinsic safety features of ITER, the Nuclear Safety Commission and the
Yegulatory authority are to take a reasonable approach for ensuring the ITER safety. The
major safety requirements are appropriate radiation protection, prevention of accidents and
mitigation of consequences of accidents. It is not necessary in the case of ITER to assume
preparedness for nuclear disaster, which is obligated to the fission facilities.

6. Rad-Waste Disposal

Japanese Government and the local governments (Aomori Prefecture and Rokkasho-
Mura) stated to accept the final disposal of the entire ITER rad-waste in the site or in its
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vicinity. The actual disposal (Fig. 7 w be conducted along the technical guidelines

provided by the Atomic Energy Commission of Japan in 1998.

Bpria cian� TemporaryU4 insihield R6of

MR

Fig. 7 Low level rod-waste disposal at Japan Nuclear Fuel Ltd.

7. Summary

The Rokkasho site satisfies the ITER site requirements and site design assumptions

defined in the ITER Engineering Design Activities (EDA). The flexibility of land area and

its topology, sufficient capability of electric power and water supply, transportation capability

of heavy components and high quality and affordable skills and workforce ensure the safe and

reliable construction and operation of TER. A specific benefit of the site is the availability

of the rad-waste disposal in the site or its vicinity. The Nuclear Safety Commission and the

regulatory authority of Japan consider to regulate the ITER facilities to ensure its safety in

flexible and practical manners.

Reference
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X, 'T iMlAOk Ji

Advantageous site-characteristics:-.,-����K,,s.',

Wide area of the site provides flexibility for ITER

Heavy and large components can be transportedvia eist

• Cooling water supply is sufficient for ITER steady state operaton-.,

• Meteorological characteristics of the site are mild enough.

• The entire ITER rad-waste can be disposed in the site or itsvicihity.,-,

• A comfortable living environment for foreign residents and visitors.
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F# I Pa s(N s/m')= 10 P( -r -7 X) (g/(cm s)) 1 33322 x 10- 1 35951 x 10-' 3579 x 10 3 1 1 93368 x I -

ImMa I m'/s= 0'St A - � A (cm'/s) 6 89476 x IO- 7 03070 x 10-' 6 80460 x 10 2 51 7149 1

X= 10'erg) kgf- n kW h Cal AROT) Btu ft Ibf eV I al = 4 18605 J (.fMil)

I 0 101972 2 77778 x 10 0 238889 9 47813 x IO 0737562 6 24 150 x I " = 4 184 J (PfLl?)
4
I 9 80665 1 2 72407 x 10 2 34270 929487-x 10- 723301 6 12082 x 10 " = 4 1855 J ( 5 'C)

3 6 x lo' 3 67098 x 10' 1 8 59999 x Io, 3412 13 2 65522 x 10' 2 24694 x 10 21 =4 I868J(MWjWA)

4 18605 0 426858 1 16279 x IO- 1 3 96759 x 10 3 08747 2 61272 x 10 If I pS (fL ti;

1055 06 107 586 2 93072 x 10- 252 042 1 778 72 6 585 15 x 10" 75 kgf m/s

1 35582 0 138255 20� 3 76616 x I -I 0 323890 1 28506 x 10- 1 8 46233 x 10 735 499 W

1 602 18 x 1 0 " 1 3377 x Io 4 45050 x IO- " 3 82743 x 10-" I 51857x IO-", 18171 x 10- I

Bq ci VIK Gy rad on C/kg R Sv rem

44 1 70270 x I - I 100 1 3876 I 100

7 x 10" I 0 01 I 2 58 x 10 I 0 01 I

(86 12 T] 26 H M �E
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